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future employment of mixed forces.
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as conventional and special operations forces. Existing literature does
not address the most likely method of force employment the United States
Army will use to fight with.

This thesis identifies unique aspects of each battlefield operating
system for each component element of the force mixture. Also included are

-- planning considerations to overcome the lack of doctrine, tactics and
techniques necessary for addressing those aspects.

This thesis also contains a model for conducting a "Strike Operation"
with light, heavy, and SOF forces. The model is based on actual training
exercises and contingency operations conducted by light, heavy, and SOF
elements.

This study concludes that light, heavy and special operations forces
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Operations" throughout the continuum of conflict.
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During the past decade the United States Army onxicted a major

remranizaticr of its combat forces to meet the chalUenges of the future.

As the focus of the Army evolved, less eqiasis was placed on preparation

for combat operations in a European, high intensity conflict. Army

leadership recognized the Iost likely conflict that United States military

forces would be committed to would be regicnal cantinrency operations.

As Army leadership analyzed the farce structure existizn in 1978 it

became obvious that a need existed for a strategically deployable force to

conduct camt oer rations in low to mid intensity levels. To meet the

need for such a force the Army selected one active duty infantry division

(71D), and one National Guard Infantry (29TD) division for reorganization

as "Light Infantry" divisions. 2e Army also reactivated two additional

divisions (61D and 1OIDp[ntai]) with a combination of active and

reserve o onnt elements.

Mhe light infantry divisions were organized with thirty percent fewr

soldiers than crnventional infantry divisions. A ceiling of 10,500

personnel was established by the Army Chief of Staff. Mie light division

would be very austere in terms of vehicles, equipment, and

sustainability. The goal being a strategically mobile force capable of

projecting a complete combat infantry division using 500 aircaft sorties.
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As the conept for eaploymnt of light infantry forces mtea.t Lo did

their capabilities. Originally designed for rapid eIoyxat. e 7inst

light enemy forces in a low to mid intensity conflict. Light forms began

to face significant risk as potential thre-t regicral forces developed

capabilities to cobndct mid and high intensity acmbat.

Rather than inrrease the capabilities of light farces the Army began

to experiment with ways of mixing light and heavy forces to produce a

force tailored to the thrrat. The initial results of mixed force

operatio at the Naticnal (Mt:) and Joint R •.iness (JRIC) Training

enters were abysl. Naither part of the force could operate in an

integrated and syrttavcized manner. As mr ad mae training events

ocured, it has become apparent to d'zvers and participants alike that

a void in doctrine, tactics. and tedciques existed to facilitate

operatimr involving light and heavy fore.

f.9 light-heavy equation was further cocplicated as mixed farces were

given responsibility for prearing for and car&rtx•g xtingemy

aperations involving joint and ombined forces as well as Special

Cperaticra Forces (SOF). Several operations conducted In 1989 identified

the need to develop doctrire, tactics, and techniques for corductirg

light-heavy-special operations fams (SOF) contirrpery operations.

IMmediately following Operation JUST =AM1 in Decenber 1989 in Panama,

1-2
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&W Chie of Staff, Grwal Carl Vb , directed the iniate.

of an Army l t to Iress doctrine, tactics, and

tedmniques, for brigade level conatingency operation involvirq light,

Seavy and SOF elements.

SnTMEr OF BE

Qurrent doctrinal p~blicaticzs do rot address the euplcycent of light,

heavy, and special oeratiorn mixtures of forces in contineriy

operaticons. thtil a publication is developed and fielded units will

ctinue to have significant difficulty corducturv ontixrency operations.

This thesis is intene to create a doctrinal foundation for future

light-heavy-SOF brigade level, regional cont~ingency operation. Mie

doctrinal foundation is based upon existing Light, heavy, and special

operatkiu forces doctrine, and will be modified to allow forces to

operate effectively within the unique synrWgism and dynamics of the mixed

force batlefield. The resultiM doctrine, camouily refered to as

"emerging" doctrine will be applied to a model contingency mission

scenario requiring application of brigde sized force consistiug of light,

heavy, and s•eial operaticns forces.
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For the purpose of this thesis the following definitions are offered

to facilitate unerstanding of the campositicr and organization of forces:

A. Light Forces: Those forces organize, equippe, and trained to

co3L~ canbat operations at the low to mid intensity level against

lightly armed and equipped forces.

B. Heavy Fores: T'hose fa•es oranized, equipped, and trained to

conduct mobile warfare against mcanized and armored forces at mid to

high intensity levels.

C. Special perations Forces: Tse forces organized, equipped, and

trained to onrct specific types of are c:mt requiring skills and

training not generally given to aormvetioal farces. This includes Army

Ranger, Special Forces, and other similar forces of other cwponent

services such as Navy SEAL and Special Boat forces, and Air Force Special

Operations Aviation.

ASSUMCNS AND UK=TkTI•S

This thesis assumes that the United States Army will continue to

employ light and heavy forces and SOF elements to crnduct regional
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cmtin•he•y operations against hostile forces. Aditionlly this thesis

assum existing doctrine, tranl, oraiatio, material, and

leadership for heavy, light, and SOF will not change significantly.

Finally, it is assumed that camanders and staffs of light, heavy, and

special operations farces urmerstand the employment principles, doctrine,

tactics, and techniques involving their own separate force.

Tactics, techniques, ard proce•a-es are very much dependant on the

enirorment in which applied. Because of the nature of warfare there is

no one solution applicable for every situation. This thesis will not

attempt to provide a solution for every situation involving the employment

of mixed forces on the battlefield, it will serve as a framework for the

force commader to build from based on the mission, enemy, terrain, forces

available, time, and politics.

Ths thesis will not focus on any specific regional or geographical

area of operation. Each cctinen operation is developed arouxd unique

rand situations. 7he cirposgition and organization of the

contingency force is based on the specific mission requirements.

th thesis will not dress the tactics, techiques, and procedures

for employment of forces below maneuver battalion level, nor will it

include doctrine, tactics, tehniques and procedures for operations not

involving mixed forces. Finally, this thesis will not identify nor focus

on capabilities or limitations of specific units or personalities.
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METHODS AND

The thesis is designed to provide a ouTplete fcundation addressing all

battlefield operating systems as currently defined by the United States

Army. The thesis will provide to the United States Army a complete manual

for publication identifyiq doctrixm, tactia,, and tedmiqyes essential

for employment of light, heavy, and SOF elements as an integrated and

symirmized continency force at brigade, and battalion level. To

"adcheve this objective several coventicos will be modified:

A. Chapter 1, Introductin; will follow standard oventios for the

MMAS Thesis.

B. Chapter 2, Review of Literature; will focus on the primary

doctrinal sources for each portion of the force. Each primary

publication will be summarized and reviewed in terms of value and

cott:'ib.ticon in urderstarndin unique requirnts ot the part of

the force r ,essed in the publication. T bibliography will be

included in this dcapter. Chapter 2 will also adiawlege those

individuals who made a significant contribution to the

deveilcent of the first draft of the manual.

C. Chapter 3, Study and Analysis; will ca ist of the identification
/

of capabilities and limitations for each separate part of a

brigade level light-heavy-SOF mixture corducting a contingency
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operation. 7he analysis of this infor-tion will provide the

onrtext for the develcpnt of atis arnd planninq

"" Widerations for light-heavy-SOF contizgency force cperations

at brigac!r level. This dcapter will serve as the foundation

necessary to urderstandir the compcnent. parts of a light-heavy

SOF force mixture, and will provide the basis for the application

of forces to the model used in Chapter 4.

D. Chapter 4, Application of Study and Analysis; will apply the

doctrine, tactics, and techniqes to a generic brigade

cortinru'uy force operationi =udel. The model is designed to

portray likely phases of a oxtingency operation fran deployment

and force buildup to offensive and defensive combat operations

thmugh redeployment and host nation develcptknt.

E. Chapter 5, Smmary, Coclusions, and FRzmn-aticns; will

dess tose coclusions deeloped during my examination of

light-heavy-SOF cperations. Also included will be

er•-, dations for areas requiring further study or work outside

the paraters of this thesis project.

F. Apendixes; win provide information not available in the

* thesis, but irportant to understanding certain aspects of the

work. Also included are an appendix with definitions of acronym

found throughout the thesis, and a listing of related
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zblicati~s essential for understanding cmbat q:)Praticns

involving light, heavy, and special operations forces. These are

Wiluded to assist futue studies of this thesis topic.

Capter 3, Chapter 4, and the Appendices are designe to be removed

frm the thesis and published as an Army publication. IDm to the need to

produce a comprehensive document suitable for use in a nroacademic

envircmnrt, the thesis requires deviations from conventions normally

associated with an thesis:

A. Thesis length. The thesis ws rnt costrained in length to

enure that the final prodct- did not overlook, aspects of

light-heavy-SOF cotingenicy operations that might adversely

affect actual combat operations.

B. esaardh and Analysis. Analysis and researdc are normally

sere~ated and clearly identified as such in a cm~ientioal

thesis. To ensure that future operational users of the thesis

prOCuct are better able to understand the bportance of both, a

bleding of research and analysis will be done thraxpxx& the

work.
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• -Formal literature and doctrine on light, heavy, ard special operations

forces condicting regional contingency operatios as a mixed force is very

limited. Literature and doctrine an employment of coonent elements of

light, heavy, and special operatins forces, and operations involving

joint and combined oerations is extensive. 7he purpose of this thesis is

to begin to fill the void that curently exists in literature and

doctrine.

In order correctly employ each comprnent element of a cntingency

force it is first necessary to set the cantext defining capabii ities,

limitations, and employment principles. In order to understand the

S.... / a for each couconent existing doctrine was reviewed to identify

critical capabilities -ar limitations. Ths information was then analyzed

in terms or other component elements in an effort to identify crucial

employment factors that were different from normal tactics and techniques

for separate camponent elements. This synthesized information provides

the basis for planning consideraticns found in the next chaptar.

/
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1. Paearch Methodology:

Mwu process for reviewing doctrne was expedited during the initial

ye+earch by o±actirq the prcpen schools and centers for each

battlefield operating system (BOS) c -ment element of the

light-heavy-SOF mixture and requesting identificatim of their primary

doctrinal pblicaticn. Mie scd step of the pross was to study each

-.pLlicatit and determine if it was in fact a primary publication, or a

secondary source. As the primary sources ware fixed, emphasis

tra zitioned to identification of critical capabilities and limitations.

"once critical capabilities and limitations were isolated the research

material was validated by the propmonnt schools and centers to ensure

accuracy of irterpretation. Due to time contrazints placed on the

research procs most •oordinatio ns telwascally with subject

matter experts designated by each proponent.

After the proponents validated the capabilities and limitations,

analysis of the results was coducted to identify differences between each

camrent element in conductingr coitinjecy operatio. Mien differences

were identified the next step was to analyze the problem and develop a
"solution. Mw solutios we ccqered to research conducted by myself

while assiged as a Combat Analyst (heavy-light and light-heavy) at the

Center for Army Iessons Learned (CALL), and MAJ(P) Joseph Rozek of the

Center for ArmyTactics of the Commandr and General Staff College. Cur
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"analysis was hesed on two years work studying the topic area and

collecting doservaticns from operations and exercises throughout the world

by SO light-heavy, andl heavy-light force mixturres.

2. Reference Sources:

l-he most critical prablem faced in on&xhxirq research necessary to

Wbild the founaation for" nducti light-heavy-soF contingerny cperatins

was to find and evaluate existing doctrinal piblicatiou that we

critical and essential to this specific type operation. Because of the

volum of data initially identified by proponent subject matter experts it

ws rnecesary to break publicatios into three categories; primary,

secx •ary, and related publication.

Primary publ Ictis are those ref ere publications that provided

the essential caablities and limitations for each camacnent element of

the force, as well as operational csideraticns deemed essential in

contingency operations. he are the publications addressed in this

chapter.

Secondary publicatios are those reference publications that provided

essential capabilities and limitations for each mc ent element of the

force that w-%re not different win employed by multiple •cronts of the

force. Mxwa sourcs are referer~d in later chapters, and were included

2-3
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because of their overall potential impact on a cxtntiency operation if

Related.~~cai are those refterei publication that e~qlain in

greater detail specific elawmts of each Mi~~i.Te information

contAined in these blct assist future research andl are identified I-

in ARpedix ID of this thesis.

3. Primary Reference Publicaticns:

FM 1-100, Army Avaticti in Ombt Crti Feb 89.

7his is a now publication defining aviationi doctrine in terns of the

airlarxi battle. The~ publicationi provi&., a good doctrinal fcuriaticri for

euployment of Army avriation assets. This source includ~es a brief section

on contingency w~eraticmx. Vhe priwary tocus of this work is on

describing aviatians role in airlaril battle, oicmpmnts of Army aviation&

andI aviation op~erations.

The value of this work is limited by an effort to riot specifically

cpss~eraticro cobat qperatictvu wi~portirq heavy or light forces.

The desciption of cxratnqerxqy operationi su;pozt by Army aviation does not

specifically addess special regiremernts created by a regional
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continency ceration.

EM 5-100, Engineer Combat Omrato Nov 83.

This manual serves as a capstone reference for employment of engineer

assets. FM 5-100 is a coprehensive work detailing capabilities and

lIimitations of different engineer forces across the spectzum of

eoprational warfigting incrluding ontinency cperatios.

7his was an outstanding sore of information. 7he wnual provided

cCmprehensive explanatiaon of planning factors, dictrine, tactics and

techiques for employment of ottbt and cmirtrtion enqineer assets found

on the modern battlefield. he manual noes not address how to employ

light and heavy engineer forces, or employmnt of assets fro one

component in suport of another. 7he material available fram this source

was easy to synthesize to develop tecniqs and tactics sorting

operatios as outlined in the contingeny moal.

FM 6-20-40, Fire Surx~rt :or Brigade Operatinr4s ffeavAy, Jan 90.

FM 6-20-40 is a omireher ive guide for fire support operations in a

variety of roles. Each facet of fire support for the heavy force is

covered in great detail. Lacking from this work are cotsideraticns for

2-5
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euzlomynnt of heavy farces in a rt*ngapy role, or in comJuncticn with

light forces.

In spite of its value with regads to heavy force peratios, the

absence details on the resolution of prcblem ennters when mixing

light and heavy syste, cr interatin SOF fire sucrt assets severely

rsbces its value in light-heavy-SW operatios.

FM 6-20-b0, Fire Mort for Bride Oerati=ns (Light), Jan 90.

Light fire w•ort cperatiau are describ in great detail. Included

in this work is an utstan desiripion of cperaticrs normally found

during ntinency cperaticr. Ladzg frtn this publication is an

explanation of how to over the problems of combining light,

nrw-autcuated field artillery with heavy, autmted artillery assets.

This publication was of great value in identifyin the special

rsquiremits; place on the firesupport system during contingency

operatiaos. 7he value of this publication is diminished by it's lack of

iofti the integrati of light and heavy fire support systems.

FM 7-20, The Infantry Battalin, Dec 84..
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Te primary focus of this manual is on providing the doctrinal

foindation for infantry battalion opeations. Light, mechanized,

airborne, and Ranger battalin operations are addressed in great detail.

Also aessed are the specific reuiremets placed an the mechanized

infantry )-atta.Lion when cperatJ_, with armored forces. Te publicatio

also discusses in great detail the integration of components of the

battlefield cperating systems with each type of infantry battalion. This

p -blication also Includas a comprehenive seticn dealing with heavy

forces with light frces subodinate to them.

Tis raw publication was of great value in unc1erstanding the

synrcnizatli reqiremnts of the ligt, heavy, and rtmer bettalicts.

The heavy-light portion was of exceptiaal value in understanding that

specific, mixture of forces which potentially can occur during a

light-heavy-SOF contingency. A weakness of the book is the lack of

information on light-heavy-SOF force mixbtres and a lack of information an

the synchronization of infantry forces with other battlefield operating

systems in ctingency operations.

EM 7-30, Infantry. Arorne. and Air Assault arigadp Oertions, Apr 81.

This is an old manul that was written before the inception of light

infantry. It provides a basic explanation of brigade operations involving

nxizmdhanized forces. The major drawback of the publicaton is it.'s
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orientation o. the lirear battlefield of central Eur~e.

MA publication provided a good source of information on conventional

eiplaynt of noimedianized bigade level forces. 7he book is severely

dated and provided little .informationi n deal•ng with the unique synergism

of a light-heavy-SOF mixture of forces conucin cotingen cperations.

FM 7-72, ITAdt Infat Battalin, Mar 87.

This book, although rescinded by the Chief of Staff of the Army,

provided an outstading source of information on how to fight a light

infantry battalion. The book also provided an outstanding section

employment of light infantry forces with larger heavy forces.

In spite of institutional biases against the manual for use of

rustandard terms for offensive and defensive operations. the publication

provided a plethora of valuable information of the employment of light

forces. A Limitation of this book is the lack of informtion on

participatio of light forces in ccntin•e•oy operations, or with heavy

forces placed under the cotrol of light forces.

FM 7-85, Unit Opratimns, Jun 87.
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RPrxer forces have an interal part in cotingency operatio,

especially strike operatios. This mml focuses on Ranger unit

oerations, capabilities and limitations.

Of great value was the section of Strike Operaticns. The information

provided an outstarkbng outline and sLz1,ry of each step in planning,

preparin for, and exeuting a Strike or Paid by Ranger units. i- book

does have several serious drawbacks. Lacking is any information on

operatiorn with conventional forces. C enti•cal uses of Panger forces

is only briefly discussed. Finally the limitations of Raner forces are

ignored.

E PM 31-20, Doctine for S=eial Frces ~ri , Sep 89.

x

Ths manual provided an outstandlin overview of the role of special

cperations forces in cant*inen•y operatios. Also irnluded In this

publication was a conprehensive overview of special operations

,o ~ganzaticas, capabilities, limitations, and enployment cosiderations.

Very few Army publications discuss special forces or special

operations forc; this presented a significant challenge in defining how

special operatiors forces can enhance conventional force operations during

a contingeny operation. Thi document provided an excellent source of

information on the role of special forces in contingency operations. Ths
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a~la,, for xuppariscr with =zwwnticm force doctr-ine to identify theD

Intsraticc of the tuc fore into a cohesive cobat force. Th

.. planatiom of cwtingwy-y cparatikm as of particular value in

develemInt of the mdel used in later diapters of the thesis.

FM 34-1, Irtellicece and El r c Warfare Jul 87.

"FM 34-1 provides a basic foundation for the ePloymewt of intelligence

and electronic warfare assets in suport of tactical operations. It is

primarily oriented toard capabilities normally available for division

level operation. This publicatio also addresses oerational

/oraideraticias for a broad spectrm of military operation and

-viument, although ontingency operations is not included. 7he

publication does not ctain inforatio nn special operatios IW.

This publication was invaluable as a surc of informaticn on
/ dotrna e plo~am nti and limitatiors. 7h publication is

primarily oriented toward capabI•ties and 1limitations of IEW assets

within the heavy division. Lackin is an effort to provide the sam depth

of Information on capabilities and limitatins of I= assets available to
/.

the light force.
21
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FM 44-100, US Arry Air Defense Artillery 02eratAi, Nov 88.

SCapst manual for air defense provides an overview of planning

require•ents and consideratian, a blities and limitations of air

defense systems, and operation~al conideration durirj contingency

cperations. The publication does not address integratico of light and

heavy air defene capabilities.

/his souce provided a good explanatio of air defense operatios.

Alt.kh integration of light ard heavy air defense systes a rs -t

inc~luded the design of the maual allowe for Ineprttiz of prdoable

methods of mixing light and heavy assets to optimize capabilities and

diminish limitations that 1u adversely impact on light-heavy-SOF

contingency operations.

FM 63-20, Forward S~.~ort Battali, May 85.

This is an very useful suce of information describirn the support

'mehanism found in the heavy forces. This publication does not address

. c rat a envirAents, or sp to heavy frces separated from thsir

parent brigade.

This publication provided little useful information with regards to

integration of light, heavy, and SOF. The publication ccapletely ignores
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w vort of light fores or peration in a continry CvircnnAet.

FM 71-1, Tank aid Zieani Infantrz w= Tea Nov 88.

S.FM 71-1 provides the cuirent doctrine for the empLc-iment, of armor and

eitanize infantry cooparry/tema. 7hl focus of the ,w"k is on mobile

* ~~warfare against enemy forces po sing similar aaiiis

The level of operations discussed in this work provided an outstandin

reference for the employment of heavy forces at level expected in a

light-heavy-SOF cotingey operation. lhe information was essential to

developmnet of the cqeraticxnal mo~del used in later diapters. The work

does rot address rs for a continency operaticn, however the

overall value of the work was crucial to the overall research effort.

FM 71-2, Tank and Medcanized Infantry Battalion Task Force, Sep 88.

This is the key doemewt for defining heavy force operations at the

battalion task fore level. his wok addresses the mixin of mec:anized

and armored forces across a Io- d spectrum of cnentional cierations and

envir m% nts. The wcrk clearly defines capabilities, lImitations, and

employme•nt co ideraticrs for the heavy task force.

"/
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This outstar in publication identifies the majority of critical Areas

for effective employment of the heavy task force. Mhe information is

invaluable when analyzing the light-heavy mixture frcm the light

perspective. T-e wrrk does not address cntingency operations or

oeperations in an undeveloped theater. 7his srtoing does not negate

the value of this publication. 7his was and essential document for

reseac.

FM 71-3, A and Mechanized Infn Bricade, May 88.

FM 71-3 provides insight into oerational maneuver at the brigade

level. Altogh the general focus of this wark addresses moile warfare

in a Eurqpea envircment, it does contain sukstantial information on the

dynamics of heavy forces employing light forces. The publication does not

aress cx-tingaery operations rx the interation of SOF with heavy

" forces.

The value of this document is cutstanýinq. Th publication provided

one of the few doctrinal soures for the eaployment of heavy and light

forces together. Analysis of this application of forces allowed far the

development of orollaries far the esployment of heavy forces by light

forces.
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FM 71-100, Ared and Medhanized Division Jueratio, Jun 90.

he capstc manual for all division operations is FM 71-100. It is

the only reference publication available that addresses each type of

"division level force currently found in the hkited States Arny. It is

also the best source of information on cxrtinrency cperations. nhe manual

also aesses the employment of light forces by a heavy force. The

publication also provides detailed infcrmatiuki of the integration of air , -'

naval and marine forces.

7his Manual provided the basic frammork and definition for the

researdi required for this thesis. The publication identifies the

ritical sycronization aspects for effective emp'"Wmnt of combat,

combat sutort, and combat service suport assets. 'Ine level addressed in

this manmal is above the focus of the thesis. Interpellation of the

informtion provided an t standin start point fcr deveiopment the

light-heavy-SOF =del used in this thesis.

FM 71-101, Infantr. A. and Air Assault Divisic t Mar

80.

This classic publication provided an overview for the mploymnnt of

mny assets commonly found in light forces at the division level. Many of

the c bilities identified in this kcument are not available in the
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current light forces organizations. The value of this publication was the

use in identifying the differences in capabilities, and developing means

to compensate for then by exploiting capabilities of the heavy forces.

The publication was well beyond its usefulness in employing current

forces on the modern battlefield. Written over ten years ago, the book

does not address current operational focuses or force structures. Light

forces were not conceived of until several years after this book was

published. The Army does not fight the same way today that it envisioned

fighting in 1979. As a source of current doctrine, tactics, or techniques

this publication was of little value to the research process.

FM 71-123, Tactics. Technitues- and Procedures for Combined Arms. Heavy

Brinade. Battalion, and Comnanv, Nov 89.

FM 71-123 is the first of a new generation of Army publications

providing tactics, techniques and procedures for the employment of

combined arms forces. This publication describes combat operations for

armored and mechanized forces at brigade, battalion and company levels.

FM 71-123 describes synchronization of all battlefield operating systems

and focuses on tactical operations In mid to high intensity conflict. The

publication also includes an introduction to heavy-light operations.

The section on heavy-light operations was based on research,

2-15
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information, and analysis provided to the autkms of the publication by

myself. As a consequence no new information on the employment of

heavy-light forcs was available. l value of this doomnt was fcnu

in the detailed description of how best to employ heavy battalion and

carry level cperatinq systems. The limitations of this fine work are

the lack of information on continency op'erations and light-heavy-SOF

integration.

FM 100-10, Cmbat Servi S , Feb 88.

EX 100-10 provides the ftram rk for suortirq cambat operations at

all levels. The pu1blications adresses manning, arming, fielirq, fixiq

and moving canbat fmore.

Me. value of this soce is found in the doctrinal requirements and

.ccmiderations for sustaining crmbat cperaticons. In order to solve many

of the stai-ment problems identified when mixing light, heavy, and SOF,

- I

a throg unesadn of sustainmn pdriniles an dotrn is

•reqie. • prve to =ntain th fowx•tion reae fo anlying'

sustainment problem,.
'2-.
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FM 100-15, Cortm Operati Sep 89.

,Cntin•ency operations are normlly ccrilcted under the control of a

!,fmantuver corps. This source provided an oarview of the role of the

otingeny c•rp in terms of c rontlli operatios. Additionally the

publication addresses the employn% t of heavy and light forces anid

provides planning considerations for their aiploy .nt,

".e manual provided an excellent overview of cotingency operations.

Because of the focus level for the publication little diect informations

could be drawn in term of brigde level light-heavy-SOF tInenSy

cperations. The merit of this source was in validating analysis in terms

of impacting an corps level operaticns.
/

FM 100-20, Military Operaticns in Low Intensity COflict, Dec 90.

Mils Joint publication provided an overview on the role of contingency

operations in the operational spectru of low intensity conflict. It does

not address specific force mixtures, or operational aspect of contitngency

operations.

ST ois rcewas useful in sett-M and urner3tanding the context for

military contingency operations. Also addressed of sane value was the

role of special operations forces in low intensity conflict, and
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S onrtir'l cperatir~s. Alsoof ue, was the iption of the

intratcnof air, naval, and =urima forme, as well as the inte'nacticai

with co&aiticc forces.

FM 100-25, Doctrine for Army SWJa O wti r g, Oct 90.

Whs new doctrinal mtaicatimn provided an ctstamliM explanation of

all coeants of special cperatita forces. Each •craent includes an

.explati.on of capailities, liitaticrs, and e.iployment cosideraticn.

7h blcatio also identifies Liintatiaus that are beyond the

c~pabilities of SOF to affect.

This doowIs nt provides the best available publication on how to best

employ SOF in cwtirqwry operatios. Although integration of

cotivertiaca forces is rot includ In this publication it was very

critical to the research for this thesis.

PHC 100-27/AFM 2-50, Doctrine for Joint Airtorne and Tactical Airlift

,Jan 85 with C1 (ar 85).

his p, icat provides joint doctrine, respwsibilities, and

, procedr for plarmirq, coordinatirg, and wmztin joint airborne and

tactical airlift:t oeratios in a•ort of or,,enticnral ground cbat

2-18
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7 operations Involvirn Army and Air Force assats. Not included are

operaticrs involving special oeratcns forces.
/

his source was invaluable in identifying the critical planning aspect

of eiploying Air Force assets' to miport tiodmpry operations. The

information provided a start point for search for additicnal information

* from Air Force sources that better defined the role of the Air Force in

supporting Army light-heavy--SOF cotingency operation~s.

P JCS Pub 3.05, Doctrimne for Joint Soecial Operatic, Jan 86.

This publication dcr i the mission, capabilities and

characteristics of special cperativ for across the operational

ontinuum. This publication aressed naval, air and marine special

cperatics forces as weli as Army special operations forces. This joint

publication was devel.ped to brin togther the special operations forces

from all services under a unified enploynt doctrine.

2,8 value of this publicaticn was limited by its focus. JCS Pub 3.05

Was essential in clarifying s of the tunique capabilities and roles of

special peratins forces during cntingway operations. 'he doctrine was

intentionally left vague due to the sensitivity of joint operations

doctrine. Corsequetly little actual research material could be extracted

from this publication.

2-'9
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CHAPTER 7HE
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STUDY AND ANALYSIS

In order to understand how light, heavy, and special operations forces

function as a synchronized, effective organizaticri it is first necssay

to udstand the crtext for use of the forces. ie context is derived

fro analysis of research oaxhdted an each cm~onent element oZ the force

mixture, and applied to the cper'ati- al . the focre cculd be

used in.

7tl first step in this proes is to define the operational

envIM~lt for a oxtingency operation. he operational context ýs the

driving facr.cr in definin the force mixture for tactical employment.

Once the ontext for the creration was defined then research efforts

could be focused on the tactics and techniques needed to participate in

the operation. Mis se=-d ste of the research process focused of

identifying doctrinal capabilities, limitations, consideratkics, tactics,

arn. tedmiqs.

IU to the lack of doctrine, tactics, and techniques for a mixed force

of light, heavy, and special operations farces, it was necessary to first

define the capabilities and limitatios for each omponeui element of the

force. Cnce isolated, analysis ws done to identify the best probable

3-1
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method of eeployirrj the force an a l~igt-hewwy-SOF coined a~rms team in

a danc with the current Airland battla doctrine of the Uhkted States

"Mis cdhapter of the thesis is divided into to parts. Part One

focuses oa providing a bac•m~mx1 for cort ency operations. Part Two

provides a founraticn for ec c ot part involved in a Strike

Ceraticm. T fouinatioa ies, limitatios, and

x widerationu for empl-ying each part of the force with the others.

Togher this chapter provides the context for the use of light-heavy-SOF

ornting y operations, and serv as the doctrinal basis for application

of the force in the cxtingex operation model.

I
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S~PART ONE: MNR0CO TO MCC C PERATIONS

A. Coningency operations are politically ser~itive military acticrs

requiring rapid deloyment of military forc in suport of national

/,secity policy, usually in c••diticna srt of war. 'se operations are

urkertaken when limited nati'al interests are at stake, and uhevi direct

(~n a irxlIirect diplanacy andi other for of influenc have been exhiausted or

1., iu"s,,d\nee to be bt y either a shuw of force or direct military

-,action. followi are characteristics of ntingecy operati•ns:

;* U.S. interests are at stake.

* Genrated by a crisis.

• Tim suenitive.

* Political pressure for a quick, clear victory.

* Urrtainty of the aituaticin on the ground.

* Ijuires tailored and packaged forcs.

* Involve joint and ciud cperaticris.
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* Political situatiam may iqioa a dere of cetalzd atr 1.

*Force a used wili be ccawtzraned by the availability of sea and

* airlift.

/ B. Thlere are nine mjor types of mimtingency operations. These- are:

Show, of force andl deWamtratuic.

/ * N -mtatant evacuation cpratian.

* Pascuae and recvery operations.

// / * Strikces and raids.

/ / * Peacmaingz.

*~Vacteticnal warfare.

/ * Disaster relief.

'1 * Sec~urity assistance surges.
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, 944=t to U.S. civil authrities.

1. Show of Force and n traticn:

A sho of force or dI stration is the deployment of a

force to an area in the rld to lend crei- bility to our nation's treaties

and -•umients. They increase cur regicoal influence and show cur resolve

to use military force as an instrumet of national pa in that

situaticon. A show of force d trates, bolsters, and reassures cu

al1ie,. DEmples include:

* Forward deploymnt of military farces.

* O::lnmbin trainingr exrises.

, Aircraft and ship part of calls.

* Ine itractim and _,ldup of U.S. military farces.

Military forces cm&uct these operations within delicate legal

and political corstraints. AltIough actual combat is not the goal, the

"political will" to ecploy these farces in combat if necessary, is vital

"" to the g of the operation.
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"-.Military, political, or other emrer- situation in a country

"" 'N-

"" may require the evcution and/or relocation of threatened U.S. citizens,

selece host nation personnel, and third country nationals.

'NI - '---

2. f the chief of the U.S. diplomatic mission anticipates trouble,

he will usually direct early witdrawal of dqerendets and nrnssential

perscnul by ordinary tranport. If this has occred, ony a mininn

number of personmel will require ee mrr-ilitary evacuation. Men the

situation deteriorates to a critical point, the Departient of State (DoS)

will initiate requests for military assinancax and obtain necesary

clearances from other governm•nts for the cnduict of a NMD operation.

The evacuation may take place in a low threat envircrment, face a

threat of violent oposition, or require combat action. The key to the

success of this type of cperation is a correct appraisal of the

political-military envircroent in which the force will operate.

3. * Resa and Recovery Operations:

These are sopiisticated acticos requiring precise execution.

They may be clandestine or overt. They include the rescue of U.S. or

friendly foreign nationals, and the location, identification, and recovery

of sensitive equipent or ites critical to U.S. national security.
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Thse operations usually involve special operations forces, but

may require support from general ppe farces. Wey require timely

, •detailed pla••ing, decption, swift examuticn, and

, extraordinazy security masures.

4. Strikes and Raids:

Strikes and raids are attacks by ground, air, and naval forces to

dazag or destroy high value targets or to demostrate our capability to

do so. These cperations involve the swift penetration of tostile

territory to secure informtion, seize an obJective, or destroy targets

and end with a planned withdxmi-al. Strikes and raids create situations

which permit azr goverrment to seize and maintain the political

initiative.

Planners for this type of oeration rmpire precise, time

sensitive, all-source intelligence. Forces are tailored for execution of

the mission. The diain of cman~d is streamlined. Time permittirq, the

strike/raid is fully rehearsed. Finally, the xmuad mist understand

the ccnstraints and political sensitivity of this envirc and

recognize that local law andt osta- will influence his action. Tis

cperation requires:

* Constant mission analysis.
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* Clear ccnand andl ccntrl relat-4naishp.

* Effective cumjmicat~icn facilities.

*Joint and combined force liaisoni.

*Effective puiblic dlplanacy and information.

5. Uk~wenticxnal Warfare (LW):

7hese are military ard ParamilIitary operations coduted in enemy

held, emy controlled, or politically sensitive territory across the

cperat~kia1 cntirnuu. It includes, balt is not IimniteI to, guerrilla

warfare, evasion and escape, subversicri, sabotage, and operation of low

visibility, covert, or clandestine. U.S. military support to UW

operation can includ~e the use of SOF arid general purpose forces (i.e.

trinirq and employmnt of indigenous personnel by U.S. SOF with CSS from

genieral purpose forces). TM operations can be condbts in oojurr-tion

with anid in support of other contingency operations, such as strikes anid

raids.

6. Disaster Relief:

These operations provide emergency assistance to victims of

natural or ran-made disasters abroad. They are respcrzes to requests for
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immediate help and~ rehabilitation from foreign governments or

"internatizal agenies. They include refugee assistance, food programs,

medical care, handiling of deceased persounel, and other civilian welfare

pro!graPrq..

7. Peacemaking:

A

U.S. military forces are cmaitted to peacemaking operations when

it is in a= natica-al biters to stx* a violent conflict. ard forme a

return to political and dplcmitc methods. Me U.S. urdertakes

peacema-kigr operaticns at the request of aproriate naticnal authorities

of a foreign state, or to protect U.S. citizens as part of an

interraticm•, multilateral, or unilateral coeraticn.

7he political ccmplexities of peac-eakIig require the available

force be sufficient, but its use be applied with discreticn. Rules of

enagement (ROE) are apt to be restrictive because the ~puroe of the

force is to establish and maintain law and order. Political

t--ideraticrs influence the size and cuzosition, and employment of the

force than cperaticra! rquir-emnts do.

/

8.S. Security Assistane Surges:

Thue United States accelerates sectxty assistarm when a friendly

3-9
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or ad nation faces an imminent threat. Tese surges usually focis an

lalistical M*ort.

s.-•i~tuations involving disaster assisac, civil diore,. t.hreats to

- federal property, and other emrec sltuatJiw. Congress has defined

•-• , drug trafficking, illegal Imirtion, and customs violatin as thets

to-nat.onal security warrantivi miltarytry

- ar iitary operations in ths area will always be in suport of

a-other U.Slaw aies. regulasion in supporticautae .usu.. lim-ited:t

.".tm incluves m dlitary trainsing , c ly disordel, t ogastic

sup pr, civic actio, int, atdetection and villanot operations,

aonatd a s uppority arniqmltr -ot

S-/. \

C. In contingency operation, force planners ncrmally seek to maximize

comibat capability and reduce support to essentials. TIhe- forcea itself

relies an strategic airlift and limited self-deployment for rapid

deployment and resupply frtn the cotinental United States. Early air

-- -3-10
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superiority, continuous tactical air support, logistic resupply by air,

and maintenance of air lines of cumznication are essential for such an

operation to be successful. Sealift of outsized equipment, armored units,

and bulk supplies may be necessary. Additicnally, the Army oxrxent of a

joint force will provide certain LS commxLities to other service

couponents in the area of operations.
4

D. Coninency operaticns are filled with uncertainty. These operations

S-/ require detailed flexible planning, a full awareness of the political and

social realities in the area of operation, and comprehensive logistical

and intelligence suport planning-. M following are planning

considerations for a contingrency operations.

1. All-Source Intelligence:

Intelligence is key to a succesful contingeny oeration. All

available collection assets focs on the commander's priority intelligence

rquir . Collection, processing, and diss•l• nation nst be timely.

The deploying force must have:

./ • P,,rate maps or satellite derived map products.

"* Dispositions and order of battle of all forces, both

friendly and hostile.
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* Area specific factor.

City* i plans or goatellite derived City inagery.

\* omplete details of utilities.

1* Personaty profiles.

S* QCrrent details on specific ports, airfields, roads, and

bridges-

CuO~rrent w~eather.

Th comman and cotzo1 of a onxt-ingerrxy operationi usually leads

to the formaticn. of a Joint TWas Force (OTF f ram assets within the

unified comand responsible for the contingency cperation. subordinate to

the MJT will be Army forces (AMMU), Air Force force (AFTM), Navy forces

(NAVFM), and a Joint Special Cperatis Task Force (JSDMF).1

FIGMiE 3-1-1. J= MM FOR OEANZATION.
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3. PSYOP (Information Progran), Civil Affairs, and Public Affairs

Planning and executieon of these pr.raw.L, must begin early and

continue tbrouhotit the contingency operation. Suiccssful execution~ of

these prgran will achieve US public and internati-oal support, exploit

enemy vulnerabilities, and influenc in- try target audiences. These

' pragr,, require continos prearatlcn, regional exet-ise, and

consistent cordination bet civil and military organizations.

4. Logistical Rqippot:

The setting for contingeny operations may be in areas with

little or no infrastcnture and no forward deployed forces or supplies.

There may be little or no communications, in place logistics, or host

"nation support. The mmber and types of ships and aircraft will be

Slizi ited. The planning Dast develop tailored coprehensive support

packages and the proper/flexible flow of these packages into the lodgement
/ \

area.

5. Other Constraints:

.1oxtiqency operations are cond ted for specific and limited

p.rposes. National policy objectives uist be clearly and cnistenty

stated in order that supporting military objectives may be developed.
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M-ales of enagemnt (]RE) will be developed from the objectives. It is

"iperative that the constraints and restraints be clearly stated in the

"",RE. Me ME cannot be so restrictive that they inhibit the protection of

the force. It is imperative that these ME be clearly co~mnicated to

every soldier participating in the cperation. Protecting the force while

uct•- operations and observM the M2E will place a great demand and

stress on all participants. Mhs envixcmnt demands well trained and

disciplined soldiers.

E. ontirqenW cperations are #wased operations. Qitiriency operations

can be oacted as part of a campaign., wich is aseries of military

operations aimed to accomplish a stratqic or operaticnal objective in a

given time and spae. Phases begin with plarmini and preparation and end

with the reeploynnt of the caztincy force. Ah follainz five #ases

- • iprovide the gernral structure for a contixewncy cperation and can be

adjusted to fit the needs of a particular cotinency.

, * Pre-deploymeint/crisis action.

* Deplo lnt/initial coat actions.

* Force buildup/cmkat cperations.

* Decisive combat operations.

3-14
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Rede2ploymen~t.

F. This thesis will focus on how to ,l strike/raid ontingency

cperaticrs involving SOF, light, arxd heavy forces. 'The remaining chiapters

will follow the five phases of a contingency operation. Only unclassified

SOF doctrine, tactics, and teciques will be discssed1 in this book. In

addressing light-heavy and heavy-light fres, the thesis makes the

assuzipticn that the reader knows and ikerstands how to employ like type

MI u dinate units. This book cantains does not discussion how to employ

"purem" light. or heavy fr=es.
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PART? 740: IS ATC

Sectio I. Iotrcd icn.

A. Prwqloyment and crisis action is t critical piase of a cattirqerxy

operation~. Si~ during the ote phase in predicated on the

succsinsu1 planning caktact dring this phlase. The Joint Task Farce and

subordinate ccumids (JSMrF, AMM (Caps)], AFYU, and NAVFUC) umt

anticipate the requisite military axtditicns for t seqjuenc

activities that will achieve those cnditicr, aId resouca acordingly.

The objective is to select and tailo a force, and to quiddy develo or

refine oeratioal concts that will net the necessary carxiticns for

wibequet -hse of the operation~.

B. 7he wed to plan and prepare for strategic deployuent in the

ccepresed time-frame of a crisis will be a particularly demarding aspect

of this phase. It mnans subordinate c rmmru mist provide the unified

cmnwd several elemts of critical Informati; the size of the farce

required to deploy, and the lift required to deploy it.

Intelli go" Preparationi of the Battlefield (M) is updated armd

curren data relating to foreign anelg~ sabotage, subvjersioni, and
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terrorism is used to update the threat data be. Tiis informaticn is

umed in planning operaticxial Security (OPS masures as well as for

dnception measure to enre the elent of surprise is mintalned.

Engineer and logistical re~urits determined. Airlift and naval

transort are identified and allocated. o•Crations security and deception

are cosider , and plans implent frn the beginnin to retain the //

elemnt of surprise. Cmmnd and oontrol facilities and arganizations to

t the et of cperatian are establis .

C. At division, group, b , and l)er, alert notification of unit

Ferscel is de. Soldiers are rmclled, assembled, and moved to

rareas utiere unit preparation begins. This inicudes mission

analysis and the development of tacticl cxepts, and force s res

required to a lish the missim.

D. Con-tine y operations requai the force to be tailored to the

specific missicni, mobilized, then celoned to permit simaltaneius

dployment, euplaoment, and susWanent. T initial assaulting echelon

inst be organized with sufficiet cobat powr to seize the loIdgment area

and begin combat operations. 7e ehelon that imediately follows must be

* equipped to expanrd the lodgement and undertake decisive cobat

operaticos. The final echelmr mit provide su.stairment for extended

mperaticns. Omwand and cntrol must phase in early. All four functions
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nist be Irnluded in a theater ozis Operations Plan (OCL•N.

/

E. In every elon, Combat forces mist interate with ommand, contro1,

V/ comnications, inteligee, fire 044=rt, engineer, air defense, and

CSS. The force must rapidly establish a l ent, take the fight to the

erWy, and win. Te enemy mst be overemIed in e -ery aspect to render

him inapable of reactin effectively.

F. The edmlorment of combat and cokbat support forces requires

~rrepcx~ehediecrmumt of (ES. The requirement. for rapid transitioni to

decisive ombat or other operations dictate that CSS aca•-ap ny or closely

follow each eielon. 7he cnizati• and quantity mist be carefully

determi ned to support the operation, bit mnst not dominate the potentially

scarce transportation assets cr ovetlm the prctbly austere

infrastructre.

Planning omideratias for a tineny cperaticn include, but are

not limited to:

The- mission.

* Mqpitions.
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*Omxcept of the operation.

S* Frces and assets available.

• Oeratiozal aspects such as fire su•part, cmmnicaticris,

mnlear an d ical wrfare guida, intelligence,

psychological warfare operations, and unconventional warfare

oerations.

•�* Dw order of battle-gzrrd, air, naval, spae, and

el ectronic. /

Enemuy NBC capability.

* Enem capability for xwent-iona1 warfare and

pwydxologica~l operations.

* Gsqrglq, weither, andi terrain.

Theb political situatkio and civil-military responibilities.

* Liaisona off icers

3-19
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* �In-cntry facilities.

* Lcal resouce.

* Limitirq su;Vlies to essentials.

* Iaintenarce policy./

*Health Services Suport' (ESS), to includ~e rapid ruesoe

* acavezy andi eyaaciaticui of deceatsed perscmnel.

* Mxintainin and securing necessary stodcage levels.

* Phasing in aUiticwal CSS as rsuired.

G. Secticxs n andi III provide a identify moaiztu s ist likely to be

incilud~ed in orvtirqenr-y cperaticm inwolvirq light, heavy andl special

cperat~ix= forces. *w~e appropriate, the mission~ organization,

equipment, and considerations for employment are given.
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Section II. Secial Operations Forces (SOF)

A. Speicial Operations Forces (SF are nxrmlly joint by nature,

cperating with Army, Air Force and Navy special operations elements to

accouplish Special Operations (SO) missions. SOF canducts missions in

support of cotingeny operatios. SF rticipa in ctiency

operations either unilaterally or in conjunction with other military

forcs or �overrment agencies. Rgionally oriented SOF elements are

nommally located in the regin of the crisis condleingr Deplalo ft for

Trai (DF), Mobile Traini Tea (MI'Ts) or as a part of peacetime

Security Assistance prgan. The in theater SOF my provide the basis for

expanded SOF participation during overt military cperations. As

conventicral forces conclude overt military cperations, they hand off

activities to SOF elements to crdLuct Foreign Internal Defense missions to

promte stability and nation building activities.

B. In addition to application of the Principles of War and AirLand Battle

tenets, ccmanders and staffs employing SOF units must consider the

following Special Operaticns Imperatives for successful employment: 2

Objective: Objectives assigned SOF may often be as

political, ex-ic, or psychlogical as military. In war,

Special Operations objectives focus on enemy military

vulnerabilities withot direct force-c--force
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confrcmtaticm. In situaticns &=t of war, SOF may be

assigned objectives that lead diretly to the accoplisIz.ent

of natiaal or theater level objectives.

Offensive: SOF are inherently offensive. Althouh they may

be deployed in the cmitext of a strategically defensive

effort, at the operational and tactical level, they are

euployed offensively.

• imss: SOF are not eiployed to mass in the conentional

sse. ne o tance of attrition or force-cc-force battle is

rot applicable to Special Operaticns. SO must concentrate

their cmbat power, albeit subtly and indirectly, at

decisive ti+-s and places. Care mit be taken not to

fragmnt the efforts of SOF against tactically attractive,

but ceraticrally or strategically irrelevant targets.

Extensive p rming and rehearsals are directed toward

acideving a terporary superiority of force, or better yet,

"bY a.idirn altogether. In SO, -ntration of

"forces turns as urth an the quality and focus of tactics,

timing, and weapmy as on numerical quantity.

• •zy of Force: SOF may be eaployed strategically as an

eCny of force mease to allow the ccntratio of other

forces elswbere. This may be particularly effective when
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SOF are eployed in conjunction with indigenous forces to

create a ffForce !4.ltiplier" effect, or when SO are ccr&i=ted

for decepticn.

- Maneuver: SOF do rot manervr against an enemy in the

classic sense. With respect to SO, marvw implies the

ability to infiltrate and exfiltrate denied areas to exploit

enem vulnerabilities; arn % euployed, the ability to

flexibly adjust the plan in order to cccntrate andl strike

the enmy wbere and un he is most vulnrable, and to

disperse to avoid his str hs. Flexibility in planninr

and execution is especially ermane to Special Operations.

* LUnity of nd: TO achieve uniity of effort, SOF organize

with clean, unclutteed diains of ==and. layering between

the hea-kuarters assigning the mission and the operational

unit that onducts the it is strictly avoid.

* Setrity: Swerity is paramunt in SO. Planning is often

g%-r 1-7ted and planning staffs kept aw I I. 1 evrer,

within a c t d activity infor'tica' must be shared

by. all. •e •lit-q, counterintelligence, cover and

decetion, and electroc warfare are all integrated

tbroi x the planniirg and execution of SO to enhance

security arO acheve surpise.
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SSurprise: Achievw t of surprise muist be a principle

talent of Special Operations Farmes. Scial operationis

require bold, imaginative, and1 mxacicaus actions, teipered

with patience and. foredtk ht. SOF achieve surprise by

exploiting indirect apoaches and doing the u.

* C. SOF Employme Criteria:

* Employ SOF ihen rmmilitary operaticus are insufficient and I--

other military (ornventinnal) cpticns are inappropriate or

infeasible.

* Employ SOF where results required are beyond the area of

operaticns of conventional military forces.

;* Eploy SOF:

S** With surgical precision to minimize collateral effects.

• * In a concealed or covered manner so that cnly the

effects are detectable.

•* Indirectly through the military forces of a fareign

govermsn3t or political grwp.
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D. Typical SOF organizations include the Joint Special Operations Task

Force (JSOTF), a Special Forces Operations Base (SFU), a Fcrward

CperatiaJ Base (FOB), Advancd Operational ease (AC), Special Forces

Oeratia Dta ent "A" (SRM), Rarger Regimnt, arngr Battalion, SO
4

Aviation Task Force, Psychological Operations Task Force, and a Civil

Affairs Task Force.

E. A Joint Operations Task Force (JSOIF) is created by the theater

Special Operations Command (SOC) or a Joint Task Force (JITF) to plan,

.oixiuct and support Joint Special Operations (SO) for a specific
/"

situation, mission or area basis. The JSOTF may be specifically

estabih on a ser• e basis or by augpnting an existing service

organization's headcuarters with elents of other services (i.e. an

SFOB). The JSOlF exercises O• of forcs c ed for the SO mission.

Mie JSOMF is normally employed in a Joint special Operaticrs Area (JsoA).

F. Army Special 0ratiors Forces (A1-S) c ist of Special Forces,

ftriers, special Operaticr Aviation, Civil Affairs, and Psy••ological

Operations units. These units have uiqu organizaticns, employment

cosideraticon, capabilities and limitaticns.
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SG. Spe•ia Farces (SF).

1. Th Special Forces Grup (An:M) (SFA) is a uilt.ip ,

/ flexible organization capable of -1 a Special Forces Operational

- Base (S•WO) and providing C2 and supprt for up to three Forward

/ Operatinal Bas (FOBs). FoBs are established by the subordinate SF

Battalion HIs (SF operational Detýax Charlie [SFDC]). The SF Coapany

HO (SF Cperational, Detadbment-Bravo [SF"J) establishes Advanced

operational Bases (AOBs) to expard the C and suport cpabiities of

the S•rA or is employed as a Celemt in the area of operation. 7he

Special Forces Operational tadm• nt "A" (SFn) is the twelve ran

element specifically designed to cmIuct mission in support of US policy

and Military objectives. 3

2. Special Forces Missions inrlude: 4

* �Uconventional Warfare.

* Foreign Internal Defene.

* Direct Action.

, Special. j ssance.

* �itercrism (for selected elements).
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FIG3RE 3-2-1. SFG(A) (TOE 31-80OLO1.

b. Special Farces Battalion.

ETG(A)

(C DET) i s, SF O

FIGUPE 3-2-2. SF BN SFG(A) (TOE 31-8051.01.
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c. Svecial Forces Cccpany. 
/

SF CO

CC) I2 SFCO(A D=E SF COSFM) (A DEr)
(B DEE) (DIVIM) (A D)(F1ME-FA1L)

FIGMR 3-2-3 * SF CO. SF EN (TOE 31-8C71.0).

d. pecalForce Cperaticnal Detadmient "A" organization.

ERDE1r C~ PS SGI' ASSr OPs and
Car, iaDoo WO, 18sO~. M, 1SZ50 fINIEL SGr

SFC,18B4 SSG 18B0 SF, 1840 , lSF40

WP S;Du SGTr ENG SOT ~ NMI SrT
SFIC, 181B40 SSG, 1SB30 SFC, 18C40 SSG, 18C30

FIGMR 3-2-4. SCOD (A Dxi. SF (MI).
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4. Employment Cideratials for SPecial Farces:

*Highly trained individuals (Language, cultural trainingi

air/sea/lard infiltration, and othe- So Tec~niques).

n* alrmly a deliberate coperations.

• Not designed to cnut sustairt combat operations

unilatrally due to the lack of organic firepower and

tactical nobility.

'.a* Ech SF Group is regiorally oriented.

*Can be deployed as a dercntratirin of nation~al resolve.

-~ - * Designed to train, assist, and advise indiigenous nil-itary or

paailitary forces.

5. Specal Forces Caablties:

a. C-2 and &*port Elmetts:

4 * Fonctiom as the Army comzponent of a JSMrF or as a

JS017 vhen augmented by resouzrce from other services.
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* Etablish, coperate, ar•n U•s t a SMB a•d up to three

* Provide to three c4 elemnits (MSM ) to crps o

hicjer cmrtional Hs or to speci f Ic operationial

areas as a special eratins omman and cx1trol

elnt (SO .

* rain and prepare cperaticml elemts for dep.loymt.

b. Ceraticnal Eles:

* Infiltate and exfiltrate specified cperaticnal areas

byr air, land, or sea.

* �O ut operations in reuute areas and nm ermissive

I %AMnts for atax periods of time with little

xternal direction aid mz•ort.

* Deelop, zrndze, equip, train, and advise or direct

indigerxm i vditary aid tary.

* Plan and oxhcxt unilateral SF operations.

* fTrain, advise, and assist US and alliad farm or
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Perform other SOa dire&-t2 by trm Nationial Caurxl

Authrkity o a unified connder.

Them SF Gru I gu an the resorce of theM Ibater Army

MLA) to =Wort an ia stain its cperations.

* he SF Gru cazTKt omxkrt ccrtwntirmail omnbined arms

--,raticra an a unilateral basis. Its capabilities; are

limited to advisiM or directirM indigenous military foces

=UM~ii this type of operation.

7hei SF Gru dos not ham an orgnic combined az

capability. It habitually rsuires the mnipwt wr

atta 1,n of other t CS, and! =S asets.

* e SF Group carrt provi& -curity for cpweaticml kasems

witkKt saeerely degradiMx cperaticml and mzyOrt

capabilities.
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H. ftyzer ifagim*. 5

1. 7- Fanger Paimen~t is a highly trained light infanltry foorm

omnisting of the P~immtal Ha~ and three R~anger Battalims capable of

cmxtk~tin deliberate or quick-resqxzu Sp~ecial qperations or light

infantry missiczE tyrcerzd~: detailed planning~, ~adntuiand

kariqeratirxa, -t~ralized 0eo~itim, warprise, =bility, speed, violer=

of mowuicxi, uIdck, deoqticxn and aiz~acity.

2. PRwe Ogniaiai

a. PRuwR~erEgimurt.

PANMA

FIGMR 3=2--S. Pamier BMk=
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b. Ruj Battaliona.)

RANMM

FIGU1RE 3-2-6. BM=e Battal.

3. Fcancer Eqploymnt. Considerations:

N* kdsi~gried for sut=Udied =mt operation~s.

* Narzilly employed against targets and wd~er =iditicxns

reqdxirzq ethir uniqu skds.

or~ientedan offensive operations.

*Nor regionally oriented, but deployable worl~dide.

No t.r ained or organized to provide M'rs.
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4. •r Ca i:

* Deploys quidl.y to cxxduct qoerations on all types of

terrain ard In all kinds of watIher.

, IEtablishes a credible us militaxy presnce in any part of

the wirld to denate US interest or resolve.

S* Infiltrates and exfiltrates an qxeraticnal area by land,

sea, and air.

* Conducts direct action operaticrx; to include raids,

ambauses, and re y cperaticrd;.

* .... *ts special light infantry cperations to include

seizing and smxring airfields, pxort facilities,

•ominications, centers, cmnand and onitrol facilities, and

critical chdoe-points on lines al cammicaticns.

.* Performs *jort-duraticn tactical c nissance in m ort

of assigned ranger mission.

* Operates for up to three days without resupply, and for

loner periods when provide with a •Tpanyirq or follow-on

supplies.
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• Provides two ranger liaison teas to interate the deployed

ranger force into the logistical, intelligence, and

CF-ai~ systems of the supporting com~andler.

* Exercises OpcOi of other US combat, CS, and CSS units.

* Crducts limited combat qeratios in an NBC environment.

"5. Ranger Limitation:

* Lacks the anti-armor firepmr to onzlit planned operations

aint enmy armored forces, especialy in open terrain.

* Tries to avoid the ranpower-intensive, high-casualty battles

associated with MOT.

Has m organic t ranor organic casualty evacuation

capability. It has only limited CSS resources, making it

unsuitable for utaie combat operations without

significant au ntatic.

* Has limited organic air defense capabilities.

* Has only 60mm mortars for indirect fire suport means.
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I. Seci •10peratiou Aviation (SOA).

"1. Th mission of SO is to plan and muct special air operations

in all cperatioual mnvliramats in paco, nflict and war. 6

2.* SOA Organizaticri:

]tMGM 3-2-7. SOA Battalincr '1& rce.

3.* SOA Eloymt Conid3rati-3:

* ~im and aircraft hame unique skills and systems. fdr

clrtm penstraticn.
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Flight profile must avz•id detecticxn.

* sl-inlosd cperaticor increase radar signature and reduce

r-ange.

* Planni and direction requires direct face-to-face
S

r -- inatian with smx4rtsd unit.

* Plan for air canbat cperaticns. S0A Attack Helo may protect

SOA and surface elets.

* Joint suppression of eney air defense (J-SEAD) mist sumpot

SOA witlort _zmproising clandestine penetration.

Cmducts Joint Air Attack Team (JAAT) operatians in denied

or senitive territory to suport So or as part of a joint

secod eclon attack (J-SAK) operation.

* &Zrport uipial coerations in urban terrain.

* Conduct carbat search and rescue (CSAR) in support of SO

missions.

* Qukx± MEDEVAC of SOF casualties as a primary mission or on

the return flight of another mission.
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m* aquires ner real-time intellig during mission planning

and excution.

* m missicz planni dictates collocation with m4Vozted

unit.

* SO specialO. operations peoalia Class IX and

.tmort.

4. SOA Capabi~lities:

S Possesses unique skills arnd systes for clande-r

penetration of hostile airspace.

* Can perform ntirmxs operations during visal and marginal

weather ccrditions and during instrrmnt, weather conditions.

* Can strategically self-dploy (medium and assault

helicxpters only) and conctr joint shpboard operations.

Omn perform AVUM and AVIA on all assigned aircraft,

artmmt,and aviai-cs.
4

cMn perform unit mintenanm on all other organic equipunt.
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5. SOA Limitations:

SDeex •s on Theater Army (M) to provide manpw , special

tools, and test, measuremet, and diagnostic equipmwnt to

perform -~~. I nraiz maintenance supp~ort beyond organic

capabilities durix wrtim and continency operations.

• !Emeds large quantities of aviation fuel and amunition

d.rig sustained operatios.

• Is designed to operate from a sece location.

• Has limited EW capabilities.

• Has a consolidated food service section at battalion level

only.

* Has limited medical capabilities.

* Depends on a suported unit for all sorcet intelligence and

aviation wather data.

3
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J. civil Affairs (CA) 9z ,ort.

1. Based on an analysis of MErTD!-P, a Civil Affairs Direct Support

Team is normlly placed in support of a separate brigade or equivalent SOF

unit.7 This team is normanly Ocmss of up to four persm el who

augent the staff of the suppoxted unit. The Civil Affairs Direct Support

Team's mission is to support the cmrxner in the conlict of military

.e ratio'B to include: 8

* vIs and assist the ,m.,,kr in fulfilling his legal and

u=-al •ligationu IAW int-rnatial laws and agreements.

Identify and coordinate for local resources, facilities and

•* Minimize civilian interferenc with U.S. military

operations.

* -- lcnnt the inaeligence gathering effort fro civilian

Serve as the staff focal point for cultural considerations

iq~atin on military cperatitc. 4
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2. Civil Affairs Cpabilities:

* Provides langag and area qualified fu•ctional experts.

E* Exploits hostile political, ecomic, social, and cultural

and ideological weaknesses.

• MAdvises and assists military forces planmnin and

coordinating civic action programs into foreign internal

de..cpient plans (FID).

• Provides civil assistance to US sponsored government

organizations.

* Advises adxi assists in planning and conducting population

and resoce cotroI progra. .

3. Civil Affairs Limitations:

Does riot have organic ca= nicatios caAbilities for

di.ipersed elements; relies oni suported unit.
7

* Has only mimml capability for combat operations.

• Has limti =ganic transpctation, no organic casualty
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eyacuation capability, andI limited CSS resoures, making it

u nsuitable for sustained independent operatio witout

significant annaim

K. Psyctological Ceratiars (PSYCt) SR ort..9

1. The mission of Army PSYCP forces is to plan, conduct, and support

three cateories of PSYCP: strategic, battlefield, and coisolidaticn.

The PSYOP Group tailors its resource to satisfy the PSYOP needs of the

upre conventionial or Special Cperaticms eaqats.A Tactical

Dissemination Platoon is rnm=Ily placed in support of a separate brigade,

or equivalent SOF unit. The platot consists of two Audiovisual (AV)

Teams and three Ladspieaker Teams. 7he AV teams perform AV dissemination

of PSYOP proucts and have a limited print capability. The loudspeaker

t oeans a•d c-speaker cperations and develop PSYOP in support of

tactical operations, and civil-military operations.

/ 10

"2. PsYCP Employment =Ii•ratios:. 0

YAWst PSYP operaticon are joint in nature, with approval of

PSYCP thems being approved at the CINC or )TF level.

• Oructs and provides a PSYOP area assessnt.
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• Facilitates gaining the w1pe- of the target population.

• Provides close and continuous PSYOP support to mxinize the

S•effect of CA operations.

-* infornm the world omznity of U.S. intent and goodwill.

3. PSYOP 1pities:

*• ;laxIspeaker teams can conduct tactical deception to suaort

offensive or defensive operations.

* i.spea toans can support C teams to influence or

xitro1 civilian/r rbatant/reutral personnel during

direct action otinex-y operations.

' Provides continuir analysis of political and cultural

factors to help maximize political and ychological effects

of the operaticn.

4. PSYOP Limitations:

DeperrJxt on supported unit for intelligence support to

develop effective tactical PSYOP.
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* on m wts1 unit for onicaticui to coordinate

with higtw and az w ij PS elomnts.

SDep nt o. 4 ted unit for CS/CSS of Tactical

Disinaticm Platon.

/S

Zisins i dat may precle PS exploitation of

aqWng oeratiom.

L. Predpoyment Activities.

1. Mwrur preselayment, SOF c~bts detailed mission analysis and

planining in preparationi for moctim of the specific co*ntinency

missaions. This incxlude task oraiai.nof SOF elemets and

pre-positicniru of forces. In-theater SOF my condt liaison or

dination with bost-wticz forces to facilitate follow-on SOF and

rwnticnal units, and assist in develcpnet of t to m4ort

mission planning. SF=s are selected to cda± DA and S missions prior

to initiation of overt military operations based an their regicl

m-oritaticn, language capability, special Jzed trainý, and thifr ability

t = c=t land e infiltration (lard, sea, and air). Selected SFOOAs

prepare for direct action missions to spport the Ranger TF peretrticr of

the target natim (i.e. radar) and SFaA special recniaissance miwicns

prepare to provide real-time intelligence an the Ranger targets and
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reaiticun fcxrm. ranger units arm sel~etd to cox±ct rapid, surgical

strikes, wr&3Ile minimizing collateral daeto facilities or

tbatants. C and PSYP ele ts are povided to the Ranger Task

Ptz to minimize - -4katant interference or collateral damage. USAF

and SO assets are selected to provide clandstirn iiltrationa and

suport of 01F elets. F elemnts to be omnitted are isolated to

ondut detailed mission plarning and rehearsals at hm station or in a

• ate !xrskalling Base aMM).

2. onsiderations k•l Battlefield Cperatirg System (3S) for the

empl~ont, of SOF du~ring the Predieloymet Riase of contirneaxy

operations:

a. Intelligenl, Electric Warfare (IEW).

* ~ xires timely andl detailed intelligmw-e for

deliberate planning.

S I a ur- missioxn plarrang requires early

idlntification f PIos.

S* requires all-sou. c intelligen and aviatior

we.athe data for planning.

* requires EW sqn5ot for plannirn and exection of
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*Ps" rse~4r. tizely 4ntglligenoe to p'weprs and

upate P.f-P the- ag~ne target audienc.

b. Imrwr.

.. Joint upt fo pt r asiticnirq and. dloy . (C,

PSYC n ad- 1zt ontrol teemi are pre-positianed with

sth units Tn; Co -iny and BOA support are

deployed to thermot~e malling b~se (REMAB].)

S*A se.lf-deloy nedim and assault helicxpters to

REHB.

* JSO1T WDVW oxaxts site wnwvy.

SO unifts conrxt provides ec~rity for their cperaticzial

bunwithout severely dsgrading their cqxraticmal and

04Vort c=a litimm.

SOP units have a limited capability t cperate in an

NBC enviro nt.
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aPE and security mudrt~ ust be balanced

against tesignature of joint rehersals for

sflhrmzaticn.

d. Fire 943port.

*SF has the capability to employ direct and indirect

* fire weapons.

* mngers hawe 60mm motars and 90=z reco~illes rifles in

the Weapons Platoona of a Parxpw Company.

Range~r and SF cottiuc detailed orinaticn for AC-130

fire wmaxzt.

*SDA attack helicopters wsort SOF.

We~ of PS'YtP elements to disn~pt. and demo~ralize enm

tax~ popul~ation by leaflet or loaxqker operation~s.

* !rrxer T' plans for use of PSYrlCaxsekr to

control civilian populace andl minimize in erfener

* with military operation~s.
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* Plans for the ums of PSYWI oirekr to Mwoxrt

//

tactical deception n cprastic

e. Air Defense Artillery (AD).

.. SF, Ch, and PSYaP units h.ave no organic ADA.

* SO attad: helioopeers have Iimited air-to-air

cavab iity.

* azgers haw Ulited AD capability (KWADS).

f. O t Service aqott (CSS).

S LU-term sustainment of SOF umt be cotridered and

plarrmed early du to their limited organic CSS

cpbilities.

* Izjer units have no ctganic tapoaic or casualty

evacation CsapiIities.

* 1Rw units have very lImited CS resouces, aird

carnot coduct. sustained combat wit1aot significant

I~tim.
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* SOF maximizes use of host nation (HN facŽ K'- if.,

trnqatatin and suppot.

g. o=rAd and omtxo1 (C2).

. ¶afr c2 and farces to met rqiemnts of

M-q-P. (Political implicat-ons, terms of

" refeence/rules of u meIant, long-term political

objectives, coatt-on psycological effects, unie

missian c--bilities, minimize HQ layerirq.)

Joint and interagency planming and exetion betwen

ARSOF, AFSOF, and NAVSOF.

Deliberate planning proess (isolation, mission

pr~eration, and rehearsals).

* SOF cm nicatiLns systems (TACSAT, TSC-99, HF Burst)

are not oatible with most cownentional tactical

umumicatiors systems. Ranger N tean and Special

Cperatiz c or•ncrd and cnt-rol Ele~mts (SOoXE) are

employed to provide liaison and oimunicaticrs with

Sccriventicnal beac3arters when rquired.
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\\ .Section MI. Light/Heavy Forces

A brigade heai1pgaters serves as the base for a division assault force

and is cuipl.imted with aqrciriate combat, CS, and CSS units. Ths

brigade is maintained at a high state of readiness to meet the division's

initial dployment requirement. 7he other brigades in the division

maintain various stages of readness and deploy after the lead brigade.

The brigade t is organized to facilitate cmmrand, czitol, and

•cmmcuicatians for all assigned, and attacd combat, combat support, and.

combat service suort elemnts.

A. Maneuver Florces-Heavy.

1. Infantxy Battali,:,n (V:aniz•d) (Bradley (12) Buipped).

a. Mission: To close with the eney by mear of fire and

manever to destroy or capture him or reel his assault by fire, close

combat, and counterattack.
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b. organization:

FIMM.E 3-2-8, Mechanized Infantry Battalion (Bradley).

C. Capabilities:

Provides a base of fire and maneuver.

Closes with the eney in order to destroy or capture

him.

els enemy assaults by fire, close combat, and

counterattack.

Seizes and holds terrain.

* �Marxnrs in all types of terrain arn under all

climatic corlditar-s.
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Provides anti-arm= protection within the capabilities

of the Bradley fightin vehicle MMFV.

* Crxtirts combat operatio =kr limited visibility

ocnditions, esployin night vision devices, vehicle

thermal sights, and surveillance eqquipent.

* Provides ogzanic indirec fire supot (107Mu [4.2"]

Srtar).

* Provides battalion recozaissance suport.

* Provides unit ninistraticn and logistics support to

assigned or attached units.

* Provides command, control, and staff planning and

Supervision of operation of organic and attached

elements.

* Capable of rapid movemt and limited penetration.

S...;d. Limitatici:

* Mobility and fix owr are restricted by urban terrain,

jungles, forests, steep and rugged terrain, and
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significant water ostacles.

* Qozmwnmtic3 of Class • , V and IX are high.

* Smal dismt strength.

4 2. Headqurters and Cacptes any.

a. Oranizaticn: See FIGUE 3-2-9 thru3-2-17.

F=NT 3-2-9. SCOT m M5 MISC (WA=N
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b. Capailitiest

*nProvides nind, ountrzl, staff planning°, ani

s4uervision of organic and Attadwd elownsr.

Providas battalion supply/rusply 4ort.

* Provid atraliwe battalion messirg.

* Provides unit level health services aqjot for the

battalion, to include collection, triawq, treatmit,

and evaoaticon; operate the battalion aid station;

ervises cobat lifesaver program: establishes and

applies prevntive medicine program; stcks ard

proides CIA VIII suply suport; provides ai±kn to

rifle and anti-arKor cu•wnies.

* Provides airiistative and logistic si.Furt to

a3signed or attache u=its.

* Provides orgaz•ic irirect fire su•ort with six

tra dk-monta 107m mortars.

* Provides battalion re=naissance support with a six

M2, thirby man secot platoon.
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* Provides unit maintenarce support for assigned units.

Provides cammnication support, to include one retrans

station.

C. Limitations:

S* EPW evacuation limited to urcom2ited transportation

assets.

* Unit has no dedicated wire laying capability.

Scout platoon is limited to 6 0Ps (static) one per

vehicle, or 3 munted patrols, two vehicles each.

Mortar platoon can be erployed in a one 6-gun platoon

or two 3-gun sections.

Class III resupply on fuel carriers is less than total

unit basic load (i.e. fuel trucks do not carry a 100%

vehicle reuirnet).

* Class V basic load is carried on board combat vehicles

and amnmition cargo trucks.
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b. Capabilities:

* Provides a base of fire and minwrer.

4

* Closes with the eney to destroy or capture him.

Repels erney assault by fire, close cmbat, and

counterattack.

* Seizes and holds terrain.

Maneuvers in all types of terrain and under all

climatic conditions.

* Provides antitank protection within the capabilities of

the BFV.

* onducts combat operations under limited visibility,

employing night vision devices and vehicle thermal

sights.

* Conducts assault breadhes.

* Onducts patrols (mounted and dismounted) to accaplish

recnaissarne and counter-reonnaissance.
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C. Limitations:

* =Fg me vulnerable to destruction than tanks.

" * Di..mt capability is limited."

, Requires tim to di.mt and mount.

S CS ad CSS pvd• fro higherh q r .
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d- fradley FiO*itir vehicle (BMV Caracteristics: (See FIGTURE

3-2-21).

S0,000 The (Cambat) Crl3
Leoths 215S ft Pm Tralms So0 bp 0le6el

1"l .7 ft Otmaang ImwS 300 351.8
VIVA$: 10.5 ft godSpeed 42"f
Nalh~a t L a% 29m Canwe Sma Speed: 4. S O
seeeeiaa7 Ahints ?OV, 7-62m Caud~al10,p

ftru art 'JOSaet

4. kiti-Anrmor Oazpeny.

a. Ximicn: To reinforce the direct antitank fires of the

rifle companies.



b. Organizaticwi: See F7ME 3-2-22 tbrU 3-2-24.
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d. Limitations:

* Provides aly limited searity (no dismonts).

Speed of 901 is less than Ml or M2.

* M vulnerable to direc fire than M1 or M2.

5. Tank Cqz&ny (MI egAped).

a. Missicn: To cloe with and destroy enemy forces, using

fire, maneuver, and shckc effect.

b. organizaticri: See FIGMMS 3-2-25 thru 3-2-27.

"a SEC TANK ILATOONG

2 X MI (MGOA3)

L I X TRK•CGO 2 1/2 TON

4XMI
(M60A3)

EL=JE 3-2-25. = M (Y ( N.
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C. Capab~ilites:

*High degree of moility, firepcmer, armor protection,

and shock effect.

Attacks or deferds under hotile fire and during

limited visibility.

Destroys enemy m ted and di nted forces at long

and close ranges.

* Exploits success with high cross-cuntry mobility.

d. Limitations:

Limited maneuverability in tuildup areas, w Wded,

Jungle, or y terrain.

* Vulnerable to antitank weapons.

, Wading depth limited to 4 feet with hard bottcrn; no
L

swi~m carmbility.

, Norally requires at least daily resily of Class III.
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* Limited capability to hold terrain.

* VuirArable to dismounted attacks in close terrain.

e. Ja Tank Oiaracteristics: See FI=JR 3-2-28.

NINIAI MI and MIAI.
334.S inches 38Y.r1.acbtS SsecodazY £Aas"IOt s On .50 cal mohlintgun
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3ul0to 93. 5 Inab 3w Pwjw Treais 150 hp ga turbine

W.1*hts 6o.0a towa 62. 9 towl engie Wi'4 speed

4 3101 a951113 hall 275 aillea at 29 aph

L&~m Raag~tindet.;
Diital Cooputer

Fla=E 3-2-2 8, MI 1BAMM TNK OiW.P)EISrIS
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B. Light Forces.

1. Inf.antry Batlta~lcn (Ligh).

a. MissiCn: To close with the enemy, by means of fire and

mansiver, in order to destroy or capture him or repel his

assault by fire, close combat, and coumterattack.

A

b. Or•mnization: See FIG(ES 3-2-29 thru 3-2-34.

L
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Condut offensive and defensive cperations, especially

at night, in all types of environments.

* mx QnL±ind~epo-et smll1-unit cperaticns.

* mmi1 andl ccol widely dispersed1 organic fcores as

wall as augmenzting forme dow to platomi level.

* Qxrlx air assault coeraticns.
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* Cduct rear area operations.

* �Particpat in amphibios operations.

* Operate in conjw-r-tion with heavy forces.

* Corit military cperatic on urban terrain (M)M).

* Participate in Siw of Force, Demonstration, and

Peadamping ceraticins.

* Support to United States Civil Authorities.

d. Limitations: 7e light infantry battalion, by its austere

nature, has several employment limitations. Its tactical mobility is

costzrained by its limited organic vehicles and the limited aircraft and

ground transport systems in the division. Designed to maximize the combat

to suport ratio, there is very little reundancy in the light infantry

battalion. Mhs requires cross training in several lw-density military

specialties. R deployed into a hostile envircoment, the battalion

.requires local air superiority and naval gunfire if available.
b

4 e. Vulerabi-lities: 7he f struture and organization of light

infantry battalions makes them vulnerable to:
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Nuclear, biological, and dimical (NBC) attacks.

Cmitaminaticn avoidave is the NBC defense task.

* Attack by heavy farces.

* Attack by ifdirect fire.

* Air attacks. It will be essential for units to be

tecnically proficient in =all-arms air defense and

passiv prottiv measures as air defense artillery

(AMn) assets will be I bite.

2. Rifle ~arny (Light).

a. Missicn: To close with the ervy, by means of fire and

inmwr, in order to destroy or capture him, or repel his assault by

fire, close c~bat, and counterattack.

b. O 4zat ican:

0 GA

LT

comao ME PLY
0 IN 0 am

1 33

FIGGM 3-2-35. R= C(4PANY (L=TI.
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//

c. Capabilities:
/

/

* Condtct offensive and defensive operations, especially

at night, in all types of environneits.

* Q~uct irdepenknt srril Lr2V -

* Cr�iunarx and control wide~.". d -,rsed organic t'dts as

well as au~nentirg for-vý..

* Crnuct air assault operattir&i.

Cmxb)ct rear battle.

* Participate in ampibious qop-etions.

Cperate in conjunction with heavy forces (as part of a

larger force whidc is prcperly augmented for the task).

d. Limitations:

* Austere CS and CSS ass-sets.

* .Limited vehicular mobility.
4-
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U Limited ptecticn against armo, artillery, demical,

biological, and mclear effects.

* Soldiers mist carry all required equipment, aamwnit-ion,

food and water.

C. Field Artillery.

1. Mission: Field artillery a•:? • '.i•,-'ted to maneuver forces

to suppress, neutralize, or destroy t• -o s.o Indirect fires are used

to shape the battlefield for the mneuve force. Field artillery assets

allocated to the maneuver force will be assicmed specific missions to

suOXrt committed forces.

a. Direct Support (DS): A field artillery battalion may be

assigned a DS mission. This provides fires immediately in response to the

needs of the supported force. A comuitted brigade can have one field

artillery battalion DS. Th field artillery battalion is not further

Allc•ated to a battalicn. Under certain circ tance firing batteries of

the DS battalion may be further assigned a mission of being a "dedicated

battery" in support of a specific comparry/ team.

b. Reinforcing (R): A DS battalion my have their fires

au ed with additional artillery assets. Aupntation is normally by
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allocaticn of one or more artillery battalions assigned to reinforce a

specific DS unit.

c. General SAport (GS)/General s94oort Reinforcing (GSR):

Additional field artillery assets may be available to a maneuver force in

a GS or GSR role. TMse assets are not allocated to the mneuver force,

and are controllcd by the parent DIVMTY of the maneuver division. If

authorized by the force artillery ommanier (DIVARIY Odr) GS/GSR units can

provide fires into the brigade sector.

2. Crganizaticn:

a. The DS battailion for a light brigade is normally organized

with three 6-gun firing batteries and a headquarters, headquarters, and

service battery (HHSB). The Light artillery battalion is equipped with a

105rmm howitzer (either MI02 or M119) with a range of U1,500 meters (14,500

with RAP). Oizently, the light battalion is not ThCF equipped

requiring calls for fire and fire plamning to be processed over voice nets

(rn-digital). All firing batteries are equipped with thM battery

m~pter system (Bs).

* b. Te reinfocmirq battalion will most likely be equipped with

a 155ram howitzer (either the M198 [towed] with a rarne of 22,400 meters

(30,000 with RAP] or the M109A3 [Self Propelled] with a range of 18,100
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meters (23,500 with RAP]). Similar to the DS battalion, the battalion

-1rmlly has three firing batteries. Each firing battery has eight guns

organized into two firing platows. The 155am battah•icn is rnxxally

TkCFIRE capable. Unlike the Light battalion, the 155rm battalion has a

he•k xters and headquarters battery (HHB) and a service battery (SVC

fflY) to provide ounarxI and cotrol and logistical %W~ort.

3. Capabilities, Limitations, and Ewploymnt Onsiderations:

a. Target acquisition: The light artillery battalion has an

organic: Q36 Ccunterf ire radar se±ctio capable of providing co~~r~atrrrtar/

battery targeting to the DS battalion. The Q36 has a digital capability

and can be linked to the TA!E set of a reinforcing battalion to enhance

the respnsiveness of the counterfire system. Under certain

c, a Q37 Counterfire radar from a heavy division, or a corps

target acquisition detadc nt (TAD) may be allocated to a light brigade.

SThis asset provides an increased ability to acquire counterbattery targets

to a range of 50 km (24 km for cznternartar targets). When linked with

TCFIRE, the Q36/37, in an automatic rode, can acquire icrmng fires,

coupute the location of the fires and initiate a counterfire mission prior

to the eney razds nipacting.

b. Cmmmicatio: Me primary means of cumnnication of a

light force FO/FIST is the PRC 77 (range 8 kin). The battalion and brigade

use the VRC 12 (range 40 kin) series radios to cmmwmicate with firing
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eleants and maneuver elements. Camimicatictis are see, however, they

are rot digital. Fire plans and requests for fire are done an voice

nets. Heavy force fire support elements at all levels use the V1C

12-series radios (mechanized platoons use the VJC 160). Heavy forces have

a digital capability at all levels. Wien working with ncn-digital units,

heavy units must use voice nets to process requests for fire, and fire

plans. To maintain cxmunicatios betwen firing elements and heavy and

light forces, a dedicated REIlANS system mist be established.

c. G-VIID Target Designation: Organic to the light artillery

battalion is one Combat Observation Lasing, Team (COLT). It is dismounted

with limited capability to displace. Mie FIST-V has the capability to

lase targets. A technique for Light-Heavy operations is to collocate the

light CoLT with a FIST-V to provide mobility and a more effective method

of target engagement when attacking targets with preision guided

munitions. Each comany fire suport team has a FIST-V.

d. Ammunition: Mie 105rm howitzer has an extremely high rate

of fire (10 rounds per minute for 3 minutes; 3 rounds per minute

sustained). The 105 has a wide variety of anmunition including HE, WAP,

ICM, IL11, SMK, and WP. Additionally, the 105 has APERS (BEEHIVE)

rounds, and HESH and HEP-T rounds for use against lightly armored

S•vehicles. MIe 155 howitzer has a slower rate of fire (4 rounds for cne

minute; 1 round per minute sustained). -he munitions of the 155 are more

lethal than those of the 105. The most significant advantage of the 155
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ystu, besides wapn range, is the PXci, apm D, ad FSCM

capability not available with 105= systeu. The 155 has neither APERs

nor HE/HMl-T rcurds for direct fire.

Aack of Typd.i Sovit-Type T~rget_
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displaced and uses the MVMRV as its prima maver. The M1.98 can be air
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transport by the Of 54D (for short ranges with the CH 54C, withixt crew

or ammniticn). 7he M109A3 is rit air transportable by helicopter. The

M198 requires a 900-series 5-tan as the prim mover. The M198 requires 20

minutes to prepare for firing.

US A'lly and Mofla CapabditlU

;L, ZIA% 4 ______OTI___9 SOAM

______ to__ inMm M Ma M

•-A I&W -- • Q 3

-w 14L" 4II.S

FIG=q 3-2-37. LIS ABITT•U= AVD M=~•/ C•PA.M LIME.L
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1. Nissicon:

a. 7h aviation brigade provides reccmiaissance, surveillance

capability, firepow~er, arxl logistical support to the corundrer.

b. it provides the flexibility to act with speed, firepower,

and maneuverability. Aviation assets may be involved in the employment of

zmnwver, CS, and CSS for the host nation, U.S., and allied forces,

depening on the political restraints iznosed on U.S. forces in the host

nation.

2. rgganizatian:

a. Aviation brigades ust tailor the appropriate TF based an

M'Tr-T and the -- nar-.-er's intent. They oust also deploy within the

Ssaints of resources available such as USAF airlift capabilities. The

ptimum aviation Tr may be determined by ccridering several factors, to

ixclike the foll :in:

* Mission, awy, terrain, troops, and time available.

*Te necessity of having aviation forces "early on"

&uring the deployment phase and the deployment priority
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for the aviation task force.

* CS cosiderations and hst nation support capabilities

(if available).

* ngth of time before follow-on forces arrive.

b. In developing an aviation task force, a TF headquarters mist

be designated 7 1e TF ac rs is normlly selected from three

orgnizations within the division aviation brigade: the cavalry .or air

r- aissance squadron, the attack helicqoter battalion, the aviation

battalion (ABN/LID) or assault helicopter battalion (ASSLT). The aviation

task force should be balanced; however, it requires focused attack or

as capabilities.

C. Attack helicopter units, as wall as reconaissance units,

are the most mobile antiarma and antipersomel forces with substantial

firepower available to the cmander. 7e followiMn is a type TF that has

been selected with an attack heliorpter battalion as the TF M. This

particla task force (FIGUJF 3-2-38) is cuiosed of:

Th hfie badquarters and headqluarters omprray.

* Two attack helicopter companies.
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TW~-assault belicop~ter cctpanies.

On CHQ-47 platotm.

* An aviaticn ri ±geCLas mIIV secticaa.

* An aviaticwn unit inainterntAre cmany (AVtM) with AVIhK

assets attached

ZIM3 3-2-38. AYZ&=I M=- F~

d. Teprimzary missicri of the re==issance squadrcri is
rscoraissance, surveilarica, and lIfinited sec~rity of the divisicri. It
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will wcrk for the division cunaxdr or the aviation brigade. Mien

wmkix for the divisian cmaxkr the squadron will still rely on the TF

contact m for maintenazne s ort. Sine the r~naissare squadron

is mworting the division it has not been task organized under the attack

elicc1tr• "battalion TF.

e. 7he aviation brigade cummaznr should deploy a team with the

TF. This team is organized like the tactical CP and provides initial

oxorinaticn and liaison for the TF, the reomuaissanoe squadron, and

follow-o aviatin forces. 7Me rest of the aviation brigade deploys as

the lodgment and expwision phases are continued.

f. ie HHC provides logistical and medical sLu1=t to the TF.

Within the HHC, a ATS platoon or section provides air traffic services.

Camand aviaticn assets are also attached to the ME to provide the

division and the aviation brigade command groups with C2 platforms.

g. he configuraticn of w system on the attack

lwill be mission depdent bed on the threat capabilities.

In many scenarios there will be more emphasis cn guns and rockets as

" coRss to missiles. Assault and medium lift helicopters will be

intsely euployed in air assault and air movement operations.

h. Key to the suscessful employment in all of these missions

will be the effective use of aviation liaiscn officers to enhance the
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cmmad and cxaontrolr~t for these varied and critical operation.

3. Capabhilities, plarmtng, and em;poywnt ca ideration:

a..

• Capble of massing/ &i n combat power rapidly-

* Capable of acheving speed and surprise to gain and

maintain initiative.

Capable of providing combat, CS, and CSS assets to the

cmamnder.

• Ms mbile mnuwver force.

• Capable of limited night operations.

• capable of attack mving targets.

b. General planning cosiderations.

• Reuires time critical, high volume CSS.

Cannot hold terrain without aunmntation.
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* Can dominate terrain for limited periods.

.. VUlnerable to enemy in static positions.

* ULinted by extreme weather and in extreme environments.

C. Eiloyment principles.

* Eploynent of aviation interal to sdceme of maneuver.

* Groud maneuer exposes, air maneuver exploits.

* Offense: lend depth, cover deployment of ground force.

* Defense: lend depth, cover deployment of ground force.

Well suited to attack trailing enemy formations.

d. Succssful employment requires:

Early inclusion in planning process.

, * Risk identified by the comanrder.
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S* Ag~A -ate, timely intelligec.

* Fooisd mission type zders.

S PResourcint for the mission.

-E. Air Defense Artillery (ADA).

1. Mission: Provide limited air defense of the light-heavy brigade

against lctj-altibxde hostile airioaft.

2. Planning Consideraticon:

a. 7he Air Defense Ommander will plan his defens utilizing

the follawiM AM employment guidelines:

, hMaial suport.

* Overlapping fires.

• Balanced fires.

• Weighted cwrag.
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* Early engagem.nt-

* Defense in depth.

b. Air defense priorities are determined by the following:

* Criticality of the asset.

* Vulnerability of the asset.

* IP=4rability of the asset.

* �he threat being faced.

c. Me folwin erploynt prirnipl- 's mist be observed:

* Mix.

Mass.

Mo~biity.

, Integration.

3. ADA Exploernt Considerations:
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• cxqosition of eamy force/ threat evaluation-.

* Pent and present significant activities.

• Any peolliarities or weaknesses utidh may influen the

cravat effectiveness of the eney forces.

. Enmy capbities arn air MPB.

• own situaticn.

• Friendly forces vulnerability to an attack by enmy air.

* Friendly course of action.

* lgistics su~pat for Ara equipment/ personinel-

Hostile criteria.

P Pules of Enjagent (ME).

Com*ander s air deferwe priorities.
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* Ammnition resupply issues.

* Airspace control measures in effect.

, * •stablish cam rication/ liaison with units.

* Present Air Defense Warning Status.

Present Air Defense Weapons Cottrol Status.

* Identify, Friend or Foe (IF?) codes in effect.

4. ADA Capabilities:

* Air defense against low-altitde hostile aircraft.

Ground fire against lightly armored vehicles and enemy

personnel with the gun system utien not required in the air

dafense role.

Ta_-get alert data (early wrng) from the Forward Area

Alerting Radars (FAAR).

Air defense coordination support can be available for

obtainin early warning b linking into ANC or any local
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EIMAD air defense 7rganization. 2he air def•e battalion

must povide additional coordination teans for this Support.

An air defense element can be provided to any airspace

management (A2C2 ) that exists.

The self-propeled VUlcans can maintain air defense coverage

of a rapid moving heavy element.

The towd Vulcans within the light division can support the

light infantry in both the ground and aerial mode. Ihe

light infantry battalions mist rely heavily on passive air

defense measures.

* he SP Vulcans can shoot on the move.

* he Stinger missile has IFF capability.

* FAAR has DF capability.

q•

* he range of the Vulcan is 1200 meters.

* The rane• of the Stinger missile is 4+ 1m.
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5. ADA LiTmitations:

* Twe Vulcans provide no armor prtection for crew members.

* Towed Valcans are dependent on its prime mover for mobility

and ommn-ications.

The high firing rate of the Vulcan gun system and the

limited storage capability on both the to31 and self

propelled models make ammunition conservation a must.

Aerial targets mist be visually acquired and identified

prior to firing an all systems except for the Stinger

missile, which has IFF capability.

* Hit probability of the gun systm against high speed

aircraft is reduc when they fly a crossing couse.

, Towed Valcan shoot- Ur capability is very limited.

* Little armor protection is provided to the crew and mterial

in the SP Vilcan.

* Various ranes of the SMMD apons.
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V/S
(TOWED).

(2 FAAR) (3VJ(20 TMS)

Vuu ~(5 TMS) 9

FIGMR 3-2-3MA. LIGHI' BIGAD ADA MSAMZAM'IN AND EDUIRMUr

I FAA

FIGM7R 3-2-39B, M~a A~~~'T DA ORGRZAMMO AND ZL =
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F. Intelligence and Elecronic Warfare (IEW) 94port.

1. organization~ and Equipmnt:

a. IEw support to a light-heavy brigade is MEIT-T dependent and

based an the brigade, or task force, ccmmrer 's overall IEW

requirints. An unersta•ding of the threat's capabilities, specifically

in the area of eletoic order of battle, is an obvicxs basic requirement

prior to any IEW force development.

b. An I company/ team ray be formd from the division's MI

battalicn to support a brigade. Each parent unit (i.e. the heavy or light

division) has organic intelligp/e assets which are normally employed in a

general support mission to the division (i.e. Quick Fix II, Trailblazer,

etc), but may be committed in a diret support, or attached role to a

rmtirt ency force. Space, airframes, logistical Support packages are just

a few of the ccnsideratinrs which must be made when developing the IEW

support unit for a light/heavy crairremy force. In addition, the IW

assets contained within the light and heavy divisions are not totally the

same and may vary in system capabilities and corpatibility. To further

campiicate force developmnt efforts, a variance in equipment within the

light divisions (airborne, air assault, and light) also exists. Althouh

a variance of equipment is found, the funda•ental mission of providing

intelligence, electronic warfare and counterintelligence spport to the

force cmmnder remains.
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c. The diagram below depicts a "typew nelg~e Electronic

Wrfare (MO n=p a n whichc mld be euployed in a

light-heavy brigade area of operations:

a

/TM 1O0

bric~ce is to prvd the brgd c•e wit three key foo of

sujmcr: IneUu, e •croI •z'mr (De), ar-l o•trnel•e~

(ci).
0

a. Izta.,, ucu, Int.el~jax 5or prvi• Ibyt.e I•

ccapny team will pri!arily be •eived fr sigral Irtelli~enc (sIGIN)

ar• lminn Intelligae (1Um~T. 'fl sIGIN mzo will be dezivefan

the voice c~llwio teein • active voice intercept of• threat
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cmuicatio. Primay HULIMT suport, will me from interrogation

personnel onixh~irq interrogation of K-b an! translating any capturmI

eny d •mmts Mie S-2 of a bri qoerating without a division

4 h Ters will have inreased responsibility in the area of collection

m anaement of MI assets and my reuire assistanc frm the brigade's

Intelligrc Electronic Warfare Suport Euelnt (IESE).

b. Eletronic Warfare (ED). EW sport will -isist of voice

interpt operations to derive targetin data from analysis of intercept

and direction finding (DF). Electronic warfare support in the form of

jamimin (E•4) may be available if the Quick Fix 37 system or from a heavy

division's C&I platoon of the MI battalion ground based BCH system is

mxployed. No grrund-hesed jamming capability exists within the light

division. Quick Fix is a desirable asset, even if jamming is not

envisioned, because of its more mobile and lorner range DF capability.

c. onterintelligence (CI). CI excludes management of

physical seaurity, personal, domjmt, and opratios security (OPSEC).

CI suports the successful exeuticri of these activities by r oviding

analysis of foreign intelligence threats to include espionage, subversion,

assassination, terrorimn, anid other threats. 1 1 Major CI functions

include: 
12

* Investigation.
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* Collection.

* cperaticris.

* Analysis and Productio.

3. IEW Carabi Iities/Limitatin:

a. GSR.

(1) AN/PPS-5 andi AN/PPS-15 detect moving targets and

provide accurate distanc and d nrectial data. 7- AN/PPS-5 detects

targets at ranges of 10,000m for vehicles and 6,000m for pesctel. The

AN/PP15 detects perscamel at 1.5 Jm and moviM vehicles at 3 Jan. The

AN/PPS-15 is a amller system and can be carried by one man. We AN/PPS-5

requires 3 perscinel. Capabilities of both system iclue:

Penetrate smoke, haze, fog, light rain and snow, and

light foliage.

Effective day cr night.

S Detect OVirM perscrel and equipient.
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Di she betwen wheeled vehicles, tracked

vehicles, or personne~l. (Varies based oni operator's

traing.)

4

* Transportable arnd mn-partable.

• Provide real-tim re.rtin.

(2) Critical limitations inc-lude:

• Requires line of sight.

• Heavy rain, sno, dense foliage, and high winds degrade

coerations.

• Subject to enmry radio electroic combat (depends on

tbreat capabiIi ti es) .

S Cannot distinruish betwe enemy or friendly movers.

* e AN/PPS-5 system has a slcowr displacement time

durLdrinq dimwte cperations.

b. Interrogation Teams.
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(1) Langua q.alified:I rogators will sceen EPs,

detaines, ad refees. They can provid valuable informtion from

interrogaticns and the traslation of enemy dooumnts. Capabilities

includ~e:

* Foreign langua proficiency.

* OQualjf•:e in int.erogation tdmiqies.

(2) cr-itical limitations incl.ude:

* Time available to screen and interrogate EPW,

detainees, and reSee.

S PRliability and willingness of Ms, detainees, and

refugees to coperate.

S Content and subject of captured envy documents.

c. Coltion and Jami.g (c&') Biument.

(1) The ,port. provided by CSJ assets is totally dqexient

on the threat's use of the electronic spectrum. Simply stated, if he

doesn't talk an the radio, he can't be intercepted or jammed. In

addition, if the Quick Fix II system is not included in the force package,
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then no organic jamding capability exists for the brigade. Capabilities

of CW equipment include:

Provide combat information and targeting data on

threat. (Identify, locate, track, and monitor eney

txsions. )

"* * Disrupt enemy ccmnd, control, comumications, and

ein concert uith maneuver and fire.

* Can ommnicate essential orders and requests of

brigade and kbttalion commanders during enemy janming.

(2) Critical limitations include:

* Mist have enemy electronic order of battle information

on enemy's disposition, frequency, utilization, and

COI use.

* Power of eney transmitters, terrain, and weather

* iact on collection efforts.

* * Logistical support to deplcqed voice collection teams.

U

* Aviation logistical suport to Quick Fix II assets (if
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depoyed).

.d.I=-V Range Surveillance (IS) Team.

(1) If available, tbese division asset teams can provide

informaticn beyond the range of rigde collection reso s. ey are

valuable assets for targetig sed ed&elan farces and shwuld be

considered for employment alcr major avenues of aproah. Capabilities

include providirn real-tim reorts on enemy activity.

(2) -imi ttio:ns:

* Planning time required is significant (18-24 hours).

Risk of deteztion/cmpramise during inserticn.

* Mbility on inserted.

e. Scouts.

(1) Scouts a-e a significant intelligenc gathering asset

on the battlefield. Along with providing re~nnaissan• and security they

assist in control and movement of units. Light scouts muist canentz te on

the most likely enemy avenues of approach. Heavy scouts have mar

flexibility and cover much wider areas. Capabilities include:
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Rouite, zone, andl area reconnaissance.

* Establish listenin and cbervation points.

* Provide contact t and a conaduct liaisoni.

* * Assist in couznter-reconnaissance.

* Provide traffic cntrol an- road uides.

* Screen flank, front, or rear units.

(2) Critical limtatin incude:

* Limitd firepower.

* Heavy scots are easier to detect.

Light sccuts have Limited range &e to cammnication

* ~assets andi foat-mobility

f. REMAS: A day/ night, all-weather, unatter• ded surveillan•e

system capable of detectirn and classifying target types at ranges of 350

mters fro the senso and transmittirng the data 15 KM to a m:ntoring
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site.

(1). Capabilities of FWMASS includ~e:

* Perntrates smoke, fog, haze, riin, Snow, and foliage.

* Effective 24 hours, day and night for up to 120 days.

* Detects and classifies target types.

* Man portable.

* Real-time reporting.

, cptical Line of sight riot required.

(2) critical limitations in-rlude:

* adioo (electroic) line of sight required with

moitoring station.

* Caimot disi between friend and foe.

-Subject to e activation (animal movnt).
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G. Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NC).

1. Sdcke/DF5IJ Platoon~, Corps ~ /Deconitaminatkio Comzpany. The

e/D= platoon provides •k DEI support to the light infantry

* or units located in the rear area. It specifically supports operations in

a low-to mid-internity envirorment. The platoon can provide smoke or

DEW suport, but rnt both simultaneously.

A platoon can provide smoke coverage for 0.5 to 1.7 kilometers if

woke is to be 50-150 meters wide. Employment is norrmaly in platoon

organization The smoke support wide assists maneuver elements, and may

also be employed in rear areas. Employment of less than a platoon

severely degrades the ability of the unit to provide wmke.

000

FIUE324.OFTAS•ZT OFWEKN = IDTP PATON

*Ps SVKE/DEW aIPZ31Y.
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pe Platoon can furnish deliberate and hasty DBW suport.

Deliberate DEOCN will rot occr forward of the BSA. However, a DEOCK

squad may be used to support hasty DB= ceratio. During deliberate

equipment DE=XJ (DED) cperations, the supported unit muist provide each

squad with eight personnel. 7Ibe suVorted unit equir andl operates a

co MocatI persoael DEFON station.

Platocs are normally CPCCN or attacd in suport of brigade or 4

battalion cperations. For hasty DE~a operations, a DEOOU squad from the

platcm amy be provided to a battalion for support.

The smcke/DEBJA platomo is motorized and 100% mobile. The unit

is very vulnerable to enemy direct fire weapons.

DEM capabilities include the ability to setup a hasty DBXN

(vehicle wash down site in aonemdmately o hour (assuming water

availability); and the ability to process one vehicle every 5.7 minutes

a~rximately 100 gallons of water per vehicle). For DHD, the platoon, as

a rule, can process the first vehicle in ately 90 minutes, and

couplete one aditional vehicle every 10 minutes thereafter.

2. The mission of the Medmized Smoke Platoon, Heavy Division

Chemical Ccopany is to provide large-area smoke support for tactical

operations for close or rear operations. For support of maneuver

cperations, the platoon can be attached to a maneuver brigade or
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battalion. A platocn is capable of providing large-area smoke frao 1.1 to

3.7 kilcmeters wide for a visibility of 50 to 150 meters deep,

respectively.

Mie mechanized smoke platoon performs missicrs in or forward of

the BSA. If the platoon locates forward of the brigade suport area

(BSA), it is attacd to the brigade for logistical and administrative

000

FIGJRE 3-2-42. SIEn PLXI--,

The s; ~orted unit rovides the follcadin informaticn to su~ort

plannirq:

S* ~Location and size of the area to be screened.
4

* Tim ske overage is required.

* Duration of ke coverage.
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Visibility desired within the screen.

* Mission of the m crte unit.

7he smoke system are ounted on armored personnel carriers

(M(059), and are very mobile. Hmmver, the system present a distirnc

silhotte, and must take advantage of available cover and crmalmnt to

ensure their survivability.

The mechanized smoke platoon is generally attached or OPCW to

support a heavy force.

The mwlianized smoke platoon (fr:: the heavy division chemical

company) and the seke/DE•NJ platoon (fr'nu the corps soke/DECq company)

will probably operate as a chemical compeny team. For centralized comand

and Control and logistics support, a ompany team headquarters element

ensures unity of ccmmand for an inortant, scarce comodity -- chemiC.

units. For exanle, pricritl of effort may direct that both platoons

ezplY smoke in mass in adjacent areas to supmt operations or a

"decepticn story".

H. DIineer Orga•nizations to Su&Wort tMdenqy operations.

1. Considerations for &qineer Task Organiaticn: Ergineai task
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organization is developed during the prdeployent phase. Froes are

allocated based upcn MErr-T. Analyzing these fpctrs cannot be emphasized

enough. Enineer force allocation centers around identifying engineer

missions for deployment, Zorce buildup/initial cobat, decisive ombat

operations, and redeployment.

a. Special considerations must t- given to ma.never troops

available for the operation. It is critical to adc.eve a mix of engineer

forces that mutually supports the mix of maneuver forces,

b. Engineer commard and oontrol requirents are another major

corsideration in task force organizaticr. Far instance, during d'cisive

combat operations, a wide variety of engineer forces are eiptc,'iu on

equally diversified missions fr lodgent area sustainment engilrering

to offensive/defensive suport of LT and HVY TFs. This reuires the use

of the divisional light engineer battalion as a commard and ccr.txol

ha aer to support the brigade operation.

c. Last, the amount of host nation ernineer equipment sup. rt

available in the cantingerny area of operations is critical in trimming

the engineer force to within transport constraints. critical engineer

equipment such as blades, trucks, anr loaders, often consume the most lift

assets. Early identification of equipment resoc already in the area

of operations frees lift assets for manrpowr and critical items fcr which

there is no civilian counterpart. Locating equipment resources mist be a
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priority informtion for secial crati•• s forcs cirg

d. Below are sme specific engineer force structure

cxsiderations for each pbase of a contingeny operation:

* During the deployent #ase, the assault force (SOF,
4

M=S) mu~st be prqmred to azvlK± assault breaching

as required to seize the lodgement area. Mesre there

are extensive obtacles, an arbor engieer force my

be allocated to the assault force to assist in assault

breaching operations.

* Usually, the lodient area is an airfield or port. An

enineer uission may be to repair/inprove the airfield

or port to support force b•ildup. This requires

specialized engineer forces (i.e., Enginer Airborne

Light !k~uipmnt: Cmany, or Engineer Port Rp~air

ompany) be to allocated to the assault force.

* Securing the lodgement area is critical to the s

of a aontinencry operation. Te assault force must be

prepared to quiddty epel- u•unted or dismouted

counterattadcs. 'herefore, the assault force must be

allocated scatterable mine assets to be exec~afd on
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order an a likely counterattack avenue of approach.

T asset may be in the form of IMSW , VULCANO,

P)MA/ADAM, etc. In uora cases an engineer force may

be allocated to the assault force with the mission of4

emplacin the situational obstacle.

* During force hAldup and initial cobat cperations,

" engineer priority shifts to suportin offensive

cperatio to eqrxi the air,/ah and ontimirg

5~stIIE eng ineering as required in the lodgment

area. Engineer forces suporting the combat operations

are pre-task organized with maneuver units for assault

breadxing. The forces mist be compatible with the type

maneuer force, be capable of self sustairment for the

umraticn of force buildup, and capable of decentralized

cperaticns.

* Main Supply Rozte (MR) maintenance becones a critical

enineer missicn as force buildup is complete and the

force begin oxxhitiru decisive cmbat perations.

This particularly true as heavy forces are
45 employed with the light forces in the area of

operatiaw. Available blade assets are corsolidatatd

under the engireer battalicn and fored into MR

iteams. Su blade assets my be required
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for survivability effort of critical assets in the

lo nt area.

* •e priority of enineer effort shifts to suporting TF

wavment to contact, attack, and defense missions as

the force begins codcing decisive oombat

operations. TFs are task organized with a mix of light

and heavy mwxxvAr forces; engineer farces likewise

task organize with an approriate mix of heavy-light

faeros capitalizing on the strengths of each type of

engineer. 7he base o a n to suport a TF is a

light or mecanized engineer copany into uftiidi

critical euipment and light-!canized engineer

platocon are task organized. The mech and light

engineer caq=ny cm -ers remain the TF engineer for

their respective tipe TFs.

* The manized force task organized to an engineer TF

shuld be a divisional mechanized coany. The

divisional nxanized engineer c~arny has the

mecanical beaýiz capability, assault bridging

assets, and obstacle eoplaoement capability required to

support a memhanized farce. 7he cacpany is also

relatively self sufficient with its own maintenance,

fuel, and mass assets. Task organizing a smaller
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mechanized force creates an extensive burder on the

light .nqarei battalion~ CS structure.

* MWhle the priority of enineer effort is to TF ombat

operatiocs, the iqxrtance of sxtauirnmnt engineering

to the ccesa of the rigade cannot be

undrestimated. TheA missioni generally requires cc.anpry

level cad and c Itr aand the equipmnt and haul

assets found in a orps wheeled engineer cany. This

coaany may also auget light engineers duing

defensive operations.

2. Shown on the following figure is a model engineer battalion to

support a light brigade based on a citingemy cperaticn. Tuipnent and

mnpxor summaries are provided and do not include the Engineer Airorne

Light Buipet, Comipanyr nr the Dqineer Port P~air Crxpany- TMe

addition of these assets is drien by the type lodgmnt area and can be

aded to the base battalion as require.

S6 to" co

IGE= 3-2-43, TYPE E3 FORM,.
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3.* Gener-al characteristics of Light Exiineer Forces:

* Line coqpanies are both equipmt ard manpor light.

Line ccmpanies are weU waite for decentralized combat

offensive operaticos (i.e., assault breaches and obstacle

intelligee llc t , dimnmte attacks on multiple

directions of attack/infiltration lanes).

Cmpianies reguire tticr to effectively move obstacle

material in sIport of defensive operaticns.

* Enineer equipment is acsolidated at battalicn in HHC.

* Cpanies are trained to operate centralized in stuort of

both offense and defense operations; in the defense they

work best centralized.

4. General Characteristics of Heavy Ernineer Forces:

* Line cowpanies are ejipmnt heavy arnd wxan er light.

Line copanies are capable of self tactical sstainment and

little reliance on suport from parent or support unit with

the exception of medical.
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S Obstacle breaching.

5. General Ckaracteristics of 1ieeled Engineer Fores: Sacm as

4 Heavy Engineers bat without the ability to operate under armo or the

mobility to support armored fcrces.

6. Light-Heavy Engieer Task Origanizaticn PrJrciples:

a. Light S& rz Heavy.

.Light enineers &=W be attad: to heavy ernineers

to streamline service suort, task organization, and

evuipment au-2nati of light engineers using heavy

assets.

Light engineers supporting heavy should be augmented

with COrp level equipment assets when possible to

prevet degradation of the divisional unit's

capability.

* Light engineers are task organized with Light Engineer

Battalion equ~pint assets.

* Te heavy engineer is responsible for light engineer

logistical support.
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"U* p to a light engieer caeny can be task organized to

a heavy enineer cany withou aditional assets.

b. Task Og iat Principles for Heavy Engineers Supporting

Light Enines.

Heavy engineer forces suld be placed OO to light

enginers. 7his provides the light engineer with

responsive support and task o az ticr authority

without the logistical a.ppt burden.

Heavy ernineer forces below cipny size supportin

light forces must be augmented with sustairment assets

(i.e., maintenance, fuel, supply, and medical).

No we than a heavy enier ccpany sum ot a light

engineer battalion; no .e than a heavy engieer

platoon aupents a light engineer cany.

"I. Military Police (p)13.U

1. organization: For contingecy operations Military Police forces

sbhild be allocated based on their operational missions. The couand and

co1trol element of the selected M force should m •n -urate with the
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level of MP forces deployed. Criminal Investigation (CID) augmentation

should be considered. Prisoner of War (EM operaticns require

onmsiderable Military Police Support.

4

A cammand and control element for this MP force is needed. This

is a 3-mn cell fr3 the Light Division Provost Marshal Section ccmposed

of the Deputy PM, an Operations Sergeant, and an Assistant cperaticas

Sergeant, with one vehicle (MW and standard %vapors. A 2-man CID team

should be added to provide collection, analysis, and disseminaticn of

criminal and terrorist related intelligence aimed at US interests and

provide battlefield investigative support to the brigade cozmander.

The MP force should draw light antitank weapons to augment their

own weapons and if an air threat exists, Stingers should also be issued

(tw per squad).

Additional equipment should include items to establish a

temporary holding facility for EPW/CIs. The otirjency corps should have

standard MP packages %tich can be taken.

2. Missions:

a. Battlefield Circulation Control (BCe). BOC includes all

measures taken to expedite and assist the mvent of perscrml and

vehicles throughout the division rear area to support the commander's
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777

tac-tical, plans. Such cperatiJzu incble route recotstaissance and

surveillance, FM regulation enforee'•t, straggler cmtrol, refugee

~ztrl, ntelige col~lection and reportirg, and information

dissemination.

b. Area Secr•ity (AS). Military Police provide seczrity and
41,

protection of critical sites and areas as directed by the tactical

cnder. Mis includes area re3naissarc and srveillance, security

of special rumitions, base response force cperations, airbase ground

defense cperaticns, terrorism counteractic, area damage catrol, and NBC

detection and reportirq.

C. Diny Prisoner of War (EPW). EJ operations include all

measures taken to ensure the humane treatment, aoritability, collection,

and 1proup evacuation of EJ and civilian, and internment cperations.

Military Police mort tactical cby umertakir EPW

cperations. NP's relieve the tactical c of the need to use combat

forces to secure EFW's and civilian detainee's.

d. Law and Order Operations. Law and order cperaticos irnlude

all masures taken to minimize disrupticn of combat operations, includir

crime prevention, physical security, law enforcement, criminal

investigation, U.S. military priisr confinemnt, and terrorism

comteraction. Military Police provide law and order operations to
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r the chance of criminal behavior, and to confine U.S. prisoners.

These operations depend on the tactical situation.

4J. Coarnd, Ontrol and Comuanications.

1. Coacan~d and Control.

"The division Tactical Ommard Post (TAC CP) will deploy with the

lead brigade. The TAC CP is manned with full staff representation and

sufficient comimicatics to cok division ommand and control (M) and

to interface with echelon above division (EAD) elements prior to the

arrival of the main CP. Staff representation include elements of the G5,

Staff Judge Advocate (SJA), Financ and Provost Marshal (P), dependrig on

the situation. Te division main tactical comand post (Ic) should

a qany the deployment of the second brigade.

'flse combat, combat support and combat service support elements

rot initially deployed are organized to deploy after the lead brigade.

They are task organized to facilitate an advance party ard additional

cperational eleents fo~llad by the main body. 7he advance element

prepares for the arrival of the main body jihile the operational element

provides the rnessazy suport to sustain operations of the lead brigade.

VThis suture of rx-task organized eleme.nts also provide the division

the flexibility to rapidly tailor and deploy support packages for separate
3
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brigades operations if the entire division does not deploy. With this

type of organization, the division maintains a flexible base to respond to

mst tactical situations within hours of notification.

a

Prior to deplWment, detailed planning for feeding, fueling,

armin, g intaining, and loading the assault force is required at the

stagin base and any in rou.t ba

'ie brigade TAC CP will deploy with the lead battalion. The TAC

CP is manned with full staff reresentaticn and sufficient ccmzuications

to =rdubt brigade C and interface with division and AD if rapired.

Staff reresentation will include an S5, Civil Affairs (CA) liaison

officer (INO) , Pwshological Cperations (PSYOP) IM and SJA. The brigade

TOC will accoupany follow-on battalions as the situation permits.

2. Organization: The Forward Cmmnand Q ray of the division signal

battalion installs, operates, and maintains the brigade t'

iiult• access utilizing the following equipMent. 14

a. B*Apmnt:

* 2 ea AN/TWC-145 MIultidcannsl Radio Terminals.

* 1 ea AN/TI'-41V2 Tele~±tne Switd~board.
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* 1 ea N/TSC-93A Multicannel Satellit Terminal.

Mfe brigade's organic co mcatio platoon is organized

and equipped to install the brigade's internal omnm icatiors system and

to extend the system to su±ordinate battalions. Miese assets and their

capabilities incl, zle:

* AN/UXC-7 Facsimiles for the transmissicn of data such

as reports, graphics (i.e. overlays), and informal hard

copy traffic over existing iultichannel, wire, and

radio systems.

* AN/GRC-213 High frequency radios for extended distance

voice links.

AN/V1C-12 Series radios (secured with Vinscn) for

cIareInd and caitrol, intelligence, amiin/ log, and fire

Sort nets.

* rmmmuications wire for use as the primary

nimunicaticns means during defensive operations.

* AN/VRC-49 Retrans radio to extend FM (VHF)

cum micaticns links.
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b. Auntic:

The brigade &"ild be ar;=*W frcm division with assets to

establish links to the Joint Task Force (YTF) in the initial combat acticn

oase, and Piase 3, Force uildup. iese assets are man-portable, single

dumml Tactical Satellite (VSAT) radios and special aircraft antennas

(called "hatch-mounts") that allow the radio to be used cn the grcurd and
in flight to the airhead. A mini=um of six such systems is required (see

FIGWRE 3-2-55).

3. General Consideratios for light-heavy contingency cperaticns:/

* Face-to-face coordination by all unit signal officers must

be done as soon as possible.

* signal support equipment inreases the electrnic signature

of the maneuver force.

• Size of suorting signal equipment increases the airfram

needed to •cm the qperaticn.

• Signal-unique syste may require logistical support not

readily available nor practical for rapid transport during

coz*iAency operations.
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* An available satellite space sement is necesary when

extended conditions or difficult terrain requires the use of

MCSATC4 systems.

* Carjested frequenc~y spetrumn ard the requireinnt to

decunflict at the highest level.

Sufficient assortment and supply of batteries (e.g., night

vision devices, radios, etc).

Liaison officers should be employed whenever unlike elements

combine to make up a contirjency operation task force.

SUse of standardized graphdcs and terminolo7y.

* Rehearsals mist be done when time permits.

Intermingling of forces pla icreased burdens on cmiand

and control systems. Traffic control, fire support

coordination, counicatiais nets and facilities, and

seaurity and obstacle plans require close coordination and

liaison between all headquarters involved.

* Minimize the electromagnetic signrture fran CP locations

whenever possible.
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* C, CS, and CSS assets augming the z bria should be

placed in an attadchd status until parent organizations

arrive in the airhead.

4. Limitations:

a. Light infantry unit radios have shorter ranges (S to 30

)in) than heavy unit radios. Whe light and heavy units are task

organized, planning =st acont for the difference in ranges and eaploy

either FM retrans or HF radios (AN/PSC3 LOS/SAT) if needed. Directional

antennas can also be used to extend a radio's rarqe15.

b. Planning mist take advantage of all alternate means of

ccenmicatici, to include VHF, WEF satellite, HF, SHF satellite,

nili, wire, messerx=, and wire cmznication.

5. FIGLTM 3-2-46 thru. 3-2-55 depict rats -whichd~i kxi~d be

etablished during the SOF/LT/HVY Fobrce ctir y operation.

FIGURE 3-2-46. EDE OS 9E 2 =ND FM N=.
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K. Sustanment.

1. Di u l Su-tair-•nt:

a. Orgaizatin: • orgnizti to ai•z a ligh-heav

brgaein any aperatin wil ccist of elen•rzts fran the Lih Infant:ry

DivSt~&~ort • (anLID DIS~m), the lmavy forcm DISCC, ani Oxpem

Suor Curmd (COS) e1nt. O.r!'ty, lig/ht brigd suppcxzt is

EW

organized as a Foraz Area &.pr T• (FAST) with fo=,.ard cm•xenies
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771

fra Mint• nIaCe, Medical, and S*ply and awmpot battalins, and a

Forward Area Su•ort o=rdInatin Office (FASCm) fro the LM DIS=

Selua--"te . (See FIGMM 3-2-56 thrcugh 3-2-58)

"Ucm i o" IO sale I to to i

FIZGM3 3-2-56. E S AT=•Ia,

The FAST (as wall as the entire LID DISO=4) is an austere

organization. The LID DISOCI austerity is essential to ensuring required

stratic deployability. Sustaind carations, atingency cperations, or

cperaticns In high intensity envir~•tm~s will require auiznwtation of

light force sustairm-nt capabilities. In addition, the LID DISOm is not

organized or stuc.ed to m•prt heavy forcs, and win r•qui

an t n when heavy forces are attacd. For light-heavy brigade

cm n owf peraticrs the FAST will require a itation to:

* Sustain perat•ins in a contL-qen y envircrwnt.

* Suort atta&ded heavy forcs.
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The actual organization for a particular contingency

cperation is determined by factors of MIT (See FIGURE 3-2-59 for

s.uggested baseline :model). Specific :rideratics for aticri are

I.disc.ussed below for each . :stai.rment functicn.

Planners mast uxerstand the support ccepts arid
46

capabilities and linmitations for light, heavy, and SOF organizaticns to

Sbauild the proper support padmage. RelatiWIrhIPS, responsibilities, and

procedures mist be coordinated and spelled cut as the cotingency force is

being developed.

b. Light and Heavy DISC3M Structures:

The cc~mard and control structure of the light DISCCM is

furdaentally different than that of the heavy DISCOM. The heavy DISCCM

has a Main Support Battalion (MB) in the Division Support Area (DSA) and

a Forward Support Battalion (FMB) in each Brigade Support Area (BSA).

Ths provides customers in the division rear (other than aviation brigade

elements who also receive suort fro the aircraft maintenance company)

cre support battalion to provide all direct sapport level logistics and

health services support. I4ki-dse, in the brigade area, aos ers have

one support battalion to provide direct suport (D) level suport. In

Saddition, the structure provides a lieutenant colonel battalion camnander

and staff to coordinate rear cperaticns in the BSA.
4P
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The LI= DIS0(, is funtioal.ly organiZe. With S&T,

mitr',, and medical battali. As diso-ssed above, the FASr

M Jists of caqnies from these battaLiaU mer the rdiamticn of the

FASC. Thigh the PASCO coordinates the efforts of the FAST, cmnard and

control of the companies is typically retained by the parent battalion.

The FASCO office is not a battalion staff. The FASCO is not staffed to

provide cotinus oulmwand and coiol of the FAST for extended periods as

is the FSB. The PASCO does not possess the ability to tradc current or

future operations of the suported force. he FASCO is designed to

facilitate coordination of support.

lY

MM. 3 -1E32-57.
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c. In o:nsiderirn the proper cmmn/ sm4mt relai p for

any mix of light and heavy forces, the cmwrxer must consider the

fo~llwing:

* he distanc of the deplyinq fomme fr the a.irt

base of the parent unit.

* he suort capability of the receivir force. This

capability is partioularly frportant to ccsider in the

case of light fcrces, since different types of units

have significantly different o caalities.

* he reltiasp between deployiz supmot elements andI

receivix units.

* The self ,-stai • capability of the deploying force.

In the partiOcar case of a light brigade with a heavy

battalicn, there are two alternatives for su;Vorting the light-heavy

force. Either the battalicn iust contiue to rely cn its parent

divisicn/brigade for suort or a significant padcage of suport assets

must -ce with the battalicn. In a cuitinrjency cperaticri, the latter

t nique sold be used.
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d. General Comideratics for Light-Heavy Sastaim•.nt:

In con~sidering the proper camad/ M4:Pozt relationship for

any mix of light and heavy forces, the O-r- er must ccnsider at least

the following factors:

* he size and mission of the force.

* The distanc of the deploying force frcm the support

base of its parent unit.

M 04:4=t capability of the reiving force. This

capbility is partioilarly ipotant to consider in the

case of light forces, since the different types of

units have significantly different support

capabiIi ties.

S The relatimip biet the deloying support element

and the receiving unit.

* Te source of support for eadc force.

The self- s-Wnin capability of the deloying force.
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task-organized to a light brigade is OPc I16. In smh cases, the heavy

battalion task force (with a su.pot slice frcm the parent heavy DISC14)

catiArmes to coordinate mW.ort requireme.nts with its parent brigade S4

and to receive supot frmn the FSB of the heavy DISOCZ4. The distanc

between the heavy battalim and its parent brigade sLa.qpot base, as well

as the missio of the remaining eleeits of the brigade, are key

considerations in determiniN 'whethAer the battalion an be sustained

thrctrgh an OPWa relatimship. If 0C is a feasible relaticonship, true
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light-heavy suport is rot required. The heavy battalion wil continue to

be supprted thrc1ur the heavy force support system and the light force

supr sytm will s•usan the liht brgade.

If CCOXN is not a feasible relationship, Attachment should

be used. 2Tis methiod involves the cros-attachment of wuort assets from

the heavy force support structure to the light. DISC. xmxanraers and

staffs must understand the limitaticrs and capabilities within the lioht

DIS034 for supporting heavy forces. &qort assets to be cross-attached

are likely to be significant. Ths will stress the commard and control

structure of the light DISCX04, particularly in the BSA vere the light

FASOD staff is extremely austere. Te headquarters of the light DISOCa

may nead to provide additional staff assistance to the FASa). In

addition, the FSB providing support assets to the light DISCCH should send

a liaison team to the FASaO and the heavy DISC:2 Material Management

Center (NW.) should sena a Material Management Element to assist the LID

DIS014 in management of heavy support systems. (Additional support

esornl and euipmnt will gnerte aitional support reqirements,

suc as feeding, maintenance, and health service stm ort.) This method of

support will typically be required in a coniznge•cy operation, and in such

cases, the command and cm~trol dallenge s even more complex. In

the case of the light-heavy brigade in a continrpery envircnment, a CSS

C2 cell mist be created to perform the follading missions:

Provide logistics Pxpertise and decision making ability

that go beyond the scoe of the FASCO capability.
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* Assist any follow,< forces, includin heavy elens,

on arrival and sport their mvement out of the BSA.

Coordinate area suport to all units being suorted

from the BSA

S Call forward fran the DISCS/ support base required CSS

el ts to further augment the FAST.

* Provide management and cotimmicationis links to the JTF/

Corps and DISM for the FAST.

* Serve as the DLS: (forward) if the mission expands

and additioml units, including DISCC1 elements are

brr in.

The C2 cell will expand to meet the needs of the mission.

The FASOD will fall under the C cell and dhannel all rednmeints and

actions throuh the cell. This C2 cell is led by the LID DISOCO Emcutive

Officer, who is the "landlord" of the BSA. He is responsible for terrain

management and security of the BSA. He coordinates suport to follow-on

units until additional FAST or heavy FSB elements can be brought in. This

will require stockpiling supplies and ammuniticn before follow-on forces

arrive.
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The C2 cell must include lig.ht andi heavy DLSMX4 perscrine~l to

provide expertise that dresses all clae of supply, services and

logistical requirements. A sample C2 cell is found at FIGURE 3-2-60,

though the actual cell will depend on the composition of the logistical

task force supporting the operation. The C cell must be mobile, and have

communications assets to commnicate with the sport be.

3 Coss-leveliM wxuh assets frcm the FSB (ari MMB) of the

parent heavy DISCCM to suport the light-heavy force will jeopardize the

heavy DIS'CX's ability to support raining elements of the heavy force if

it is fully committed. Therefore, a basic assmption involved in this

method of supporting light-heavy forces is that not all forces will be

engaged at the same time.

When light force elements are task-organized to a heavy

force, planners in the heavy force muist understand that light fighters are

exactly that ... light. Te more they have to carry, the slower they mve

and the smaller the advantage of their relative mobility in restricted

terrain. Heavy force support pla•ers mist recognize that providing too

munh support forward involves considerable risk. Light force do not have

the assets to move large quantities of suplies and equipment. The lack

of an ability to move significant amounts of reserve stocks means that

planners must arrange for rapidly supplying packages of critical supplies

to light units. These packages (too include Class IV items sudi as wire,

mines, and survivability items) shld be carefully planned in advance.
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In addition, the CSS C2 cell mist track the battle.

Typically in all types of operations, the FASCO ollocates with the

brigade S4 to follow the battle. Not only mist they be aware of the

tbreat to the BSA, but they must also keep track of the tactical situation

in order to anticipate SmOrt reqdrements rather than being in the

position of having to respod to rapests for support.

e. Arm:

Under the Mawv-Criented Aminticn Distri u-tion Syt

MADS), the system for distribiting ammunition is the same for the heavy

and light divisions. Mie DAO in the DISCCM -M/Mt is responsible for

managing amnunition tU•hcut the division. There is an Ammunition

Transfer Point (ATP) in each BSA operated by the DISC24. Thre will also

be an ATP in the DA operated by the rni-divisional DS ompay. goal

for both types of divisions is 100 percent thrvhbit of ammunition to the

BSA ATP for units operating in the brigade area. Also, t.-zugh the tyles

of weapon systems differ significantly among divisions, the process of

managing and replacing them is essentially the same.

Miere are difference between light and heavy

"organizations. In heavy divisions, the forward ATP is organic to the

FSB. In light divisions, the ATPs are operated by the forward supply

cCmpanies of the S&T battalion. The major difference is in the weapon
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syste in each type division and the resultant o-mption plann

factors. Planners at unit level as wall as within the DIsaM mxst be

aware of the uagnitude of the differeces in ammunition cmrsptian.

kAnther difference is in the grunid transporttion assets available for

emrgency distribition of ammunition. -- light divisin assets are

austere, as discussed later in this dcapter.

Until W3AM is fully inpleiented, there are other

differences amg divisions in axunitiai resupply. First, the current

heavy, airborne, and air assault DIS=4s operate an ATP in the DSA.
Hajever, the LID does not. LID elements in the division area will

typically have to pick up ammunition at the nearest Amizinticn Supply

Point (ASP). In addition, even before M!ADS is implemented, the LID will
rely on loads configured for LID units by the ncrdivisicral DS cmpany.

For a light-heavy brigade, all elents (incuing the S4 of

the su4=ted heavy battalion) transmit requireents through the brigade

S4 to the Division Ammunition Office (DAD). Ihe DAO nist plan in advance

for Class V supplies for the different wapon systems of the heavy

battalion, including the ain guns. The key to arming the light-heavy

force will be planning to ensue that the 3TF/C)SCC14 is t1hrugh-putting

the right types and quantities of aimundtion, and that the ATP has the

capabilities to handle them. ATP persorel, with whatever assistance can

be provided by receiving units, transload umitions fram COSCC( assets to

using unit vehicles. The ability of the LID DISCtM ATP to support a
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light-heavy force will depend an a number of factors; the exact nature of

the supported forces (including any artillery that may accany the heavy

bettalion); the intensity and duration of the conflict.l? If expet

orrsuzztion of the light-heavy force exceeds the capability of the light

ATP, forklifts and operators from the FSB supporting the heavy battalion's

parent brigade may be attached to the light forward supply company. At a

minim•m, this aunmentation should consist of one DO representative from

"the Heavy DISCOM, two ammnmition hardlers (OCF 55) and one 6,000-pound

rough terrain forklift. 1 8

Once anticipated cnsurmption has been computed and any

required cross-attacbments of AP assets have been made, the request and

pickup/ distribticn procedures are similar to thse for pure light and

heavy procedures. Peuirements go thro the brigade S4 to the DAO.

&4Ported units (includig support platoon assets of the suported heavy

battalion) arrive at the ATP with a request for ammunition authenticated

by the battalion S4. The DWD reprsentative at the ATP validates the

request.

en Class V supplies arrive at the AXP, the DAO
Srepzesentative inspects and inventories the shipments. He also ensures

the shipping documnt is returned and fcrwards a receipt to the DAO.

Relocation of the MP is minimized through tlhoruzh

planning. If an ATP move is anticipated, it is coordinated among the DAO,
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the kAP NCmic, customers, the cos=V4 JIT, andl the FA=T. New shUPments

are directed to the new AMP site, while Clas V su~1ies at the old site

caiinue to be transloa to custaners' Vehicles.

In a light-hieavy araltizqejeny, the FASr will also likely

reufre aditional assets to operate a azall ASP. Because the FAsr is

only staffed and eqipped to transload amuimition, nct stare it,

a ntaticn will be required. 7he aiqientaticwi (amauuiticn handlers and

forkLifts) may coefrom one of the other forward SU~PiY coi~anies of the

LMD, the FSB's AIP, or the nonivisicnal anmzuiticnc mpany.

Barrier materials are not zr~mally stocked by the FAST,

particularly in the LID (which relies on pr txanfigured unit loads of hasty

fortification and barrier materiel). The S4 of a supported heavy

battalion shouild ntify the FASCD of Clas IV requirements as far in

advance as possible. The FASCX) will ocoordinate delivery using air

thrt~hztas close to the emplacement site as possible. Light battalions

do not have the assets to mom barrier materiel withmzt dc*anoadirg the

bulk of their limited transportationase.

f. Fuel:

In all division, bulk fuel is pushed to division Clas 1-II

points on the basis of fuel forecasts andi status reports. Each division

operates Class III points in the DSA and each BSA. 7hle Class III section
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of the IME (or the S&T battalion of the LID) mag Class III supply. In

addiri-io, aviation fuh in each division •s dirctly from echelons

above division to the division aviation brigade.

Tihe major differens amng divisions are driven by the

differences in ccrmsuqtican between the light and heavy divisios. As a

result, huge differences exist among divisicr in assets available for

storage and distribution of bulk fuels. Mxxh all divisions rely to some

extent on throughput of fuel to BESA Class III points, there are no assets

in the LID to Provide additional resuply of forward Class III points frcu

the main Class III point in the DGA. Planners must also take into account

large aviation fuel reuirements, particularly en suportin elements of

an Air Assault Division.

Variations exist in fuel distribution techniques, thUxh

supply point distribution is the primary method used in most situations.

In heavy divisions, FSB's will use organic 5,000-gallon tankers to refuel

battalion support platoos with supply point distribution. LID FAsr's,

must deliver fuel (unit distribution) to light infantry battalion trains

since the battalions do not have sufficient organic capability to go back

to the Class III point and pick up fuel. In conting•ery operations fuel

resupply may have to be provided by C-130 "Bladder Bird" aircraft. This

thnique will rquire aditional planning and increased local-haul
/'

capability.
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in all divisicns, pacaed petroleum pro&=ts are handled by

the Class 31, 111 (packaged), IV, and VII suply point. Ostoners subnit

requests for prod~ucts as required to their supporting s ily point.

Again, the prircipal difference is in cwspticn.

&A key fueling co-sireraticno in the light-heavy brigad is

the large sumnpticn of fuel by the heavy battalion and the lIiaitad fuel

haul capability available. Mhe IMI from the FSB, the Class III manager

from the heavy force MW, and the heavy battalion 54 mist make sure the

battalicn's anticipated cLmptinnn is made kno as forecasted

requirents for the light-heavy force go fra the brigade S4/FASCO to the

C III manager at the LID DISOH.

The CIA III point in the FAST forward suply ccupany is

capable of storing bulk fuels, but not in the qyartities required if it

mist suport a heavy battalion. 5,000-gallc tankers from the FSB (or

MSB, depending on the missions of the parent brigade of the heavy

battalion) will be require to receive, store, and issue the fuel required

by the heavy task force. Th- exact number required will d~epend on

MIEMT-T. However, planrers mist bear in mind the FASr's assets are

extremely linited and it has no organic tankers backin it up in the DSA.

Ozwiseuently, the heavy battalion should brirq more than a normal

battalion slice. If the COSC24 cannot provide the additicnal tharoghput

to the FAST required by the heavy task force, the heavy MSB may have to

provide additional tankers to move fuel froum the LID DSA to the BSA19 .
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In contingency coeration uhere no ground line of

OMMMIcations (t1DC) eodsts bietwn the DSA and the BSA, n-Ae FAST must be

augmented with additional fuel storage caability to cmensate for the

e of a backp normally retained in the DSA. ne augmented FAsr minst

incid fe~-ha3ir pesonnel and equipment to recive, store, and issue

aviation fuel to suppot aircaft of the brigde task force.
4

Plarmers nxst also cosider the large requirement for

". -quantities of fog oil if smoke cperation are employed. PRquiremurts vary

based on duration of smke ceraticons, wather coditio, terrain, and

-enviriOent. Distribution of fog oil frm, the BSA formard to smke

generator locations mist be thorouhly planned and coordinated. The FAST

has no organic assets to move fog oil forward. Either additional

transportation assets must be provided the FAST, or dcemical units will be

* rsj ed bring tank and pmp units (TPU) or trxck to carry fog oil dnm

forward.20

g. Fix:
/~

All DISCXW are responsible for performing DS maintenance,

reinforcing unit maintenance, and Class IX supply cperrticns for their

Suported units. Manageent of Clas IX and DS maintenance operations is

performd by the MW (or maintenance battalion of the LMD). Beyond these

similarities, the organizatics and concepts for fixing the force vary

widely among divisions.
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7he concept for the IM) is niquet. Mininal DS aintenan-e

isperformisd in the brigade sactor Th bilk of the DS anea~

"capability in the LIM DISCO14 is in the DSA. Even there, assets are

Saustere. Whereas the heavy DISa• have three camp €ozanies

(heavy, light, and missile) in the NSO, and the airborn and air assault

divisions have heavy and light compnies in the DS6, the LID has only a

mmain supo com pany in the DSA. To compensate for the austerity of its

DS itea~ capability, the LID relies on increased pass-hdck

, (a~rmately 30%) to EAD maintenance elements and use of replacment

"over re•air.

* Althog all divisions reura D)S utnarm reinforcement

fro not-di-isicnal units, the LID's reliance is greater than that of other

divisions. Three auepentation have be designated to acmmdate

the inceased pass-back load associated with the LM. 2 1 Te LTD

"maintenance support team and missile mintenan team are uidile assigned

to the nondivisional maintenane copany. Thes te , ohih may be

attached to the LID maintenanc bttalion, must eloy soorn after the

division does in order to provide required sustaizuant. Th Aviationi

Intermediate Yaintenance (AVIM) team augmnats the capabilities of the
S

Scrxdivisicral AVI company.

Maintenance in the LID relies on replacemet or exchange

over repair. Th-e xchange crniept- includ~es both reparable exchange and
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use of an operational readiness float (ORF). Selected critical items may

be included as ORF items to be excharged with customers' unserviceable

items in cases where the DISCOM cannot repair the items expeditiously. In

developing CRF stockage, planners mist take into accnt the austere

ransportation assets of the LID. It, such as small arms, radios, and

large weapon systems suc as howitzers may be apprcpriate. In addition,

the missile maintenance coept for the LID depends an exchane of line

-S replaceable units (UIRJ and pass-back to nondivisional elements for

repair.

Because of differences in maintenance conicepts and

organizations, fixing the light-heavy task organized brigade is a

substantial dcallenge in all areas, including Class IX, Class VII, and

maintenance operations.

Mhe FAST's forward maintenance support company operates a

Class IX point in the BSA. All brigade units (includirg the maintenance

platoon of a heavy battalion) subit requests for comm Class IX items

(exept Quick Service Suly (OS) and direct exdw*9 (DX transactios)

to the Class IX point. Mfle key dmCa2lenge is to have the right item in

sufficient quantities to support the heavy task force. Not only &oes the

light FAST maintenance coapany not stoC" awny of the items required to

maintain heavy equipment, it also has austere assets with whicd to

receive, store, issue, and move Class IX items. In addition, the

authorized stockage level (ASL) of the FSB supporting the heavy force is
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for the entire brigade; it is not split out in battalion portions.

Planners must be adept at building slices to support cross-attacdm t.

Arxhe crnsideration in light-heavy cperations is the lack

of battery shop capability in the LID brigade. A heavy task force is a

major conumer of automotive batteries. Planners must ensure the

logistics task force can provide sufficient operating batteries to sustain

the heavy force.

7he ASL slice to accompany a maintenance team suporting a

cross-attached heavy task force must also include the assets to mom the

class IXites. 7he slim will vary depening on MarT-T. Key factors

will be the anticipated duration of the cros-attacmnt and the enemy's

ability to inflict da on heavy weapon systes.

/

If a crsos-attacdit is of short duration, a slice of the

heavy FMB ASL may be sufficient. If the crces-attact is for an

extended period, planners mist provide for sustaining Class IX operatiors,

since the maintenance company in the light division rear area has no

assets to provide support to heavy elements in the fiomwrd areas. In such
0

cases, the NoB of the heavy DISOCO would have to provide additional Class

IX resources to the light DISCCH.

As with the other dstribution operatios, once

cs-attadmments have been effected, Class IX request procedures are the
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swme. Requests are submitted to the forward maintenance support company,

and supplies are provided by supply point distribution in the BSA.

Replacment of weapon systems awrl major assemblies for a

heavy battalion suported by a light DLSMM presents the same type of

challenge as Class IX supply. Me light division has no assets to provide

support to heavy forces, exoept for sa itexm c n to both force. If

reabecnt bmes feasible in a specific scenario, it will require

intensive coordination betwen the G3, G4, the division C VII

managers, and the O)SMM MM. As with all CI VII replacements in light

divisions, items are thrtugtq from EAD to the using unit in a

ready-to-use condition. In both heavy and light forces, replacemnts are

based on carbat loss reports. Planners must ensure the heavy battalion's

losses are included in the light division's reportinq system. Also

Sapcn system replacement cperations (MM•) apply to both heavy and light

forces. 2 2  The w system managers maximize the number of

operational wapons systes in ardanc with the camender's

priorities
23 .

Light DISOa s do not have the repairers, tools, or the

repair parts to diagnose malfunctio and repair =xh of the eqi nt the

heavy battalion will bring to a light-heavy mix. As an example, the Lm

forward mintenance company has no capability to perform repairs on

missiles, engineer equipment, fire ctrol systems, tank turrets, or

tradoed vehicles. Even the capabilities the ccpany does possess, such as

for =wmunications-electronic (C-E) eTuimsnt, are limited sirne the
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mIntor coxnmpt for the LMD relies an rolaoxvnts in farumrd areas

and izmvsod paw-back to M.D m&Uinuv units.

Even short duration liqbt-heavy sixes will retuire that the

heavy task fora be acx anitsd by significant mazt•ancu asucts. The"

will include the maintenance suport team (MT) associated with the ta&k

for , along with FM maintenane ompany &asets to aupmnt the 7•A7r

maintenance omrpany. 7he M= will cotinue to work out of the heavy tark

fame unit maintenance collectinc point (Un') and may be attached to the

heavy task force.

7he light DIS= also lacks the capability to provido backup

very support and evacuation of heavy equipment. To provide backup

reovery assistance, tacked vehicle r•exy assets must acxxrpvy the

heavy task force. Whether heavy equipmet transports (HM) are provided

frlo the heavy DISSP= Transportation Motor Transport (TMor) cpny will

depend on several factors such as the ability of the terrain to &uVort

the SM and the eniry's capability for disabling heavy weapon system.

For e&xWeme operation, the ma~intenar =Tany in the DSA
9

(or whatever elemnt is supporting the forward mintenance cozaqy) ru.st

also be augmented to provide reinforcing s4p~ to the FSB maintenance

assets. Resources for aumentatio may be drawn from the heavy DISC94 MSB

(such as a missile repair team) or from EAD maintenance companies.
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In adition to the w tation it requires to support a

heavy task force under any caiditians, the FAST will need even more

mintenance assets in a comtigency operation. Te austere maintenanc

ccepaany of the FAST depends on repair support from the main support

A ~ cpany and EAD elements. In cotingency cperatiorn, evacuaticn may have

to be acoxmplished using backhaul aircraft. If pass-back to the DSA/

suport base is not responsive enough to suport a on~tingency operation,

and local resouces are not available, the FAST ust be given additional

capability fram the main suppcrt cmpany and nrdlivisicral elements just

to support light systms operations. Depending on the nature of the

theater, planners mist also ensure that support for LID-peculiar equipment

is available. For the light-heavy brigade task force, even greater

Capability will be required (including reairers, parts, and tools) to

sustain the force. In addition, essential AVIM assets must be deployed to

the contingency area to support aviation cperations. These assets my be

provided by the parent DISCCM aircraft maintenanca company or the coSccm,

and be attached to the AVU1 unit supporting the aviation task force.

h. Sustain the Soldier:

Sustaining the soldier involves providing health service

suport, food, water, clothing, and field service support. 7he systems

for sustaining the soldier are similar amon divisions.

(1). Health Services Suport:
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to the Class I points in each BSA. 'eIM c'ompwy of the LID is not

strubured to transport subsistenc fro•m the DSA to the BSA.

Oistanes (including the mes section of the suported
heavy bettalion) of the light-heavy FASW, pick up rations at the BSA Class

I point. If the FAST Class I point requires extra capbility (which will

depend principally on the exact compositicn of the light-heavy brigade),

Class I assets (such as Subsistence Supply Speciaists) frm the heavy FSB

may have to be cross-leveled. 2 5

Water distribiticn is similar to Class I. VI ie

headquarters and supply company of the light DISC:4 S&T battalion

(depending cn availability of water sources and other water requirements

of the light division), operates a water point in or near the BSA in the

vicinity of the Class I point. In a contingency operation, planners =ust

ensure the FAST is augnmzed with water point equipmnt and operators. In

the LID, the water section delivers water whnever required to the light

infantry battalions. In a cotingency operation, planners ust ensure

delivery assets mist also be deployed with the FAST. All other custamers

(including the supported heavy battalions) pick up water in organic assets

and deliver to their subordinate units. If additional purification and

storage assets are required, they will be provided by the CS4 or

through aumentation to the FAST by assets of the heavy DISOO. Water

supply for a cntingeny operation in an arid environment represents an

espcially significant dcallene. The FAST requires augmentation to
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provide adequate reserve storage capacity, as *vUl as comitmnt of

sufficient transportation (air and grcr.izd) assets to sufficient quantities

of water are available rca± the area of cperation. 2 6

(3). C1 II Suport:

7he LID DISO2• stodkage of Class II items is restricted

to limited essential iters. Selected items, such as NBC verCgarments, may a

be provided as preonfigwued unit loas. Heavy forces supportig LID

eleIents uist be aware of this. A heavy battalion supported by a FAST

mist recognize that the FAST will virtually have no stockage unless it's

been augmented with assets to provide stodwcages and trnsoraton

Another consideration involved in Class II resupply for

light-heavy forces is the provision of items pecliar to heavy forces,

such as protective masks for tankers. Units should bring with them

sufficient quantities of mission-essential items to sustain short-duration

operations. Provision of such item thragh the light system for

extended-duration cperations requires detailed planning to ermsue items

are available at the Class II, III (packaged), IV, and VII supply point,

oerated by the forward supply company of the light FAST. If additional
capability is reqired at the Class II, III (PI•f), IV, and VII point,

44

supply personnel and forklifts may be cross-attadced from, the heavy FSB

supply cpany. Customrs request item through the supply point and pick

them up with organic transportation awets. 2 7
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(4). latunry, Clothing EDcdiane, and Bath SuAort:

Prior to the arrival of clothing, exhange, and bath

(CEB) elements, soldiers of the light-heavy force use any available water*

or indigenous facilities for bathing and washing clothes. Unserviceable

clothing is replaced by supply action through the Class II supply point.

CEB support comes from the Field Services OCmpany (DS). Ths organization

has seven CEB teams and can sipport 18,500 soldiers per week. 7fl team is

capable of operating four CE points, including on in each maneuver BSA

wen the tactical situation permits. SAorted units of the brigade

(inclluding the S4 of a suported heavy battalion) coordinate for CM

suport through the brigade S4 with the FASCO. n'e FASc coordinates

support throxuh the support cperations office of the DISCXX (or MW of the

LID) Xdarrs.28

Light-heavy forces receive laundry and renvation

services from corps field services ccupanies as soon as the tactical

situation permits. Brigade units (including the heavy battalion S4)

coordinate support with the FASCO.

"(5). Graves Registration:

unit commnders (including the heavy battalion

cmmarader of a light-heavy force) are responsible for unit-level graves
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registration functions. These include initial search, recovery, initial

identification, and evacuation of deceass persodnel to the nearest graves

"registration (mRBM) collection point (norx ay located in the BSA). This

point is operated by a team from a GRRM augmentation section. Te team

receives deceased personnel from supported units, tentatively identifies

the remains, and arrarnes through the FASCO for evacuation. If G

augmentation teams are not available for contingency cperations, COSCCM

MGR assets may have to be deployed until aulmntation teams are

available. In contngency cperations this will normally be accoplished

via backhaul on resupply aircraft. Precautions should be taken to ensne

woune personnel are not transported together with the remains of

deceased personnel.29

i. Move:

Dismmmted infantry in all light divisios have extrenely

limited ground mobility. If the light element of a light-heavy mix is

"require to have significant ground mobility to keep pace with the heavy

element, aiitional transp ti assets will have to be provid. No

LID DISCCM transportation organization is designed to habitually provide

assets for tactical moves while at the sawe time performing its CSS

mission.

Mvement is inherent in all CSS functions. It is integral

to the arm, fuel, fix, and sustain the soldier functions. Several CSS
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mvment cosiderations for light-heavy mixes have already been

addressed. Exuaples include differe s in bulk fuel and emergency

amumiticn distribution.

Some aspects of CSS m are the same in all DISOCs.

Every DISOK has a movemnt ontrol office (MM) in its headquarters. The

14M is responsible for movement mnagent suort through cotrol of the

* employment of the DISCO~s motor transort assets for CSS. Specific

responsibilities and functions of the MM apply to all divisions.

Similarly, the primary trarsportaticn asset of all DISCCs (in addition to

the assets orr-nic to the functional cozpanies to perform their primary

mission) is the Transportation Motor Transport ('W) ompany. In the

heavy a infantry divisios, the TIC orpany is organic to the MSB. In

the light division, the 'Mr comparry falls under the S&T battalion. Trucks

are used to move general supplies from the DSA to the BSA, transport

reserve supplies, and assist in displacing division units that are less

than 100 percent mobile.

Mie assets to perform the transportation mission vary widely

Patnmg divisions. TAe austerity of assets in the LID is significant. The

support concept for the LID is based on peakgdloads being throuhput

* to forward areas. Heavy forces having to support light elements will

rsquire COSCM supoort in packaging loads and moving them directly to

forward areas. Light forces in general also rely more on aerial

delivery. In addition, the LID maintenance concept of reliance on
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replacement forward depends on extensive backhaul of unserviceable

oamcments and end items.30

Ihe FAST itself has very 1imited transportation capability.

It relies on COSCCM for such things as throhput of supplies frm EAD to

the BSA. Light-heavy operations will quickly overburden the

transprtation capability of the FAST. To over this deficie-ry the

FAS will require additional transportation assets to perform the

follcwing tasks:

• Mve light infantry units.

* Stockpile supplies.

• 1Y emergency supplies cr reserves for responsive

i"rt.

Move Class IV barrier material frcu the BSA to the

emplacent site.

Mo~kve heavy equipment.

Provide supporte units with supplemental

t otaon to move equipnt or to provide

emergency Class V or water resupply.
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* Enhance.movemet capability of the augmented FAST.

Due to limited transortation assets available during

contingency operations, centralized management of transportation assets

o critical to mission accumplisbment. Contingemcy coerations

dictate the r"cessity to quickly establish a Joint Movement Control

element to facilitate movement. Additional tranportaticn considerations

for cont en operatios include:

* Deployment of a Movemnt Ontrol element early.

Establish secre, reliable commnications with the rear

suport activity.

Gain control of available captured military/ civilian

trarnortation assets within the cotingency area of

cperaticn.

*Integrate movemet planning into conitngency

predeployment plamnnir process.

J. Preeployment 0mideraticrn:

Before execztion of a contingem-y operatior, planners must
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arrane for feeding, fueling, arming, maintainin, and loading the assault

force and follow-on forces at the staging base and any intermeinate

baes. Tim consurdir •maintenanc activities and mnagement functios

uill take place at the support base. Opezational readiness floats (CRF)

are used to maximize readiness prior to deployment. The source of suppLy

mist be identified early. It may be a•ams, designated o00IAW, or third

cotry sources.

In the development of the c ition and deployment

sequence of the direct support logistics force, a primary consideraticn

will be the availability of local resources in the area of cperation,

particularly fuel, transportation, facilities, labor, and services. FuIll

advantage shculd be taken of any applicable host-nation support agreement,

as well as local purchase or contracting. Other factors which influence

the augmentation of the FAST include the responsiveness of support to the

BSA and the length of time before a secure ground route opens between the

cx1rztingenCY area ax-d the support basG. Appendix B provides a cheddist~

for planner to consider during the development of the support force for a

ontiz•gmay operation.

Selected FAST elements must arrive soon after the c-mbat

units. Typically, the first FAST eleenmts required will be to handle

Class I, III, IX, and water as well as critical transportaticn,

maintenance, and health service support assets. If applicable, personnel

qualified and authorized to pird-ase goods and services, let contracts,
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and render paymnt should be deployed early. , FAV,5 '.11 also need to

establish an ATP or small ASP to m4*=t fllc!w .zn operations.

There are three phass of supply in a cotigeny

pcieraticn. These are a anying, follow-n (autmtic and an-call), and

routine.

The assault focrm enters the area with ac anying supplies

which represents the first pkhase of supply. Aoxiimaing supplies for a

Ctingecy operation suhuld include a minim= of three days' basic loads

of leals, Ready to Eat (MRE), Clasrsa II, III, IV, V, and VIII, and the

prescribad load of Class IX.

Fast supply elements muist arrive head of second pase

supplies , know as follow-on supplies. These will vary deperdLrq on

MEIT-T including local availability of specific resources.

Since the assault force with three days of m*pply, At the

end of the first day, there will be two days of bvpply left. on D'l, the

bri will cczum arother day of supply, so on D+-1, two days of supply

should be brouht into the airhead, bringing the brigade -edc up to three

days of supply. Tis is tha desired operating level. Fbllowing D+1, the

plarning factor is to c ane day of supply, deliver one day of supply

and so on each day.
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Follaw-on supply is used before the normal supply system is

fully established and routine suply (the third phase of supply for

toperations) can be Initiated. FoiEU -cr supplies can be

delivered on the first day. They include supplies that planners

anticipate to be critical in the early phases of the contingency, such as

artillery ammuniticn, fuel, or water. Cumpticn of these items is

estimted in advance, and they are configured in prepackaged loads and

then on a sequenced and sch~eduled tfrm delivery that the brigade plans

before deployment, delivered automatically. Cnainer deploymit system

(CDS) or low altitude parachute extraction system (LAPES) is particularly

valuable. Airdrop can be used effectively to support follow-on supply

operations. These metods allow supplies to be delivered to a variety of

locatio; reducing ground mvent reuirements.

There are two kinds of follUw--n supply. These are

automatic and on-call:

* Automatic resuply is based on estimated requirements,

delivered on a pre-plarn,' schedule, and direct to the

brigades and/or battalions.

* On-call supplies is an ergexny resupply to provide

loads for items whose cosumption schedule

car•t be predicted. Every type of cntingency should

be planned for in configuring these loade.
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Another factor to cosider is the possibility of use of

captured supplies. Fuels can be used as soon as they have been tested.

Barrier materials and constrcin materials can be used immeiately.

Captured subsistence supplies can be used to feed Mos and civilian
4

populations after it has been inspected by veterinary personnl and

declared fit for human consumptio. Capture Class VIII medical supplies

may be used to treat EPWs and civilians.

Captured vehicles and equipment are nrmally reported

through intelligence dannels, and turned in to maintenance collection

points. Other equinmt may be turned into salvage points once

esalshed by the forward sauly caqany.

Other specific cotsiderations for units should include:

Reporting all exy material captured or fcund throuh

intelligence chanes.

Considering all aney material as booby-traped.

Accns to material should be limited until it is

determined to be safe and clear.

* Rsportirq toxic agents to NBC elements in the brigade.
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aeporting Class Viii medical mterials to the forward

medical coapeny.

Having explosives examined by Explosive Ordinance

Disposal (BC) persounel.

Early on, maintanwoa support relies on crmpcient repair,

battle damage assessment and repair (BOAR), and cofnibalizaticr of mbat

damaged equipment. The Air Force may provide a Mobile Air Surgical

Facility to stabilize casualties evacuated to the airhead, and prepare

them for evacuation by aircraft. Also during this phase, GMRR is

essentially performed at unit-level. Units are responsible for initial

identification, collection, and evacuation of remains to a point in the

BSA. From there, remains are baddiauled to the DsA/ort base.

To control the various FAST elemets which arrive early in

the deploymnt sequnce, key cmmad and cxntrol elements of the CSS C2

cell described previously must also be cn the ground early. Also, the

control of the entire area must be clearly spelled out for all phases of

the contingeny oeration. Th brigade rear CY and the CSS C2 call must

carefully coordinate and identify specific responsibilities involved in

control of the airhead and positioning and operations of the ESA

elewits. They muist addres security, terrain mungement, and movemnt

control for each phase of the operation. For seaurity and real estate
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de, nflicticr, logistics facilities my be located rear (but not away

from) the airhead, and off possible eny avenus of approach.

Prior to decisive combat operatirns, the rmmainder of the

augmented FAST should arrive to provide the full rane of suport needed
4

for this phase of the contingeny operation.

2. Task Force Sistairment.

1e organization, esaipment, and personnel available for

unit-level sustairment are discassed earlier in this chapter. The

following addresses unit-level operations and light-heavy cnsideraticns.

a. IDWGAC CperatInns:

tdit logistic packages CWAcs) are utilized by both light

and heavy battalicns. This type of resuply operation has proven to be

the ost efficient method for resuplying forward task force units.

IOA~s are organized in the field trains by the company supply sergeant

=ner the supervision of the K aommIer and the support platoon

leader. IOGPACs are organized for each company team and separate elment

in the task force and moved forward at least daily for routine resupply.

Mm possible, all LOGPACs are moved farard in a mrch unit, under the

~oonz of the sL1xprt platoon leader. special LocmPcs are organized and

dispatched as required by the tactical situation and logistical de s.
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Tha task force S4 mist plan and coordinate IPOAC operations to ensure

that they fully support the coar's tactical plans.

(1) Heavy LOPA•:

* Unit supply truck. This vehicle cmnaiz% the Class I

rsqufirmnts based on the ration cycle. The supply

truck toes a water trailer and carries soam full water

cams for direct exchange. In adition, the truck

carries any Class 3I supplies rsu•sted by the unit,

incomin mail, and other ite required by the unit.

7 truk ry also cary replacment perso l.

POL tucks. Buik fuel and pa•caged PL products are on

these vehicles.

* Awunnition trucks. Miese vehicles cmntain a mix of

amm~niticn for the weapon systems of the cotrparrj/

team. Unit SOP establishes a standard load; rports

and, proje cted dmanf may require changes to this

standar load.

Vehicles carryirng aditicnal supplies and replamnts

join the WO•AC as oo•rdinated by the support platoon

leader andi supply sergeant.
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(2) Light La;ACs..

* , A's for light units will contain the same type of

supplles, but will rot have as many vehicles in the

IOGPAC. Fuel resupply will be a 1lisI utilizing

SLO*Cs for platoc-sized attadmts are usually

I oaded an a single tnr*. Water and Class III resupply

is often ~ipsbie by using 5-galloi ca and pods

mounted an trailers.

(3) LOCW;AC operations:

Mien the c ny IAWAC has been formed, it is ready to

move forward under the cntrol of the supply sergeant. The support

- platoon leader normally organizes a cnoy for movet of all caarny

LOG'ACs undier his contr 1; in emergemies, he dispatches unilt LaC'Acs

individually. The cavoy may contain dditicaal vehicles, such as a

manteaance vehicle with Class IX to move to the unit maintenarme

Scollecticn point (tM ), or an additicnal amamition or fuel vehicle for

* the combat trains. The MCPACs move alcrg the MSR to a loistics release

point (UP), uhere the un.t first sergeant or a unit guide takes contro1

of the pary LOGZ..
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L.P locaticr are determined by the task force S4 on

the basis of MEIT-T (particularly the tactical situation). They should be

well forward and easily located. Normally tw to four IRPs are planned

per task force. IRPs, supply routes, and locations of combat and field

trains are included in the cperations overlay whenever possible. The

ccebat trains CP notifies subordinate elements and the field trains in

advance xhidi URP or IPPs will be used. The ILGPAC onWoy arrival time at

* the ItP and the length of time it remains are normally established by

SOP. If the tactical situation dictates otherwise, the S4 iust determine.

* the time and notify units accordingly. ILGPACs may be sdceduled to arrive

shortly after arrival at a battle position (BP) or intermediate objective.

At least e senior representative fram the combat

trains (S4, Si, or senior NI) should be present at the LaP while it is in

effect. His purpose is to meet with the unit first sergeants and support

platoon leader for coordination of logistical rsquirements, to ensure that

Sthe LOGPAC release and retur takes place efficiently. A brief meeting is

narmlly held imeidiately before the first sergeant picks up his LOWGPAC.

coordination may include:

* c2arps in logistical requirements ref lecting any

last-uinute task organization.

* Reports cn personnel and logistics from the first

sergeants.
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* First-hand udates on the tactical situation and

logistical status.

"First sergants or guides mu.st ensure the resupply vehicles

ar reture to the UP as soon as possible so that the vehicles can

return to the field trains and begin preparation for the next mission.

Class III anid V vehicles never sit empty. If the IWGPAC cannot be

*ompleted on schedule, the combt trains CP must be notified. The supply

sergeant collects cutgoing mail, personnel, and equipment for movement to

the rear. The LOGPAC then follows unit SOP and returns to the URP or to 1

the field trains and bgins preparation for the rixt mission.

b. Other Support Techniques:

Mxhle L0GPACs are the preferred mtlcs of resupply, there

will be tie when other ethos of resupply are required.

(1) nreny resupply may be conducted from the combat

trains. The combat trains have a limited amount of Class III and V for

IFrW311es. In arid vironts, water must also be considered, and

stocks should be maintained in an emegeny reserve. For operations in

desert climates a battalion trains should mintain a minimum of one 5-ton

tzruc with two 50O-gllcn blivets (or oozparable capability) in the trains

at all times. Six quarts of water per soldier per day is required. mhe
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task force S4 coordinates resupply from the combat trahis and then refills

or replaces the reserve.

(2) Pre-position or cache resupply is iqxrtant

partioularly to light forces. The battalion pre-positions supplies and
b

eu~ipment on the battlefield and directs units to these supplies when

moving from one location to another. Supplies and equipment are placed

along a route to or at a location towards vrhic the comparny is moving.

SThis tecnique can be employed in both offensive and defensive operations,

but is usually associated with defensive operations ute supplies are

positioned in subsequent battle positicns. Control and coordination of

"pre-positioned items is critical to allow best use of them in a fluid

tactical envirment, or to ensure their destrution if comprcmdsed.

There are two types of cache resupply:

* re--stockiq. Pre-so ni is the placing and

concealin of supplies on the battlefield. This is

Snormlly don during defensive ceratios when sulplies

are placed in subsequent battle positions.

* IMobile Pre-positioning. This is similar to

pr-st i•, except that the supplies remain on the 4

truc*, wich is positioned forward on the battlefield.
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(3) When occpiri• an assembly area, companies are either

supplied in their sector of the ass•mbly area by support platooxn assets,

or acquire supplies from establise battalin supply points.

h

(4) Aerial resupply coeraticon require coppanias to be
a

precisen identifying their requir ts, as wU as larding zoe or

pickup zoes. Te S4 umt enure spport persornal are skilled in both

. internal and eterral air•aft loadeirj and the battalion possesses the

required air items (cargo nets, slings, and rigin equtpmnt).

slltn rsh•iuld be employed whenever pcosible and is an especially

useful techique fcr lightening the soldier's loa . Mwever, enemy air

defenses may limit these operatiors to periods of limited visibility.

-C. Support of Other Task Force Elements:

(1). Pasupply of the souat and mortar platoons, the main c',

combat trains, and attacd support units uit be planned and

coordinated. Me HC first sergeant oordinates and supervises resupply

of these elements. T MC first sergeant operates near the task force

main When forward and at the field trains a' upon cumpletion of daily

resupply.

The platoon sergeants or senior ?s of these elements =must

reort their re•qu=frt to the BC first sergeant or to the combat
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trains CP. The most desirable method of resupply is to form small IGPACs

for these elements, utdch the platcom sergeant pidcs up at the IRP in the

same manner as a company first sergeant. Attadbments larger than a

-•- platocm must .com to the task force with sufficient CSS vehicles to form

the IGPACs.

In se cases, the HMr f irst sergeant de-livers the IOGAC to

the main CP, combat trains, and scu~t and mortar platotrs. Attadwments

can raceive resupply at one of these locations, or as previously

-o1nated.

Another cption is for attadmnts to be resupplied fro a

a-earby company team UCGPAC. Te S4 coordinates this resupply before the

SLOGPACs are dispatched.

(2). Units in direct suport or undar OPOCK of the task

force are responsible fc- the coordination of resupply of their elements

operatirn forward with the task force, exept as noted.

* T ALA battalion or battery •r •r cordinates for

the task form to resuply AD& units in direct suprt

with some classes of supply. This may be diixcted in

higher headuarters SOPs and usually incdules ClA I• ,

InI, andV, and careen it-m IX.
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The task force provider. enginr materials (Classes IV

and V) to suportixq enziner units. Additially,

enineer units under OPCCM of the task force receive

Class I, III, V, and IX mqCuprt to the maxiimm extent

* possible. ThIs support is cordinated through or

tr I by brigade before the O dirmtive be s

effective.

Te parent unit S4 or c ny ozmarder of the supnortirq

7 elment coordinates with the task force S4 or HHC commander an resupply of

the forward elements. Normally, the supporting units' resupply elements

assemble in the BSA and move to the task force field trains area. The HHC

cummader then dispatches these resupply elemets forward, alcrg with the

task force I!•PACs, to the IRP. At the IUP, the platoon sergeant of the

forward supporting elcm•nt takes catrol of the resupply elemnt. These

resupply elements maintain a'rtat with the combat trains CP while forward

in the task force area.

d. Sustaiumet Considerations for Light-Heavy or Heavy-Light

Battalion Task Forcs:
9

The ca rnd/suppo't relati1ri p must be clearly spelle

cut. An CO company cntinues to receive support throug its parent

battalion. An AM = comny reives support thrugh the battalion to

whidi it's attached. The attacmnt relaticrmhip as discussed later,
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especially for the light-heavy battalion, my involve cross-leveling

support assets between field trains.

Mhe cross-attached ompany muist provide a liaison officer to

coordinate sort between the battalion S4 and the compay trains. The

IM may be the cmpany executive officer or first 3rgeant. The Ir must

clearly articilate the requirswits to the S4. The $4 provides the IM a

unit tactical SOP. The SOP must cover use of the administrative/

logistics ccmznications net and how logistics reuirements and status are

reported. Coordination must also cover cway procedures and security

m•easures.

Emergency ammnition for all elements of the task force,

includirg cross-attachments should be maintained in the combat trairs.

Also toss-leveled transportation assets should be conolidated under

centralized ccnt=ol.

(1) Light-Heavy Battalion consideraticon: A typical

suport package acc•panying a heavy cqpany cross-attached to ar~ther

task force may crsist of:

* A company es team from the battalion mess section.

* Fully loaded fuel trtxks (3 TPJs for mechanized

coqpany, 3 HUTrs for a tank cxuiany).
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S Fully Io& amunition trucks from support platoon (3

X 5-tm t with trailers for mechanized company, 3

11001s for tank ccmpany). ([NOE: Thre fuel and

amnitio. vehicles are required due to the austere

support: base.]

Medical aid/evaocation team which normally supports thee

company.

CccpvW maintenance team with PIL clerk and tool truck

and PIL trailer. Also, at least one M88 'ectry

vehicle and a slice of the battalion xaintenance

platoon services section.

Reg~ardless of the ccmz0d/ support relat~ionship, the heavy

cmqpany trains should inclaxde the medical, rev-zy, and contact team

assets. Other elements of the support package are normally located in the

field trairs. If the heavy cparny is OPCON to the light battalion, the

ai~ort elements should remain in the heavy battalion field trains. If

the campany is attached, the Aeul, amumiticn, food service, PIL, and

* other maintenance assets shift to the light battalion field trains and

becom fully integrated with them. Inclusion of these heavy m4Vort

assets into the light trairn will signdficantly (mere than twofold)

increase the size of the battalion trains. This may affect selecticn of
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the trains site, and require additicnal serity arxrarments. The light

battalicn may be able to use the transpoztatici assets anying the

heavy company to assist in mvent of light combat forces or casualties.

The light battalio must prov the heavy CCIPaY Support

assets with the trains SOP. The heavy coarciy LM to the light battalion

must ensure the battalion ucerstands the extensive support requir~mrnts

of the heavy caxpany, particularly fuel and ammunition requiements.

(2) Heavy-Light Battalion Cosideratiors: In most support

areas, the heavy battalion has the assets to support a cross-attached

light company. The heavy battalion S4 must understand that generally,

light farces need resupply more frequently, but with much less material.

The light CSS t2O to the heavy battalion must make clear these

Mien light forces are task-organized to a heavy force, heavy

force planners must understand that light-fighter are just that ...

light. T more light soldier are required to carry, the slower they are

able to move, and the smaller the advantage of their relative mobility in

restricted terrain. The heavy battalion S4 mast recognize that providing

too much support forward involves ocnsiderable risk. Light forces do not

have assets to move supplies or equipnent at company level. Mie inability

to move significant amonts of reserve stocks forces heavy planners to

arrange for rapid resupply packages of critical supplies, as well as mare
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frequent routine resupply. 1asupply padce mist be planned and

configured for delivery in advance.

The light IND should coordinate with the heavy battalicri S4

to create a company-sized emergency resply package of Class I, III, V,

and IX items. A tecni for cnfigurinq these packages is to place

smal quantities of each cmdity and uso dufflebgs for shiping

c ontainers. This technique provides flexibility and allows for rapid

delivery by groud or air. This tecniqu also enures that too nuch

resupply is not provided because of the space limitaticn of the dufflebag.

Me light comany must also be integrated into the battai ion IDWAC

operations.

tha heavy battalion will not have any or sufficient basic

loads and PIs of items that are unique to the LID or possessed in greater

quantities in the LID, such as 60-m ammunition, night visicn devies, and

HMMWV parts. A slioe of these assets should be cross-attached from the

light trains to the heavy hattalion field trains.

3. PERSCNEL SERVICE SUPP

" a. Persorml Administratiun:

(1) The following tasks must be performed in order to

provide required perscomel and Administrative support at:
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-.1

* Brigade: 31

** Q x replacient c "eraticrB.

** Perform stregth acc Jming.

S** articipate in the craticns rder process.

** Qxtict by-name casualty reporting.

A ** Provid.e perscrmnl and ~adinistrative asppport.

**If rewilred, establish an EW colletion point.

//

** Mane the awards and decratia program.

Battalico: 3 2

/

S** CO=mt battlefield st .

** R rt casualties.

** Perform strength ac~xintinq.

S** y replacmenrt qperaticrns.
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S~/
**Process peruorzml and administrative action.

Es tablish a tempoirary PW colletion point.

.- .6

**Participate in the cperations order process.

**Provide morale, welfare, andI recreational. SX4PPrt.

3' / (a) E-i"d a

/ * ~Strenth kAuztirq. Theu biga S-1 section will

prhpare and forwerd a =onlidated bigade

personnel status rpat (caWM to parent divisio n -

G -A sction usingi long distan e or" voice

m" ication mearn. •A te and timealy strenth

''.data is essential to prope replaemnt

qeraticiu. Streng•th aamtir informtion is

also esntial to the czoc r and staff in

planning and eawaiting the beittle.

S* cma.ty Rporting. caua•lty rqxrting proceues

' perf = d nrxmlly by the &zj:"tiM Personnl

Service • qny (PSC) will ha~m to be coolidated

ardI reported by the Brigad S1 Section duing~

ctingený operations. TiN]r this system, it is
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likely that information will not be as accurate

and praip as it wAuld be with the supportig PSC

in closer proxi~mity. Procedues for processing

casualty feedr reports, casualty reports, CýPSR,

data base update, commad and cotrol strength

reportin system (C2S) must be addressed in the

(--. ~h�ls data, essential to the replacement

system, will have to be tranmitted using long

ranga cmmmicaticn equipmen from the brigade Si

to the hih whea tr--rs ard supportin PSC.

S* IW. Unless a detachment of military police are

deployed with the brigade, the Brigade Si will

have significant M. responsibilities. Additicral

OW e will be reuired to administer ard

opeerate th EM program.

* iacemnt Operaticrs. No rplaceint operations

persnmnel are organic to the light brigade. A

replacnt section will have to be established by

the light brigade S1 section in order to process

a'nbat critical replents.

(b) Battalion:
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*PerscuTl Paorting Procexires. lill battalion

persmil reportizn proc~re .rt be chaned

fran the PSC to the Briad Si.

(2) Me Brigade S1 section must be aumnted by, division

with the follUirng minimum essential additionalJ. persomel in order to

perform their combat critical tasks:

S--

SPC 75C] stegthMgt & Rapl OPe
SGT 75C Strength M~gt & Pep Op
S75E Casualty
SGt 75B Pers and AcImin
SSG 75F Data Base Mgt

FIGURE 3-2-61. BDE S1 A•RN. =-

(3) Additina,• euipment reuirexants are a -r V2 system

for the Brigade Si sectin to m•ort str t reportin, casualty

operations, replacment operations, and all other data bass manaement

b. Finance:

(1) Mxwe are m financ persczuwl organic to the deployirn

force.
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(2) 7he foUa.ing ftr*icn/tas•s must be performed to met

the anticipated finan~e support requireme~nts:

* Provide financial suport for local national hire

actions.

* Provide financial suort for prcaemet of host

nation suplies and esTdpme. "•

* Provide financial suport for S2/S5 and PSYOP

cperati.as,

Provide financial suport for -' damge clai an

for personal prcperty claim.

* oz t mobile pay team operations for essential Class

A Agent and soldier financial support.

(3) The cntirgriy force mst be w •pented with the

follmang perscmnel to perform the tasks listed in pagra-h 2.

LT or SFC 44C/73C Finance Officer

SSG or SOT 73C Team Chief
SPC or PFC 73C Finance Clerk

FIGUME 3-2-62. DE FflATC AU•ZAIflCt,
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c. Public Affairs: 3 3

(1) There are no pulic affairs persorml organic to the

light-heavy brigade cntirr•aey force.

(2) The fc_-wirg funr.io/collective tasks mist be

performed to provide pub.ic affairs support. 3 4

..-* Provide command information.

* Advise cmmanders and staff an the public affairs

-Iplicaticns of unit missions and actions.

* Provide limited Electronic News Gathering (EM) to the

*Provide meiq escort daties.

(3) A Public Affairs Team is require to provide public

affairs suport for a coitinerry operation. This team is comrised of

the foldnlr pexs e. This teem d=Ald be d•ploye with the light

"brigade early in the operation.

3
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Public Affairs CPA) T

C/46 ii
s7 SSG/46Q
SPC/46Q

' PI•C/46Q

""FIGURE 3-2-63. PMBLIC AFFAIRS TEAM.

(4) In unusual sitoatio, or if the operation exeeds ten

days, it is likely that an additional Public Affairs Team (PAT) would be

required to augment the initially deployed PAT. Based on the size of the

- -.... operation and the press representation in country, it is also possible

that a Mobile Public Affairs Dtdnnt (MPAD) might be required. Ths

element has the fcllowing cr'osition:

Public Affairs (PA) DET

1 - 1J/46A
3 - OFT/46A
1 - SFC/46Q
3 - S1/46Q
3 - SPC/46Q
3 - SPC/46R

S3 - PFC/46Q
1 - PFC/71L

FIGURE 3-2-64. MýUC AFFARS D=EAC[Z .

3,/8
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d. UntMinistry Team :35
.÷ /

'- ++. -+ ;( 1 ) B r i g a d e :

- fvivqse the B /E commander an ethical issues.

Prer t e and r=molidate the religious support plan.

Provide technical cointr 1 and coordinatian of battalion

'4

,,Coordinate denominat.ionalt 04• for the entire

4

Advis the commander on indigaxs religions.

• Perf-rm religious SUPr fr th br'igade hsdaatr.

(1) Eigeie

S* vise the ccendrdeorn unit mhrale, moral climate, and

S religius welfare.aet~ ii~2 pal
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7/ -/ "-/ ".

* =Us-late religiou suýoz reqUireimrts with the

division staf f

*,Provi&de aidninst-atve, logistical, arm ,zainirg

s-4 o=t for battalion iNrs.

* Provide general religicus suport for units in the area

of operations "Aich have no tfMr.

(2) Battalion:

" Prepare the religious suport plan.

Provide religious st:oxt, to include rites,

S/cr -S, servcM, and ordina .

S* Provide pastoral care to soldiers.

Advise the ca•ander on unit. rorale, mural climate, and

religi•us welfare.
41

SAdvise the cammm•der on ethical issues in combat.

/*

*Advise the commander on irxiigerxxs religions.
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Identify and coordinate re igiam wijxrt raquireimets

with~ the trxJe tu./

Persona s-aff wemer to the fl Qdr.

e. Jge Advocate Gral: 3 6

S4

(1) A Staff Jude Advocate (SJA) should aupent the

light-heavy ontingency force to properly perform le.al tasks.

(2) Leal services are provided in six zctioaal areas:

., • tici/cperaticarl law, legal assistance, adrdinstrative law,

claims, and criminal law, contract law. 7he SJA will provide all legal

services at brigade in LIC or ontingency cperations, but the emhasis

will be in the order below.

(a) Internatic al/Operaticnal law. Low intensity

Conflict (IMC) and cotingency operations are politically sensitive arid

fraught with potential legal pitfalls. SJA will dvise the cxrxder rit

onily on traditi.•ral law of war requiremnts, but also the requirements of

U.S. (i.e. seality as& istaxxi and intelligenc statutes), and

* international law (i.e. mutual defee treaties and host ratiaial sumort

agreements). Msreover, U.S. forces may conduct omrbined perations with

host country armed forces overseas. STAs AUll advise the canmander on the

jurisdicticmal status of U.S. forces vtdle in the host country; i.e. if a
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U.S. soldier cmnits a crime in the host cuntry, will the host nation

have the authority to try him in tkier criminal courts? The SMA will

also:

* Provide advice durq the preparationi and review

of operations plans, cnti-gency plans, and

"c;erationscrders for cxmpliance with the law of

war as reqired by DOD Diretive 5100.77, DCO Law

of War Program, 10 July 1979, and F•tRSM message,

subject: Review of Oerations Plans, 292030

Octoer 1984.

* Provide advice on lawful targets and weapons.

.1

* Provide advice on the disposition of alleged

violation of the law of war.

* Provide advice on the treatment of civilian

refugees and enemy prisoners of war.

* Prepar and review rules of engagement.

* Provide advice on the seizure and requisition of

private and public property.
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(b) crimina Law. 7he spey, yet fair

&inistration of military justice is critical tn good order and

discipline. M SMA will assist the cnrer to dispose of violations of

the Uniform ode of Military Justice, irnludirg nojudicia, punishment

(Article 15s) and courts martia.

(c) dministrative yXaw. This area of the law

involves, among other tidngs, military perscnrl actions (most are adverse

to the soldie, involve soldiers with disciplirary or performan problems

and require imediate resoltion), starndards of cmx-t, and security

matters.

(d) lel Assistance. Units often will deloy with

little or no advance warning. Provision of legal assistance to soldiers

is •ritical to their morale and welfare.

(e) Cai F. F;orign claims nust be resolved quickly

and fairly. PrCIPt settlemet of such claim minimizes interference with

the mission by the local populace.

In aklditicr, the unit prCJMbly will receive little or

no civil affairs or roat procurenmzt support. n S-A will be prepred

to provide that support until reinforced.

(f) Contrct Law. The comarder should be awrae of
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the purchase procedres for obaining goods and servics in a

contngency envirc,. t. This includes the use of Dtprest Funds, Standard

Form 44s, and blanket purchase procedures. An individual with contracting

authority for u rchases sould deploy with the contingerry force.

IM, sJA will be prepared to advise ard support.

4. Airfield Operation.s: 37

2m personnel ard eqipent on the ground to support airfield

operations for a light brigade contigency operatiou will deperd on

several factors. o provide the pexravel and equipment (the Army or

the Air Force) will also vary.

The LID Tactical Air Liaison Officer Mao) must arrive early to

plan the operations of the airfield. In the case of a secure airfield, he

will arrive before the brigade and link up with the force holding the

airfield.

Whether the Air Force sends an airlift contro1 element (ALCE)

will depend primarily on the air flow, the types of loads (whether they

are rollin stocks and troops or include large numbers of pallets to be

unloaded and handled), and how long the air flow will contlnue.

aitingency operations erploying airlifts with Cl30s onto an

unimproved (dirt strip) airfield, with engine-ruming off-loads and only
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ne or t planes an the ground at a time, an A.CE my ni be used. An

AILC will likely be provided if the air flow is to cantinre for more than

two or three days, or if the magnitde of the air flow and number of

pallets to be handled is large.

If an A is provided, its size vill be det=e d by the

airf w. For a sal air flw (2 or 3 aircraft) an AICE of 5-3o personnel

with eqiipmet is adequate. For a large sustained air flow, a team of

•e than 100 oul.d be deployed. Ec AICE will have a Military Airlift

Command w (MC) oranic cmad and nol, c=nm icaticra, aircraft

//mainteauw=, and aerial port specialists

Vkther an AI= is an location or rat, an Amy Arrival Cntrol

Group (AAOm) must arrive early. 7he LID has cnly limited capability to
Ni

perfrAm an AACX mission. Mis consists primarily of the supply personnel

andi forklifts in the headquarters and supply coqnry of the S&T

hattaliaz. It will require assistane fram the O~So. An airfield

movement control team arrives early to ctrol clearance of the airfield.

It mintain ontact with units for pickp of equipment and with the

trarzeportation assets of the aupxted FASr to co~ordinate movement to
" supply storage areas. Elements of a cargo transfer oamny may also need 7;

" to arrive early to mom supplies on the airhead and process cargo

activities. It has both =rtainer-hardlinq capability and standard

forklifts and operators.
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Mien these assets arrive depend~s on the secuzrity of the

airfield. For an unsecue airfield, the first plane 1oswill carry

tr" ad rolling stocks. Troops will c'-,± cobat off-loas. With a

vv!er se~re airfield, forklifts shou~ld be on the back (nearest the ramp)

of one of the firzt. plane loads to assist in off-loading planes and

moving assets in and around the airf ield.

L. USAF Interfece for Tactical Air Support and Airlift Support of U.S.

AMy M itirpnc qpeaticzns- 38

1. Tactical Air Cuionto Party (ZTA.).

/.

a. General: The USAF provides TACP to Army maneuver unit

hea~lartrsfrom corps thrcjh battalion/ cavalry squadrcx. The TANCP

//

personinel function as a special staff elemnt to the comarder within the

assigned hedtyates.~ s are an extension of, and under operationial

14conttI of the Air Suport Operations Center (ASOC). They are the inst

7. forward tactical air caftto1 system operating eleainrts that function with

the land forces. T er uirpose is to provide liaison to the supprted

gr•z round ander on matters related to tactical air support ao d to provide

terminal attack mitfz1 for close air support (CAS) missions. Battalion

T L.s are mInned with twro Tactical Air Caaid and control Specialists

(TACS) ai one Air Liaison Off icar (AL). At least one per

/c

IattalIon T is an Er nlisted Terminal Attack OrAtroller (E=) anid
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qmalified to contol CAS missionis. &Igad1e Mas are imaz~i with tw-

AIDs, one Tactical Airlift Liaison Officer (M 1), and three 7ACSS

ar e supps by the WAF ewept special pur~pose vehicles (Ar~red

peracrie lcarriers) which enable the persc--l to m and fmu-ticr wit1,
*

all manraver elemnt-s.

b. Duties and Responsibilities: k duis fall into two

* general categries: liaiscn and coz ol. Te ALO is primarily responsible

for liaison with the Army staff and performing CS control. EMhs will

m ntt AUO in perfomin t CAS co ol missio. This •ect.Lon deas

with their respcisibilities as they apply to tactical air support Wrvided

A, to the battalion and brigade. TACs will:

Advise the Army cotmwder and staff on capbilities, and the

uwe of tactical air power.

• Assist the A•y caxdekr and staff in plazming M

cqeratiz providing tactical excpertise and a focal point

for detailed integration of tactical air support with the

fire and maneuver of grounrxd frces.

"46 Provide cordintimn and attack plarmirx for Joint

7 &Vi"imi of Rim Air Defenses (J-SED) cpe-aticns and

targets in position for near-term effect Cn friendly farces.
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operate arn mintain the Air Force tactical air reiuest net

TM" arxi the tactical air dirwtc t. net.

*Provide terminal attack c~onto of aircraft perfdrmizg CMS.

* Port air mission realts to the Air F•ce flight lead, the

ASOC, and the s =ted g officer.

, O dinate tactical air m4ot missicn with the Fire

S&LWt Element (FSP and the apprcpriate A2C2 elements.

- Integrate tactical air ujort sorties with the Army sdiene

of maneuver.

with the FSaXMM they:

* lse capabilities of fire suprt assets, recc-mm-i use

of fire suppmt respts, and comrdinte all fire suport

aed gtaint surface targets.

* vide target informticn o CAS/BAI to G3 Air for planning

Puposes.

* btain target infcrmaticn from the G2 and other intelligence

saurces and eraure attack of pricrity targets by the most
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\* antain crrernt status inf-wmation on fire sLxn-t

available to the command.

•* Cordinate field artillery requirements for use of airspace

and keep all elements infornmed n the status of planne

4 special amunition fires.

I0

Reco taend ge for attack by ar-delivered special

II

2.* AIRLIFT INTERFACE AND AUS=~ AIRFIELD 0PERATIICtS

The airlift interface is conuted hetý the Air Force and Arm~y

at brigade level by the TAM assigned to the brigade. Mhe ThO is an

airlift expert who provides the detailed planningr and coordinatio:n of Air

Force airlift support of combat operations. Basic planning numbers are

shown at FIGURE 3-2-61.

AaYI' LOAD R3*MYCAG
TYPE MAX CT PLANNING LEN= PAIaIS TYPE

(C5 291K 120K 5,000 36 OUTI•IZE
C17 172K -- 2,000 18 OUTSIZE
C141 89K 561C 5,000 13 WVESIZE
C130 45K 30K 2,000 5 OVERSIZE

i=

FIGL3E 3-2-65. USTJFAF ADA PLIM FACITPS.
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C130 LOADS

'Cas* CL 1, II, V, VIII
HVY DP CL II, IV, V, VII
IAPES CL IV,HVY !QP

"*16 122 BAGS/WAD

FIGURE 3-2-66. C130 LOWAD TYPE PLANNfM FACTORS.

The Combat Control Team (CTr) has the mission to rapidly

establish assault drops, larkdirs, and extraction zons in austere and-

i .e-n issive enviomumts. This team can be airdropped or air assaulted

cnto the battlefield to perform the following functions:

-,* Control landing traffic in the objective area.

* Mark and clear zones.

Esta* tblish Tm 1nicatics.

* Site selection and airce support

-Ce the airfield or larding site is secured, the CT cntinues .

"to provide air traffic control and airspace m. The Airlift

Control Element (ALCE) assumes control of the secured airfield and

provides ommand and control for flights following. The ALCE and CCT

functions are:
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Locate at the cnload, offload, and stagirn bases and cantrol

the flow of air traffic into the site. (Nanmal air traffic --

Acontrol funticrs of airqpace management ard aircaft, grczd

movemet are retained by the OCT.)

* Cperate frun tents or fixed facilities at austere locations

to exercise an-site C for the airlift col center

(AI.Ce).

/he Airlift Control Center (ALCe) is the cperatians center in

theater for airlift. M-e AWC provide camand, control, planning, and

tasktng for theater airlift.

/
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APPLfCQTIIM OF SnM AND ANALYSISM

Tis chapter is presents a model designed to Ktrate methods of
4

eeplayment. for light, heavy, and special operations forces onrducting

Strike Operations. The tactics a-d teciques in this capter are rnt to

be construed as the ultimiate solution for tactically eMloying a mixed

force of light. heavy, and sOF in a ontinge•" y Strike Operation.

7'e envirrment and location of the of the mdel is pnrosply vague.

7e examples are intended to provide a tactical base line to whic

mission, ernny, terrain, troops, time, and politics are applied. The

mdel is based on the likely sequence of event a force is likely to

encounter durirn an actual operation. e accuracy of the madel ws

verified at the National training Center, as well as with the Infantry

Schol and Special Warfare Center, and with units that pticipated in

Operaticn "Just Cause".

7e tactics and tecniqs are valid and have been used in previous

training and cmbat operations. Te tactics and techiques described in

this dcapter are intended to demnstrate the doctrine described in the

* previous dcapter. This chapter is not intended to be a "cookie cutter

solution" for mixing light, heavy, and Spiecia Cperation Florces.

The chapter is divided into four parts. Each part describes a different
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ph~iase of Cabt cperaticnLs. Part 1 ackiressees deployment and initial

C~ft CPeraticns. Pa~rt 2 describes fcr buildup and ort cpe~raticris.

" Part 3 overs decisive chmt operation, both offensive and defensive.

Part 4 focsises on redeployment and host nation develcpment. Not disamsed

in this diapter are cperations inIviNr "pure" forms, that is those

forces, light, heavy, ar SOF that are rnt mixed with other forces.

octrinal s are available containg those tactics and tedchiques.

4-
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PART CNE: DEPIO'DAENr/INITIAL O1O1BAT.

Section 1. IntroductioI.

7his phase initiates the exectioni of the operationi andi encopasses

afry and the estab1sn of an initial lodgemnt in the objective

area. The strength arxi composition~ of the first elemets of the force to

arrive in the area of operation will depend on missioni, eney, troops,

terrain, time, and politics (M~rr-T-P). Factors will includ~e friendily

host nation forces which couild provide secuity, enemy strength and

caaiities, and availability of other US forces to provide supcrt.

DqepmUngon the crisis, this may require force enltry into a ho~stile,

d/aotic, or seemingly 1w threat enviroment.'

Dring this ph~ase, special operations forces (SOF) provides the Joint

T'ask Force (JTF) commander the capability to employ Special Fmyms special

----na~issance (SR) teams in the objective area to relay tim~e sensritive

Intelignceto the force, direct actioni Special Florce teams to assist

the entry of the assault force ard a Rarqer forced entry capability to

establish an airhead. Follow-on forces n~ist be prepared rnot odly to close

into the objective area, but also to reinforce the assault. If an armored

* or mecanized threat is present, an antiarnxor capability must acomparzy

either the initial assault or the immdiate follow-cin assault forces.

Aviationi and field artillery assets provide a cobie arrs capability.
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An air defenme uxrella must be establIh to protect critical assets.

\d Ier1 wil repir rways for foUli-a forc and provide mbility

smuiprt to ground forces. A critical aspect of this phase is the

synnirmization of joint combat power durirn the Lssault operation.

DuriM the deployment ard initial o t pase, SF initiates

cperaticns in denied area to s orai msrveillance, provide intelligence,

and seize or destroy critical targets. he, Special Forces CperationalJ.

Detacdmt-A (SFDAn) infiltrate via air, sea, and/or lard to corx

special recnnaissance (SR) and direct action (DA) missions in azqort of

follw-o SOF or light-heavy units. SFCDAs ccrdmt special recauaissance

missions to provide real-time intelligence on Rancer task force (TF)

targets, mi' reacticro forces, a.-nd direct acticu missions to suport the

tarnger or light-heavy TF penetraticn of the objective area.

Ranse forces con&Yt deep penetration raids and anbushe against

targets of strategic or operaticnal significance. Typical targets

incluc•e:

*mmnd, control, czmmmcatiors, and intelligence centers

at Front or Army levels.

NUclear, biological, and dv-ica1 weapons storage sites and

delivery mwans.
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• Key logistical centers

• Air defense an! air traffic control interating centers and

4 air defense weapons sites.

S• Radio and television stations, and microwave terminals.

S* Key power generation and distribition facilities.

• Ports, rail comples, and airfields.

• Key jdme points (bripems, rfmnels, locks, and dams) on

vital lines of cm icatiors (IUC).

Larger 1Raer units normay conduc interdiction raids and ambushes

aoly Ve other systems fail or are unavailable and the target is of such

significarne that it must be attacked. Small Ranger forces oondict

interdiction missios to disrupt, delay, or canalize the enemy's movement,

and to create rportunities for friendly conventional forces to seize the

initiative in close operations.

Ranger recover operatios are specialized raids and ambushes to

* capture, rescue, or recover designated personnel or items of equipment or

material. Ranger forces use surprise and combat power to overwhebl
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r-esistae before harm can o to the persorml, euient, or m•terial

being recovered.

In addition to special operations (SO), Ranger forces also perform

special light infantry operations in direct MWOrt of cnventinal

forces. 7hese operations include many of the light infantry wissies

nrally assigned to airborne, air assault, or light infantry units.

Ranger units are tasked to perform these missiats when ctiventioal light

infantry forces cannot perform the mission. 2  Special light infantry -

operations include, but are not limited to

* Infiltration cn foot behind enevy lines.

* Force entry by airborne or amphibious assault.

* Raids and ambushes.

* Limited antiarmo oprations cn restrictive terrain.

Military operations in urban terrain (rXT).

Perimeter defense to control key terrain, gain tire, or

econmuize forces.

Break-cut frm an encirclement.
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* Lirnup operations with other friendly ground farces.

Civil Affairs (CA) and Psyhdological Operaticr9 (PSYOP) elements

.47 Ort the Ranger TF by controlling or infbenirig z onbatants and

S enemy soldiers. Air Force (USAF) and Special Cperaticns Aviation (S:A)

aircraft are utilized to provide covert infiltration and fire support for

SOF elements. -he SOF units in the denied areas create a lodgement and

provide intell ýe for the follow-on mvwti•nal forces.

Section II. Special = massance (SR)

SR missions are directed and ccatroled by a SO headquarters. They

are pr 3cminantly corducted by US Army Special Forces. This sectian

discusses the nature of, and employment csiderations for SR operations.

Also provided are e&.)1oyment considerations for SR operations.

A. Nature of Speial sonssre

SR operations encampass a broad raneg of intelligence collection

activities, to include reconaissance, surveillance, and target

* acquisition. -hese operaticns are usually conducted unilaterally, but may

involve cmbined activities with foreign personnel. Te SR collection

effort emphasizes US unilateral or allianc intelligenc requirements, and
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, alements other national and theater collection systems (high altitude

and spac based imgery or Signal Intelligene [SIG•T]) that are more

vu,"nerak , to weather, terrain masking, and hostile cuntermeasures.

2 SR operations can be broken into broad categories of battlefield -

re naissance and surveillance. 3  Battlefield reconnaissance and

surveillance involves the use of stardard patrolling tactics and

te.zdiqes.

B. Employent Consideration.

SFODKAs are erployed on missions which require capabilities beyond

those of conventional lcng-range surveillance units (IPSU); requiremnts

for infiltration by SOF unique platforms (USAF, Army special operations

aviation, or US Navy underwater delivery); the political sensitivity of

pre-hostility cross-border operations; or SOF unique capabilities

(language, regicnal/cutural expertise, SF tradeaft). SR missions are

often extended in duration, and beyond or in the absence of conventional

fire support and sistairuent means. SR may involve the use of standard

patrolling tactics and tedhiques (battlefield recoxnaissance and

surveillance), or it my be cducted by personnel us-.ng clothing and

equipmuent that can not be traced. SF teams my conduct unilateral 9

collection missions in hostile areas where the threat precludes the use of

other Bhmon Intelligence (HU=4)NT) means.
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A sinjle SF team can usually accomzplish the reoornissazc and

sunrelulan- of a fixsd facility or cther point target. A SF team my

ccrn&=t this type of S Rnission acaginst any of the followin types of

4 targets:

* Airfields.

* ftclear or cheical weapans storage sites.

HoIkstag, Prismwone f War (PW), or civilian detention

facilities.

* High-level -ed.atems.

* * Insurgent or terrorist training cmp or safe houses.

Co.pet-mand reporting hostile tr movemnt and o-her order of

battle (CO) data notm~ally requires thle coordinated effort of a significant

number of SF teams. The contolling heaqurters gist establish a network

of nwamd areas of interest arranged in depth to inr~ease the reliability

of the effort and estimate mmvment rates. Mmn tasked to perform this

sort of SR mission, the forward operating base (FMB) o~mwrx!r identifies

*the possible hostile courses of action that cmrn the supported friendly

commander. For each oause of action, the ali1-source production section

(ASPS) determines ut~tee SP teams ccLld remsonzbly oberve thos indicators
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and report the infrmatim in tins forth suppcztte comdar to react to

it. Basedonxithis i nteAIic ri.n= ripecNi of the battlefield (IPB), the

S2 develops Name~d Areas of Ditvst (HAI) for targt develcpxient.Th

tasked SF t identify specific survillance sit within the NAIs and

plan the rest of their mission around t1-e sites.

An SR mission can also use a &SuVort Operaticon Team - Alpha (SOT-A)

uhidi provides a SIGINT and Electronic Warfare (E,,i) cupibilit-y to a

dployed SOA. Ihe sOr-A provides limited Electrniic Warfare su.crt

.ea-maes (ESM by intercept, identificticon, and location of hostile
/1

transmitters, proidz information for electruonc c=ter me•s s (MI2),

electronic cnter-(nter meames (EZM4), targeting, and combat

operations.

C. ommuications RPquire~mnts.

ommxnicaticns requiremnts are particularly critical in SR

operations. The SF teami sut be able to report near real-time

infrmation directly to the user of the information. This is dne using

secure burst satellite commnicatic"s from a digital message device,

ground (UIDG) . EVen ax inportant, SF team menbers m~ist know what

specific information the user requires, in what priority, and what the

r ting procelrs are. Using this knwle•le, the team does not

endanger itself umieossarily by ocllecting and reporting the wrcrq
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infomtkThe~ team mist weigh the user's nee for specific near

real-time information agamizt the risk of ccz~omise.

4 ~ W SMAs cctxhict SR mission for a SOF he&yrers, bit within a

azwermticrial units area of interest, it may provide informnationi tbrouh

the SOCCE liaison~ to the oonventicm~l forc eaurts (Corps/Div) .

D. Batleeld Operating System~ (BWG).

lIw following cmtsiderations by battlefield cperating systemi (BOG) for

the eMilayment of special fdr-ce special recontwissance tesduring the

deplayment/irdtJial combat pbase of a conitnqjencay op~eration.

* Special (SR) provides the cni, i sm, ~1T,

and/or AIT F aaxd the ability to omxtxt HF1MlM

collectioni in denied areas at the strategic, cperat-ional,

and tactical level.

Repor~ts conrtain near real-time sensitive informationi which

provides the cc~uxerer the ability to monitor andi/or disrupt

the enemiy commiander' s schem of maneuver.
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* SR tein can locate and if augmente with a Sar-A, can

r monitor crtcal command, c=,tro1, and comunmmn ticrs (0)1

* Make initial contact with an irdigenous resistanc

oaanizatin ad condt the aseessnt of resistance

potenitia~l. '! ), ,

- * Collect strategic political, economic, psychological, or

military Informatio.

C ollect critical military OB information (for example, NBC

capabilities and intentions, commitment of forces, and

location of high-level headuarters).

Collect tedmical military informtion.

S Target a=iisiticn and surveillance of hostile command and

cotol systems, troop cacetraticn, deep strike weapons,

LOCI, and other military targets of strategic, operaticnal,

r tactical significane.

* Locate and surveil hostage, F'#, or political prisoner

deteitiian facilities.
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/* Collection Of meerologic, gegakc, or hydrograpic data "".

"to m4pOt specific aercs2ece, land, o ritime operations.

, Space based recamaisan, srveillance, and target

Saouisition (RM) can aupg t SR team information.-8

2. Maneuver: '

*l ne zar real-time informationi provided by the SF, SR team

allows tle c awmder in dde (CINC), joint task force (JTF)

or Army ai -of.t (ARFtR) cam r to position his forces

to decisively defeat the enemy.

* If a critical situation arises requiring immeiate direct

action, the SR team may be able to accomplish the DA

mission. his is subject to equipment ard persc•nel

limitatios of the deployed team.

3. Fire S&4pt:

* cQI- terminal guidance qperations usin la target

designators or beacons Jn cojunction with high perfomanoe

aircraft crxbactizg CAS.

* Condzct target acquisition and direct in-attrihitable fires

(artillery or CAS).
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• Special Ceratians couxmand and control el rnt (SOCXE)

[liaison tea to the lTF] coardirates azn updates no fire

areas arcund SOF locaticos.

,4. Moilitylcmeroili-tYlsrvivability: •

* Iocatio•s an capabilities of host natic. enineer equipmnt

reso~e to redim lift assets conszme by engin~eer

* p caility of road rcetrk to port main sply rcutes

N (MSR) and requirements for imravemait.

Anticipated condition of airfield/port after seizure and

repair/u~pgrasie requirements to support force bui~ldup.

* Ability of the lodgement ariea to support form

Sildi p/logistic operations and sustairment engineering

* Extent of eny obtacle and fortification preparatios

&mud the airfield/port to be seized; assessnt of force's

- ~- '-.capability to breach enemiy defense withouzt engineer

augmnqtation.
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Ability of the eney to lImur a athmterat: e nt

airfield/poft and~ -sq-i-e-- for rapid minefield system to

-assist in repelling a ccwmterattadc.

* Sixcssfil SR imissions directly cmitbuzte to the

mzrvivability of camenwticxnm1 fore.

4 * SF S tR z may be directed to assist in the recovery of

&wnd LEAF pilots.

5. Air efnse Artillery (AD):

CwdLxt cmmter-air operations by locating and directing

i-attrikutable fires on enemy airfie (laser target

,siuktic, beacon, or Voice).

Sin wppression of ezy air defense

(SFID/JSFAD) cperaticns by locating and rqorting ay ADA

sites.

6. Cmuit Service 9port:

SProvide iA.=~ ani in- y ca-ability to w4port
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* atIS crititcal awW Locs.

* 'oaste critical w CSS assets.

* A SF team, in r 1 oolinatim vith the SFOB or F staff,

dterms th quantity and types of equipnt and suplies

withwhichd it will infiltrate. The folclmdin factors

Asshignedr mission, u~and aratic of operations.

(SR tem infiltrate with znm~nfi essential equipent.)

** �sitance foce size, Ca.bilities, logistical needs,

and r wPcr iveness to U cotrol.

** Hostile capabilit-ies.

**Availability of resourcs in the operational area.

** �Met of infiltration.

** operational posture (law-visbiity or covext).

** Difficulty of repairing or replacing critical items in

the oeratict-al area.
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SBased on the sawr cotiderat:ons, the Sat8 or FM staff

a s up a~ply l for each class of supply in the

3~h and detem~ines the seine method, and timig of

delivery. Once deployed, the SF ocaander may reconnnd

d nges to the resuply scdule.

The SC or FOB schdles three types of resuply mission:

41 autematic, emergeny, and or-al h support center

service detachment requisitions and rec•iv•s the suplies

and equipment for these missions f== theater or Theater

Army operational project stocks or wr reserve stocks.

7. Comand and Control (C2):

Provides CINC, M7, or ARF( commander timly critical

/ infonut- , allcwing him to enter the enemy comma•d-er's

dec ion cycle.

SFOD1 s remin under the ommarnd and cmiol of a SOF

h 2arters (JS:,nT, SOB, Pt8, or ACB) and throg the

establishmnt of a liaison element (special operatio

Command and Control Element [SOCCE]) to the J1F and/or

0 ARER, provides time sensitive informtion directly to the

uah4-arters.
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C ommicates .usi:g single/mltichael TSAT burst

tr&~nissiun.

Section. MI. Direct Actioni - Special Forces.

Direct actin MA) operations are a direct application of us military

form. 1ise cperatira ae directed arn =trolled by a SO headquarters

ard are usmxly crdtxe by SOP. This section discsses the nature of

and euployment consideratio for Dh operations by Special Farcmes.

A. Nature of Direct Action Operaticns.

Direct Acticn (DA) operaticns are ncrmally limited in scope and

duration, and usually Incorporate a planrne witdxfraual fron the immediate

objective area. SOF may conduct these missions nmikaterally or in suport

of onventional operations. They are designed to ahieve specific, wll

defined, and often time-sensitive results of strategic , cperati••al, cr

critical tactical significarce. DA operations freqntly ocur beyod the

reach of tactical weapons system and selective strike capabilities of

co entional cperaticris forces.

SF can use conventicnal or special muniticrs to neritralize or destroy

a esignate target syste (such as AD radar systems). The SF capability
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to eWplo, specia umitiors ewpans delivery oticons and pernits the

pr; -ositionini of special munitio in denied areas.

In adkdition to target attack, SF teaP s also cor, hct recovery missions.

Ib

B. Eooployment Cosiderations.

DA cperaticns are ctrolled and directed by a SOF chain of command,

but may be executed in four mdes:

* tbdlateraliy with pure SF tea. is allowis for maximum US

control and tmvx !,e misscd

the size of the SF team, mode of erploment, and tactics and

tecniques euployed. DA cperaticon can range frz a tw-man

SF team performing covert sabotage to a reinfor-ce SF

coqpany performirxI an overt raid or ambush.

* Unilaterally with a mix of SF, other SOF and conventicnal US

-Forces. This metod maintairs maidmim US cntzrol and

prvides for the use of a larger force o target.

* As a ccmbine operation, with SF-Ied and directed foreign

teams. his allows for positive US control and provides for

foreign naticoal s4pport.
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* As a cibiw q=eaticn, with SF-tained and directed

foreign te. his method allows for maximzum

Saum co~vert actionis may re4uire oversigt, interagny oordir~ation,

and/or con 1 of SF tea by other US goverrmet agenies.

Uiconventioua. Warfare (TM) and Direct Action may be interrelated %he

usirq foreign personnel or covert sabo~tage techmique. Thre criteria

dist~xuisDA fromn UW:

DA operations are co led and directed by a SF chain of

coud, not by an ird~igenu resistance organiztaticri with

SOF advice and assistance.

DA q Cpatirrl5 do no~t depend aoi the pc.xula SZWXt of the

DA operations are siot-term, with qxpecific and wel-le-fined

obj~ectives-

The SF genric capability to czx 'ct DA oerations cuts aross all

cperaticnal ir-umimnts. The target my be a high-level military

heamepuarters, aid irxlustrial plant, and irourrent bass ca~p, or a
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terrorist tr. bingi facility.

he mission determines the size of the SF team performing a covert

sabotage mission to a reinforced SF ompany performing an overt raid or

ambush.

C. Cmzmnd and Cotrol of DA Cperati.o.

SIn situations short of war, the National mmCcad Authority (NCA)

directs the anr-•iate regional unified cm•nmer to plan and execute

contingeny DA operations. If the NCA desires more positive cartro1, it

may direct USCINEC to plan and diuet the cperation. The NCA may also

direct USCINOC to establish a JSMT reporting directly to the NCA or the

W•CS.

During wr, the theater CI has the autnity to oct DA

Soperations that sutport the theater cawpaign plan and the major operations

of his crienticAal force cozanrders. He e rcises this authority by

providing the SCC cmrder a •bination of:

* Missito-type orders.

* Specific mission taWsngs.
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* Iales of engagemet (MEE)

* Other mission guidarne.

D. Special Operaticos Search and Rescue (SOAR) cierations.

... directed, SF perform SCSR missiins using collateral

capabilit.ies inherent in the DA recovry mission. 7he SoC is responsible

for SR and conventional combt search and resou (CSAR) within its

assigned JSOAs. Cperatic al my dictate that the SC

lander dedicate a number of SF team to conduct time-sensitive SOSAR

missions. Even if no dedicated SSAR team exists, the theater Joint

R~esicue rdination Center my request SOC assistance in CSAR operations

ufen:

* A CMAR incident occurs close to a SOF asset.

SSpecial ciru=starns make the use of carmitianal MAR

forces inaprcpriate cr infeasible.
4

* AR r exceed the capability of the theater CAR

farce. 0

If SF tears can be made available withot jeopardizing their primary
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mission, the SOC cczmnanier will release them for SOSAR mission execution.

These SF team can facilitate the crntact, authentication, security,

medical treatmnt, mweiment, and exfiltration of distressed persconml.

hey can covertly recover evaders to safeguard the integrity of designated

evasioan areas.

SF team can also perfom preutionary SOSAR. Their use is

particularly appropriate duriM cntingeny operations short of war. The

senitivity of particular air missions may justify the deployment of SF

team to provide precutiory SOSAR assistance along the flight raites.

The follwing are consideraticrs by battlefield operating system (BOS)

for the employment of SOF in a direct action during the deployment initial

ombat pase of a cm*tirency operation.

1. Intelligence:

Can pwrvide immediate cr-the-ground time sensitive

If requred, Speci-l Forces DA teans can remain in the joint

special oerations area (JSOA) to conduct follow on SR

missions.

* Capture selected hostile persomnl or obtain selected

hostile its-s of mterial.
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* Ae initial cmtact with an indigerx= resistance

andanizai arxi t the a of resistanc

2. Maneuver:

* ~ployed as an eomy of force to seize, secure and destroy

critical terrain/facilies.

* QOx infiltrated, a SF D team can cornuct a myrId of

missions; all of which facilitate foUcxw,- tactical,

cieratrial1, and strategic cqxratirns.

* �oxdc acts of sabota and ubv•ersicn.

* Cnduct direct acticn (DA) missicns against critical high

value targts (i.e. critical 0 oes, radars etc).

* Rescue US or allied lW3, polit- "al prisoners, or other

selected personnel being detained by a ho~stile powr.

* locate, identify, and r er doned aircrewa, political or

military leaders seeking to cume d US cxitrol, or other

designated persornel not being detained by a hostile power.
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Locat identify, and recver nxlear or chemal w.apow,

downed satellites, classified ocmes, or other serwitive

iteas of materiel.

3. Fire ptozt:

*QxIxt terminal guidanice pperaticn using laser target-

desinatrs r beacons in conjunction with hig performarce-

aircraft cazatn CAS

* %Iuct target acdjsiticn and direct nm-ati able fires

(artillery or CAS).

If augmented with SOT-As, the SF DA team can cxruct DEW

cperuatias (DF, Jam) to disrupt ermy C3.

• he soo (liaisen to the JW) cocramtes an& updates no

fire areas a=rd SOF locaticns.

4. Mobility/ ~tnviiySurvivability:

SSuccessftl direct acticn missions directly contribute to the

survivability of cotvntial forces (i.e. neutral zing

eney radar installations, providlzn near real-tie
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* Cn ta directed to assist in the reery of downed USAF

pilots.

In addition to the DA missicrl, a SF DA team may be able to

gather and provide engineer specific informticn.

5. Air Defense Artiliery:

,on~ct cu.ter-air operations by locating and directing

non-attributable fires on enemy airfields (laser target

desigmation, beacon and voice vectoring); and attributable

fires on emy airfields (mortar, Stinger, and/or 50 caliber

sniper fire).

* atrticipate in SE)D/JS)ID cperations by reporti and

neutralizing enemy ADAP sites.

6. Combat Service Suport:

* .Locate ,-ird destroy/neutralize critical enemy CSS assets.

* Sever/interdic critical Ics.

* Provide intelligence on in-country capabilities to suport

conventionl operations.
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" * A SF team, in coordinatiton with the SEM or FOB staff,

determines the quantity and types of equipment andl supplies

with whii it will infiltrate. Mhe following factors

influence the decision on a ponyir• supplies:

**Assigned missioni, sccpe, and lduration of operation.

R** esistance force size, capabihlIties, logistical needs,

and respcrsiveness to US control.

Ho stilecaaiti.

• * Difficulty of repairing or replacing critical items in

thew oerational area.

Based on the same owsideraticns, the SB or MOB staff

stablishes supply levels for each class of supply in the

JOA and determine the sequence, method, and timing of

delivery. ,e deployed, the SF ccocander may recommend

dwarqes to the resupply schedule.

* The SFB or FOB sdcedules three types of resupply missions:

automatic, emergency, and on-call. 7 se s4jot center

service detacdment requisitions and receives the supplies

and equip• nt for these missions from theater or Teater
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Army coerational project stocks or war rwzve stocks.

7. Oommd and OCmtrol:

* Provides the CINC, 'TF or AMM R -.1,,,zr timely critical

informatian, allowin him to enter the eney cnnxIer's

ded i o cycle.

Provides the CDC, JTF or AMM cumaner the direct

capability to influence the overall mission cutcome prior to

the introduction of convent-Ional forces.

UWes AM and sirnlo/multichannel seoire CAT for

Cammnicatiorn.

*,ESAs remain urner the cnd and control of a SOF

ha rrs (JS0I?, SEW, FOB, or MC) and thbrou the

esta-blisbhtnt of a laiscon elemnt (Special Operations

Ccmand and Control Elemet [SO=]) to the J17 and/or

APPUR, provides time saensitiv informtion directly to the

u4headquarters.

//
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Section IV. Airfield Seizure.

A. General.

An airfield seizure is ev.uted with the intent of clearrin a

designated airstrip to ctain control of it. he purpoe can be to allow

follow-on forces to airland and cmvuct transload cperations or to

cotinue obat operation from that location. Airfields can be seized

and occupied by friendly forc for a definite or irndefinite period.

1. Planning Factors. Certain factors mist be considered when

cnxhizq the estimate for an airfield seizure:

a. !rwuy air defenses near the airfield and along aircraft

approachi and departure rouztes mist be supressed.

b. 7he size of the airfield •ust be ln ermxp for ladin and

takeoff of the aircraft with its expected cargo. It shoutld be wide enmogh

for janding. 4  Kimmu cerating 1ength determidnes how =Kh of the

airfield mist be cleared.

c. Cnfiguration of the airfield, including taxiways and

Sparking, dirminLs the maximumon-ground capacity (MDGC) for aircraft at

one time. This, combined with offload/transload time estimates, impacts
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directly n uduig follad- airflaw into the airfield. Sirface

"o c.ItiaL aznd predicted wather con-ditic must allci the airfield to

acoet the reqiired numbr of sorties withot deteriorating the surface

below minimu a,:eptable safety standard.

d. Airfield location mist facilitate follUw-u operations. If

transload cperations must or, the follow-mn target must be within the

rane of the aircraft to be used. If not, then forwrd area rearm/refuel

assets must be available ard positione to upozrt th fo

operation. If the airfield is seized to allm for indefinite otion,

it mist be defensible initially with assault forces against any immediate

threat and with planned follow-- farces against larger, coordinated

o~mterattadw.

2. Airborne Task Farue Organizatiorn. The airborne task force

argaizaticn varies dendi on MEI-T. H.•vr, airfield eizures have

elents designted to clmr runways, to assault designated cjectivs,

ard to screen areas vulnrable to the :cmrd in a-ition to normal task

ga~nizatknm oziidraticn. &9ortirv assets and attacments shold be

laidered in crgwgaizing the force.

a. Special forc team can be dployed ahead of the main bodly

to determine enmy di citicn an the airfield and wethsr airfield

runways are cleared or blocked. They should also identify enemy air

defense assets near the airfield. Teams mintain radio cotact with the
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adron A aad~re routs to the objective (via ~T)C . They may be

employed in the selecive d ction. of ey facilities by direcing air

strikes or by employing lase target deignators q,=l) to lI mit collateral

d, to the airfield. ecia r can also be eployed

in th direct action modo to seve wire cam miaticin not vulnerable to

frimndly Nf efforts or to provide early warning of of ernmy

for'cas.

In a amntingzmy, special ea1im missions are usually

perfcrs by special operuticn forces. LcaV-rax %nisac and

surveillane units my b3 use to x SR missios: if missio

r -P, I- are within the units' trained pi te (i.e., method of

Infiltration, HAM , HA"D, TM,, Sct swim). u camrd must weigh the

risk of team oomromse and conse~ient loss of mirprise against the value

of int logra obtained.

b. Air For O=bat Ontrol TW4- (CM' are rquired to provide

air s m ass.Ltan as ,all as cz.trol of aircraft on a: the

ground (i.e., parking ard taxiing control). Mrs can be inserted ahead of

the force as part of a joint airborne advarnc party, it can JuMp with the

airborne assault, or it can airland with the first assault aircraft.

c. An airfield oitrol group should also be cquiky

,. his grcup can be undr the cotrol of the battalion

exmstivs officer or S3 Air and requires positive citrol to facilitate
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rapid off lading of aircaft. Aircraft zte either co t offloadin

of palets or wine-rwmnin offloading of vehicles, equipment, and

perueavie. All vehicles and equipmnt shold prepre to of fload

Jizadiately upon landing, rt waiting for the aircraft to stop. Dunnae

and tie-downs remain on tho aircraft to save time.

d. TW, stru, HP vehicles, or other mobile weapons platforms

abould be front-1caded in the airland assault echlon. Mhese vehicles,

relyirq on strprise and speed for seawity, =.mt wow ra-pidly to blo&cing

o screaiing position. They also provide a mobile antiarm capability.

IM assets sld a Lny these mobile weqpc platfor=s to assist in the

etabli of a scree.

e. A specialized engineer force may aut the Ranger assault

fors to acxzplish mobility/countrcobility tasks as part of the

airfiald/pcrt seizure that are beyond the ranger force capability.

Speciazed eqinse forces are allocated to the rarrjwa by the MTF based

.on the results of SF special - recc missicrs. Below are som exanples of

mobility/aotnterircbJ-lity tasks that rsed~re specialized engineer skills.

* Airfield repair/u.qrade to suport force buildup.
4

* Port r"paJ.r/up.••-e to su4ort force buildup.

* Assault beaching of extensive complex protective obstacles.
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* Dstr~±ig1of bridges to isolate the lodemnt area from

:E* laomnt of protective otacles (scatterable AP/AT

mines).

f "engineer units aarq the aksault force, they should be

, given the mission of clearing tb- ruramys of obstacles. T1o assist, dozers

"and mi-de tectors (metallic and nd=mstallc) can be droped in the

initial assault. Selected personel "'izop start" or "hot vim" vehicles

on and around ths airfield. 7hese vehicles ae used to assist in

clearanc of the air rummy and off-loading of supplies. Scial,

consideration. mist be given to the typa and quantity of obstacles on the

rimay. This has a significant impact on engineer assets required by the

task force, the time for clearance, and tIe planned time of arrival of

airland sorties.

f. civil affairs and pwydhlogical perations load speaker

teams provide the cmnda additional aid in cmytrolling civilians and

prisoers of war.

g. D~mxlrv n th tbratcommdwscan deterntine that

certain objectives ner the airfield and key terrain surruding it should

be secured at the sa tim units are clearing the rurays. Cmirol

toers, .micatics r~nods, and terminal guidance facilities can all be
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key terrain. This requiremet increases the nuAer of persaml

designated to participate in the initial airborne assault. M~l thi.l

rnessary, o ers can adjust airraft o .

q

h. Spcial Assets. A rumber of other assets can be available

to assist inserticn, coannd and control, and asport.

(1) he Airxbrne Battlefield Comnad and Control Center

(ABOO). The ABOOC's mobility and c=mx icatis capabilities provide

valuable command and col.

(2) C-130 Talon. This aircraft's sohisticated

navigaticnal equipmmt permits insertion even under the vost adverse

weather conditions.

(3) AC-130. 7e availability of AC-130's allows for

cotinuous fire support from a mobile and accurate airborne platform. If

air refueling is available, AC-130 support overhead can rerain on station

for extended periods.

(4) Unit-level communications. At this level, leaders can

augmnt amzmicaticns by usirn hardheld radios for special elements and

tears, and by setting up special nets for the initial assault.

(5) Recmnaiss-rx, S&rveillance, Target Acquisition (RSMA)
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devic. In aition to the extra c=tuznictli equimt already

discussed, the force often requires additicral RSM device to corduct

operations durirn periods of lJiited visibility and darkness.

S(6) Cmumication with the MYh, inbound aircraft etc.

(outsift the airhzad) is ac1ished with single/imltichanaz secure

ACSAT. Inboun aircraft mist have hatch munited antennas or SEKds

installed.

3. Ozitingency plans. Several cmtirgjerrie9 mist be inco~rporated

into the plan and rehearsed. An airland option should ba planned if an

airborne assault is not needed. The locaticn of aircraft after larding

can initially alter how forces are arrayed an the grund. An

airland/airborne assault ccmbination can also be incorporated. In this

option, the. entire assault force is not initially required on the

objective. Also, vehicles provided for the mission will require personnel

to airland. Aircraft may nead to apoach and d from a different

direction if the eney situation or the wather cxlitions hange.

4. ollateral amage. Minimizirg collateral dama can also be a

re~irgm~nt. coi sideration impacts on the cperation at the lowest

level.

5. Refuelizg Plans. C •vaners my need to consider and coordinate

refueliro •erations on the airfield. If so, they must establish a
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lccation, rotaticn plan for aircraft, and priority for refueling. All

mist be planned for in cl Ldinatiorn with Army aviation and Air Force

planners.

6. Airfield Seizure CQrtrol Masures. Several control measures are

typical.Ly employed in airfield seizures. In adliticn to narml airbead

ccitrol measures, the folwing cideraticns apply.

a. The designated area of the airfield to be cleared nuTst be

designated first along with subsequent priorities for clearac.

b. Aerial photographs can be employed to number buildings for

control and reference.

c. An Aeraticrn schdule with code wards for critical events

can be employed to coitrol and moitor progress of the operation. Peports

can be manatory or by e ption.

d. Arnther cnsideration for the c is assembly

locaticn. Due to the rapid nature of most airfield seizures, the

camrder can choose to have elents assemble an designated objectives.

He must ensure that all paratr clear the air itpms at least 10

meters off the rms-W or taxiway before moving to their assigned

objective. No eqxosed canopy should be near rmu ays, taxiways, or parking

areas.
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7. Training for Missian. Before missian aexeoicn, rehearsals and

detailed briefbadcs ust be coducted at all levels. mnard post

exercises muist be conduced to exercise ccamiand and control aspects

(especially joint aspects) of the operation. Aircaft shold be available

for static training with all perscypel being transported. Ergency

procdures and anload/offload rehearsals should be cramucted.

B. Sqporting Operations.

Airborne units can deploy from a CtS base directly to the objective

area. Another option is for the airborne unit to deploy first, either to

"a rete rarshaling base or intermediate staging base, before establishing

"a lc I q*t into the area of operations. In certain circumstances, the

objective can be beyond the range of aircraft operatirn from a REMAB or

IM in friendly territory. Therefore, a forward staging base (FSB) in

hostile territory can be seized to facilitate or project further

cperaticns.

1. P"ute Hursalin Base (RUM).

The RPB is a se.i base to uhich the entire airborne unit,

including organic and attadua. support elemws, deploys, and mission

planning otinxes. (Figure 4-1-1.)
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a. The RDMB is within the garophicl area by the

a ra authority of the teater r X1 aandn . 'his esr that ti.

CSS elemmurzs, providing susport to the airbr unit, are cperatirg within

their nrmal area. It prevents or lessens cut-of-str support

re i.ir. E MB should be located in an area simiI in terrain

Q'Iand3 clirgrte to the obJective area. Tim spent at the RMB lets the unit

begin acciatization.

Fc REM411 ASE OF'O-S C C? ~~~I

b. Planning and Ccr-dinaticn. 7he R also provides a secure

locatio for the unit to occt detailed planning and ccrdInatiai with

the contrllir•g headuart= staff.

c. Cmmrr Preparaticn. In the RDDB, the cazwxler omehxs

rehearsals, refines ard =dlifies plans, detcrmines priority intelligence

reguirnts (PIR), ard coordinates with the proper intelligm sources

to receive that informaticn.
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d. Additions to Unit. In the REHAB special augntees to the

forcs are integrated into the unit, if they bave not already joined (i.e.,

specially trained aviation and zmnicatian elements).

e. Functions of the REHAB. The REHAB mist provide:

Aces to the oitr lling a art staff.

Phitysical secuity of billeting, planning, raneac

and cu.micatics areas.

ss, billeting and latrine and shwer facilities for

the force and its sup ting elaits.

Access to a C-141 or C-130 capable airfield (if

pb-sible, all-weathar cratim capabiL).

Access to secure C€mmmicaticno and processd missicn

• Accss to rehasal areas wrem sites can be Wuilt and

live-fire reearsals cn be conduted.

•c* cess to the unit lccaticam of mjor suporting

elen t such as zv.l landing craft or Army aviatic
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units.

An external seaurity force and an active

counterintelligence agency.

SVeicle tr•an rt for troop lift, eipment transfer,

and ainiiistrative use.

* Ass to maintenance wipcrt facilities.

Medical p:ozt facilities to augnmnt the airborne

medical persa l.

Covered areas to allow for packing of parachutes and

rigging of airdrop loads.

2. Iate St qig Base (ISB).

Elmnits of the airborne force deploy to an IS3 to perform final

planning, cforinatic, and task crganizaticn. ' unit s oxrgnization,

and ccepositicn are finalized for movent to the objective area. M ISB

is noit ccrupied for long periods. Airborne units can deploy to the ISB

frm the RTOWB or a•itS. Deployment to the ISB is more cmc=n utienH

terrain or distance precludes irzartion to the objective area directly

from the REMB or CC•IS. Cmtinqrry missions often involve the use of an

ISB.
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a. Facilities neeed at the IME inc-lmue the following:

* Austere iising arrairjee~ns for the ~bt eleme.nts of

the airborne force andl its attachments.

* Austere billets or rest areas

* Water point./

*Fuel for aircraft and vehicles.

* Areas for test firing of wepos

CoQvered and coneaed areas for assem~bly of the

airborne force. Covered areas to allcw for packing of

parachutes and rigging of airdrop loads.

*Austere airfield sLu:pcrt facilities (if possible,

all-weather operation capable).

Ma1terial handling e~ipmnt rapired for transload.

Remote locatiai from civilians or traffic routes.
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* Seaurity and orterintelligere. eleaents.

* Secure comnicatians.

b. Iocatian. The ISB should be located in an area similar in

terrain and clinate to the objective area. Tine spent a. the ISB also

lets the unit begin acclimatization. Units need an acclimatization period

if the terrain and cli'mate of the objective area are different fx that

of their hame base. Insufficient acclimatization means that the fore

COUld be less efficient, especially when the objective area is hot, dry,

or at a great altitude.

3. Forward Staging Base (FSB).

Cbjectives for airborns c-c air assault operations can be located

beycnd the range of aircraft coerating from an ISB or RMAB in friendly

territory. 7he requiremnt then exists for a seizure of a base in hostile

territory for the further projection of farce •r for the recovery of

Previcusly deployed forces.

a. Establishing a FSB recuires seizure of an airfield or

airstrip. The force cordacting the follo--cr. caperaticn can cone from a

part of the force seizirn the IoB or can be a new force introduced after

the FS6 is seized. In most cperations, the FSB is retained only as long
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as recessary to support the follow- missicon A planned withrawal is

e ed upon mission cupletion.

b. Before launcing subsequent airborne or air assaults,

reorganizaticn may be required. this is especially true if the subsequent

assault force comes fra the unit that seized the FSB. To minimize this

requirement, the follaw-cn assault force can be the reserve for the

initial mission or can be a cmpletely new force, whidc only refuels or

transloads at the FSB. Transloading must be a----1lished rapidly. Loads

mist be prerigged and loaded to facilitate transloadirq. Cntrol is

esalished by the C~r and ADACG.

c. If the FSB is employed for recepticn of previously ccmmitted

forces, plannin cnsiderations must includec aontability procedres,

au~zntaticai for health services eport including preventive medicine and

medical evac•ation support, mintenance requirements, and resupply/

refuennq operatio.

C. Operational Phases.

The planning, preparaticn, and execution of an airborne operation may

be divided into four interrelated phases:

1. Mounting Phase. The period of time fEl, receipt of the warning

order or planning directive until the airlift aircraft take off for the
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operaticn. During this period, joint tactical and support planning is

acccmplished. Troops, equipient, and supplies are assembled, manifested

and readied, and briefings are conuted. Marshaling takes place during

the last part of the mounting phase when participating personnel,

supplies, and equipment are moved to departure areas and prepared for

loading.

2. Air Mvemn rtdiase. This phase begins with the takeoff of loaded

aircraft from departure airfields and ends with the delivery of units to

their drop zcnes (DZ) or larding zones (LZ).

3. Assault Ptase. This hase begins with the assault landing or

parachute assault of trocps and equipment, and extends through the seizure

of initial objectives and consolidation of an airhead.

4. Subsequent Cperations Phase: This phase may consist of

offensive, defensive linkup or withrawal cperations in the objective area

after the assault phase. Thie Army farces seek to retain the initiative

while operating in enemy territory. Defense may include limited offensive

operations to seize additional objectives which would facilitate the

defense, fav.r future cperaticns, or enhance the security of the airspace

over and irmediately contigu.=s to the objective area. Requu-ement for

foll-an joint airlift depends on the course of ground tactical

operations. Early ground linkup by airborne forces with relieving airland

and/or ground forces is frequently a part of arn operation.
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D. Sequene of Planning for Airborne operations.

When an airborne operation is a means of entry into an area of

operation, Army and Air Force subordinate commanders immediately begin the

following studies and estimates. This initial planniig is to assembleh

data .for joint planning and decisions.

1. Airborne force initial studies and estimates:

* Analysis of mission, available intelligence, and requirement

for aditiotal intelligence.

* General ground tactical plan for initial assault, subsequent

operations, and linkup or withdrawal, as applicable.

* Task organization, strength, and requirements for additional

units, and departure order priority.

* Reuirements for addition combat support means, inclluding

tactical air support and nuclear weapons.

R*ecmmended time for beginning the assault.

* Detailed analysis of possible DZs, LZs, to include enemy

oppositicn, current eremy order of battle, indigenos
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civilian attitudes, obstacles, nature of terrain, elevation,

desired axes of approach, and an estimate of the engineer

canrutton effort required.

S Organization and ctrol of logistic support and bikldup.

S Estimate of camunicatian-electronics and logistics support

requirements, to include material handling equipment.

• Movement data for all supplies, personnel, and equipment to

be air-transported and divided into forces for airdrop,

IAPES, and airland (echelon formation of forces).

• Type and number of aircraft required for airborne assault.

* Air defense requirements.

• Plans for the movement of follow-on forces.

* OL requirements.

Training and rehearsal requirerents.

Army assault team (AAT) enlpoyment, if required.
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* Health services SUPort requiremnts, patient estimates,

.dination for use of nrmsdical tansportation assets to

aiument HSS capabilities in the event of a mass casualty

situation, and the HSS plan.

k

* mbat rescue rsquiremnts.

Integration of organic and/or attacd Army aviation means and

facilities into the overall tactical plan.

2. Airlift force initial studies and estimates.

* Analysis of mission, available intelligence, and requirement

for aditional intelligence.

Airlift units available for all phases, to include air

terminal and aercaical evacaation cperations, and

requirements for casualty staging.

* Available facilities in the mu.nting area, to include

possible departure airfields, staging areas, and logistic

and cmminicatis suRort.

* Meteorological studies, including long-range forecasts.
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* Detailed analysis of possibl2 DZs and U2s to includle

informnation of the enemy and civilian pqpulation, type of

soil, nature of terrain, elevation, clear zone, bet axes

of approach, and an estimate of the engineer contnxuction

effort required. Assault zone (AZ) selection is a user

function~. Thle airlift force analyzes those AZs for

suitability. 7h airlift force may recomnend alternate AMs.

*Paquirements for navigational aids and

Reomne time for in-itiatirq the assault.

*General air mo~vemnt plans to and from the objective area.

* Allowable cabin load (ACL) for each type of aircraft under

pertinent flight pro' '."es.

Ty~pes of aircraft required for approximate number of

required sorties in each phase.

* Tactical air support requiremnerts.

* Air defense requirements.
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* kditicual units of suppcrt raffired.

nminingi afld reharsal ~ ~ S

* Flo~-m aerial resuply requirewits.

Estimate of t and ourply sport requirements, to

irnclue material harnlin equint in the objective area.

•* =nt erney crde of battle.

* FOL rquirements.

* bat resce requirements.

ASIR
IOLAN0ING MOVEMENT MARSH•I4NG

PLNPLAN I LAN
~PLAN

(Apo to m

rat pu6d"hed) (Anx to OPORo) wpt M4a

1w (OPORDI

FIGURE 4-1-2. S OF PLANNflN FOR Ai• OPACTS.
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3. Airborne operations planning process.

Planning an airborne operation is acccuplished using a reverse

planning sequence. It begins with the scheme of maneuver in the objective

area (gron-d tactical plan) and works back to the planning required for

marshalling the force (Figure 4-1-2). To ensure a smooth and effective

joint airborne operation, the following four plans in the sequence

indicated are required:

* Ground Tactical Plan.

* landing Plan.

* Air Movement Plan.

* Marshalling plan.

a. Ground Tactical Plan. The ground tactical plan is the basis

for all other planning; therefore, it mist be prepared as soon as

possible. It covers the corduct of operations in the objective area and

is the sdceme of maneuver that the force will follow ocre on t/oa gr.7znd.

It includes a determination of strength ard ccwipcitikn of the forces

required to accomplish assigned tasks and the develcpment of a supporting

logistic plan. Until the ground tactical plan is cmpleted, other

planning cannot be finalized.
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The ground tactical plan has seven essential elemnts developed

in the following sequences:

* 1h airhead line.

* Assault objectives.

" * he security zo.

* ~Recmaissanc and security forces.

* Boundaries.

* Assault task organizaticn.

* Reserves.

(1) The airhead line; an area whidc m-ist be defended. It

must be cleared of any ewnmy force with erugh combat paer to interfere

with securing this area.

o * Me airhead line reflects the control of key terrain.

* he trace follows the military crest of defensible

terrain.
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* ¶he airhead Line anchrs n cobstacles, and tU. airhead

itself takes advantage of existing and natural man-made

obstacl m.

* lThe airbead line mast contain sufficient DZ and LZs to

erwtre interior, rather than exterior lines of

omm i cation.

Airhe,-d line mist allow sufficient space for dispersion

to relice vunerability to NBC weapons.

Airhead line must be large a xouh to provide for

defense in depth, yet it mist be mnall enough to

defend. A battalion can defend a 3 - 5 km in diameter

airhead. A brigade can occupy 5 - 8 km diameter

airhead.

(2) Assault objectives; are key terrain, which when

occupied prevents enemy interference with the establishment of the

airhead. These mist be seized immiately upon parachute assault. These

objectives are driven by the mission or by those points on the groudr you

want to control to prevent high speed enemy entry (foot and mounted) into

the airhead to counterattack the air assault. Although, assault

objectives are determined carcurrently with the airhead line, the assault

objective determine the size of the airhead line.
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* Subordinate connaders decide the size, type or

disosition of the forcm to gain/mintain cortrol.

* Assault objectives are prioritized and for OPSEC

purposes are randomly nuabered or lettered.

* Assault objectives 3re secured before the defense is

set up in the airhead line. 7tn, the airtea is

cleared of organized enemy resistance and forces or

positioned to defend along the airhead line.

(3) Security zone; forces are landed early in the assault

echelon. The reconnaissance and security line is established imnmdiately

4 - 8 1cm from the airhead line, to afford secarity to the airborne force

during its critical landing and reorganization period. In the early

stages of an airborne operation, the security force acts as a screening

force. In later stages, utien assault missiorn have been accomplished, the

airhead is relatively secure, and oe forces are available, it acts as a

guard or covering force. Security forces com under brigade control,

except during short battalion missions such as strategic raids, when they

come under battalion control. the mission of the security force is:

* 7b give the airhead early warning.
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• To develo intelligence, incluing the location,

"direction, and speed of an enemy attack.

• To initially deny the enemy direct and indirect fire,

and observaticn of the airhead.

• To delay the enemy the need for and positioning of

additicoal security fcirv- is determirnd by the next

sbrdinate ccomarder. Mhe security force includes

scouts, AT weapons, ergineers, and (samctimes) light

armor. When possible, mobile forces are selected to

facilitate rapid initial mvement to positions and to

facilitate withdrawal and adjustment. An aggresive

reconinaissance aixi security effort at lower ec-helons

augments the security force. The following

considerations apply to the selecticki of positions for

the screening force:

•* Located within radio cmaunications ard fire

support range. However, this range can be

exterdad, if necessary, with retransnission

stations; airborne coumunications relay; split

section indirect fire operations; and attadchent

of vehicles, mortars, or other assets to the

security fore.
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** Offer lorq-ra-ne fields of fire and observation.

** Present enwe lcng-ranie fields of fire and

observation into the airhead.

*

** Take advarntxp of natural and marnade obstacles.

** orient on enemy high speed avenies of approach

(foot and mted).

** Allows for a route of withdrawal (reon during the

initial stages of an airbone assault mission, and

screenirn forces do not conduct decision ccmbat

operations).

** Be in range of indirect fire wekanxs:artillery and

mrtars

** Be within radio cc mnications range (4 - 8 )m out

fram the airead line.) This range can be

extendred with retransmission stations; airborne

CzzmMicatios relay; split section indirect fire

operations; and attadwm-nt of vehicles, mortars or

ather assets to the security force.
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FIGFIGJ=E 4-1-3. L

(4) PacoTaissance and security forces; designated forces

under contro1 of the airbore forc c r perform reconnissance and

seurity missions beyond the security zae established by ground forces,

with emphasis on likely enemy avenues of approach. The mission of these

frces is to gin and mintain cotact with envy units reacting to the

airborne assault. This force is mobile and is not used to defend a

particular part of the airhead. It can include special forces special

reconnaissance Army aviation or air cavalry, or light armor; it can be
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supported with fire from Air Force assets, naval gunfire, or Army missile

systems. 7e following coideratics govern the employment of this

force:

* The forces orient on enemy high-speed avenues of

aproach to develop inteligence, Iinluding the

location, direction, and speed of the enemy's advance.

* Leaders of thiese forces consider known erny locations,

the umber of high- appra s, and cmuincations

relay capabilities and orient on enmy units.

* Geryarly employed 16 to 24 km beyond the airhead,

these forces protect the main force from surprise

attack. Te airborne force commander can exterd their

range if communications permit. Aviation assets can to

cut to 50 km or more, tlxxigh the commander mist

csider loiter time so the forces can provide

cotimrus coverage. spcial forces, special

recoaissance teams, and IPSU teams perform

Surveillance of enemy garrisons ot to 200 km and of

major routes from the team to the airhead. The

airborne force commader can employ surveillance teams

for this purpose, as a motorized unit can cover 200 km

in five to seven hours, and an air assault force can
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arrive in less.

Recomaissance farces must be mobile and task organized

for the mission from cavalry, armret, scout, LRSU, and

antiarmor units.

(5) Bcundaries; cmnaders use bundaries to assign sectors

of responsibility to major subordinate combat elements. (Figure 4-1-4.)

A subordinate comnarer assigned a sector of responsibility clears the

area of enemy forces. In selecting and designating assault bo.urdaries for

airbo operations, several points are considered:

At brigade level there are brigade sectors, but no

brigade rear. At battalion level, there are coupany

sectors, but no battalion rear.

Each unit should be able to clear its assigned sector,

so coamarders must cosider boundaries concurrently

with task organizaticn. To rnme baurxiaries, cam~enders

subdivide the area, not necessarily into equal sectors,

but rather into sectors with fairly equal tasks. Ths

requires the commarders to carefully analyze the enemy,

the tasks to be accplished, and the terrain within

the objective area.
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* ~Oomnders should avoid splitting (betwn two units)

the responsibility for the defense of an avenue of

arroach or key terrain.

* Coaders include, if possible, adequate terrain in

the sector, including key terrain features that contro1

it.

* Cmmanders should arid designating boundaries in sudc

a manner that a major terrain obstacle divides a

ma.zvering forces.

* 7e boundaries should provide adequate room to permit

the coammader to maneuver forces on both sides of the

assault objectives.

* he commandles nust choose bound~aries that are

recognizable both on the map and on the ground.

Although, roads fit this descipticn, cmmarders should

avoid using them, especially when they are rear the

airhead line. Instead, they can use rivers, streams,

railroad tracks, the edge of a town, woods, the edge of

a swamp, arxi so on.

* Ideally, each battalion sector should irnlxude at least
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one DZ and LZ to enable the battalion and its

attacmnts to land within the assigne sector during

the assault, and to later facilitate resupply and

evacuation of EPWs and casualties. Having an LZ and DZ

reducs the problem of coordination with adjacent

units. This does rot mean that cucmanders must locate

all battalion DZs in the battalion sector. Regardless

of boundaries, units should drop an the DZs closest to

their assault objectives.

* Commanders should establish boundaries that will serve

during the assault as well as during later operations.

S nmmanders should hse boundaries that do not require

a unit to defend in more than ane direction at one

time. Also, they should not expect a unit to secure

objectives within the airhead at the same time they

establish its defense.

Boundaries should extend beyond the trace of the

security force as far as recessary to coordinate

fires. This also allows subrdinate units to operate

forward of the airhead with minimal coordination.

C mnanders should plan coordinating points at the
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intrsý i of the a•i&ad line and serity force

groun trace bmc~aries.

(6) Assault Task Orgwnizatian; -,c cra have
determined the principle features of the ground assault plan (s&cme of
maneuver and fire support), they or•anize units to execte their assigned

missis, and they detenmine boxunaries at the time.

Otis )ISJ4

FIGUE 4-1-4.

For unity of effort, or to increase readiness for
owbat, part or all of the lower units of any ccmand can be formed into
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ne or more t orary tactical gropings (team or task forces), each
/

under a designated commznder. Because of the special problems that result

from dispersed landings and lack of initial camand and cozril in an

airborne assault, it is desirable to form tearary tactical groupings or

teams within the unit to execute an assigned mission.

"(a) No stardard team ogrcaizVA.. : -an kt p.escrib-d in

advance to meet all conditions. Infantry units * aform the ncle i

for the tactical groupings, and infantry unit c-, .•v" . • the t-:.

These teans are tailored for initial assault r -1"- r•it, • t -3 uii,

cabat, CS, and CSS units. These units should prov.de support for W4 to

72 hours of sustained combat. They are attached as socn as possible in

the marshalling area. Many of them detach as soon as ntralized control

can be regained and the parent unit headquarters can be established on tle

ground. Other units suc as higher echelon assault Crs can be attached

for the movement only. Attadments for airborne infantry brigades usually

include:

* A field artillery battalion.

* A combat engineer coapany.

* A MP platoon.

* A light armr platoon.
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* nIE vAArt elecnt.

* A forward area suport team (FAST - DISCXM. -

* An air defense artillery battery.
a

* Other assets as determine necssary by the

a ~~~division r.vdr

For control, an irl~e~1x.antry/ranger battalion can

be reinforced for the airborne ,r.. and organized into a task force.

This is true if a battalion is to land in widely separated DZs or Ms. A

battalion task force generally consists of a reinforced infantry

battalion. Reinforcements can include more infantry, ar=, antitank,

ernineer, dedicated artillery units, and any other units or detadcmnts

needed in the initial attack. As in the case of the brigade, attadments

to infantry battalions are made early in the planning phase. TWey can be

withdrawn as soon as the ground situation stabilizes and the brigade

commander controls his units.

Rifle cmpanies and platomos can be re~mforced for the

airborne assault according to the usual cosideratio governing a grcurd

attack. Attachments are made before the mmve to, or on arrival in, the

marshalling area.
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(b) Echelomient for Assault Larding. After the task

organization of trocps for the assault larding is announce, units

organize into assault, follaw-up, and rear ehelons.

The assault echelon consists of the parachute and

assault aircraft elements that are camitted to

seize the airhead. anger or airbork infantry

units can be cucmitted to an airborne assault

without leaving a follow-up echlcon that must be

brought forward by means other than air. It is

desirable and necessary to leave certain personnel

and equipwnt behind.

* �The follow-on edcelon consists of personnel and

equip�nt n• required initially in the assault

echelon-. It joins the assault echelon as socn as

possible after- the airhead is established, or

after contact is made between the assault echelon

and the troops making the mai grax-4 effort. The

existence of any n of the folloirng conditions

requires an airborne unit to have a follow-on

echelon:

** xrtae of aircraft.
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** Aircraft of a type inadeuate to land heavy

items of equipmeent.

** An e•ny sitation, terrain, or wather that

makes it impossible to land certain troops or

equipment in the assault echelon.

* Te rear edcelon includes the part of an

p airborne unit that is not considered essential for

initial combat operaticrs. It also includes

peple left at its rear base to perform

ad trative functions that cannut be done

efficiently in the cbat area. The rear echelon

can includ~e personnel clerks, personnel to

administer logistics, personnel physically

disqualified for airborm assault landings, and

other persc l to administer the rear echelon.

Mis rear echelon is small. Highr headquarters

usually prescribes the cor;osition of the rear

ecbelon for all units. 7he rear echelon can

remain at the rear base when the unit is to be

relieved at an early date; or it can rejoin the

unit ,den the tigada reains comitted to

sustained combat for a proloed or indefinite

period.
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(7) Reserves; the brigade or battalion reserve enters the

airhead as part of the assault echelon. It provides depth to the airhead,

bloitin penetrations, re•t•hf=t committed units, ard camterattaclig.

It consists of not more than a company at brigade level or a platoon at

battalion level. Commanders should organize, task, and position the

reserve, ensuring that:

* Ihe site of the reserve is compatible with likely

missions.

The reserve comes frx the unit with the fewest or

least priority tasks.

* Me reserve is nr, assigned assault objectives or

a sector of the airhead to defend.

T* speed commitment, the reserve is near areas of

likely employment, for exhale, near the main

eny avenues of approach.

* 'The reserve is mobile.

* The reserve is located in an assembly area (both

initial and subsequent) or battle position, so

that it does not interfere with units assigned

assault objectives.
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• To provide ease of movement to reinforce or block,

the reserv is near a line of cmmwnication in a

covered or concaled location.

A

* 7e reserve is located, if possible, within the
A

sector of one unit.

" * 7e reserve's location allos for dispersion of

the force.

• The reserve conandex has prepared and rehearsed

commitment ccntieýies IM guidance received

from the de desigroting the reserve.

b. Landirn Plan. The landing plan is the airborne force

ommander's plan that links air veent to the ground tactical plan. The

landLz plan provides the basis for tM dsvelopwŽnt of the air mvement

plan and is rncessary for airborne operations. It is a tabulation of the

seuenrc (startirn with time over target CTOT]), method of delivery, and

the destination of troops and materiel into the objective area. The

0 larding plan is a process which planters at each ground force echelon must

go through prior to the joint develcpment of the air mvent plan.

Before the landinr, plan is developed, It is essential to have the

follwing information available:
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* Ground ccmxkiner' s priorities.

* ~Skirdinate unit ground tactical plan.

, Subordinate unit landing plan.

* Airlift tactics

Te landing plan contains fiv, elements of information: the

seqec of delivery; the rethod of delivery; the time of delivery; the

place of delivery of troops, euipment, and splies into the objective

area; and the assembly plan. The nature and location of DZs and 2•s are

basic considerations in preparing the landing plan. DZs and LZs nmt be

large encur i to acmdate initial dispition of assault forces and to

assist in the seizuze of assault objectives. Assault units should be

landed on or near assigned objectives. Use of battalion-size and larger

DZs and Uas permits rapid assembly and reorganization. Hwever, the use

of smaller campany-size DZs and LZs may be required to avoid massing

forces whidc wculd present a lucrative target. 7he follcoing

characteristics are desirable:

* Near to or, if the enemy situation permits, directly on top

of assault objectives.

* Free of anti-airborne, nuclear, biological, chemical (NBC)
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crantaminaticn and natural obstacles.

* Avoids enemy air defenses and strcng grotund forces.

Easily identified from the air under expected cdniticns of

visibility.
a

"* Permits straight approach fram at least 10-15 miles cut to

allow aircraft sufficient time to line up on the DZ/LZ.

Near dominating terrain, good road nehforks, and terrain

favorable for defense against armred attack.

Sufficient size for the force to be delivered in a single

pass.

Adequate cover and concalment for troops to assemble and

reorganize near the landing areas.

* Minim=c•nstrction required for eny LZ.

* Outside the range of enemy suppressive fires.

c. Air Movement Plan. The air movement plan covers the phase

of the operation from the time units have loaded aircraft until they
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arrive at the objective. It indicates the time that units uist begin

loading aircraft at airfields. MIe air rvwment plan lists takeoff time,

flight rouzte, the order of flight and arrival ti at DZs or u2s, and

facilitates timly delivery of units to the objective area in accordance

with the landing plan. Air movement plans are coordinated with elements

of other services Aihich are or might become involved in or affected by the

operation. Me Commander, Air Landing Force (CM12 and the airborne

force aner concerned coordinate preparation of the air movement plan,

ýkidc includes the flight route diagrams, air ovent tables, and

aircraft loading plans.

7he Joint Force omander (JFC) ensures that perscrmel,

communications equipment, and navigational aids required for assault,

follow-on, resupply and witrh-awal qoerations are established on the LZ or

DZ.

Me Commander Air Forces (CFFW) is responsible for airspace

cxitrol during air movement. The distances involved and the duration of

an airborn cperation may require establishment of special air traffic

control facilities for extending detailed control into the objective

area. 7he CM•MFFtW is responsible for providing for air defense of the

airlift force within the ITF area of operations.

The Military Airlift Cand (MAC) mission ammandor provides for

the precise and timely delivery of the airborne force and equipment to
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selected LZs or DZs. The MAC mission ommander or JFC may establish an

airborne CP in a suitable equipped airlift aircraft for en route and

terminal ocxtrol of forces. En route to the objective area,

communications between the land component comande and am•anders in

airlift aircraft may be trarnmitted over the Army seure en route

omzmications package (Sa) Using SFMT, embarked comandrs are

advised of changes in the ground tactical situation or changes in the air

movement plan caused by aborts or enemy action. Cmmicaticns installed

on either the M-130, the ABCX, or the joint airborne cmmiications

center (rAX) /CP may be used to relay signals or information from the

objective area. If an aircraft emergency should occur, use of dedicated

Army S2COKPs will cease at the discretion of the aircraft commander.

Mie Air Force area of authority around a DZ or LZ under Air Force

control will include sufficient terrain and airspace to permit safe and

efficient air traffic cxrntrol. Within the airspace control zone (normally

thre to five miles in diameter) all aircraft flights must be coordinated

with the Air Forc OCT or other air Force airspace control ageny. The

VAC mission commander coordinates with the airborne forc cunarker to

select the TOr and the approaches to the LMs or DZs.

Mie direction of aproach over a DZ is a basic cxisideration in

planning the positioning of heavy drop loads, expeditious assembly of

personnel after land~ing, and laurching the grozid operation. Corplete

coordination is necessary before the direction of approach is established
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or dcanged. For an airborne operation, alternate LUs or DZs and

arespwcding approache should be establise.

The air movement table forms the principle part of the air

movement plan and contains the following essential elements:

Departure airfield for each serial.

NUmber of aircraft for each serial.

Chalk numbers for each aircraft, each serial, and each

departure airfield.

Untit identity of the airlift element.

Name/rank of each USAF serial commarxer.

N=ber and type aircraft.

Employment method for each aircraft (airlard/perscrrl

parachute/ heavy drop (HD)/ ctainer delivery system (aDS)/

actracticn).

Army unit identity.
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* Name/ rank of each airborne force ,,,,ner.

Loa~~d tius

* Station ti .

* Takeoff tims

* Desinted primary and alternate Us or DZs for each serial.

* P-haur for the lead aircraft of each serial (given in real

* Remrks (inclw sp eda. ins't-cuti:s, key eipment, arn

location of key ,m.brs of the diain of command).

Cmtermeasures that my be ecployed to reduce the enemy's

interfermece with air mvent are:

* Dispersion of aircraft.

" * Flying at high and low altitudes.

* Eloyment of electic omtermeamn-es.
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* Diversionary mases.

o* perations at night and during periods of re.xmd

visibility. A

Deployment of airborne/ airlandirE forces into an area located

between the origin of the mvent and the objective may precede the

actual execution of an airborne cperation. Me stopover point between the

origin of the m nt and the objective area is nard the intermediate

staing area. The airborne force, or parts of it, my pass through the

intermediate stagin area for regrouping of aircraft, redistribution of

troops, exipint inspection, trainirg, and rest. T airborne force my

arrive at the t te staging area/ base by any one or a cbination

of the following transportati modes:

* Tactically loaded in airlift aircraft.

, dministratively loade in airlift aircraft.

* ;m•inistratively moved by mtor, rail, or water transport.

The airbore force may not proceed beyond the intermediate

staging area. However, the task force will usually remin in the

Intermediate staging area for only a short tim. Planning considerations
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may require that rigged loads remain on mission aircraft. If the

situation demands that the task force be enlarged or remain for an

extended period, the intermediate staging area may becom an i nte

A staging base

7h support element in the inxtermediate staging area/ base gives

minimm essential support to assault and airlift forces, and provides the

structure for expansion to accommodate larger forces. Te units making up

the t te staging area/ base comand are predesignated from joint

sources and should be trained for their mission. 7be i iaterite staging

area/base organization must be able to asssmble rapidly for air moveent

to the selected staging area/ base in advance of the assault elements that

it will suport.

Th cotrol the --late staging of an airborne force, the

compont ccmners establish a joint coordinating eelmnt at the

tstaging area. 7- element is coposed of an Air Force ALCE

and an Army DACS/AACG. a typical intermediate staging area/base command

is an austere organiation, str%=bmmd on the premise that the supported

force will perform =ch of its own processing.

* practical, organic suport elements of the airborne force

precede the combat elements into the intermediate staging area/base.

Suport elements use the additional tim to comlete plans with

intermediate staging area/base persaTP-l for organizing and establishing
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suport activities. 'Ihe airborne force is responsible for developing its

bivouac area to include provisions for working facilities, latrines, and

trash and garbage pits. The intermediate staging area/base caanrder

provides support activities to include:

* Acnistrative services. * Health Services Suport.

* Terminal transfer. * Maintenance.

* Transportation. * Movement citrol.

* Food service. * Cmmunicatics.

* Rigging. * Waer.

Te mission of the intermediate staging area/ base cmnmanr is

corpleted when the airborne force has departed. Personnel of the

intermediate staging area/ base may then act as an element of the forwmrd

supply base responsible for continuing logistic sport of the airborne

elements in the objective area.

Alternate ground tactical and air move•nt plans should be

provided to coupensate for:

* Extreme chanes in the situaticn.
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* Faulty intelligence.

* M'jse weather in the departure area, en route, or in the

A objective area.

a

* Failure of the joint force to acmplish any part of its

mission.

* Employment of NBC wapo by enemy forces, or nuclear or

dhmical weapcns by friendly forces.

* Failure of communicatim.

Normally, these alternate plans are prepared for each serial

sdceduled for a particular DZ or MZ. Special provisions are made to send

out the order to execte an alternate plan and to provide rncessaxy

logistic mwport.-

d. Yarsftallirx. plan. Mhemahalx plan provides the

administrative and logistical procedures by which units of the airborne

"force complete final preparations for cobat, move to the departure

airfields, and load aircraft.

D. MTe follairq are onsideratimr. by battlefield oerating wystem (Bos)
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far the preparation and conduct of an airborne assault.

1. Intelligence.

a. Units conducting airbon operations can face dcallenges

presented by forced entry into an eney rear area. The unit mist consider

type, number, and locatiai of enemy air defense weapons, observation

system (visual, radar, satellite, etc., and warning systems. hey must

consider the locations aid capabilities of enemy forces near the

objective. Close joint cooperatio in air reconnaissance is reuired.

Aerial and satellite photographs and stereoscopic pictures can help offset

the lack of terrain reonnaissanc prior to an airborne assault.

b. Airborne operations, ore than any others, depend on

weather. The more territory an airborne operation covers, the greater the

need for a long-range weather forecast system. MLxh information car be

obtained fr weather satellites. Other intelligence reuirnts, such

as surface wind, can only be obtained through Hul resuces.

Enloyment of these resources mist be carefully considered against the

possible irpact of early discovery by the enemy and the resulting loss of

surprise.

C. Terrain analysis is equally impotant to the airborn force

as it is to the heavy or light ground farces. The selecticn of drop

zones, assault objectives, and sumbent areas of operations is dependent
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on a thorouh analysis of the area of operatio in order to capitalize on

strengths and minimize limitations of the airborne force.

2. Maneuver.

a. Forces nust fit the task. 7he ranrer or airborm battalion

can be part of an airborne assault by a larger unit or can constitute the

initial assault force itself, preparing the way for a follow-on force

deployment. Fener or airborne battalios rarely ccxbmt an airborne

assault as an independent operation just to establish an aithead. The

battalion is nat large engh to adequately d-fend an airhead which

includes the approach and departure routes for airdrop sorties needed to

sustain the airborne force. Hlwaver, airborne raids with withdrawal by

air or other means are well within the capabilities of a properly trained

battalion task force.

b. 7e airborn force must maintain the element of surprise.

* The c ar rust carefully select the time, place, and

manner of de]Jvery for the attack.

* Everyo c'cernexd must maintain strict operations security.

* e force can maintain decepticn by masking cppeaticns as

training deploymnent or mgm-y deployment, reainess
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exercises (RE), and by making EMIs fit as closely as

possible the pattern for actual operations.

Eney detection devics, including radar and intellig•nce

satellites, can pick up air formations at great distances

and assure pramp countermeasures. e airborne farces must

neutralize the effectiveness of these devic thruh

destruction, jaming, or operator distraction.

* Airborne forces can fly at very low altitudes, using natural

barriers in the terrain and cloud cover to neutralize the

effectiveness of these devices.

* Deception flights can divert the attention of operators of

detection devices.

* To confuse the operators, airborne forces can dcrane course

Night operations increase the possibility of surprise

although they make assenbly of airborne force elements and

seizure of assault objectives more difficult.

c. Mhe most vulnerable time of any airborne assault is between

the jump and the seizure of assault objectives. Rapid seizure of
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objectives is critical to sucs; speed and surprise are often re

critical then nmrbers. Often, decisive action with a small force can

succeed early mhere the fully assembled force cannot succeed later.

d. Planning for a llc -raticn, large scale airborne operation

should include preparation for- the mavement by air of large ground units,

to permit prow reinforcment of airborne troop after their initial

landing. To capture a suitable airtxmd for airland elements, the unit

corducting the airborne assault mist be able to capture airfields or

terrain suitable for landing air tra orts. TMy =ust also be able to

prevent enmy direct fire and observed indirect fire on the landing zcne.

Suppressicn of enemy air defense assets along the aircraft approach and

departure routes can be critical to success. Airlanded elements can be

cummitted only when these ccnditicns are met.

3. Fire Su•ort.

a. The Air Force and naval gunfire support are the primary

sorces of fire suport for airborne assaults. The Air Force provides

reconnaissance, air superiority of flight routes, close air suoport, and

tactical transport.

b. Leaders mist plan to neutralize all antiaircraft

installations along the route selected for the flight. 7his can be a

joint responsibility, deperdirn cm the availability and capability of
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various fire suport assets. For example, when airborne operations are

Son or near a beach, naval gunfire can provide much of the fire

suppot, incluing participation in J-SAD operatians.

C. Airborne units continue to require sufficient air suport to

replace the artillery which wld normally be supporting them.

d. Airborne forces mist maintain air superiority to sce in

their mission. It can be temporary and local, but these dcaracteristics

increase risk and demands on Air Force assets. Te more tentative or

temporary the air superiority, the shorter the time-distance factors and

duration of the operation. To establish and maintain air superiority, the

Air force can, among other things, neutralize enemy airfields and command

and control facilities.

e. The Air Force mist isolate the target frn suprt by

attacking the enemy's grourd and air forces, beginning late enough that

the enemy does not knw the objective until too late to bring in

additiornal troops or repair damage. ITnediately before an operation, the

Air Force should incapacitate the enemy's fighter airfields and immobilize

enemy radar, communications facilities, and ernmy reserNes near the

projected airhead. An air attack on the enemy reserves rushing toward the

airhead can give the airborne unit extra time to seize the assault

objectives, reorganize, and prepare for defense of the airhead.
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4. Mobility, muntermcbility, and Survivability.

When the initial airborne assault is to be folli by large

numbers of airlar' sorties, engineer troops and runway repair and

maintorm packages must be includ.ed in the task organizaticn.

Sufficient redudancy is required in the package to ensure mission success

despite the loss of some critical equipment or key perscrnel.

5. Air Defense.

As previously stated, airborne forces must attain air superiority

in the objective areas and along the route. Part of this superiority can

be adcieved through air attack. Also, an air defense umbrella mist be

established rapidly. Usually, the envy can respond fastest by air, so

rapid estahlIsWmsnt of air defense is critical. To prevent fratricide,

airborne forces =vst closely coordinate and train tharcuhly with the Air

Force.

6. ombat Service Support.

Airdrop perations resupply airborne forces. Mse staff makes

extensive plans for resupply cl airborne forces. As much airlift is

needed to resupply a unit for a single day of intense combat as is

necessary to transport the unit to the drop zone initially. Due to this

heavy commitrent of airlift assets, t-he airborne force should effect
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lriku with ground forces within two or three days after 1anding.

7. Command and Control.

tkdty of command takes precedece over all other cosiderations.

7he highest ranking officer in the landing areas commands the airhead and

is h•mself subordinate to the cmaer of the airborne operation. Both

air and ground units must be under a single overall cmmander. The

shortest possible chain of cc~u-d is critical to sucess.

a. Min airborn operatios involve a ground linkup, the

airborne unit goes under the cmmand of the attacking ground force as soon

as an effective linkup is m .

b. Airborne oration require command posts both an the ground

and in the air. Mie airborne force headquarters is divided into a mobile

forward echelon and a stationary rear echelon hich can operate frma a

r~te ba hse, an ite staging base, or a forward

c~eatrqhs in oxny territory.

c. Oo-n-s of airborne forces should land with the very

first units so that clear directions for the bmttle car. be given from the

outset.

d. A highly qualified and trained farce is required to
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_Rs fully plan and execute airborne operaticns. A mutual understanding

of the paili arities, apabilitgies, and limitations of both air and ground

assets by all leaders involved is critical. Lack of training and

Jinadequate skill in air-grazd cooperation can have disastrous effects.

e. leaders must train systematically, with emhasis on

w-ll-furntinii- radio cizunicaticns from the grourd to the air and

coordination between units on the ground and in the air.

f. An airborne operation is as rapid in its execution as it is

time- miml in its preparation. Coamnders must develop contigexr-y

plans for possible follow-on cperations. I1ese OPIANs can be carefully

modified on the basis of current information obtained in the cause of

actual hostilities. This precaution can significantly reduce the time

required for preparation in each individual case.

g. Joint rehearsals are a prerequisite for sess.

E. Conduct of The Initial Assault.

mie initial assault stresses the coordinated action of smll units to

seize initial objectives before the surprise advantage has worn off. As

assault objectives are seized, the efforts of the assault force are

directed toward consolidation of the airhead.
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1. Tactical surprise, coupled with detailed planning, should enable

units to seize their assault objectives and establish the airhead before

the eney has time to react in force. Missions of units are changed as

required by enecy defense of initial objectives. M-e er•my can be

expected to launch urncxrdinated attacks quickly along mjor avenues of

aproach- using local forms. The degree of cczrdination and strength of

these attacks incease progressively, and the airborne force must develop

orrespondingly greater strength in its defensive positions. Preparation

of early defense against armored attack is a major ca ideration.

2. Units assigned to perform rectmaissance and seirity missions

land in early serials:

* To establish roadblocks.

* To locate enemy forces.

* To disrupt enemy cummnicaticn facilities.

* To provide the comamder with early warning, seurity, and

inforation.

Since ground reconnaissance by unit omnaders is seldom possible

before the airborne operation, it must begin imnediately once the unit

lands. The flow of information must be ccntimnxms. Essential elements of
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information do not vary frcm those employed by other groundx units.

howdver, the unit's method of arrival in the cohbat area raises the

reuirsmnt for immediate and thorch remissae and for the

transission of information to higher headTmrters.

3. If the initial objectives are heavily defended, the bulk of the

force is assigned the task of seizinq these objectives. W-Aen initial

"* objectives are lightly defended, the bulk of the force can be employed in

clearing assigned sectors and preparinr defensive positions in depth.

Ectensive patrolling is initiated early betwn adjacent defensive

positions within the airhead and the reconnaissance and security line.

Army aircraft suport this patrolling effort. Cotact with special forces

and/or friendly guerrilla forces in the area is established as soon as

possible.

4. Persormel are briefed on unit plans, adjacent and higher units'

plans, and alternate plans. This enables units or personnel landing in

unplanned areas to direct their efforts to accomplishinM the mission.

Misdelivered units or perscnl establish ctact with their respective

heai~k xters as soon as practicable.

5. As soon as cammnicaticns and the tactical situation permit,

comarders regain centralized control. The imediate establishnnt of

ommunications ciannels as parachute, assault aircraft, and airplane

elements arrive in the combat area, is essential for effective control of
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ground ope-rations. he immediate establistm• nt of the following are

necessary for effective cmznand and otro1:

C* mand and fire control channels within the airborne

force.

* ommunicatics with suppwtirg air and naval farcs.

Cmminicatiurs with airlift farces concened with bhldup,

air suply, and evacuatic.

* Cmmmicaticns with bases in friendly territory.

* ommunicaticns between widely searated airborne or ground

forces (for example, linkup forces) with a comm or

coordinated mission.

Sufficient cmm-nicaticns perscrnel and equipment ast be move into

the airbead in advance of the commnd post they are to serve, to ensure

the timely installation of vital ccmmmicaticns.

6. The ommander influences the action by shifting or allocating

fire suport mears, roving forces, modifying missicns, drnging objectives

and boundaries, erplcying reserves and, especially daring the initial

assault, by moving to a place frcm which to best exercise personal
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influence.

7. Mien initial objectives have been secored, sbordinate units can

seize additional objectives that facilitate the establishment of a

coordinated brigade/ battalion defense or the couct of future

cperations. Defensive positions are organized, ocrmmnications

suplemeinted, reserves restitated, and other measures taken to prepare

the force to repel enemy counterattacks, to minimize effects of attack by

nuclear weapons, or to resume the offensive.

8. Reserves prepare and occpy bloking positions, perting

commitment. Typical missions for reserves cumitted during the initial

assault include taking over the missic of miadelivered units, dealing

with unexpected opposition in seizing assault objectives, and securing the

initial airhead.

The following examle illustrates how an airborne rifle

or ranger battalion might coduct an airborne assault

(Figure 4-1-5). The mission is to seize and secure an

airfield for follaw-m airland forces. Mhe enemy situation

identifies motorized threats frou both the east and west,

a' with the most dangerous in the east. In the west, there is

an unidentified enemy motcrized ccupany. Its exact location

is unknown. A motorized regiment with a om~pany of tanks is

located about 250 kilometers east along the highway or about
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10 ha=r reinforcirq time. Que battalion of that regiment

is located 50 kilamtgws east of the airfield alcng the sam

road, abot w hczum reinfcrcIrM time fram th aihmad.

FIGURE 4-1-5. &1=D LINE.

The airhead line traces key terrain of the msranz.ir

area. this tells the battalion ccmarad he is to ocatro

this area. Assault objectives are looked at cmrarently
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with the airead Ulne. Th assault djectives are dram to

denote the specific area to be con~troelld ... riot the area to

be oopied. The main assailt objective is the airfield

contr~ol taw andmI wzrzxirr kmdldings. Other assault
b

objective are located along the aihead line to otirol high

speed avene of anzoadh (mouted, di~ms:=z*e). Again the

Sairhead line tells the commat- %at he is to defend. Mm

assault objectives telIls him Todat he is to control. How the

M.r inate commander coa~wls this area is up to him.

Bodaries havw be= &mignatd so as rat to split an avenue

of approach.
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Each airraft is crowsloaezd to facilitate the gr=-xd

tacticl plan (Figure 4-1-7). T plan is for A ccoary to

size assault objective three in the west; B =qny to

Initially seize assault objective sen; thn assault

objective four in the south; C caqny to seize assault

objective two in the east; and the battalicn scouts or

ranger rgimental rem'is c platoon to establish a

security zone out from the a •irbea line. B company is to 4r

leave a platoon co objective sevn to become the battalion

reserve.

FIGURE 4-1-7. AfleRE LAM=l• P-N.,
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ELME 4-1-8. A=- D M MJ1-

Th aircraft aqj'oad for this operation is from west

to east. Parach1ute hour is 0200, local tims. The drop zone

will be the airfield ... using the main runway as a target.

The airborne assault is condcted at 0200 houars with a

ranger reco element/battalion scout elemrnt larding in the

west, and in order to the east, A coapany, B company, WIC, C

couany, ard. a ranqer reco element/battalion scout

elmint., Units immediately begin assemblingq in ac=rdance

with unit SOP. (Figure 4-1-8).
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FIGURE 4-1-9. AILANDrlG,

Upon the assembly of a viable force, the unit or an

element thereof moves to and seizes its assault objective.

100 percent unit assembly should occur in 30 - 40 minutes.

Assault objective shotuld be seized within 60 minutes of

parachute hour. The ranger recon element/battalic scots

move to designated dominant terrain to establish the

secrity zone. The ranger or airborn infantry battalion

cwntirues to couwnicate with special force special

recoraissancme tears and Air Force recriaissazc aircraft

providing recon and surveillance in front of the security

zone of the airhead line. Simultaneously, engineers clear

and prepare the runway surface for follow-an airland. ccis
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pream to receive and catrol follow-ai airland (Figure

4-1-9).
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prepare to receive and xx itz1 fo11aw-on airland (Figure
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soon as its command and omtrol and logistics base is established.

Because the force bildp ad combat action phase of the ctineriy

operation is the most critical point for the division, staff planners must

nsure that the -lead krigade is fully rescurc for the missicn.

During this phase, cmmand id cntrol of the lodgement area will

"initially rest with the manruvwvi commander or a designated

"repr ntative. As the main body of the division arrives, comand and

control of the lodgemnt area lasses to the DISCOM cmmander who also

controls the air-flow cperaticr from he station to the lodgement area

thrcxi airfield c=crrol grops. 7he assistant division crder for

support (ADC-S) is initially positioned at the departue airfield to

pxxhrnize anid coordinate the flow of supplies, perscamel, and equipmnt

into the area of operation.

Section II. Special operations Forcs.

During the force build-up and combat oeraticon phase, the SOF units

hand-off cotrol of the airheed to the conventional force cczmarer.

StAs near the aixhead link-up with the Ranger TF and redeploy to a

secure area (AfB or FOB) or 1c station to prepare for follow-n

1Missions. SFODAs cOrdctirg special recaoissar cin the enemy my

remain in the denied area and cont-e repoirtix to the A)B or coxtct

unilateral overland or air exfiltration to the AOB/laimch site. SOF
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elements may be isolated and launh on ne missions to provide

operaticwrl and/or tactical intelligence to the JMF or JSMT. Direct

action missios for SF, Ranier, or SOA can be coduted aaimst high-value

targets. During this phase as conentioanal force units build up and

conduct relief in place they are supported by Civil Affairs and PSYOP

units.

Sectio MI. Link-W / Relief in Place.

A. Inellienc.

Dring a relief in place betwen a light infantry unit (relieving

force) and a PRwer battalion (relieved force) it is essential that the

level of threat to be expected by the relieving force is established aid

that preparations are m accordingly. Wiile, an initial brigade

re nssance, and surveillanc (R&S) plan can and will be prepared at

hm staticn, it is fram the informtion received during the initial

liaison for the relief in place that refinements to the plan are made. Of

primry imortance to the brige is information received in regards to

the threat. Fram this infcrmation final adjustments and changes to the

brigades R & S plan and plans for the IEW asset employment can be made.
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a. The relieved unit will pass information and intelligence

data to the incoming force. In addition, provisions mist be made for the

excangre of EPs and any captured enemy docznmets. Thie relieving brigade

* s1ild be arriving with interrogator suport.

b. oordination must also be effected to ensure the continuance

of any intelligence support whird was provided to the relieved force by

outside agencies (i.e. national level assets, DIA, CIA, etc.).5

2. Employment.

a. Task organizing by the relieving unit must ensure that

significant IEW assets are front loaded with the first arriving forces.

Early warning and detection of threat forces will be the primary concern

of the relieving ccamwaer. Consideration should be given to early

introduction of a divisional Peconaissance Squadron for rapid expansion

of the divisions intelligence gathering capabilities.

b. Initial IPB efforts at home staticn should identify the

nu~ber of PEMBASS sensors and GSRs required to provide sufficient 360

degree coverage around the airhead. Based on this requirement the REMBASS

and GSR assets should be task organized to the battalions. Of critical

4
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Si ortarKe is that teans have an identified radio net far reporting, and

security by the supported unit is provided.

c. EW assets can be proramed far ground employment through the 0

IPB process. Two 4-man low level voice intercept ts should be included

in the task organization. Since these assets ncrmaly repor via IEW

dedicated nets, it is inperative they be assigned an initial reporting net

within the battalion until additional brigade forces are on the ground.

3. Cmxit of the Relief.

Wile different methods of relief may be incorporated (i.e.

pimaal or as a unit) IEW assets mist move and be employed as relieving

forces are employed.

4. Security.

Wile early deployment of IEW assets is essential, they cannot be

miaitted without security provided by the uppmrted force. Consideration

sdld be given trArds dploying R0BAS and GSs with the sccuts. This

ersues the forward use of both R&MASS and GSR capability and prov-.' s

ac cmonying protection. EW assets shmIld be erplaced within the

protectic, of the battalion sector. Due to line of sight employment

requirents, EN assets mst attempt to establish positions on high

terrain features.
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5. iotrol.

During the relief in plac the GSR teams will reqp-d to the

reurents of the supported unit; while EW assets will respond to the

tasking of the battalion (normally through the Battalion S2) and MI muit

laso element.

The followin depicts an example battlefield positioning of IEW

assets in suoport of a relief in place.

The first arriving light infantry units already have

their attached GSR teams assigned. Additional IW assets

have been programmd into the airflow and remain under

control of the I1W ccrpaiy/ team commander or brigade

IBM. During the initial contact with the key leaders of

the relieved force (Pqnger Battalion), I1W re~nrents such

as availability of Rft; e=harge of intelligence and

current level of threat are identified. From this meeting

1W taskinrs/requirements can be refined.

Mile the GSRs move with the light ccupanies and

support the establ of security; voice collection

assets establish positions and begin active waiting for

enemy transmissions.
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Figur'e 4-2-1 depicts the initial deplaymmt of IB'1 asaest in a relief

in plc cperatimr.

LAU

46
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B. Maneuver.

1. General.

a. A relief in place betw a light infantry unit as the

relieving force and the Ranger unit as the relieved force follows the same

"principles established fcr any relief in place operation.

b. Du~ring the planning phase of the crzntingency operation

..ordination will oc••r. This may take the farm of a liaison officer frcm

the relieving unit, or the relieving units high=r headquarters exnhanging

information andi proce~bzres with the Panger reginent UM) or Ranger

battalion IM or may result from the Ranger IMO cmitacting (in person or

by means of secure commmication) the relieving unit. This initial

coordination in the planning pase does not take the place of later

voordinaticn meeting during the emxe~ticn phase betwen relievinig and

relieved units. Initial coordination may take place at hens station

between coilocated units or by secre cammicatics beten units rot

collocated. Subsequent Coordination will be done at the arrival airfield.

c. Me following items, as a minimu=, mist be covered during

the initial cocrdinaticn:

" * F•i~ of enmy information.
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* �E ange of o icatio information.

UsWe of guides andi liaisoni personnel.

Seaurity msures to be used.

Control msures.

* Fire support.

* Sequence of relief.

* Traffic control.

* Transfer of responsibility.

* Transfer/ eximanre of euipment, supplies, wmamition, and

minefields.

d. Uton the arrival of the first relief force (light battalion)

commard group for their link-up with the Farng battalion B~s in the

airhead, the items above in para c will be reviewed.

In addition, coordination will be made for commanders and leaders

of both units to conduct a renaissance of the area to determine:
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* How the relieved unit is disosed in its defensive position.

* Ixcation(s) of the assambly area(s).

Iocations of release points.

* Locations of contact points.

* autes.

* Location of obstacles.

* Location of combat suppot and combat service sum ort

elemnts.*

The extent of the recon will be determined by MEM-T to include;

enemy activity and capability to cduct an attack upon the airhead,

coniition of the Raxý,r corpanies, follw-on mission for the Ruer

battalion, and tize available to c=b-t the relief.

e. Upon arrival of the light brigade 7c CP the Razer

battalion will be OPCON to the light brigade until its departure or

receipt of orders from the JTF. Cas will be collocated.
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f. 7Ihe relieving unit mut be prepared to provide the f ollaiing

sport to the relieved unit:

Ictoistical support.

* Health servic support.

*Fire suport.

2. Cumx-t of the Relief.

The relief in place may be co ted in three ways. First,

relieve Ranger cczanies on the airhead line as light rifle ccr~nnies

arrive (relieving units one at a time). Seccnd, marshal the relieving

battalicn in an assembly area until its rifle cmanies have arrived and

then codu the relief in plac (relieving units t ly). Third

is the immediate expansion of the airhead with both the Ranger and the

light infantry battalion bein given respoibility to defend a setor of

the airhead. Relief of the Rarn s occurs whn the next light infanry

battalion arrives in the airhead using the first or second tecies of

relief.

The first method is preferred when the couat strength of the

Ranger battalic dictates or when higher hea arters has given the Ranger

bettalion an immdiate follow-on mission.
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h secn method may be used when the probability of an enemy

counterattack is lw, Aien the brigade determin it is

advantageous to assemble the light battalion before the relief, or when

there is not an inn•iate follow-o mission for the IRaer battalicon.

The third method wuld be used when the immediate expansicti of
.4

the airhead is required and the probability of an eney counterattack is

high.

3. Main/Supporting Effort.

Te brigade CMnW~kr will direct his main effort toward the most

dangerous threat to the airhead line. Therefore, priority will go to

relievi Ranger cocpanies with task-organized light ormpanies at the

point of greatest danger. This is the main effort. As the second light

battalion arrives in the airhead the airhead line may be expanded and

adjusted to a te the suporting effort battalion or the newly

arrived battalion may be designated the main effort and conduct offensive

operations from the airhead. As the aviation task force arrives, it

orients on the main avenues of approach with its attack helicopter assets

and provides the comwnder a counterattack force. It also provides air

assault and air mvement support to the force.

4. Reserves.
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Comaners will designate a reserve. The relieving unit reserve

should be of equal or greater mobility to the threat. The commarder may

designate the AT platocn as reserve initially or may mount a small reserve

on available IMWVs. Te relieved Ranger unit may be designated brigade

reserve until its departue fr the airhead.

5. Security.

Seaurity is an inherent responsibility of all cczmarKers. The

first priority of the relieving unit is to establish local secarity. The

scout platocn in the light battalion may be used to establish a screen on

the most likely enemy avenue of approadc to the airhead line followirg the

relief in place. Mhe Division's S Squcadrn effectively

expands the scenirq of the airnead. Multiprpose light helicopters

(MPUI, if available, provide the commander with aircraft capable of rapid

assembly and enployment (7-10 minutes per helicopter) after being off

loaded from USAF aircraft. As the aviation task force arrives its scout

aircraft can also be employed to rapidly expand the security zone.

6. Model airhead relief in place. Mhe following example

illustrates how a relief in place between a Ranger battalion and a light

brigade might occur. The Ranger battalion corducted a parachute assault

to seize the airfield at night. They have established positicns as

illustrated above in Figure 4-2-2.
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FIGURE 4-2-2. MAaNEUVER. ' I A.

7he Rarner battalion is clef enilVin depthi in dispersed

squad and platon positions. Gaps batoen poitions are

mvered by observation and fires.

As the task organized light battalion flos into the

airhead link-up o=Irs, guides et each arrivirg aircraft

and move elements to their assembly areas, and the battalion

ommard groups collocate. Previous ooordination is

confirmed and the Ranger battalion staff updates the light

battalion comand group on the situaticn.
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The light battalion cammand group and lead company

cammander are briefed that the threat consists of squad

sized dismomted patrols and a truck mounted capa•yr of

aprcxmtely 80-100 soldiers. M!e most likely avenue of

approach is fzm the east.

Th Panger battalion commander states tiat his cabat

strength is ap x tely 90%, that he has no CSS problems,

and that he has orders fron the JTF for a follow-on mission

aid the rarqer battalion is to redeploy on aircraft bringing

in the secod light battalion. He explains his disposition

and the most recent activities.

Me brigade cummader is updated upon his arrival in

the airhead as his TMC CP arrives in subsequent aircraft.

The light battalion cazmander elects to relieve ranger

companies as his light infantry companies arrive in order to

speed the process and allcw the ranger battalion to assemble

as quickly as possible in order to begin the redeployment

process.

Arriving light infantry corpanies move to cacpany

assembly areas vicinity the airfield where they establish

security, and key leaders are briefed. As soon as possible,
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the light cxapn-ry moves to the contact point ,,iere each

platoon links up with guidas frma ranger ompmies.

'hey then mov to the airhead line and cmil=t the relief in

place.

The light battalion camwider movs his ccipanies to

the u, st dangerous sectors initially. As the airflow

on irm, the battalion AT platoon is sent to establish

initial firing positions. The first artillery battery is

offloaded and positicned to provid indirect fires to units

in the airhead line.

As ranger cpsnies are relieved they may to a

battalion assembly area separated from arriving units and

cag, andl begin redeplayet proce~es.

The passage of ccema occurs ,mn the light cpany

coimnrLs •assum res-:sibility for their sectors and the

light battalicn craer has sufficient c--m ni ticns to

estabi sh ca trn l over the airhead line. 7 relieving arn

relieved battalion ca'xr, agree to pass cand of the

* airhead Lime when two light infantry ccapanies are in

position. Tis does not preclude the brigade from

specing a time in the brige order.
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Th rarxr ccpanies and light infantry mpanies,

similarly equipped, my exhange items of eqipment.

Typically this will not oc= as the rarwr battalion will

not have establishe a prepared defense of the airhead nor

hae tim to lay in mahine gun or tripods.

7. Rear Operations.

Narmlly, a light b-ri e occupyi an airhead line will not

initially establish a tactical c t force (Tc7).

C. Fire Support.

Conduct of a unit relief in place rauires great care and

ordinaticn. Under r=rmally conditicns the relieving unit establishes

liaisCn prior to of the relief. In ctiner-y operations

liaison is not always possible prior to o xe-- t. To facilitate a

relief in place durirn a cztIxgerfy oeration several key areas umst be

closely coordinted duriM the relief:

1. Pelieving forces shdld position 81= mrtars to relieve 60=m

Mortars of the SOFf•arqer forces. Firing data for preplanned targets must

be updated and mortars registered by the relievirg unit as soon as

possible. The cmtirqerxy force should not rmmve its mrrtars until the
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relief force mortars are registered and prepared to fire.

2. Fire control measures must be reviewe and updated to accnmdate

the relieving force. Man8iver boundaries should not be adjusted until the

relief is cxzplete. Fire control measure must be verified by both fire

suport and maneuver force cimrandprs to ensure they are in agreement.

* 3. Air Space control measures must be reviewd and updated to enue

they are not violated by the relievirn forces. Particlar attention must

be given to the differences in apo systems replacing others.

4. Adlitional assets of the relieving force must be integrated into

fire suport plans and ground defense plans.

5. The FS•) of the relief force must coordinate directly with the

FSO of the contingency force being relieved. The target list, fire

suport execution matrix, and fire support coordination measures and any

special requirments needed to execute the fire suport plan must be given

to the FSCO=) to facilitate the relief.

D. Mbility/Cantermbility/Survivability.

1. In the initial #uases of force buildup, the light infantry

brigade (relievirn force) relieves the Ranger Battalion (relieved force)
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in place at the airhead. The relief in place is planned cbirigr the

pre-deplyent pha;se of the citingenvy mission. The brigade ergineer

attends cort~naticn meetings during the planning and execution of the

mission. The brigade engineer exchanges information with the Ranger

Regimeta/Battalicn INO on:

* ýelate of eney obstacles and fomtificatis protecting

the airfield.

* The expected c ition of the airfield after seizure.

The planned use of friendly obstacles by the relievoe force

against couterattack.

* M/C4/S characteristics of the area of cperatits.

Plans for obstacle turrover from relieved force to relievin

force.

Turww of engineer specific item left or seized by the

relieved force.

* Ergineer contact point for the final exary of information

during the relief.
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All information gathred dur•n• the plaming inase is

di•ssinatad to the IT eqineers, particuarly tkh lead 'T engineer.

2. During the relief, the brigade or lead TF weirser attends the

final coordination maedmi An relieving unit makes contact. The lead TF

enineer accompanies the brigade cmanler on his joint re~naissance
with the relieved unit c. At a minimum, the lead engineer makes

* mtcct, with the ranger regimental/battalion operations officer and S2 at

that units TAC or TMC. A minim= of a light engineer platoon and company

he~kjaztesu;:ports the- lead light battalion and begins accepting

obstacle hand-over and elacing protective obstacles as the light unit

relieves the rangers. The amount of light engimaers may be increased if

extensive enemy obstacles are expected.

3. The engineer company qpporting the lead light battalion task

organizes into for squd-size sapper teams, each mapmting an infantry

ompany. Me relief beteen light infantry and Pmars is initially

Sccucted by company. Each light company assumes the perirster sector of

a Ranger company. As the light infantry ires forward to relieve each

Ranger position, sapper teams accept turnover of both friendly and enmj

obstacles within the ccapany sector. The sapper teams begin immdiately

" breading/clearing lanes in ensmy obstacles. The sapper teams also begins

,erlacing protective obstacles cn the most likely high speed avenues of

approach.
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4. Engineers in the second light battalion remain consolidated under

TF control. As the secon light infantry battalion air lands, the

perimeter is adjusted. The engineer compary with this second battalion is

centralized under BDE or TF control. Their priority effort is preparing

the second line of defense around the air head/port. Enineer work in the

second line defense centers on tha -lacement of relatively permanent

protective obstacles and construction/limproveent of fortifications. The

second line of defense is the first event requiring extensive enrineer

equipments and material. Mve extent of the preparation mst be considered

when planning the airflow of obstacle material and engineer equipment into

the air head.

E. Air Defense Artillery.

1. Plannirn consideraticns for link up and relief in place:

* Relieve ADA systems in place; do not degrade defense of

asset.

* Tie-in with HIMAD/AkAM early warning surce.

Coordinate with departing unit on enemy situation/threat and

obtain their asses-nt of air avenues of approadc.
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* Position own systems IAW commder's air defense priorities.

* Determine what the air threat and eemy apabilities are.

* Determine air avenues of aproach.

"* Determine the present weapons cantrol status and air defense

"warning.

* Determine or establish hostile criteria and rules of

* Establish the locations of friendly ADA units.

* oordinate integration into H1D cverage.

* Establish the raraer's air defense priorities for

protection. Link up with any early waning capability in

the area (MAD, ACS). Determine the best locations to

position air defense systems. Obtain and disseminate

airspace control measures.

2. In the relief in place of the rangar battalion protecting the

airhead, the air defense platoon leader attached to the light battalion

will coordinate with the ranger force ADA coordinator. Their coordination
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will coe air IPB, ==rent air activity, arid the raz=er1u present fire

unit positic-..

3. In the folladiir em~ple the light battalicxi'u ADA assets consist

Of a PlatOcn of to-e Vulcans andl 5 Stixe t7.'fl air defens

battery cotmwd3er sunorting the light brgd has attachd tw- FAAR

radars to the platoon~ to establish early wznmir for the brigade prior to

its arrival in total.

AMC

FI=3 4-2-3. --EUPL ADA PSTINS
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The air defense platoon leader with the light battalion task

otranized his assets in the follwing maner:

T- light cmny in the east received 2 Stinger teas

in direct suzvort, the light company in the west received 2

Stinger teirIn direct support, and the light copany in

the s•uth received 1 Stinger team in direct suport. He

kept the tawed Vlcans in general m.ort of the battalion

with emplacement around the airhead for close-in

protection. (See Figure 4-2-3 ,abovm for final ADA

positios.)

As the light battalion's air defense fire units arrive

at the airhead, they will move out to designated fire

positions picked by the platoon leader. Mhe two FAAR radars

should arrive in the first lift and emplace one in the east

and one in the west to provide early warning to the units.

As the rest of the air defexne assets arrive, they mve out

and be= incorporated into the ranger battalion's air

defense coverage. The air defense fire units with the

ranger battalion should be with the last ranger units to

depart the airhead. Their additional air protection will

aid in ensuring good coverage. Once the ranger air defense

assets are gone, the light air defense platoon leader will

assume coplete conrrol of the air defense mission.
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The air defense platoon leader positicns 1 Stinger team

on the high ground available in the scuth to cove the air

avezi in that sector. He places 2 Stingr teamr in the

west to cover the air avenu in that area and 2 Stinger

teans in the east to provide crage in that sector. He

kept the towed VUlcans in close to the airhead so that their

fires will provide cloee-in protection and they can support

the light infantry ccapanies with indirect or direct ground

fires. As the rest of the light brigae arrives with

additional air defense assets, they will be incorporated

into the air defense plan as a po a priate by the air

defense battery commander.

F. Combat Service Support.

1. During the early stages of the force buildup and combat

operations phase, maintenance sumport will c ist primarily of reliance

on ccuponent exchange, battle damage repair, and cannibalizaticn of combat

damaged equipment. As the phase progresses, host nation facilities my

become available as will the rainig mintenance elements of the task

force upon cmplete deployment. In the early stages of this phase,

supplies are received by air to include air dro if required.

Distribution to supported units is rnrmally accomplished by a ccmbination

of supply point distribution and aerial resupply via container delivery
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system (CDs) and the low altitude platform extraction system (IAPES).

2. CSS consideratins and plannirn tactors for link up and relief in

place:

* CSS lin up cperaticns must be plann and cordimted in

detail to ensure that it is consistent with the ccmander's

intent and scheme of marxmver.

, Material handling eTypment (i.e. forklifts, etc. shoud

arrive early to facilitate rapid unloadirn and movement of

cargo-

* A maintenance contact team shaild arrive early into the

airhead with limited combat ASL to rapidly fix and repair

equipment.

* A medical treatmnt facility (MffF) is establidied at the

airhead to triage, treat, and return soldiers to duty, or

stabilize patiets for evacuation.

* Prior coordination for the use of nmDsdical air assets to

evaomate patients should be establi-sed. If possible,

augmentation of medical perscnnel to provide in-flight

patient treatnmt should be accorplishad.
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If required, the ercjirAer elements should be airlanded or

paradtuted into the airhead to repair andi ugrýe the

airfield to support folloii-ai airland.

* The FAST will provide class I, water, class V, class VIII

and medical treatment to SOF units in and around the

airhetI. SOF must identify these requirents to the

Brigade S4/FASCO.

During heavy-light linkup cperaticns, the heavy task force

mving to cnct linkup suld bring its organic CSS assets

with the combat and CS assets.

* �The heavy force CSS shiculd include those assets provided by

the FSB to fill shortfalls in the ability of the light FAST

to support a heavy unit.

* Battle damage assessment must be cnted rapidly and

determinations me on the necessity to evacuate the vehicle

to the rear, or to tow the vehicle to the linkup point if it

cannot be repaired.

* Establish grave registation services (CMRW).

Coordination mist be coducted by the two units ocrducting
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the linkup. Detailed information on support locations,

capabilities, and linitati• muist be exchanged.

* 7he senior maneuver c determines when sport

shifts. In a orntingency operation, this is accplished

prior to deployment.

* ¶he DISC4 Cmmnander/ADC-S establishes priorities for the

flow of CSS assets and supply into the airhead. These

priorities are determined by MET-T. Priorities must focus

on providing assets to arm, fix, and fuel combat elements on

the groun.

* As early as possible, an army airfield control group (AACG)

and airlirUn ctrol element (AI.C) shcild be broht into

the airhead to manage and control irxmwi elements and

control positioning of assets on the ground.

* During heavy-light link up operations, the force moving to

conduct the linkup will evacuate casualties to the rear

until the actual linkup occrs. Then casualties will be

evacuated forward.

3. Military Police Operations.
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During the initial employment of the light brigade, the light MP

platoon is employed to secure EPW and civilian internees taken by the

contingency forces and prepare them for extraction as soon as possible.

Additionally, they will provide security to the logistical base as it is

established and limited security to the Brigade head.urter.

G. Command, Control and Communications (C3 ).

1. C3 Considerations for a link-up.

There are two different link-up contingencies that may take

place. These are between a ranger battalion and light battalion and

between a light battalion and heavy battalion. The SOI and signal plan

mist standardize not only frequencies and call-signs but address visual

signals as well for daylight and night operations. "Formulation of the

signal plans is normally accolished at the higher comand headquarters

in coordination with the signal representatives of the forces involved.

It should include the ccordination of speech security equ-i nt and

keylists.

2. C Considerations for a Relief in Place.

To maintain security, maximum use is made of the cutgoing unit's

radio nets and operators. The relief is corducted on the commard
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frequency of the outgoing unit at all levels. The outgoing signal officer

remains in charge of ouiiceti hrPcut the entire relief. Once

the link-up occurs, minimal radio traffic during the relief should be

required. As the light units move in, wire lines =rt begin to be

estaished between command posts, observation posts, and hea 1uarters

elements to ensure viequate coamunications for the follow on establishment

"of the perimeter defense. Prior to the wire line installation, a runner

or messenger service should be established.

Mie CPs of the ranger battalion and the first light infantry

battalion will be collocated in order to expedite the relief in place and

to take advantage of the existing ocam iications links to the JiF and any

established camm ications within the aiztead.

The brigade TAC CP orn-ications pa*age (to include

1tichanne ASAT xund zwitdboard) should be installed to support both

the Brigade TAC CP as well as the division TAC CP when it arrives on

subseqent lifts. This link will also support the ranger battalion and

its movement cut of the airhead.

I/

Section IV. Perimeter Defense.

A. Intelligence.
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1. IM support to the perimeter defense is a follow-on development

and further extension of the relief in place. During the relief in place,

IEW assets deploy and establish positions with the first light security

forces. In the perimeter defense, positions will be further developed,

gaps in surveillance identified, and reporting channels indurated. IEW

assets supporting the perimeter defense include GC's, voice collection,

direction finding, and cunterintelligence.

2. As the perimeter defense takes form, a formal battalion/brigade

reconnaissance and surveillance (R&S) plan is implemented. Intelligence

gaps, likely ernmy avenues of approach, ard movement of threat forces are

just a few of the primary cosider-'tiors which drive the R&S plan.

Intelligence assets mist be positioned to provide as close to 360-degree

coveraga as possible.

3. With the primary emphasis of early warning and identification of

the enemy intentions, requests for IEW support from higher cnmards (i.e.

corps) should be initiated. Aerial platform from the Divisicn's

mavkissance Squadron can expand the "eyes and ears" of the perimeter

defense forces.

4. Communications play an obvious vital role in enuring dedicated

and responsive reporting by IEW assets. Consideration should be given

twards the establishment of a separate brigade intelligenc net to insure

rapid reporting of enemy intentions and actions. nhe voice collection and
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direction~ finding aswts will rq~zt via th cllection platocm'a

cperations not and c ti/n li will flcw into the bzýd

thrad the IEWS.

Figure 4-2-4 depicts the deploy-,=* of MEW asasin supt of a Task

Fcre defene of an airbW-d.

si"M e

ROAD
m*A/

7M:

FlGIRE 4-2-4. IM4~. P*rr-;"~,
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5. Ownterintliger~ (CI) personnl will Perform the CI furcticrs

arcjriate to the particular situation in suJpCrt of the mission to

protect the force. Consideration far enplayment of the GSRs with night

vision devices should be given to minimize GSR activation time. In

additicn, the role of GSPs for vectoring reialissance patrols should be

weighd-

B. Maneuiver.

1. Perimeter defense of an airhead requires a 360 degree oriented

defense. It is established when critical terrain =us be held and the

defense cannot be tied to adjacent units. The critical terrain could be a

bridge, airfield, or landing zone. Depth will rarely be achieved in a

perimeter defense, consequently it is particularly vulnerable to attack by

enemy arm or mechanized forces.

Security should be placed as far out as possible. The

rec•nnaissance squadron provides the most rapid response force with

helicptqers moving rapidly to establish an cuter security ring.

Anti-amr weapons should ccrcntrate fires at restrictive terrain on

armor avenues of approach. A heavy reserve, includirn attack helicopters,

is required when there is an armor or mechanized enew threat. Figure

4-2-5 is an example of a perimeter defense established arcund an airhead

by a LT/HVY Brigade.
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2. Te perimeter should be expnd as far as practical for the

deferding unit. Sufficient oat pwar is gnwated and tactical

oerations are ucm tad to fully secu the lodgint area by expanding

the security area cut to the rang of orgnic indirct fire eapos.

Insure the perimeter remains a defense and not a uore*i line. Light

battalicos can be task organize with heavy units to increase the length

Sof the perimeter, increase their anti-axrm capability, and provide the

battalion a mobile reserve. Patrols, by air, mn•ted and diszmonted, are

used to cover areas not cbervable by Oft. Perturer units must kno what

security forces are to their front to coordinate efforts.

S

V

R-Y LAKE
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3. The following model demonstrates establ of a perimeter

defense of an airhead:

The light battalions are pcsiticned to establish and

maintain a defense and not a screen. The heavy task force

and aviation task force have arrived in the airhead and are

prepared to be employed.

'he brigade c-imrder decides to place one M equipped

me cnany CPCN to each light battalion. This gives then

a mobile reserve or a force to cciA-t mounted patrols to

expand the security zone ar=Yr the perimeter.

Evaluating the avenues of approadc, identifies armor

threats from both the east and the west, with the most

dangerous in the east. To in-rove the anti-armor capability

of both battalions, he places 1 MV platccn OPCCN to the

western battalion, and the AT company CP to the eastern

battalion.

The brigade commander task organizýs the heavy task

force with two tank companies as the brigade reserve. The

aviation brigade task fore is al---- given a mission to

coordinate possible enragments on likely avenues of

approadc. To secire the airfield, he attaches one light
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coapany from the western light battalicn. Their mission is

to secure the nmnediate area arouni the airfield, with

priority to the CSS b•ildup and to be prepared to react to

block armor threats or counterattack to restore the

perimeter.

Cxce this task organization is established, the brigade

"assigns both light battalions the mission of movement to

ontact. The aviation task fcor is assigned the mission of

providing supporting f ires to the battalions as they expand

the perimeter. Their limit of advance is based on terrain

whiud wold expand the perimeter to approxmately a

l0-kilometer diameter.

The light battalion a this and occupies

hasty defensive positicrs oriented on the avenues of

approach into the perim~eter.

To increase the security of the perimeter, the brigade

again changes the task rganization. The eastern battalion

retains the AT cany and ane mech platoon OPCO. The

western battalion only retains the coe AT platoon OPN.

The brigade designated a single tank company the reserve.

It assigned the heavy task force three mounted

reccnnaissanoe in fcrce routes to exterd the security zone
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of the perimeter by not allawing the emy~ to atzge for an

attack- Ths heavy force coxbts them mi~sicr like a

movewt to contact with a tank ocpny, mac ca~ny, mec

and firs su*ort from the brig~de (figure 4-2--6). Mi

zr~aissance 9*ad soreen armas not coveru by the

AI

FIGJE 4--6. T-H Et). D~~E F ANA33~?w D
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4. The reserve should be located in the most likely enemy averwe of

approach into the perimeter with an on order mission to react to the ernmy

on other approaches. The reserve must be prared to block penetrations

or counterattack to restore the perimter. Once committed, the reserve

must be reconstituted. 7he reserve can include light forces if terrain is

restrictive, or security of the CS and CSS units needs to be inceased.

C. Fire .an t,

1. Irdirect fire assets are an integral part of the defense of an

exparding airhead. As forces build up the air head priority should be

given to inbud aircraft containing anti-armor and indirect fire assets.

A r mixture of forces is one AT section, and one platoon of

artillery or mortars per cmpany arriving at the airbead.

2. As mortar platoons arrive they should be assigned sectors of

responibility for providing snake and illumination fires. Artillery

platoons should be assigned to sectors to provide direct fire coverage in

support of mneuver units. Guns must also be laid to provide indirect

fires if necessary to block attempts to penetrate the perimeter.

3. Light artillery should be assigned sectors likely to be used by
I

dismounted enemy forces. Placmnt of guns should be well forward of or
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integrated into the perimeter defense of the mneuver force. The 105=a

has an outstanding anti-persc l rnd (Beive) and an anti-armor

capability (HEAT and HEP) for use against lightly armored wheeled and

tracked vehicles. Egagement of targets should be done with a minimum of

two guns. Light artillery can also be used to conduxt illuminaticn if

mortars are unavailable. Control should be decentralized.

4. Heavy/ medium artillery should be positioned in sectors with a

greater probability of mounted targets. The 155=a howitzer does not have

a APERS round but can be employed against dis=mmted targets using a

technique known as "Killer Junior" (HE/time fuze technique). The l55nn

howitzer does not have an AT rcund but the weight and mouzzle velocity of

the HE projectile rake it very effective in a direct fire mode. Targets

should be engaged with two guns simultarnexsly, and should be integrated

with ma-rAver force AT systems to provide coverage acorss their assigned

sector. Onitrol should be decentralized.

5. Canterfire radar systems shoud be positicned and assigned

search sectors fron which enmy indirect fire assets cld most likely be

employed against the airhead. V.rtars or artillery assets should be

allocated to fire ccunterfire missions against targets identified by

radar. If available, a firing battery (preferably 155mam) should be

located in the center of the perimeter to respcnd to irdirect fire

missions irmediately.
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6. Mortars should be massed and assigned priority targets or FPF's

around the perimeter. ,tntrol of mortars should be centralized as part of

the overall perimeter defense plan for the airhead. Mortar fires should

be planned to support actions of the reacticn force/reserve.

D. MOBI=/ CMVIEMCBILIY/ SMrIVABuIT.

1. igade organizes a perimeter deferas duri•g the later stages

of force buildup. The perimeter defense is organized arcurd decisive

terrain from uhich the brigad will contuct initial corbat cperaticns.

The erAy and friendly situation dictate the extent of engineer work to

support the defense. 7he critical issues are: what is the eney

capability to launch a formidable conterattack; and how long before the

force is able to begin dcting decisive cbat .perati .

M-e amount of engineer effort required fiuthr drives the airflow

and priority of engineers forces and equipxnt into the airhead. If both

light battalions and the heavy TF have clcsed an the airhead, the engineer

troops available are two light engne cam nies and a mechanize

erqneer company minirm its heavy ej4ipment.

2. (Qutermobility miport. of the perimeter def ense is limited by

the very natu.re of the peri:.ter defere. n' defense has very little

depth and is protective oriented. As shown below the force structure base
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of the defense is tw.o lighit 1T each augmitad by a maianized infantry

CD/'Th. The 2nati Of Wide, snhallow sectors, limited long range

WSaPO and1 protective nature of the defense leaves a3m~t no cportmity

to use tactic-A obstacles to Whape the battlefield.

3. The priority of engineer effort in the pri~nter defense is

genierally to survivability of the force thromi the enlacm-nt of

Protective Obstacles and fortifications for critical s/css assets. The

light and heavy engineer effort concentrates on the emplac=er~t of
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protective obstacles on the main avenu~es of approach. The engineer

considers the nature and capability of the ounterattack threat in

weighing protective obstacle effort tords anti-armor or anti-perscrmel.

The analysis of the threat is critical to prioritizing the flow

of obstacle material into the airhead (i.e. a sizeable arm threat

requiresos re anti-tank mines). Mhe crder and his engineer c ider

the degree to which existing facilities within the perimeter can be used

as fortifications to protect critical assets. If existing protection is

limited, engineer eyipent us be identified for host nation suport or

organic equipment prioritized for airlift.

4. Light enginer forces bein mplacing protective obstacles to

support light forces i=ediately after the extent of the perimeter is

established. Light engineers are adept at protective obstacle emplacement

which is more manpwer than material intensive. Haaver, the shallw,

wide sector requires extensive movamnt; the light engineer should be

au ted with transport to include heliccter a..-ts, as soon as

possible. Link up with the meanized engi•mer forces becoes a priority

to alleviate the limitations of light enginsers. Cncs link up is

effected, engineer forces cross task organize in even light-heavy mix

platoons to continue preparation of the perireter as shown in Figure

4-2-7.

5. A major consideration in perimseter defemns cbstacle erplacemnt
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is the impact protective obstacles have on futbure operaticn. Protective

obstacles in the first line defense mist be reverable when the brigade

moves to aconuct decisive canbat operations. Conventional mines should be

surface laid and anti-hardling devices not utilized. MOPMS is an

excellent asset to be used in the front lim perimeter defense since it

allows ccmand activation. In the second line defense in the perimeter,

protective obstacles can be more permarent and lethal. Once the farce

moves to conduct decisive combat cperaticns, the protective obstacle in

the second line became the front line defense of the logistical base at

the airhead.

6. The transition fram force build up to decisive canbat operations

is marked by a series of renaissance in force actions by the heavy

force forward of the perimeter FEBA. The mission is crducted like a

normal mvement to contact. Mechanized engineers task organize with the

heavy force to conduct obstacle reconrassanre with the HVY scouts, to

provide the capability to conduct in-stride breach to the advance guard

and main body, and if required, the capability to transition into a

deliberate breach.

E. Air Defense Artillery.

1. During the conduct of the perimeter defense the light ADA battery

cummander would have overall control of all the air deferse assets within

the brigade.
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2. Th fol1oing moel is provided to de=mtrate air dfense

cnsideratios during a perimeter defense of an airhead.:

FIGURE 4-2-8. ADA, PF DRI= QM=

The ccmnander of air defense assets wiold task organize

in the following manner. He woild give the light battalion

in the east 1 towed Vulcan platoon and 5 stinger team teams
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in direct support. The light battalicn in the west would

receive 1 towed Vulcan platoon ard 5 stingear teams in direct

support. The heavy TF cichucting the recon in force waild

receive 1 SP VUlcan platoon and 5 stiner tea's in direct

support. The remaining 10 stinger teams and 1 towed Vuilcan

platoon would be in general support to the brigade.

Mie air defense battery conzarder would keep the three

FAAR radars in general s rt and position them to maintain

360 degree coverage over the brigade's area. This would

maintain early warning to all units.

Ihe platoon leaders of the platoons in direct support

to the light battalions provide the air defense battery

commnder the positions of their fire units. The battery

camarxder incrporates the air defense coverage of the two

platoons in direct support to the light battalions into his

overall air defense defense plan insuring that all the air

avenues of approach per the air IfB are covered. By placing

those fire units forward into the battalions, the battery

cmnder can obtain early ezngaganents, a mix of weapon

systems, and a depth in his defense.

4

The platoon leader in the west positioned his air

defense assets in the following manner. He places the towed
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Vulcan platoon with the light company in the center. Ths

will provide both air defense and give them additional

gro.r fire suport. This will assist in protecting the

avenue of approach alorn the road. He gives the light

company in the northern battle position 2 stinger teams.

These teams are positioned on the high ground so they can

mutually support each other and monitor the air avenues

"within that sector. To the light cany in the scuth, he

gives 3 stinger teams. He also will ensure that the BP will

be within the coverage of at least 1 stinger team frm an

adjoining caqmny. These teams are positioned on the high

terrain to provide overwatch of the battle position and

monitor the air avenues of approach into the sector.

The platoon leader in the ea.-t has placed his towed

Vulcan platoon into the battle position protecting the

road. Ths will give that ccapany air defense coverage and

additional ground fire support. He gave the light company

in the northern sector 3 stinger teams to cover the air

avenues within that area and the remaining 2 stinger tears

go to the light company in the southern part of the sector

to cover those air avenue of approach. He also will ensure

* that the BP will be within the coverage of at least 1

& stinger team from an adjoining coupany.
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The self propeled (SP) VWcans and stinger teams in

direct supprt of the recon in force battalicn will be

distributed by the platoon leader in accordance with the

battalion commander's priorities. The SP Vulcans are

provided due to their capability to keep up with the heavy

TF. The stinger teams will provide air defense range for

the force.

J

The air defense battery cormnader displaced his 1 tared

Vulcan platoon to provide close in fire support for the

airhead. He eixplaces the ten stinger teams in a 360 degree

perireter defense surrounding the airhead. This provides

air defense coverage for the airhead, C2 facilities, and

logistics sort within the area. A look at the sketch

attached shows coverage in depth, a mix of weapons, a

massing of weapcns, and an early engagement capability (All

air defense employment guidelines) to protect the Brigade

comarider's air defense priorities.

F. Sustainment.

1. CSS assets within the perimeter should be in protected locations

from which they can provide continuois support. They must be incorporated

into the defense plan; hca*ver, their primary mission is to support the
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force. As they became more involved in the protection mission, support is

degraed-i

2. CSS locations and movements should not restrict or be restricted

by the fires or movement of perimeter fire support and the reserve

element.

3. Suplies, particularly ammunition and barrier material, may be

stockpiled. However, the stockpiles should not present targets of

portunity for the erney.

4. Irniividual units may stockpile ammmition to individual crew

served weapon system.

5. Units should plan to have litter bearers available to evacuate

wourded from the perimeter to the aid station.

6. Aid stations and the clearing station should be dug in as mudc as

possible.

kS

7. Resupply will likely be by air. Landing zones and drop zones

should be planned.

8. Plans shaold be made to reduce traffic to battle positions to

decrease the chance of detection. One possible means is to use unit

configured loads.
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9. Plan to push ammnmition to units in contact.

G. Communications.

1. Signal Support for the Perimeter Defense:

Primary means of cmaunicaticns for the static portion of

the perimeter is over the brigade switchboard and wire

lines.

Mobile forc-s, such as the recamissance patrols will use

VHF radios when necessary.

Plans for alternate means of cw icaticris mist be

developed in the perimeter to inclire VHF and FY radio,

messenger, and visual ccammications.

* Mhe primary means of crurniication to the JTF will be by

multidhannel TACSAj with single chanrml TASAT in reserve.

* Limited single channel radio is used because of ECM.

4

2. General:
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Coamunications at brigade level in the perimeter defense call for

limited radio emissions, and maximum use of wire for the static force.

Reconnaissance forces should use VHF or HF radios only uthen necessary.

Radio listening silence should be enforced on all stationary radios.

3. Specific:

In the perimeter defense, all major elements of the airhead are

included in the cmuiunicaticns plan to include defense, recornaissance and

reserve forces. Although wire is the primary means of coanmicaticns for

static forces, alternate means .st be planned. All brigade, battalion,

and capany radio nets will remain operational but on listening silence.

4. Comunications Nets in the Perimeter Defense:

Brigade Command (CMD) FM net.

Brigade oprations/ intelligence (OPS/nDTL) net.

Brigade administraticn/ logistics (AUIN/IG) net.

.. Battalion/ TI ccmand (CMD) nets.

Battalion/ TF OPS/fINTI nets.
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Battalion/ TF AKIT(:N/UC:G nets.

Crpary/ 'TM cmrrd/ operations (CMD/OPS) nets.

Fire suport and field artillery nets.

* Ronnaissance and surveillance nets.

4-14
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PARr MiREE: DECISIME CCHAT OPERMCtS

Section I: Introduction.

The decisive cambat operation phase is an extension of the force

"bbuild-up and combat cperation phase. Combat forces and a logistic base

are coc2urrently established and expanded to support decisive operations.

As the situation in the Icdgment area is stabilized, and as directed, the

brigade performs expanded combat cperations fro the lodgement area to

eliminate the enemy force. These operations can be both offensive and

defensive in nature and will reguire additional combat, combat support,

and combat service support forcs.

The focus of this chapter is on light ard heavy force operations at

brigade and battalion level. The focal point of the chapter is on

providing doctrine, tactics, and tedmiques to light coardexs for the

employment of subordinate heavy forces and to heavy task force commnders

for the eploynment of light forces during the decisive combat operation

rpase of a contingency operation.

Section II: SOF.
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A. During the decisive ormbat operations phase, SF elements can conduct

special reconnaissance missions to provide cperatimnal and/or tactical

intelligence to SOF and/or conventional headquarters; under the omamand

and control of a SOF HQ, SF, Rangers and/or SOA can corduct direct action

missions against high value targets in supprt of conventional operations;

Ranger battalions can be attached or placed OPOJ to a convenUonal

headmiarters to perform its light infantry mission (only when the cambat

situation dictates the necessity); and CA115ý civil affairs and PSYOP

units support conventional operations.

B. The following are considerations by battlefield operating system (BOS)

for the employment of SOF durirn the decisive ccabat coerations phase of

cantingency operations:

1. Intelligence.

S Special reconaissance (SL) providas the CINC, JTF, JSOTF or

ARFC cmmarder the ability to conduct re=mcnaissance

collection in denied areas at the operational. It is time

sensitive information and provides the commader the ability

to monitor and/or disrupt the enemy oarnders scheme of

maneuver. For exanple, SR teams can locate and, if

augmented with low-level voica intercept (LLVI) personnel
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from the SF military intelligence company, can munitor

critical C3 nodes.

CA assets can provide timely intelligenc to the mx. er

through interviews and cnversatir-s with refugees.

2. Man.uver.

* SF and Rarner units, urder the comand and con tro of SOF

heacuare�rs, can coxtuct direct action (1A) missicns

against high value targets (i.e. critical C3 rxxes).

- Audio-visual PSYOP tears can aid the tactical cmanders

deceptUcn plan.

* Improves host nation military forces through training and

advisory programs.

3. Fire 9uport.

SR or DA teams can cordct terminal guidance oerations

using laser target designators or beacons for high

P performnce aircraft against high value targets.

SR or DA teams can provide non-attribitable target
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acquisition and adjustment of deep fVres in t~he ceep battle

area.

* PSYOP elements provide nonlethal fire suppx't to the

conventional force by:

.* COrbicting informaticn progam which urxlnd irne the
4

ermny cammwiler's morale ard confidence.

** Ca ntine information Pro -s which se--v as an

emotional ard mental detriment to the enemy soldiers

mrrale.

** Qrxxting information progra= which undiermine t'ie

enemy's political and social programs/institutions in a

denied area.

** �Cr&=ti information progn~s which define US forein

policy/objectives to frierdly pers=crei.

** Condrctirq inforn-aticn progrars which reinforce host

nation ecrnic and sccial prcgrms.

** SOCCE interfaces with fire cwitrol elements to prevent

fratricides of SOF elements cprating in the
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conventional unit's area of influence.

** Cc ct traiJrng to irprove host nation (HN) fire

suPPort assets.

4. Mobility/ Coumtermobility/ Survivability.

* Successful DA & SR mission contribute to the survivability

of conventional forces.

Establish escape and evasion nets which can assist in the

recovery of downed USAF pilots through assisted escape and

evasion net.

SFODAs can assist in civil-military operations by training

and supervising N forces in vertical and horizontal

construction methods/projects.

5. Air Defense.

Catiu counter air operatios at enemy airfields or against

enemy ADA sites (ADA MNPAD, 50 caliber sniper rifle).

* Conduct training to imrove quality of host nation ADA.
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* Participates in JSEAD operaticns by reporting/ neutralizing

enemy ADA sites.

6. Combat Service Support.

* Conduct training to irprove quality of host rnaticn CSS.

* Assist in the identification of HN facilities.

* Assist in the coordination HN support.

* CA elements assist in the irnplen-ntation of population

resource control masues.

* CA teams can stregt:hen the existing IN tedwacratic

infrastruture.

CA tea can reinforce IN credibility and capability through

CD activities (14edical, Dental, Pravcntive Medicine,

Veterinary, Ehgineer).

* Assist in refugee control operations.

7. Command, Control, & Cai.inicaticns.
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SFUDAs can remain under the command and ctiro of a SOF

aurers (JSOTF, SFOB, FOB or AAB) and throh the

establisl t of liaison elenent (SOXE) with the

conventional headquarte•s, may provide tim sensitive

information directly to a o cxvntio-al headgmrters.

* SFODAs can remain under the cemmand and mitz I of a SOF

Sheaquarters and report all informtion throuh the JSMF to

the JTF for further iasnination (the least efficient

method).

The SFODAs may be placed in General Suport (GS) or Direct

Support (DS) to a cventional headquarters. In this

method, a SF liaison element (SOC) is collocated with the

supported unit for interface between the SFMA and the

conventional headquarters. This facilitates the flow of

timely intelligence to the conentional headquarters while

the SFE)A remains responsi,, to the SOF H.

She fourth method of C3 is placing the SFMA OPCCN to the

groud maneve cmander in whose area of operation the

SFW)A is Working. If the SFODA is in denied territory, a SF

liaison element (SOCCE) is collocated with the unit
9

receiving OPCON to facilitate ccmmunications.
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Section III: Light-Heavy, Heavy-Light Planning Considerations.

A. Heavy units have characteristics, battlefield focus capabilities, and

limitations, which are different from the dibsonted battalion. For that

reason, nutual planning, development of orders, rehearsals, and

coordination between respective ccmrarders and staffs must take place to

capitalize on relative advantages and offset weaknesses. Nothing should

be taken for granted during the planning and coordination processes.

Specific planning considerations include:

1. Intelligence.

a. Jointly develp reconnaissance and surveillance plans.

b. Take advantage of light unit's night vision and di-mnted

reonnaissance capabilities, and the heavy unit's thermal imagery devices

and long-range night vision devices.

c. Light forces provida conter-reonaissance patrolling in

rugged or densely vegetated terrain.

2. Maneuver.
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a. Ensure that the heavy unit is assigned terrain ocmmensurate

with its capabilities, within the confines of the area of operations.

b. When planning any operation involving linkup with a light

force, the operations must be timed to avoid leaving the light force in a

vulnerable position. Always cosider the nobility disparity between heavy

- -• and light units.

c. Both units' direct and indirect fires should mutually

support each other. Oie heavy unit will often use its long-•rane direct

fires to provide supression and overwatch fires for the light force.

d. The heavy force should provide lcx-rarne antiarmor fires

for the light force.

3. Fire support.

a. Jointly develop target lists and firu suport executaon

matrixes. Fire suport exeution shculd be centralized under brigade

control.

b. Jointly develop restrictive fire control zmeavnxs and ensure

that they are universally understood.

4. Mobility/ Oontermobility/ Survivability.
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a. Develop a common obstacle plan.

b. Coordinate counterattack rtes through restrictive terrain

and obstacles with the light force. Use engineers and infantry to clear

chokepoints and obstacles.

c. consider weapons' range disparities when harding over

obstacles.

5. Command ard Control.

a. To gain surprise and rede vulnerability, the dismnt

units often choose to c offensive operations durirn limted

visibility.

b. For CSS reasons, OPCCN is the prcprr caimnd relationship

when a heavy unit is subordinate to a light unit for three days or

longer. For shorter duration missions, attadmnt may be approprite.

Attachment is also appropriate when erployirg a light unit with a heavy

one. During contingency operatiorrs the coard relaticzhip is attached

with the heavy task force bringing a full cmbdt support, and cobat

service support 3lice.

c. Exchange permanent liaison officers.
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d. Jointly conduct the planning process, and coordinate the

development of orders anl overlays.

e. Ew ange , reogxnitian signals, and CMPls.

f. Provide guides when moving heavy force vehicles through

areas controlled by the light forces.

6. Combat Service Support.

a. Request assistance from the heavy unit with moving

amiunition forward.

b. Locations of patient collection points and battalion aid
r

stations should be preplanned and disseminated on overlays. collocation

of aid stations should be considered if cperationally feasible.

c. Ensure that necessary logistics support for the heavy unit

is not interrpted.

7. Commmications.

a. Efficient operations of the task force depends upon

.... satisfactory cmmunicaticns between all elements. All available means of
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cnmircation are enployed and parallel channels provided uxnever

possible. Communication officers of the units crned =ust coordinate

all details of the operations at the earliest possible time in order that

proper instruccions may be issued and any necessary changes be effected.

Special message codes and meanings for pyrotechnic and panel signals

should be arranged prior to each operations. Cnmuication may be

established by liaison or messenger, wire, radio, visual signals, or by

direct. c=m=ication between the infantryman and the heavy force crews.

b. Ccmminication between heavy tank/BFV and light infantry

units may be effected by liaison agent, radio, messenger,and wire. U hen

time permits and the situation warrants, a wire line may be run from the

light unit to the heavy unit. Cxnand posts of light and heavy force

units should be collocated.

(1) A heavy cacparry/team will normally operate on the

battalion comand net (FM) in addition to its own internal net. It may

also operate on the Cperations and Intelligence net and the Abdnistration

and Logistics net, depe'ding on the czanand relationehip (OPOCC or

attached).

(2) Heavy platoons will operate in the comard net of the

controlling headquarters. In scat situations, individual tanks/BFVs and

light infantrymen may conmanicate using borroed squad radios. Wire also

may be used for direct contact between the light infantry cmnnander
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ouitside the tank/BFV and the tank/BFV camknaer, to handle target

designation, warning regarding immdiate threats to be met, mines to be

avoided, etc. 6  Communication may also be maintained by personal

crntact, as necessary, between infantry squad and heavy platoon leaders

and caikany comander, or by use of runners.

c. Use of visual signals. Pyrotechnics may be employed to

convey a limited number of prearranged messages, such as requests for

support and lifting artillery fire or to announce arrival on an

objective. Colored smoke may be used to designate friendly units,

boundaries, or targets for artillery or air suqort. Signal flags and the

various types of panels may also be used for a limited number of signals

and to mark lanes or larding zones on beaches. Arm and hand signals may

be improvised. The effective use of visual signals depends to a large

extent upon complete dissemination of their meanings to all concerned. In

order to avoid confusion with enemy signals, there should also be an exact

unerstanding between members of the light-heavy team as to the direction

of fire of tracer or pyrotechnic signals when used to indicate

targets.
7

B. 7he following is a list of considerations, facts or options for

ccmmmarders when employing mixed forces (light-heavy or heavy-light).
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* Consolidate anti-armar (AA) platoons at brigade, attadc to

battalion to ass along mehdanized avenues of approach into

the MBA or for flank protection.

* Light battalions acrdaxt infiltration to disrupt/destroy

enmy C2 , CS, and CSS.

* Light forces can air assault deep to destroy C2, CS, and

CSS nodes.

Terrain allocation during planning m=st retch the unit,

light = restrictive, and heavy - open.

. Synchronize actions of stay behind/infiltrating forces to

suport the MBA fight.

* ployment of light forces in restrictive terrain enhances

survivability and mnbility. Avoid open terrain with long

range fields of fire and observation.

Heavy forces normally attaTpt to achieve the follcwing force

ratios or better: deferse 1:3, attack 3:1, and

counterattack 1:1 (if frcm flank or rear).

Movement of forces must be plannsd based upon the
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trafficability of the heaviest vehicle and the slowest

moving unit. A tank cocpany can mowunoosed 10 km in 20

minutes going 30 kph while a light platocn walking will move

2-4 kph.

Heavy reserves should be ,-k=ated to maximize mobility;

Soptions imnlude r. rain avenues of approadc, near hubs of

"road net warks or between ave• es of approach, or an near

mibility oorridars.

* Array forms so heavy fights heavy and light fights light.

S** Heavy forcms provide depth in sector, mobility,

requires trafficable terrain, and !!nemntrates fire

through unit maneuver.

•** Light forcms maximize stealth, restrictive terrain, and

seizes chke points.

* Cunterattack when there is a window of cqportmity. Use

stay behind forces to attack second echelon while

ca*mtrattacking to destroy first echelon. (Sacod echelon

my also be attacked by attack helicopters, FA, and CAS.)

• Light forms usually infiltrate by squad.
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Light force mbility can be ir=xa by riding on the

outside of heavy force vehicles. Rsd s zpwd of heavy

force to about 20 mzh. one squad can ride o anne vehicle.

Me -ight leader shuld be placed in the l r' a (tank) or

gunner's (Bradley) position and given a CVC helnet for

cmminicatian. Th lead heavy cupany should not cary

light foz:es. Practice dis.mt battle drills.

*Attackc the. enemy with sev =-l w~pcm systc= at once by

positining of forc= using a sirnle trigg--r line.

Use separat trigger line to create cp.-=rt itias for other

weapns systcms.

TK
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** �C with 7Wv fire to turn erney away fran fire and to

create flank shts for tanks.

* T1W, 25mn, Tank and D fire force enemy to

dismout.

M*1'achine g~ur i.L. an dismoutmte force.

* Maintain the mobi•ity of the heavy force. Assign spcific

missiorn for the heavy force in priority to m•ort the

sdce of maever.

Heavy forces provide light forces a kinetic energy tank

killing capability (armo piercing, fin stabilized

discarding, SArO rAPFwS cr SAOt)). Skwr shauld not be

shot or head of unprotected friendly forces.

* Light forces are mobile in restrictive terrain.

Light forces can be bypassed and then used to attack soft

skin CS, CSS and C2 units.

* Light f•rms lack mobility to defend in depth unless used in

* restrictive terrain or atxmnte with tzansportation assets.
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* �ien light forces are assigned missions requiring foot

movent (stay be-iizd, dissplace in restrictive terrain), the

follcwing should be considered: weather, terrain, mardc

dJscipline, accimatizaticn, water canumpt~icin and

availability, individual soldier load.

Light infantry employed in restrictive terain can shape the

battle field and allow a large heavy re.erve

Light infantry when suppred with light helic•pter assets

pmss,-zs a faster tactical. mobility than heavy forces.

Light forces depend on image intensification night vision

devices. Heavy force sights are thermal. Ccobined, force

capability is enhanced.

Difference in mobility between light and heavy forces

r Dure synchronization. Slow the heavy force or augment

the mobility of the light force. Plan cperaticns for

execution when the slowest force is prepared.

* when not in contact heavy forces can be man r _vred to the

fight. The unit cut of contact is a reserve.
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C. nhe armr/lmedcanized infantry platoon is the basic tactical unit in an

"armor/mechanized infantry caomany and battalion. oordination with other

elements of the combined arms team is best enhane by keeping all

tanks/BFVs under the control of the platoon leader. Depending on the

factors of MEIT-T, control of the platoon's fire powr and target effect

is optimized under the heavy platoon leader. Tank platons should not be

"ktroken up into individual tanks and assigned separate missions except in

"special circumtances (urban terrain).

optimum employment of the heavy platoon is under control of its parent

company, under the operational control of an infantry company, or attached

to an infantry battalion.

When a heavy platoon is attached to an infantry battalion, it is

usually best to retain control of the platoon at battalion level rather

than further attaching the platoon to an infantry company. This permits

the battalion commander to commit his heavy force in any of his comany

areas. However, if the situation dictates the platoon's attadnment to a

campany, the rapid reaction capability of the heavy platoon allows the

platoon to quickly revert to battalion control if the situation shculd

change. Hiever, any sub-attacbment should be of the entire platoon, not

of individual tanks/BFVs. The battalion or company should cmmunicate

with the heavy platoon by radio, the infantry platoon can communicate with

it by radio, arm and hand signals, pyrotechnics and if available an
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external telephone mounted on the rear of each tanks. 8

D. Unlike the platoon, the heavy conpany normally contains an attached

logistical element from its parent battalion. Hence, the heavy company

should be the focal point for the support of heavy platoons, whether they

be attached to infantry battalions or remain under their parent company.

The comainy services, refuels, and recovers the platoon tanks. The

capany commander acts as advisor to both brigade and battalion

cnax3ders. Open and frequent consultation with this armor cammarder will

aid mutual urderstanding, which in turn aids control.

When cross-attaching infantry, the heavy company is capable of

accepting almost all of the missions assigned to infantry companies. The

only difference between heavy and light corprny tea=s should then be that

the infantry team contains organic indirect fire support. An infantry

catipany with a heavy platoon attached can block an armor avenue of

apc-oach just as readily as can a heavy carpany with a platoon of infantry

attached. The heavy campany has a greater reach in the attack, whereas in

the light-heavy company, the heavy forces are sloed to the pace of the

infantry. In the heavy team, the infantry platoon will ride mounted on

the combat vehicles, thus giving the foot infantry the mobility of the
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heavy unit. 9

Section IV: offensive Operaticrr.

The purpose of offensive operations is to destroy the enemy and his

•0'ability to resist by defeating the integrity of his defensive system.

his is accomplished by driving into his rear to destroy artillery,

ccrn and¶ control systemrs, command posts, reserves, andl logistic

support. Offensive operations may also be conducted to secure key or

decisive terrain, deceive or isolate units, gain information, or spoil an

enemy's offensive preparation.

Light-heavy brigades conduct offensii operations in support of joint

operations as part of a division offensive or defensive operation,

independently as a contingency force, or internally within the context of

defensive or offensive operations.
S/

Offensive operations are dcaracterized by mamentum, initiative on the

part of m2=-dinate ccmmanders, and the ability to make shifts in the main

effort to take advantage of oportuities and rapid penetrations. The

4
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primary missions for brigades and battalions coucting offensive

operations are movement to contact, hasty attack, and the deliberate

attack.

This section will discuss by battlefield operating system the

integration and synchronization of the light-heavy brigade and its task

organized battalicos in the condact of the offense. Three types of

offensive actions will be discussed. These are the movement to contact,

hasty attack and deliberate attack. These missics will be discussed fran

the perspective of a light-heavy brigade, a light-heavy battalion and a

heavy-light battalion.

The following are potential tasks which a heavy unit may corduct in

support of light-heavy offensive operations:

Viovemnt, to cotact.

** Pmserve.

.** Overwatch likely en=y AA.

** Provide attack by fire.

** Provide m..tual sqpportiq ftires.
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** Direct fire supressi•on on tzpared defenses.

Overwatch and/or assist in reducin otacles.

** overing fore/ avanc guard.

. .** anterattack forces.

* •Attack.

"** ~S3pressive fires.

S** Isolate objective.

** •outerattack forces.

** Provide initial hasty defense during consolidation.

** Attack by fire.

** Deceive eny conrning main effort.

** Overwatch counterattack routes on objective.

** Assist in assault breach.
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** Reserve/exploitation force.

** Lead force.

Potential tasks bhich a light force may ccrdtbzt in support of

heavy-light offensive operations are:

* &Movement to contact.

** Clear and secure restricted areas.

** ~Air assault to fix or create wvakness.

** ,MJut.

** Deceptioni.

Attack.

** Search and attack.

** Reconnaissance.

** 4 n.
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** Sp4Vress antitank weapcm.

DeLceptioni.

** Infiltraticn.

B** reach obstacles.

S** Clear enemy that def-rds &-stacles.

SSeurity.

S** Air assault to seize objectives.

** xMout.

** Fix enemy force to facilitate heavy force maneuver.

** Follow and sq;:1ot.

"A. Framewrk of the Battlefield.

In condbcting an attack, units make use of five cmplimentary
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elements--deep, close, rear, security and reserve. 'Mse five offensive

,frarwcrk elements are synchronized into one offensive cperation.

1. Deep./S

The primary focos of brigade and battalion deep operations is to

interdict by delaying, disrupting or directing enemy reserves by sealing

off the unit's objective area. Brigade and battalion deep operations are

conducted as an economy of force operation that allc;4 for the destruction

.r blocking of unccmitted forces that could influsme the outccme of

frer'ily close offensive operations. As the close fight moves forward,

the unit =ist continually shift the forces of its deep operations to --

fighting enemy units in sucessive defense positions. The means of

conducting deep operations inclutde: field artillery, attack helicopters,

infiltrated or air assaulted infantry against soft targets, BAI, maneuver

units and EW. Deep operations are primarily tareted, against eremy

artillery and counterattack forces that contrib•te to the success of the

enemy' s attack.

MTe successful cmnduct of deep cperaticra bhgins by placing

specific itellignre- needs on the intelligence system. nce id&ntified,

the timning of the deep attack must be syrjc±ried to the close fight.

The focus of deep operations must continually shift to sport changes in

the main effort.
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2. Close.

Close operaticos consist of penetrating a defending force, fixing
-- the forces adjacent to the main effort, and committing exploiting forces.

4---

S.....In preparing for the attack, the comwander determines how he will

attack through zone in each pihase of the operation and how he mulst stage

* his units throh forward assembly areas to the objective. Mhe r~ al

sequence is:

Mo* kve from rear to forward assembly areas (or from staging

areas to tactical assembly areas).

• Deploy and initiate the attack through defending units.

• Fight through the assigned zoes between the LD and the

objective.

.nce planned, these requiremnts undergo continuos

modification. The unit prepares contingencies that allow it to shift fran

one type of offensive operation to another with minimal delay. Lateral

ivutes are planned between attacking units to provide the commarder the

Scapability to shift the main effort from one unit to another.

'p;

Deception operations are targeted against enemy battalion and
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campany ccmmarders. False, misleading, friendly activity, smke and IEW

are synchronized to portray a picture that allows the unit to cbtain

surprise as to the timing, location and strergth of the pwAdirg attack.

The deception plan reinforces what the enemy coanader perceives about the

disposition and intentions of the attack.

Attacking units direct and control close coeraticns using direct

and indirect fires and maneuver against the defending battalions. Air

support, electronic warfare, attack heliccpters, combat engineers, air

defense weapons, and artillery units assist the maneuver battalions in the

destruction of enemy defending battalions. The brigade supports the

battalion fight by providing it cmbat, combat support, and combat service

support. The brigade weights the main effort with additional tactical

units, engineers, ADA, CSS and artillery fires. It ensures that every

available weapon system is directed towards suppoxrtan the main effort.

a. The Main Attack.

Close operations rrmally involve a main and sunporting

attack. The main attack seizes the units principle objective or destroy

the designated enery force. Main attacks are chd-acterized by mass

concentrations of fire coupled with rapid violent and bold advances ard

dedicated caobat suLport, and canbat service sipport. The mamntum of the

attack is maintained until the mission is accctplished.
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The main effort is assigned to only one unit. All other

"elements including those that are assigned secondary efforts, support the

unit that is assigned the main effort. If the unit *,isigned the main

effort encounters urnxpected difficulties or a suporting attack meets

with unexpected success, the cam-arter shifts the cnntration of forces,

fires ard required logistic resoces. Suport.rM units must be prepared

to shift the rmi effort.

(nce launched, enmy actions, minr changes in the situation

"or lack of success of other elements should not di•vrt forces from the

main attack. Approval to bypass enemy units rests with the next brigade

cammnader. Once the bypass is approved, the unit leaves forces in contact

with the bypassed enewy and reports this to adjacent and follow and

s rt units.

b. The Supporting Attack.

whe supporting attacks exist to assist the main attack. The

mission of the supporting attack force must state clearly how it is to

rernder this assistance, by limited objective attacks, seizing critical

terrain, fixing the er•y in position, preventing enmy diserqigement,

deceiving him as to the location of the main attack, and forcing

commitment of enemy reserves early or at an irdecisive point.

Units ccrklicting attacks are provided less resources than
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units conductn the main attac,-k. Initial stck fire supr to

suprtn f ires permit the to supr a seodr at•ac against a

limited objective without interfering with the subsequent or simultanecus

support of the main attack. Demonstrations ruses accaplish some of the

above purposes where insufficient farce is available to lamxrh strcnc

supporting attacks.
t4

i9

c. Follow and Support Force.

The follow and support force is not a reserve. It is a

committed force which is provided the appr-priate amount of combat, ombat

support, and combat service support forces to perform its mission.

Commanders of the leading forces and the follow and support forces

maintain close liaison, however, the actions of the follow and support

forces are controlled by the comander designating the force. Follow and

support forces must have mobility equal to or greater than the leading

forces, have tactical integrity, and have flexibility to act on their own

initiative consistent with the higher force commander's intent.

"Potent. al tasks for units with follow and support missions

are:

• Widen or secure the shculoa!r of a penetration.

Secure key terrain.
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* Block movement of ernmy reinforcent.

..* Guard prisonws and key areas ari installaticrs.

.* Attack comterattackdng farces.
3

* Cpen and secure lines of cminicatian.

U

* Expand area of exploitation.

* C=trol refugees.

* Destroy bypassed units.

SRelieve upoted units that have halted to oixtain

Seney forces.

3. Rear.

Me primary mission of rear weration forces is to retain the

unit's freedo of maneuver and corntnuity of operaticrs thro.#i

"w anticipating critical reuirements fcr classes III and V and prepare push

packages to sustain the momentum of attack.

i
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4. Pecxnaissance and Secrity Operations.

Is provides fresh information on the terrain to

reduce unknons and facilitate the rapid executicn of the main or A

suporting attacks; and information on enemy dispositicos to help guide

attacking forces against enemy weaknesses. Information received, =Lst be
4

evaluated, interpreted and disseminated by the main CP.

The cmnander uist always watch his flanks and rear. The flanks

are secured by flank guards thrugh surveillance and fire and maneuver,

and through the effectiva use of obstacles. Early wumiing of inpendin

counterattacks and collection of timely and accurate infcrmaticn is

essential to security.

5. Reserve.

The primary mission cf the reserve in the attack is to exploit

success to ensure mission ac crplishmnt, not to reinforce failure. The

size of the reserve is determired by the camwnier during his estimate of

the situation. In general, the mrre vague t.he situation the larger the

reserve. The reserve should pwsess mobility and be positioned to:

* Permit rapid movenext to point of employment.

* Weight the main attack.
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* Provide security to unoccupied terrain.

* Provide mxi3I protection fran hostile observaticn.

Once comitted, the reserve becomes the units main effort. Once

the reserve is camnitted, another reserve must be designated. This can be

accrpliJ hed by reserve missions in the initial order.

B. Forms of Maneuver.

Mhe basic forms of maneuver are envelcpment, turning movement,

infiltration, penetration and frontal attack. The brigade c iducts

frontal attacks, penetrations, envelcpments and infiltrations, and

participates as an element of a larger force onrducting a turning

movement.

1. Envelopment.

The envelopment uses supporting attacks to hold the enemy in

position, while maneuvering to attack his flank(s), to roll it up or

secure objectives in his rear that cut his lines of ommmuications and

* routes of escape. The envelcpment forces the enemy to fight in two or

more directions simultwvxesly. An envelopment may be conducted on a
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single flank or on both flanks (double envelcprtent).

An envelo nt requires the enemy forrm to have an assailable

flank(s) and the envelcping far• to have mbility, firepower and

-urprise. Minimum control masures are assignrd to the eri'elopirr

forces.The use of zone of action, checkpoints and an axis of advance

will simplify mvent and cordination with an adjaent sLa otir attack

and will clarify the comnanders scheme of marneuer. An aerial envel•pm•nt

requires that air parity, designation of air axis, JSEAD and suppressive
SI

fires be available or that eney di-positicm do not interf oe materially

with the flight of a large number of aircraft (Figure 4-3-1).

,%Z

//

FIGURX 4-3-1.iB
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2. Penetration.

In a penetration, the brigade or battalion attacks throuzh the

enemy' s principle defensive position to divide the e~ney force and allow

/ ~it to be defeated in detail. It is planned andl executed in three stages:

'/,pturirq the enemy's defensive position, widening the gap, and

overrunnirq or secuing objectives that will destroy the ca*lirR2ity of the

Y•i

"e"ey 's defense. A penetration is conducted when the enem 13

overextended, weak spots in his defeense ae detected, terrain and

observationi is favorable, strong fire sunort is available, or an

assailable flank is not available. It requires a massing of forces age

"fires against a narrow section of the enemy defense before he can mve

forces to block or halt the attack. As the penetration profresses,

Av

bypassed forces are reduced by follow and support force.

Th's e penetration is normally preeed by artillery prepiaration

delivered to demoralize and weaken the defender, to limit his ability to

react against the attack, and to cover the movement of attackirq units.

.F / Foring the fire preparation, the assault units attack through a narrow

,./'

sector of the enemy's defensive position. Sportineg attacks can

r neutralize enemy fire and sL~ort and command facilities by infiltration

arxd secure terrain that blocks the movement of reserves against the main

attack or prbomtes continuous mvement of the attack. As the attack

"proresses, units of the suportin attack, or the follow and support

/

force secure the flanks of the main attack or widen the ga by breakin

4-/1
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truh cther enemy defense. TM resrve exploits x cr assists the

main attack (Figure 4-3-2).
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3. Frontal Attack.

The frontal attack is the least desirable form of maneuver. It

is erployed to overrun, destroy or captre a weaker enemy in position or

to fix an enmy for-e in positicn to suport an envelopment cz
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penetration. The frontal attack strikes alcr the enemy's entire front

- within the zones of the attacking brigade. e frontal attack should only

be used against a weak or disorganized ernmy; when the situation is not

fully developed; when the attacker has overuhelmirq combat power; when the

time and situation require =imediate reaction to enemy action; or when the

mission is to fix the enemy position, deceive him or assist the main

attack.

Mwhe reserve in a frontal attack allows the commander to influence

the attack through reinforcement or by ensuring or exploiting success. It

is positioned to weight the main effort (Figure 4-3-3).

4. Infiltration.

Infiltration is the covert movement of all or part of the

attacking force through enemy lines to an objective in the rear. It is a

form of maneuver normally used in ccnjunction with ard to support other

forms of maneuver.

i3e movement and assembly of forces by stealth among enemy

positions is a slow operation. Light infantry units are best suited for

infiltration operations. Tank, mehdanized, and motorized units can

conduct deeper infiltration by taking advantage of faulty enemy

disposition, gaps created in enemy obstacles without enemy knowledge and

by diversionary attacks.
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Planning for infiltration mist be detailed and coordinated

closely into the overall plan of attack. Deviation from plans to

infiltrate is difficult to coordinate once. movem•nt has begun. Linkage

plans or plans to extract the force must also be prepared.
/4

Within the area of infiltration, the controlling heac rters

'designates an area of operation that supports infiltration by stealth.

"V Infiltration is most feasible during limited visibility, over rough

terrain, through areas unoccupied by the enemy or areas nrot covered by

observation and fire. These conitions allow the undetected mvent of

osall elements.

Infiltration requires extensive reconnaissance that identifies the

enemy disposition across the area to be infiltrated, identifies

infiltration lanes, locates assault positions, identifies enemy weaknesses

and observes enemy activity. Based on reonaissance, friendly forces

organize into appropriate sized eletrnts and move through and around enemy

positions using single or multiple lanes. These lanes, in ccnjunction

with coded designation of infiltrating groups and their probable sequence

of mo.vement, checkpoints and phase lines provide a means of reporting the

"progress of the operation and of coordinating movent of infiltrating

.. teams. Other measures include assault positions objectives and rally

points (Figure 4-3-4).
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C. Formation.

7he ccztiender selects the initial attack formation that offers, the

best chance of succss. Key consideratims for~ tha choice arre maintaining
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mutual support betwen maneuver elements and avoiding the pi•e al

comitmnt of forces.

1. Brigade/Battalion iT lolumn.

/ •
A unit in colum may be used when:

//

* The terrain or enemy defenses reuire the unit to attack on

a narrow front.

*• At night or during limited visibility.

* To provide depth.

* To retain the initiative and permit flexibility.

* To provide depth and security on the flanks.

" ".To keep the following battalions in position to move through

or around the lead element to maintain the moentum of the

attack.

This formation only allows a unit to ccentrate a part of its

fires to the front, its subject to piecemeal ccmitment and slower

deployment to the front (Figure 4-3-5).
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2. Brigade/Battalion on line (with or without reserve).

A brigade or battalion =xhuts an attack on line with or without

a reserve. A unit on line with a reserve cn-sists of t.o or more

subordinate units on line with the remahirn force designated as the

reserve. The reserve provides flexibility and security. It is a major

force that can exploit the ss or asszre the mission of a leading

battalion (Figure 4-3-6). This formation is wed when:

* .. eat depth in the attack is not necessary.
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.* K".• m enW positiais are so thin and weak that they can be

ruptured by an attack on a broad ±.

SCT FORCE

OCTY FLANK
SCTY

REAR
"SCTY

A unit ray attack on line without a reserve when the revirement
for gPeed outweighs that of security., MOmism is neowzary. -The
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, eny situaticn st r• t dictate a reserv and rqircs mfficiet gaps or

weak spots in the enemy's defense (Figure 4-3-7).

,/,
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krigde/battalicn in echelon is used when dvani in a wide

zone, wten a flank threat exits, or uwh the envelcpwt of an ere force

is planned. This fmaticn provides go flank same ity and depth, but

flexibility and ability to develop combat powr to the front is limited

(Figure 4-3-8).
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D. Emcution.

During execution it is absolutely essential that the m=intum of the

attack be maintained. Halts on the intermediate objectives are normally

avoided since they slow the attack and greatly increase the units

vulnerability. The force nmst close on the objective at top speed in che

shortest possible time with maximum combat power. ThrM- xt the attack,

units closely follow .•ortuxg fires. As the attack progresses, the

ccmuender shifts the weight of the attack to take advantage of tactical

success to avoid known or suspected enemy streth or to take advantage of

more favorable routes of approadc as they are discovered.

E. The Assault.

The assault begins as units deploy in the assault position ard

continue their move to the objective. Copanies and platoon enploy fire

and movements. The key is to close quickly on the obtjective before the

enyiy can react. Direct fire weapons f r cvevatch units must be

integrated with irdirect fire weapons. These wapn system lift and

shift their fires as fires are masked.

F. Consolidation and Reorganization.
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As soon as the objective is seized, the supportinr weapons adjust to

those co•zentrations designed to protect the colidation and

reorganization. During consolidation, the unit ensures the enemy is

eliminated fro the objective; a hasty defense is formed, security is

established, fires are planned, reconnaissance is concted and

preparation for follow--ra missicrn occur. Personrel are briefed on the

status of the command and follow-on missions.

Simultaneously, reorganization occurs. Key personnel who have been

wounded or killed are replaced; cpanies reconstituted; unit reports are

rendered; evacuation of wounded, killed, PCW and equipment occurs;

supplies, ammunition and equipment are redistributed in units or, if time

permits, thruh ICGPACs; and command and contro1 facilities relocate.

G. Movement to Contact/Hasty Attack.

A brigade conducts a movement to contact to gain or regain contact

with the erny and do it in a way that risks the smallest part of the

force while the remainder is available to immediately respond when contact

is made. Once contact is made, the commader develops the situation

4W further, maneuvers and coicentrates forces and attacks.

* The primary consideration in preparation for a movempnt to contact is

anticipatiM actions during the movement and the requirement for maneuver
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and! fire support when contact is made Miba positicnrdg of unita in the

formation is dictated by the mission, particularly the anc t

employme~nt of maneuver units. combat service support units are integrated

in the movement of tactical units to provide support bit not to interfere

with the tactical movements.

The covering force of the advance guard develops the enemy situation

and prevents the unnecessary delay of the main body. The advanc guard

fights through small concentrations of enemy forces and ensures the main

body can deploy uninterrupted into attack fcrmatiors. It is task

organized to secure the uninterrupted movement of the main body. Combat

support consists of engineers, intelligence collection assets and

artillery augment the advance guard.

The flank and rear guards protect the main body from ground

ohervation and surprise attack. These forces are strong er=xh to defeat

small emry forces or to delay a strorn enemy attack long enough to allow

the main body to deploy. The flank guards travel on routes paraliel to

the routes of the main body. These elements move by ccrtAinus march or

alternate bounds to occupy key terrain on the flanks of the main body.

The rear guard follows the main body.

The main body is orynmized and deployed to be capable of hasty attack

or hasty defense. March dispositions of the main body mist permit maximum

flexibility of maneuver during mvement and when contact with the enemy
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faore has beEn established (Figure 4-3-9 and 4-3-10).
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The movement to contact is markecd by rapid ar-sivw action. lien

contact is made by the lead element of the advance guard, the enrmy

situation is rapidly developed. Within its capability, the advance guard

destroys forces that can interfere with the movcnnt of the main body and

contains those it cannot destroy. Elenents of the main body may be

c itted to reduce pockets of resistance ccrntaid or byparscd by the
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advance guard. Elements of the advance guard assigned ouitainient

missions are relieved as rapidly as possible and rejoin the covering force

to avoid dissipating the advance guard's strength. The camder mcnitors

the progress of the leadiu and engaged cbat units and anticipates their

requirements. Vhen resistance is encomtered, he cumits forces from the

Main body to maintain the moentum of the advance.

A movement to contact ends with the occupation of an objective without

enemy contact or, when contact is made, in a series of meeting engagements

and/or hasty attack. In an encounter with a moving eney force,

aggressive action should take place without hesitation. The decision to

attack, bypass, or defend must be made rapidly. This decision is governed

by the commander's intent. Oral fragmentary orders and rehearsed battle

drills are the rule, bit in the absence of orders, subordinate omoarders

should not hesitate to take the apropriate action. The decision to

comit the entire force is the commarder's.

A movement to contact evolves into a meeting engagaemnt when elements

of the unit engage static or moving enemy force about whidc it has

inadequate intelligence. It is a decision point where the crmmander

decides to retain the initiative and attack or declines to attack and

takes up the defense. The action ceases to be an engagement when the

Senemy situation is developed and subsequent planned and coordinated

actions are undertaken.
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The basic principle in cxductrn a meeting eaagemnt is to seize and

retain the initiative. The enemy situation is developed vigorously and

aggressively. The identification and envelcpment of an assailable flank

will usually disclose the ernmy's disposition more rapidly than with

frontal attacks and give re cpportunity for tactical surprise and

decisive results.

A meeting engagement can quickly turn into a hasty attack. The hasty

attack is characterized by limited planning tire and usually involves

verbal FAOs from already established graphics. The initial advantage

belongs to the force that first deploys into cchbat formation and assaults

the enemy by fire.

There are three phases of a hasty attack: advance of the

r naissance and security elen•_nts; deployment and assault by the

searity forces; and assault by the main body. Forms of maneuver

applicable to a hasty attack usually involve:

Attack of one flank while part of the enemy forme is fixed fron
*

the front.

Attack of both flanks with a frontal fixing attack.

* Frontal attack.
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Mhen the hasty attack is not succeeding, the commander may elect to

establish a hasty defense on key terrain until a greater number of

marA.ver ard artillery units can be brought to bear on the enemy in

another hasty or deliberate attack.

1. Intelligence.

During the movement to contact #ase it is likely that little

enemy information will be available. -herefore the primary mission of the

IEW assets will be towards detecting and locating threat forces early. In

order to "shape" the battlefield for the comander, IEW assets will

attempt to locate and identify targets, and to identify enemy intentions.

7hrouh this effort IEW assets will play a significant role in providing

the task force with early warning on possible eemy actions.

As in all phases of the cperation the IPB process will serve as

the key for identifying key areas of the battlefield to be surveilled.

These in turn will serve as the foundation for named areas of interest

(NAIs) which will guide the efforts of the IEW systems. Long range

collection and surveillance will be a primary function of the division and

higher; while the brigade task force will concentrate initially on the

close battle and locating the enemy.

* xDuring the moverent to contact the voice collection teams will

move forward with the covering force in an attempt to intercept enemy
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transmissions and derive possible ernmy intentions and locations. Some

( voice collection tears are stationary and operaticnal, while others are

moxving to the next location. Jamm~ing will be limited due to the

availability of ECM systers, the limited availability of tar•get, and the

requiremnt to preserv OPSEC during the movement to contact. Voice

collection teams should operate on the cperations net to ensure rapid

response to all transmitted combat information; while technical data and

information is passed to the platoon cperatios center (POC) via the

platoon net. Motorized intercept/direction finding system ('TR-32V2) are

employed in more static positions to conduct direction finding

operations. If available, the Quick Fix II can complement the ground

based collection teams and is well suited for intercept, direction

finding, and ECM missions.

Mhe GSRs should move with the. covering force and the advance and

flank guard elements. Like the voice collection assets they provide

coninucusu 4ort through alternating bounds, positioning on daninant

terrain. GSRs can be effectively e=ployed on the flanks which minimizes

the electronic signature of the force.

a

HUMINT assets operate well forward of the moving task force. The

IPSU teams are inserted along the rvenvnt to contact route to observa

enemy movements and other activities. Interrcgators move with and support

the covering force and advance guard. While EMWs will be minimal until

contact is made, the interrogation tears can support through the
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interrogation of available refugees, line crossers and other

no~ncombatants. As R~fs are captured, interrogaticri teams codut hasty

screenrqW cerations and interrogate for infarmaticn of immediate tactical

value.

0

2. Maneuver./a

a. Light-Heavy Brigade.

The brigade normally •nducts a movement to contact on

either a single or multiple axes. A single axis is used for ease of

control or when terrain permits ovrement on only one axis. The

disadvantages are that it takes longer to deploy, increases column length,

and permits the enemy to achieve maximum delay with minimum force.

r

Multiple axes are normally preferable because they allow

greater flank security and mitual sqju t forces can deploy more quickly

frmn multiple axes and can present multiple threats to the enemy. A

disadvantage is that command and control is complicated by havir two

separate axis's.

In a light-heavy brigade movement to contact, heavy forces

* can be employed as the covering force/advance guard when there is open

* terrain and the expected enemy is mouted. The heavy task force should be

able to defeat a regimental advance guard in a meeting enagament.
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If there are likely mounted avenues of approach on the flank

or flanks, heavy forces can be employed as the flank guard to overwatdi

these avenues of approach. The heavy task force can either defeat an

enemy force or delay it while the remainder of the brigade reorients to

the direction of the attack.

The heavy task force is also suited to be the brigade main

body. In this role, the heavy battalion can quickly move to where enemy

contact has been made and attack by fire, provide mutual supporting fire

for the light infantry task force(s), or provide direct fire suppression

on prepared enemy defenses in supprt of the light force attack. If an

obstacle is encountered, the heavy force can positicn itself to provide

overwatch for the breaching force or assist in the reduction of the

obstacle.

Finally, the heavy force can be given the mission of the

brigade reserve when MErr-T dictates a reserve with mobility and

firepower.

In Figure 4-3-11, the brigade ccran.er decides that the

restrictive terrain in OEJs I=• and ASSA=L are key. Securing

these as intermediate objectives will ensure the brigade main

boy (heavy task force) will not have to deploy prematurely. By

establishing the time lines of the enemy attack, it is estirated

that the brigade could ei•munter an encmy regirantal advance
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To control the key terrain in OBJ LIGHT he assigns one of

his light battalions to cacruct a movement to contact orienting

on AXIS WUlK to secue OBJ LIGHT. Achieving this objective will

allow the heavy task force to quickly pass through and be in an

advantageous pcsiticn to fight any enemy force west of OBJ

LIGT. EA DOG has been identified to focus brigade assets, to

include the attack helicopters, against a potential moving

target.

�The brigade then uses the two assault helicopter comanies

to air assault the light battalion being held in reserve on PZ

MIKE to seize OBJ ASSAULT. This battalion's mission is to seize

the key terrain and to disrupt and slow the advaw eent of an

enery force west of OBJ ASSAULT to create a windlj for the heavy

task force to destroy enery forces east of CBJ ASSAMT; then to

secure OBJ ASSAULT to allow the heavy task force to quickly pass

through and be in an advantageous position to fight enemy forces

west of OBJ ASSAUT. EA CAT has been identified to focus brigade

assets to include attack helicopters to support the light

battalion on OBJ ASSAULT. Initially, the brigade reserve is the

light battalion on PZ PICK. Upon its commitnt, the light task

force on OBJ LIGHT becaces the brigae reserve and OBJ LIGaT

becomes PZ LIGHT. The lead eleent is the brigade advance guard;

the aviation task force attacdk helicopters are the brigade
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comtra~ttack force. The assault helicter cmplanies are

available for further air assault operations.

Each maneuver task force provides its awn front, flank and

rear guard. me brigade cocader may attach a light coopany to

the heavy task force. Ths unit can be used to seur restrict-

"terrain in route or along AXIS HEVY or FINAL. The light cmpany

'mst be augmented with trsrtaticn of cooparable mobility to

the heavy force (i.e. ride on tanks, inside BFV, or follow behind

in wheeled vehicles).

b. Light-Heavy 3attalicn Task Force.

A typical light-heavy battalion task force will consist of

three light infantry ccanies and one BF-V-equipped mechanized infantry

' opany/team. The light-heavy battalion task force cmewtiM a movement

to contact is assigned an axis of advance or zone of action and a march

objective to orient movement. The force may be required to seize, hold,

or occupy a march objective. The battalion is normally organized into

three primary cra•onents: advance guard, flank and rear guards, and main

body.

The heavy team may be employed pure or my cross attach

platoons to form light-heavy or heavy-light ccmpany/teas. If the terrain

is open and enemy forces are likely to be mounted, the heavy team shcmld

be employed pure as the advance guard. If terrain is broken (restrictive
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and open), a heavy-light or light-heavy team may be formed as the advance

guard. In open terrain, the heavy forces lead with light forces mumted

either on tanks, in BF7s, or follawing in trucks. In restrictive terrain,

heavy forces m;ve by alternating bounds to positions from which they can

suppoft- by fire.

As the flank or rear guard, heavy forces can overwatch

likely maunted enemy avenues of approadc into the flanks and rear of the

light task force. These forces can either defeat an enemy force or delay

it while the remainder of the task force reorients to the direction of the

attack.

As the main body or part of a main body, heavy forces may be

employed to attack by fire, provide =utual supporting fire, or direct fire

suppression on prepared enemy defenses in suppcrt of the light infantry

forces assault. Heavy for:es can also be eployed to add shock, surprise,

firepower, and mobility as the nucleus of the counterattack force or the

reserve.

In Figure 4-3-12, the light-heavy infantry task force

commander is the lead element of the brigade movenent to

contact. The task force is required to seize and secure

intermediate OBJ LIGHT to facilitate the passage of the heavy

task fo=rce west of OBJ LIGHT. To a -lish this, a mechanized

infantry company team is placed OPCON to the light force and
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-he light task force comnader initiates the task farce

vmmment to ontact by moving his heavy team to BJ DAR, ere

it will overwatdi and, if necsary, provid suporting fire to

the remainder of the task force moving along AXIS WAL to seize

and sere OBJ LIGH. During the occupation of CWJ IJG by the

task force, the mnanized infantry oipany team is brouht

forward to CWJ LIZ and positicned to provide mutual supporting

fires and long range antiamar fires for the light force.

c. Heavy-Light Battalion Ta-sk Force.

Like the light battalion task force, the heavy battalion

task force is organized and conducts a mvement to contact on assigned

axis of advarnc or zcoe of action with a march objective to orient

movement on.

7e light team may be emplop,"' =e or crcss-attached to

form heavy-light or light-heavy teams. If the terrain is restrictive, and

the enemy forces are likely to be dismounted, the light forces shculd be

employed as the advance guard to secure and clear the area. If the

terrain is broken (restricted and open), a heavy-light or light-heavy team

is formed as the advance guard. In open terrain, the heavy forces lead

with the light forces mouted either on tanks, in BYVs, or follow in

wheeled vehicles. In restrictive terrain, heavy forces move by bounis to

positions where they can overwatch ard if required, supprt by fire as the
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light infantry secures and clears the restricted area.

If the heavy task force has restricted terrain on a flank

and air assault helicopters are available, the light forces can be

employed as a flank guard. Platoons of the light force bound forward onto
r

dnant terrain to ovemmatcd avemis of approach on the flanks of the

heavy task force. These forces either defeat an enemy force or delay it

".ftile the reminder of the heavy task force reorients to defeat this

threat.

As part of the main body, the light force must be mounted on

tanks, BFVs, or wheeled vehicles. These elements can then be utilized

during a hasty attack to clear and secure objectives, isolate and/or

red.i.. pockets of resistance until relieved, provide assistance to

engineers breachir obstacles, or to protect the task force flanks.

Light forces should rot be task organized to a heavy force

unless augmented by transportation. Riding on the outside or inside of

combat vehicles will need rehearsals and battle drills. If combat

vehicles are used to carry the light force, they should be in the center

of the task force to enhance the light survivability. Using support

platoon assets will reduce the turn around time for resupply operations;

bottom line all assets available should be used to transport the light

soldiers and dismount them as close as possible to their objective.
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FIGUR 4-3-13. HMY-L•CFTI 77,57< MC,777 T M77

In Figure 4-3-13, the heavy t-nsk fcrce of t!-n brigade passes

to the south of 053 LIZGH. The situation permitting, the

me&Arazed capar t- xmidch aszstc tl= lih infantr task

force in seizing and securing CW I=el is reatchcd to the

heavy task force and falls into trail as tl7.,- attalion reserve.

Mie task force caud has deploye th:3 scourt platoon 3-5 km

ahead of the task f=x~ codct a zone reccn. ThM task force '

moves in a dim, formation with a tank ccr- handing, a mech"

companry on each flank and a tank c=-,.ny in th--• rear. Me
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mechanized ccupary/team on the left flank is carrying a light

infantry oany.

Before the operation, the mcanized and light infantry

company cornucts training and establishes a perscrmnel load plan

for eadc vehicle. Battle drills are develcped for mounting and

"dia rintin. Leaders ride on the sae vehicle. Me company

comders BFV carries the light cmpany comner and his HQ

section. Platoons carry platoons.) 'I-e m•rtar and antiarnmr

sections require special consideratios for deployment to be in a

position to provide rapid support.

The scouts make initial contact with the unknown enemy

force. The task force commander deploys the lead tank carny

and two mech companies into positions to attack by fire. The

mech/light infantry team is directed to move as far west as

possible staying within 2 km of the western-most ccmparry/ team.

Here the light infantry company dismonts and roves forward to

Checkpoint 2 to secare the restrictive terrain as the mech

i•comany beccme the task force reserve.

* he task force destroys the eney force and reorganizes, the

Sight company secures Checkpoint 2 and links up with the light

Sbattalion on OBJ ASSAULT. The light coany is then in position

to assist the heavy task force through AXIS FINAL to continue the
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mvement to contact.

3. Fire Support.

Planning fires in support of a movemnt to contact is

finoy n different for light and heavy forces. Combined

light-heavy operations have several subtle considerations that are

critical to effective support of manomer forces. These include movement

and positioning techniques for indirect fire assets, fire support

coordinatin measures, and special mission and tactical cosriderations.

a. Movement of Indirect Fire Assets:

The key to providing effective fires in support of

light-heavy forces is to keep fire mupot assets in ranga, and responsive

to the maneuver force. During offensive operations these tasks become

more difficult because of the extended range of operations and the

differing movement speeds. The natural tendency to centralize control

because of the increased mbler of manzuver w-riables rmist be resisted.

Centralizing control of fire mripprt assets reduces flexibility essential

to offensive fire support needs.

Movement of fire support assets must be closely monitored

and tied to the movemnt of the anrover forces. The difference in

displacement times of various indirect fire systcr mist be factored into
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the fire support scheme of maneuver. A 105um towed artillery battery can

displace, move, and emplace =ux fast than a 155mm towed battery over the

same terrain and distance. Light artillery and mortars can also be

displaced and mved with a variety of utility or cargo helicopters. The

towed M198 howitzer can only be air moved by a 147D (C xmoel with 50%

fuel, can also move it but cannot transport crew or ammniticn). Movement

of other assets such as Q36/37 counterfire radars and survey control mst

also be integrated into the scheme of maneuver.

Withoeut regard to whether movement of indirect fire assets

is by ground or air, a general rule is to bein moveent of firing assets

when the ground force being supported readcs one half the maximum range

of the weapon. To provide continuous fire support a technique frequently

employed is to echelon firing elements. For artillery this means a

battery will move one firing platoon forward while maintaining the other

platoons ability to respond to calls for fire. After the first platoon is

in position and ready to fire, the second platoon is then moved to its new

firing position. This tehnique is applicable for the movement of

N batteries by battalion, as well as for the mvent of mrtar sections and

Q36/37 radars.

A techique for the movement of weapons systems of differing

ranges is to position those with the greatest range, and frequently the

greater displacement/enolacement times, as far forward as possible. This
4

allows systems with less range to move further forward under the
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protective fires of the larger wapons system.

Edhelaonmnt of light artillery battalions by battery is

recommnded, and movement of medium GS/GSR batteries by platoon give the

rmaneuver force the greatest probability of maintaining the continuous

availability of fires. An effective technique for the movment of mortars

is to echelon battalion mortars by section behind the lead campry. This

provides continuous and immediate fires to the most likely maneuver force

to cme into contact with enemy forces first.

An effective technique for the positioning of artillery

assets is to find positions off to the flanks of maneuver element. Firing

units should be positioned such that the capabilities of the systems are

maximized. Medium artillery firing units with Copperhead and dual purpose

ICM munitions should be placed to attack targets requiring those special

munitions. Light artillery has a significantly greater rate of fire than

medium artillery. These firirn elemerts should be positioned o attack

targets requiring rapid suppression or firirn of multiple aim points

(large area targets requiring zone and sweep fire missions).

b. Fire Support Coordiration:

During offensive operations control and clearance- of fires

becomes critical. Heavy and light units move at differing rates. Fire

support personnel mist constantly know ubere their own and adjacent
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maneuver elements are located. Cmpany FS~s Tst know where every squad

and platoon is. The platoon locations must be maintained by the battalion

FSO. The battalio FSE mist c•tirnually update the brigade FSE with

cepany locations ti.mughout the entire movemnt to contact. Failure to

clear fires significantly inreases the risk of fratricide.

"Fire control measures mist be established to facilitate

immediately responsive fire to elements in contact. This creates a risk

to friendly forces. Knowing where friendly elements are at all times is

essential for reducing the risks of fratricide.

A tecnique for ensuring fires are continuously available is

to use a caren fire net for all observers. As missions are received and

assets are allocated to execute the missis, the observers can be

directed to a specific net to c- lete the ex cution of the mission. Ulpon

ccipletion of the mission the observer returns to the ca~mm net. Ths

requires the FSOOCM to manage the net. The advantage to the marnyxer

conmrder is a greater probability for mission execution especially during

periods in whidc firing elements may be moving. Ohe FSCOCRD directs the

observer to an active firing element rather than the observer relying on a

habitual firing element to execute requests for fire.

c. Special Omisiderations:

During movement to contact, fires must be immediately
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available to the maneuver force in contact. The most respcosive fires are

those from the mortars organic to the maneuver battalion and light

infantry coapany. Mrtars shculd be the first cr'sideration for attacking

targets encountered by the maeuver fore. Plthough lacking the lethality

of artillery munitions, mortars have a significantly greater volume of

fires and can be used to suppress eney forces until more lethal indirect

fire assets can be brcugbt to bear on the target.

Mortars possess an excellent smoke and illumination

capability. This capability can be used to assist maneuver forces as they

respond to enemy contact. Illumination can also be used effectively as an

offensive weapon to mark targets for attack by aircraft or helicopters,

and to impact on the night vision capability of er~ny forces. Use of

illumination must be well thaogt out and coordinated because of the

potential inpact on friendly maneuver forces using night vision devices.

A tecnique for providing additional inmediate fires to a

maneuver force is the assignment of a "6dicated battery" mission to an

artillery battery. This mission retuces the flexibility of the field

artillery battalion to mass fires. A "dedicated battery" is normally

allocated to a specific maneuver element, rxnoally the lead ormpany/team.

The battery ccumander becomes a liaison between the coapany/team aid the

firing battery. The battery respords to calls for fire directly from the

company. Movement of the battery is normally done by platoon under the

direction of the battery camnander and the cmpany/team camnander. This
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mission essentially makes the battery unavailable to respond to requests

for fire from other units. A "dedicated battery" is not uner the ountro1

of the EFlR.

During offensie operations, firing elements can be assigned

a mission of infiltratirg or air assaulting past int ate objectives

of the marnuver force to provide deep fire support to an cperation.

Inherent in this mission is an increased risk of loss of the firing

element. The maneuver force omarider mist wuigh the potential loss of

the asset against the advantage of providing fires at a decisive point on

the battlefield. Consideration mist also be given to the iupact on other

units of reducing the assets available to provide fires.

An effective technique for the employment of light artillery

or mortars is the 2-gun raid. Two mrtars or light howitzers with

sufficient ammnition, cummmications, and fire direction capabilities can

be air assaulted to attack a specific target beyond the range of other

indirect fire assets. Normally this high risk mission is c ucted to

attack a specific high payoff target the mansww c~marý-r believes can

effect the outcome of his cperation.

The field artillery battalion should contrihute to the

, brigade intelligence effort. The intelligence gatherling capabilities of

S , the field artillery battalion provide the manever cmaxkr with a

significantly enhanced ability to see and k)aw the intentions of the
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enemy. Maneuver units and FA units that do not share their gathered

intelligence are preparing themselves for failure.

The cmmander of the manrver force and the FSCCMD must

aggressively ensure that their respective staffs are passing and receiving

vital oambat information. The FA battalion should send estimates and

ccmbat information to the brigade. The manew-x S-2 should actively seek
4L

input from the FA battalion S-2. An added benefit of this ccoperation is

the second analysis of intelligence each organization provides the other.

Men a FA battalion is controlling an AN/TPQ-36 radar, the

battalion must give it approriate guidance. This incldes:

Cueing guidance. Canar r's target criteria shculd be

established to ensure that radars are on when eneny

irdirect fires are received. Friendly and hostile fire

modes must be balanced. Cander's target criteria

(stated on DA form 5364-R) should specify sources, in

1riarity, that have authority to cue the radar. These

sources shculd be able to observe icrmni fires and

have the means to ccunicate with the radar. As a

general rule, cue and radiate in bursts of 15 to 45

seconds. This allows thý radar set to conplete its

clutter mapping and be illuminated long encugh to

acquire targets.
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* Radar locatio. Radar positions should provide a

screening crest of at least 10 but no more than 30 mils

tumneling to absorb side lobes, and sufficient range

beymi the FLOT to acqire eny runs on the

as engii leg of their trajectory.

* Orientation of radar search. Establish search azimuth

and critical friendly zones. Orient radars towards

templated enemy artillery positions, and narrow the

search fan as much as possible to reduce the

probability of detection.

* Survivability constraints. Mhe Soviet-bloc radar

locatirn sets are ground-based line-of-sight systems

that can acquire FIREFINDER. Soviet aerial platforms

can also locate radars. The field artillery S-2 mist

determine if these enemy locating radar systems are

part of the enemy's order of battle, and position

target acquisition radars accordingly to minmize tria

risk of detection.

Surveys must be planned and closely supervised if the field

artillery is to establish control on a ccmmon grid. Mhe FA battalion must

aggressively manage and supervise the survey plan to establish and
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maintain survey control on a comma grid within the zone of action of its//

supported unit. The survey plan mist address:

Starting control. Each PADS unit must be initialized

at the same location. If available the point should be

a continuaticn fram a known point established fram a

higher order survey.

* Priority of work. If riot clearly established and

enforced by the FSSM J the limited survey assets of

the battalion will be diverted to ac cmp lish an

unimportant or unintended task. Many FA battalions at

the NTC have found their PADS teams relegated to

leading a m-reuver unit around the desert. survey

priorities vary with the operation, but should

genrally follow in this order:

** Firing battery positians.

.** Weapons locating radar positions.

** G/VILD positiors.

** Movirn target locating and ground surveillance

radar positions.
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** ?Mrtar positions.

** rget areas, including obstacles.

** Szrvey methods.

"* Battalions rely on PADS and hasty survey to the

"exclusion of conventional methods. There is nothing

wro with this, but even PADS has limitatio.3 and

requires mnangement. It has a maximum mission time,

requires zero velocity dcecks, and must close cut its

Surveys.

Position forward observers where they can see the portion of

the battlefield for which they are responsible. The ianever caamaer

and FSO must determine the best locat.- os for their forward observers.

The most frequently overlooked element of the indirect fire system is

location of the observer in relation to the targets. The task force and

ccmpany/ team FSO-s share responsibility for positioning their FO where

they can see those targets on the battlefield they are responsible for

shooting. If an Fo's primary mission is to keep a particular obstacle

urnder observation, he must be positioned to do so.

MEIT-T must also be a consideration in the positioning of

observers. Observers and fire support officers mist maintain effective
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commicatians to deliver timely and accurate fires cn the enemy. The

digital eTupnent mist have ele±r ic lin of sight in order to pass

traffic. This must also be a consideraticn when positioning an oerver.

£

Positionobservers utxere they can see their targets and

maintain cxzuwnicatian with their irnlrect fire assets.

d. Movemnt to Contat Techniqus:

In a movement to contact there are several possible methods

of providing indirect fire sqpcxt to the mranuve force. Each option is

METr-T dependent, and there is no single solution to every situation. The

following are cosiderations:

* To support an air assault a SEAD program is essential.

Idirect fire elements must be positioned to provide fires along air

corridors, as well as on and around the primary aid alternate LZs for the

assault force. Deep fires an the LZ could be acccplishad by the

Infiltration or air assaulting mrtars or light artillery beyond

bjectives.

* If the forces assigned to seize an objective are likely

to encounter significant dismonted forces along its axes of advance,

consideration should be given to allocate a "dedicated battery" and

priority of mortar fires to the lead ctzpany of the force.
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* If the probability of eemy mortar and artillery fire

is high consideration should be given to pOsitidnirq FUUMMM radar

assets well forwrd to provide deep o . As each intermediate

o objective is seized mortars skxuld, be hrm4•t forard to the suitable

positions near the objective to begin overmatch of the next porticn of the

movement to contact.

S* Colt teams, and FIST-V's of the heavy force should be

positioned in pairs on suitable terrain to overatch the heavy force

Smvwant, and to attac high payoff targets with Cppsrtad munitions.

QWM.ead should be pcestocked with a designated firing battery to

facilitate rapid firing against syen~tial targets.

, Firi elments sild, be placad off primary mansiver

axis. Use terrain to mask firing . Itins frb= visual oervation by

dismamte reciaissarca elements of the ernM force. Tis may require

use of high angle artillery fires. Ensure cbservers are amre they are

adjusting high angle fires. Move heavy artillery forward to support the

heavy force after passiu throgh the light force objectives. !Whm the

heavy artillery is in place move light arti•iery forward to positions

providing blockirq fires against enemy force,' Ittemnpting to conterattack

or reinforcing enmy positions.

* Fires shold be planned to anticipate likely eney

engagement areas and obstacles. Plan fires to supess poential eney
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battle positions, observation posts and fires on both sides of known enemy

ostacles to breakup potantial eney ambui pcsition.

4. Mobility/ cOxtermobility/ Survivability.

Engireer cperations to supprt a mvement to contact are designed

around the possible maneuver cutcomes. General characteristics of the

movmnt to contact are rapid develpcment of the situation by an advance

guard, and decisive actio by the main body to dastray the nemy. The

possible outcomes of a movnement to contact is a meeting engaamnt or

attack on a defending enemy. In the meetirn ergc nt, the mui body

destroys the enemy by either quickly establishing a hasty defense ard

decisively massing the force's fires or by rapidly trarsitioning to a

hasty attack massing cczbat power at a weakness discov•red bry the advance

guard. These cutcomes drive engineer force allocation, task organization

and sclieme of engi r cperaticrs.

Implied missicns for the engineer to considzr are:

Support the lead elemnet with the mobility assets and

engineer recomnaissance necessary to develcp the situation.

Provide in-stride breach capability to the main body to

maintain its freen to maneuver in response to the

situation.
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Be able to mrplcy rapid obstacles in support of hasty

eg e areas.

Retain flexibility of breaching assets to quickly transition

from a In-stride breach to a deliberate breadc.

* * Be able to quickly ove mterial and equipment rcessary to

4: transition to a defense.

Heavy engineer aupntaticn provides the light enginer with both

responsive flexibility to support rapid shifts in engineer mission and the

equipment necessary to mintain the mobility of the heavy farce. The bulk

of the heavy engineer mobility assets are task organized to heavy maneuver

farces to provide them with in-stride breacdir capability. The heavy

farce should also be allocated sufficient breaching capability and

engineer command and control to facilitate transition to a deliberate

breach. Medcanized engirAýw platoons and scatterable mine systers are

allocated to light-heavy farces to support rapid obstacle enpLa nt in

hasty engagement areas. This is particularly critical to light forces

committed to establishing a hasty defense since they require greater

cmbat multiplication against an armor threat.

4-
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Weeled engineer assets are used to augment light forces i

several roles. Wheeled engineer may be used as rapid obstacle teas

mve on the flank of the main body and execute flank obstacles triggerm.

by predesignated NAIs. The wheeled engineers can be used to transport thc

material needed to transition to a hasty defense and begin elacing

preplanned obstacles during consolidation. Mheeled assets either fran the

wheeled engineer company or the mechanized ccupany may be allocated to

transport light engineers.

Light engineers are allocated to forces that may have to assault

breach as part of a hasty attack. The assault force may be either a light

or heavy based force. If the force is heavy based, enough light engineers

must be allocated to breadc the type and number of lanes required by the

size heavy maneuver force. Light engineers suprting a heavy based force

must be provided tran~sportationi, preferably under arimor.

Light engineers always support committed light forces. They

infiltrate with a light based advance guard as an erginier reconraissance

or assault breaciig asset. Light engineers suprting light infantry

comitted to establishing a hasty defense to isolate portions of an

attacking enemy, rely heavily on scatterable mine systems (artillery,
[S

helicopter, or truck dclivered). Priority use of these assets must go to

light engineers. Ha,',l ai-sets may be dedicated for scatterable mine 4

reloads.
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FIG-URE 4-3-14. EMINEM SUPn oF NgS=? To-CtNTACT.

Th movement to cotact in Figure 4-3-14 serves to

illustrate som of the possible uses of light, mechanized,

and wh1eele engineers to support a light-heavy brigade

movement to contact. In this example, the brigade initially
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uses a light battalion as an advance guard to develop the

situation aryl secure the defiles at OJ LIGHT. A light

engineer company supports with priority to obstacle

reconnaissance initially; the light engineer ompany is

prepared to provide assault breaches and assist in the

passage of the heavy task force if the defile is defended.

Mechanized engineers are task organized with the heavy task

force for in-stride breaching alcrx AXIS HVY.

The mecanized engineers retain their organic GEMSS and

VOWtCAM to erplace mines in support of EA DOG. The heavy

task force passes through OBJ LIGHT. Wheeled engineers

hauling obstacle material behind the heavy task force link

up with the light engineers at CP3 joined in EA DOG, a light

battalion is air assaulted into OBJ ASSAJLT and defends to

disrupt follow on forces isolating EA DOG. A light engineer

occpany supports the effort by emplacing obstacles on the

main avenues of approach. A M1V& is slingloaded with the

assault. Two sorties of helicopter delivered WLCAM are

allocated. The light engineers set up the MOPMS for command

execution and site the on order VOICM minefield in EA

CAT. They mark the start and end points with VS-17 panels

to assist the UH-60 in target identification and delivery.

Employmernt of UNH-E60 VOCAN minefield forward of friendly

troops is contingent on the en-ay situation.
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5. Air Defense.

The air defene battery caane with the light brigade will be

the air defense officer (ADO). He will be respcrmib for task organizing

and coardinating all air defense fires,

464
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The three forward area alerting radars (FAARs) -ill be

GS to the brigade. The light infantry S-3 will be

responsible for their positioning. The area of operation

will be divided into two sectors with a FAAR radcasting

early warning in e~ch sector. One FAAR will be moving at

all times so that the three systems can crnmuct blinking

tecniques to keep fro being detected. Me FAAR

broadcasting early warning will obtain a pcsition that will

be easy for all ADA systems in the sector to receive early

The light battalion cenducting a mvement to contact on

AXIS WAL will have two twed Vulcan platoons and one

stinger section DS. The Vulcans will be in the route of

marc, the stingers will provide on umbrella coverage over

the roate. Once objective LTGH- is secured the ADA system

will provide umbrella coverage over the objective. This

also provides forward protection to the heavy task force

that is located to the rear of objective LIT-.

A towed Vulcan platoon and a stinger section will be DS

to the air assault forces that secure OBJ ASSA1ILT. Once on

the objective, the ADA syste• will provide umbrella

coverage over the objective. This also provides forward air

defense protection for all forces behind objective assault.
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One Stinger section will be DS to the heavy te on

objective dark. Ths Stinger secticn will not only protect

the team, it will also be in a position to provide

incidental cverage to the unit moving on AXIS WALK.

I .. kditicUally, this Stirger section w31 be able to protect

the heavy task force as they begin their movement on AXIS

* HEAVY.

The heavy task force will have one self-propelled

VUlcan platoon and two Stinger section in DS. The Vulcan

will be dispersed among the conoy as it moves and the

Stinger teat will pro the route of march. Incidental

coverage fram the Stirn-r teais with the heavy tam will be

integrated into the overall um~breala protection. A7 the

heavy team joins the heavy task force, 4heir ADA sys~s

will be integrated into the overall ADA protection plan.

As the heavy task forces maneuver against the enemy

forces, one Stingw section frn the task force will be DS

to the light crany that will move. to cdkedpoint 2 and

link-up with the forces on COB.IITVE ASSAULT. 7th air

defense systems fro both units wili. consolidate their

orverage to provide maximum air protection.
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Once the heavy task farcas defeats the enmy and moves

on axis final, all light ADA systems will return to the

light units control. Mhe heavy task force will continue

with its organic ADA, one self-propelled Vulcan platoon, one

Stinger section and one FAAR.

6. Combat Service Support.

a. Sustainiint Consierations.

(1) Mvement to contact:

* Forces must be topped off before the rLive and take with

them assets to sustain themselves. All organic

resouces of the brigade and the reinforced F•ST mme

in the rear portion of the main body, protected by the

rear guard. Plans nmst exsL CSS elents do not

interfere with the tactical movement.

* Only minimal resumply will be cructed during the

move. =-a principal reuirement will be for fuel,

particularly for the heavy battalion. The brigade S4,

heavy battal] ion S4, and tne FSB IM3 to the FASC3 mast

prepare for forward tactical refueling.

Ammuiticn exmenditures will be light.
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* Repair requirements will be less in mot cxmtoxities,

but relatively high for velicles. The FASr may preplan

unit maintenance collection point(s) alozn the route to

reduce recovery requiremnts. These LMCis s&uld be

positioned to facilitate evacuation to the proposed BSA

site.

* Field services are typically suspended durirx the move,

except for graves registration.

* Movement of the light and heavy troops mst be

carefully synchronized. FAST assets will be taxed

moving organic equipnent and sustaining supplies.

Movement of light troops will require substantial

mqpport from the transportation assets augmenting the

FASr.

* Due to extended ILC s and the speed of the operations,

r',earsals for support of the movement to cotact are

critical.

* wCcsideration mist be given to bypassed enemy

elements. Suppcot elements moving forward may require

adkitional seaurity and ni-t have the latest

intelligence on the envy situatims.
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* The brigade mist ensure that visibility of basic loads

is mai-tainr1d, so that rewuly of on hard stockage

occurs before supplies decrease below 50 percent.

* Battle damage assessnt and repair assets oist be

postured to rapidly respond to any need.

* h7axnted FAST elements and field trains displace by

echelon to provide a crntinuxs base of support and

prepare for a hasty attack.

Medical evacuation should be preplanned and include use of

medical and rcrmdical transportation assets; the

coordination necessary to obtain aucmentaticn medical

perscnrel to provide enrcutte patient care on nmrnedical

vehicles; establishment of patient collection points,

ambil&ice exchange points, and an ambulance shuttle system.

7he location and cperaticral guidance should be disseminated

on medical overlays.

S he only way the battalion S4 can inpact the success of the

operation is to have LOCPACs built and positioned to come

forward rapidly when required. Recovery assets should be

positioned fcrward.
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* W"n li,.ht infaWry L-otttl*4r3 lw. air *wt~ilt qwtat4ow in

the mwevrt to c"tact, vmdidmatlan mamt Le 9q1vn to

aerial rm4,ply of that forti. Wrtar an.initioin Py he tMA

moat critical item rquirfulad Leun on anticiotftl h1q, uax•m

if the air Aaault ekwnlt is ptAiti(1wd cxit of artillery

rwne. The brigw• 4 4 and rkl= aat anticipts t~his

Srequir•ont and pretock rnol&x moflien to ruix-o rrwa;jdy

(2) Hasty Attack:

(a) Light-hoavy bri%%da.

7he FASC) must plan to have tho ATP positicncd for 4rd

if resupply is feasible given the tactical situaticn.

Ammn~iticn expenditures will be relatively high.

* Fuel assets sald also be positicnr-d fward wzjvcr

possible. Captured fuel and any locally available b~lk

or packaged Class III should be utilized to m;rt the
face
foros

* Plan primary and alternate supply routes.
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* Attaci the maintenance suprt team from the heavy FSB

to the heavy battalion.

* Maximize use of cortrolled exchange and cannibalization

to keep as many weaj= systems in the battle as

possible.

* Feed MREs.

* Maximize use of captured or locally available vehicles.

(b) Battalion Considerations.

Field trains shculd be prepared to mve quickly with

the FAST.

* DAR teams mist be postured to rapidly return weapon

sys to operational status.

P~cover andar evacuatirn assets are positioned to

maximize recovery of dowred weapon systems.

Medical evacuation procedures must plan for mass

casualties. Mass casualty plannirng must coordinate for
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7. Ccmmar-, Control, and Crcmninicaticns.

a. Commnd and Control.

The commander monitors the progress of the leading and

engaged cibat units and anticipates their requirements.

ihen necessary, the carrner camits forces fram the main

body to maintain the mentum of the advance.

The comrr.er mist make a rapid estirate of the situation

and issue oral fragmentary orders.

Subordinate crnrders must understand the counander's

intent.

In the absence of orders, subordinate cananders take the

appropriate action to retain the initiative.

Decision to commit the entire force or to halt the attack

rests with the cormarder.

Commanders locate therrselves with the lead elements to

control the situation as it develcps.
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* The ccmmarder must avoid piecealinq of his farces.

* he brigade main CP displaces as far forward as possible

before starting xmovement, then displaces as reg~aird to

provide ctinuos port.

* The brigade TAC CP operates forward with the main body to

ease decision making and to transition to other offensive

missions.

* The camuader should monitor the leading forces cmuamrd net.

Approvaj. to bypass units rests with the next higher

C2 of envelopent are: Zone of action, ±eckpoints and axis

of advance.

* C2 measures far infiltration are: infiltration lanes

(single/ maltiple); coded designation of infiltrating

groups; d&4kpoints; phase lines; assault positions;

objectives; and rally points.

b. conmmications.
4
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The force commander must have responsive and reliable

communications. To accomplish this, the signal support plan must be

closely coordinated with the operations plan so it will directly support

the mission. In a mix of heavy and light forces, consideration nmust be

given at the earliest possible planning ;tages for interprability, not

only of hardware but of key lists, Signal Cperating Instructions (SOIs),

and any software compatibility requirements.

If possible a reconnaissance of the movement routes should

be made to determine if retransmission stations are needed to maintain

continuous coanications. Secure single-chann-l FM radio is the primary

means of communications while on the move. It provides the most rapid and

effective means of controlling a unit on the rove. communications are

instantaneous and response tire is minimal. To maintain operational

security and surprise of the eney, rove-nnt to ccntact should be

conducted using radio listening silence or minimizing trarsmissions during

mvemernt. Technical analysis cen identify specific radios by small

differences in electronic signature. If the radio has been associated

with a unit, enemy analysts will conclude that the unit is moving in the

same direction as the radio. Detailed preplannirg and coordination will

eliminate the need for extensive radio ccanriicaticrs while on the move.

Visual communications and messengers can be used during a nrve.

Visual communication will be based on unit SOPs. SOPs will have to be

exchanged between the light and heavy unit and visual signals rehearsed
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prior to implementation. Visual signals include flags, lights, panels,

pyrotechnis, and arm and hand signals. Tese methods are vulnerable to

interception ard the enemy may use similar signals for deception and

confusion. Motor messengers and runners can provide timely, secure

cammunications for the unit. They can be detailed to follow the task

force ccmmander in a designated vehicle (motorcycle/1MV.

H. Deliberate Attack.

A deliberate attack is planned in detail and is expensive in terms of

manp=r equiptment, and supplies. It is daracterized by thoroh

planning; rapid concentration of forces; oppcrtuistic exploitation of

enemy weaknesses; violent execution; early transition to exploitation; and

positive, aggressive leadership at all ecielons of command. The

deliberate attack involves overcaing strong enemy forces in established

positions and is undertaken after time consuming remunissance,

acquisition and develpment of targets, and analysis of all factors

affecting the situation.

The object is to concentrate strength against the enemy's weakness to

shatter his defense. As in any attack, time is also to the defender's

advantage. The time used in planning is tire used by the enemy to improve

defensive positions and defense in depth. Plans must be quickly made to

bring all available resoces to bear in a coordinated attack. Detailed
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information about the enemy nust be collected from higher to lower, and

adjacent units. Sources for the information can include planning,

reconnaissance by fire, aerial photcgra-•ls, priscrers, refugees,

electronic warfare, radar, sensors, and other available means.

Information about the terrain can be collected from many of these same

resources.

The unit itself mist be organized for the deliberate attack to best

perform the tasks assigned. New units may be attached or placed in

support. These forces mast be thoroughly integrated into the receiving

unit's plan of attack. Time_ must be made available to completely

familiarize augmenting units and replacents with the situation, mission,

SOPs, and CEDIs.

If the enemy has had time to develcp a well prepared positional

defense, freedom of maneuver will be limited and an overwhelming

concentration of combat power will be required to overce it. Mitually

supporting positions may make it in-cssible to infiltrate. To overcome

such a defense, the area must be isolated with either direct fire

suppression, field artillery, mortar high explosive rounds, and srtke, or

a cmnbination of all. Simultaneously, efforts mist be made to minimize

the enemy's capability to react by fixing other enemy positions in zcone by

fire, maneuver, or threat of maneuver. This effectively seals off the

area from enemy reinforoments. A strong force is then camwitted to

overwhelm the enemy at an identified or created point of weakness.
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Sequential or pieceal attacks will fail even if the overall ratio is

favorable. All positions in the area are cleared and additional forces

are conitted to drive thruh to the enemy's rear.

1 . Intelligence Supr.

The deliberate attack is planned in detail and therefore requires

a thoroh rec•nnaissance, detailed situation and target develqment, and

concentration of combat power. All IEW assets muport this effort and

join with any divisional, corps, naticnal and USAF assets to provide total

battlefield reconnaissance and developmant.

The GSR or PM4BAS teams in the deliberate attack will displace

by echelon with the forward security element. Mile early warning and

protection of fl-nks is a primary mission they can also vector units

throh smoke and search possible amhish areas. once contact is

established, GSR and R!MEBS should be focused along possible enemy

counterattack routes and the flanks.

MThe IPSU tears should be inserted to confirm the existe= and

location of key enemy forward CPs; repart on enemy activity and unit

locations; and provide detailed information on enemy defensive positions.

Irfiltration and exfiltration take careful planning. If helicopters are

available, plan false insertion jzs with actual LZs.
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Light scouts can infiltrate to pass detailed information

concerni enemy defensive positions and obstacles. Consider augmerting

light scouts with AT assets to increase mobility and crmunications

range. Teamirn light and heivy scouts is also a consideration. Heavy

scouts can perform rcute recnaissane, report trafficability, and bridge

classifications. Light scouts gather detailed information on obstacle and

defensive positions and c-w pass reports to the heavy scmuts for relay.

Heavy scouts have the mobility to screen the units open flanks and quickly

break contact.

Ground based com dcaticrs intercept equiient should be located

as near the FWOT as possible to provide available enery situation updates

prior to the attack. As the attack progresses, collection teams can be

alternately moved forward by echelon. (N=TE: Once dismlacant begins DF

capability and reliability will be effected. During this period, airborne

DF assets, if available, will have to be relied on more heavily.)

2. Maneuver.

a. Light-Heavy Brigade.

A brigade contacting a deliberate attack has four forms of

maneuver to choose from. These are a penetration, a frontal attack, an

envelopment, and an infiltration. The use of the light and heavy task

forces in each one of these forx-r of maneuver is based on M1rIT-. The
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otions range frum employing the battalions pure to task organizing into

heavy-light, light-heavy teams down to and including ccepany level teams.

The commarder must determine how to employ each force, capitalizing on the

unique characteristics of each while offsetting limitations.

In the attack, a heavy task force can suport a light

brigade by:

* Providing suppressive fires.

* Isolating the objective.

* Acting as a ccmnterattack force.

* Providing the initial hasty defense durirn

consolidation.

* Providing attack by fire.

, Deceiving the enmy c-ernirg the main effort.

* Ovewatdiig counterattack routes on the objective.

* Assisting in an assault breach.
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* Acting as a reserve or exploitation farce.

Acting as the lead force in the attack.

(1) Penetration:

The heavy force can play a key role in a penetration.

If the terrain is broken (restricted and open) or open; the shock,

mobility, and firepower of a heavy task force is used to rupture the enemy

positions and effect a penetration. Fires (direct, irdirect, and. smoke)

on the enemy defensive positions help to s ess ard isolate forc-s at

the point of penetration, to deprive the enen, of mutual support and

defensive fires. Once the eneimy is overwhelmed at the point of

penetration, light infantry task forces hold aid widen thes sh_ lders of

S i penetration and assist other forces as they pass through the gaps to

secure their objectives. The heavy task force can then either roll up the

flank of the enemy or be used as a breakout/exploitation force to secure

deep objectives (i.e. enemy C3, CS, or CSS assets).

If the terrain in the area of pernetration is 4

restrictive, there are several options for erploynr-nt of the heavy task

force. The heavy task force may be initially positioned to provide

suppressive fires in and around the point of penetration in support of the

light forces rupture of the enemy's positions. Heavy forces may also

provide suppressive fires to isolate the point of penetration. Once the
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penetration is srcuerd and there is open or broken terrain past the point

of penetration, the heavy forces can be used as a breakot or exploitation

force. If terrain continues to be restrictive, the heavy task farce can

either move forward to assist and/or hold the shoulders of the penetration

open, follow and suport the light task force corducting the exploitation,

or be designated as a reserve.

(2) Frontal Atteck:

As in the penetration, use of heavy forces in the

frontal attack will depend on MEI'-T. In restrictive to broken terrain,

where the threat is primarily dismounted, the light task force should lead

the attack with the heavy task force either designated as a reserve or

positioned to overwatch the light forces. As the reserve, the heavy task

force can be employed to ensure or exploit success. As an overwatch

force, it can be positioned to provide direct fire or suppressive fire on

the objective, or these forces can be used to isolate the objective fron

any enemy attenpt to reinforce.

In broken to open terrain, where the threat is

motorized with same armr, the heavy task force can lead the brigade

attack. This requires extensive air and vehicle augmmnrtaticn for the

light task force. One light task force is placed in vehicles to follow

and support the heavy task force. When restrictive terrain is

encntered, the light force dism•nts and becomes the main attack. In
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order to maintain the mmentum of the attack, the other light task force

conducts successive air assaults forward of the heavy force to seize and

secure diokepoints. This technique is best used uiten the resistance is

light, in the pursuit, or exploitation.

(3) Enveopmet:

4

In an envelopmnt, the key considerations for the

erployment of the heavy force is the type of terra-n the friendly forces

have to operate on, and the make up of the cpposing force. If the terrain

is open and the opposirn force is heavy, the heavy task force conducts a

supporting attack to fix the enrny aromr forces, while the light task

forces maneuver to the flank(s) to attack the encay 's heavy forces with

rear and flank AT fires and to cut his lines of ccormuicaticns. In this

situation, light forces can be moved into position either by infiltration

prior to the attack (based on accurate intelligence) or by Army aviation

assets during the attack.

If the friendly forces are attacking on broken terrain,

a light task force corducts a supporting attack to fix the ene-my. 'The

heavy task force and possibly another light task force (if transportation,

air, or vehicle is available) conducts the envelcxmunt to attack and roll

up the enemy's flank and secure objectives into the rear to cut lines of

comminicaticns and escape routes.
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In extremely restrictive terrain, where there is little

mobility for a heavy force, the heavy task farce should be positicned to

overwatch and provide suppressive fires to fix the enyem, while one or

both of the light task forces maneuver to attack a flank.

(4) Infiltration:

During infiltration cperatics, the heavy task force

will be employed in a supporting role. The heavy task force may be

positioned to overwatch the infiltration lanes of the light forces. If a

light force is discovered, the heavy task force can provide suppressive

fires to isolate the area and assist in the extraction of the discovered

elements. If terrain permits, the heavy task force can also conduct a

limited counterattack to assist in the extraction of tha discovered or

light forces.

Cnce the light infantry fores have completed the

infiltration and are either in assault positions or in the act of seizing

and securing their objectives, the heavy task force at first light will

either move forward as the reserve to assist or reinforce success, or

become the brigade's main effort to exploit the success of the light

forces.

In any deliberate attack, the heavy force can be used

as part of a tactical deception operation. The noise created by a heavy
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force will divert the erxmy' z attenticon. Th heavy task force is usad to

deive the enemyq by emploirM it in a demonstraticrn, ruse, feint, or as

Part of the suportirg attack to draw the erry' s attcntion away f r the

light brigade's main effort.

AwA

Z=. r-A T

FGMJE 4-3-15. 1TC7-?T-17_74 Nn7
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In the scenario at Figure 4-3-16, the light brigade is

cxr hutirq a deliberate attack against elements of a

maxtrized battalion to seize OBJ LION.

Objective CAT is occupied by a motorized platoon, OBJs

DOG and HOUSE ars o~cpied by an infantry company, and

- objective LIOC by an armre copany with an infantry

* platoon. The concpt calls for a light battalion initially

as the main effort to seize CAT and DOG, then MOUSE. Upon

seizure of MOUSE, the heavy force passes through DOG and

MOUSE and becms the main effort. As the passage of lines

occurs, the attack helicopters initiate a supporting attack.

by fire from the NORIH on to LICK to draw the enemy's

attention to the NORIM. Simultaneously, the heavy force

attacks along AXIS FINAL to seize OBJ ION fran the SCUEH by

envelopment. A light infantry battalion is the brigade

reserve and is prepared to air assault to support the main

attack.

Duing consolidation and reorganization, the heavy task

force can estiblish a hasty defense as the light forces

*rensolidate and couplete defensive preparation. Mhe heavy

scout platoons can provide immeiate mmzted recnnaissanc

3 to 6 km in front of the objective for early warning of

enemy counterattack activities. The heavy task force can
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also be employed to overwatcdh eneuy counterattack routes and

be the brigade's counterattack force against an enemy

counterattack.

b. Light-Heavy Task Force. S

The same basic considerations taken by a light-heavy brigade

for the employments of light-heavy forces apply to the light-heavy

battalion. The light-heavy battalion erp.loys four forms of maneuver; the

penetration; frontal attack; envelopmnt; infiltration. (As part of a

larger force, it can take part in a turning =v=e-nt.) A battalion may

employ one or a combination of these methods to successfully aCcMrlish

its mission.

A correct combination of light and heavy forces creates a

well balanced fighting unit which is strong in fiL aer and capable of

rapidly closing with the eneiy. The heavy team assists the light task

force by providing it the capability to:

* Neutralize or destroy erx' autcmatic weapcns likely to

hold up the infantry advance.

Neutralize the objective until arrival of the infantry.

Neutralize or de-stroy enory reserves aid artillery.
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* Destroy or disrupt c~uma, cmmnications, and sum ly

installations.

* Break up counterattacks.

* Support infantry with attacks by fire.

*

* Destroy enemy tank defenses.

* Illuminate targets during limited visibility with

organic searchlights.

* Provide a rapid maneuver combined arms team by mounting

infantry on tanks.

* Attack and destroy fortifications.

In turn, the light force can assist heavy farces by:

Seizing ground from which the tanks my attack.

* Destroying or neutralizing hostile AT weapons.

* Closely following the heavy force attack to assist by
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fire, seize the objective, mip up, and protect the

/' reorganization of the heavy force.

* Protect tanks from enemy personnel executirg antitank

measures while passing through tow, forests, stream

crossings, or narrow defiles.

i
Remove obstacles, especially mai,6._, nodid- up an a,.7•r

attack.

* Close-in security at night in defens.-,7. psit•-rG.

There are basically five ways heavy forces support light forces

in the attack. These are:

Heavy forces initially attack by fire, then move

forward rapidly to join the light force for the

assault.

Light and heavy forces advance together; light forces

are mounted in open terrain and diLste in

restricted terrain.

Y

Heavy forces overatcing light forces from hull

defilade positions near the line of departure until the
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light forces reach the objective or heavy fires are

masked.

9 Heavy and light forces converge on the objective from

different directions. This requires infantry forces to

cross the ID prior to heavy forces so that both forces

close on the objective at the same time.

* Heavy forces Lnit: Q' skp'vort by fire, then pass

through the 3 gt' .ýn -d precede them to the

objective.

Heavy forces initially attack by fire, then move forward

rapidly and join the infantry for the assault. In this method, the heavy

forces fire initially from hull defilade positions while the infantry

xoves across the line of departure to a position frum which they can

assault. Mien the infantry approaches this assault position or when the

infantry masks the heavy fires, the heavy forces move rapidly forward and

join the infantry in the final assault. During the assault phase, the

heavy forces and infantry may move together, or the heavy forces may move

slightly ahead of the infantry. This method is used when the objective is

* clearly defined and when the terrain is sufficiently open to permit heavy

forces to fire overhead or to the flanks of the advancing infantrymen.

Time is needed for careful coordination and preparation of a detailed

supportirg fire plan. This method provides effective heavy fires to cover
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the movement of the infantry from the line of departure to the assault

position, and it assures heavy force fire supprt at the critical time of

the assault. Since heavy forces can move forwa-rd more rapidly than

infantry, heavy forces are exposed to enemy fire for a shorter period of

time; furthermore, the infantry is not erdangered by enemy fire directed

at the friendly heavy force-s.

I

Infantry and heavy forces advancing together. In this

method, the infantry ard the heavy force moves forward near earch other at

generally the same speed. Th heavy force may advance rapidly for short

distances, stop to fire, then move forward again when the infantry ccmes

abreast. This may result in heavy forces moving faster than infantry for

short distances, but in general, heavy and light forces stay close

together. This method is used when visibility, fields of fire, and heavy

force movements are restricted. These corxiitions exist in fog, towns,

woods, and at night. Using this method, the heavy force provides

iJmediate direct fires and the infantry protects the heavy for fram

individual antitank measures.

In operations which require long and fast mwves, the light

and heavy forces may advance together with the infantry riding on the

tanks or inside the BFVs until contact with the enemy is gained. This

provides speed, but results in iporeased exposure of infantry to enemy

fire, particularly to air bursts. It also interferes with the operation

of the tanks. It is used primarily for exploitation missions.
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Heavy forces overwatching infantry. In this method, the

heavy forces fire from ýul1 defilade positions near the line of departure

until the infantry readies the objective or until the heavy force's fires

are masked by the infantry. Although the heavy force provides fire

support, shock action is reduced. Ths method is used when either natural

or artificial antitank obstacles prohibit the heavy force fraE moving to

S the objective.

Heavy and light forces converge on the objective fram

different directions. In this method, the heavy and light forces advance

by different routes and converge on the objective. Usually the infantry

elements move out before the heavy force so that both can close on the

objective sinultanemly. 'nis cmnvergence of pcier provides opportunity

for surprise, Lncreases fire effect and shock action, and often permits

tanks to advance rapidly.

When conditions permit this form of emloyment, it is

the most effective method. Essential favorable

conditions are: open, or partially open terrain free

from mines and other tank obstacles, and nearly

complete neutralization of enemy antitank weapons by

%Tporting fires and smoke. However, neutralization is

needed only during the relatively brief period reuired

for the heavy forces to move from their line of

departure to the near edge of the objective.
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This method requires use of a sufficient rnmber of

tanks or other weapons to provide anple mutually

supportinzg f irepower, ard excllent coordination

btween heavy and infantry forces to prevent them frao

firing into each other when they close on the

objective. When oditions do not permit speed,

infantry accompanies the heavy forme to furnish
4

close-in protection.

Heavy forces initially support by fire then pass through the

infantry and precede them to the objective. This mthcd uses the armor

protected firepower of the heavy forces thrughout the greater portion of

the attack. When the heavy forces advarce from their initial firing

position, they move rapidly through the advancing infantry to precede it

at distarnes varying from 50 to 300 yards. They are protected against

local antitank weapons by their own fires, fires of the assault rifle

unit, and air burst artillery fires in front of the heavy force and on the

objective. Upon lifting of the supporting fires just prior to arrival of

the heavy forces on the objective, the light forces int--xdiately open

assault fire and follow the heavy forces onto the objective. Heavy forces

must not advance beyond supporting fires of the light infantry force.

(1) Penetration:

In a penetration conducted on broken terrain by a
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light-heavy task force, the heavy team ocentrates on a narrow front

(usually a platoon position) to penetrate and rupture the defense. Once

accmplished, light teams move forward to hold and widen the shoulders of

the penetration, allowing other forces to pass through the gap to secure

their objectives. The heavy team is then used as a reserve to assist or

reinforce succets of the light teams widenin the shculders of the

penetration; used as a counterattack force against an enemy attat to

close the penetration; or as an exploitation force to destroy enemy C3,

CS, or CSS assets.

If the terrain is restrictive, the heavy forces can

establish overwatch positions and provide suppressive fires in and arouud

the point of penetration. Once the penetration by the light teams is

effected, the heavy team moves forward as the task force reserve to assist

or reinforce success of the light teams.

(2) Frontal Attack:

In a frontal attack con•.•ted on broken terrain, wtiere

the threat is primarily dismounted, the heavy team should be employed as a

reserve or overwatch force. As the reserve, the heavy team is employed to

reinforce, or exploit siccess. As an ovewatch force, the heavy team

provides direct fire support to neutralize the objective.
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In broken or open terrain where the threat is motorized

with armor, the heavy team can lead the attack. Ths requires light force

a cntation (riding on the tanks, inside the BFVs, or in trucks). When

restrictive terrain is encountered, the infantry forces dismount and move

forward to secure and clear the terrain. This tenique is best used in

the pursuit or exploitation.

(3) Envelopment.

Mien conducting an envelcpmnt on extremely restrictive

terrain, the heavy team should be pcsitioned to overwatch and provide

direct fire to fix the enery force while the light force(s) manmv to

attack a flank.

If conducting an envelopment on broken terrain where

the threat is disrn,.ted, the light team makes a supporting attack to fix

the enemy while the heavy team and possibly the other light team crducts

the envelopment to attack and roll up the enemy's flank or secure

ojectives in his rear. If a light team accompanies tbh heavy team in the

envelopmnt, it moves on the heavy team's ccmbat vehicles (cn top of the

tanks or inside BFVs) to an assault position. At that location the light

infantry rapidly disimounts and the assault begins.

If the terrain is open aid the opposirn force is heavy,
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the heavy team should be used to coxiuct a su•ortirq attack to fix the

enemy force, while light teams move to the flanks to attack the enemy

heavy forces with rear and flank anti-tank fires and cut his lines of

commnications. Light forces can be moved into position either by

infiltration prior to initiation of the supporting attack (based on timely

accurate intelligence) or by Army aviation assets during the attack.

U

(4) Infiltration:

In a light-heavy task force, the heavy team will

overwatch the light taaams' infiltration lanes. If a light team or

elements are discovered, the heavy team will provide suppressive fires to

isolate the area to assist the light team self-extraction. If required

and the terrain permits, the heavy team may condt a limited

unterattack to assist in the extraction of the discovered light element.

Once the light teams have secured their objective or

are in the process of doing so, the heav-y team can attack the objective by

fire, move forward to join the light team for the assault, or initially

support by fire, then pass through the light force to seize a deeper

objective.

In the deliberate attack, the heavy team can be used to

deceive the enemy as to where the main effort is. This is acorplished by

giving the supporting attack to the heavy team. The noise and the enemy's
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belief that the heavy forx will aluays be miployed in the main effcrt

will divert his attention to the =4=tn attaick.

During ~cr=idation ard re= anizatica, the heavy team

can establish a hasty defense %hile the light t recrmolidate andl

cozplete defensive prepramtions. The heavy team can also overwatdi e-xny

counterattack routes into the objective arrd can be used to treak up any

counterattack.

FIGURE 4-3-17. LICH~ TK M71-- ~ h r~
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In Figure 4-3-17, the light task force is conducting a

deliberate attack to seize OB3 CAT, DOG, and HOUSE.

OBJ CAT is occupied by a motorized rifle platoon, OBJ

DOG and M=SE an infantry cacparry. The concpt calls

for light task force to conduct a night infiltration

throug IANE JANE to the designated assault position.

* As the infiltration is corducted, an OPC0N mechanized

"team moves into an attack position (the last covered

and concealed position prior to the LD). Prior to

daybreak, the light task force attacks to seize and

secure OBJ DOG. Simultanecmly, the heavy team attacks

to seize and secure OBJ CAT. Upon seizure of CAT, the

heavy team supports by fire the light task force

seizure of OB DOG and M•XSE. When fires are masked or

the OBJ is seized, the heavy team moves to 03J DOG and

MaUSE and establishes a hasty defense oriented on the

mounted avenues of approach.

c. Heavy-light Task Force.

The purpose of employing heavy-light forces is to capitalize

* on the unique characteristics of each while offsetting the limitations of

the other. The goal of heavy-light operations is to optimize both forces

to defeat the enemy. Heavy-light operations provide the cnrder greater

flexibility. As a result of the estimate process, camnanders will be able
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to determine the appropriate force level to task organize &oWn to for the

tasks to be accorplished, the appropriate comand and support

relationship, the required a=unt and type of aucmentaticn and/or support

to be provided, and the concept of CSS.

S

In the attack, the light team suppcrts the heavy task force

* Providing reconnaissance.

* Deception.

* Infiltration at night.

* Breaching obstacles.

* Clearing enemy that defend obstacles.

* Provides security.

4b

Air assaulting to seize objectives.

Conducting MUr.

Seizing ground from which tamks may attack.
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* Destroying or neutralizing hostile AT wapos.

Closely foll~win the heavy task farce attack to assist

by fire, seize the objective, mcp up, and protect the

reorganization of ttie heavy force.

A key difference between heavy and light forces is

"nmobility. For successful heavy-light offensive cperaticos, this nust be

overcome. One way is to deploy the light forces early enough to allow

both heavy and light forces to close on the objective at the same time.

Mhe other is to provide transportation to the light force (air or

vehicular). Army aviation assets will be provided on a case by case

basis. Mheeled vehicles can be provided to allw the light forces to

follow, but this will results in a degradation of timely resupply.

Finally, the light forces can ride on the inside or outside of the heavy

forces' combat vehicles.

The basic forms of maneuver used in an attack by a heavy

task force are envelopment, turning movement (as part of a larger force),

infiltration, penetration, and frontal attack. Fregqently, the task force

uses mnre than one form of maneuver to acccrplish the attack.

S(1) Envelopen:

An envelopment is the preferred form of maneuver for a
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heavy-light task force. It requires an assailable flank, found primarily

by aggressive reconnaissance. The assailable flank is determined by the

enemy's weapon orientation and his obstacles.

A heavy-light task force will be primarily conducting

operations in broken and smviftimes open terrain. In broken terrain where

there is an open flank, the light team and possibly a heavy team make a

supporting attack to fix the enemy while the other heavy team of the task

force maneuvers against the enemy's flank or rear. To be successful, the

sk::prtirg attack must have sufficient ccrbat power to keep the enmy

fully engaged while the enveloping force closes.

In open terrain, a heavy team from the task force makes

the supporting attack to fix the enemy, while the other heavy and light

teams maneuver against the eneny's flank or rear. The light team will be

used to attack disrmounted eremy infantry, C3 , combat srppcrt, and cmbat

service support assets. The heavy team will focus on enmy armred

vehicles. Positioning of the light forces can be accouplished by

infiltration prior to the attack, by Army aviation assets during the

attack; or by riding to a dis=ut point on or inside the maneu-ering
4.

heavy teams' combat vehicles.

(2) Penetration:

In the penetration, the heavy-light task force
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coancetrates forces to rupture the defense on a narrow fruit, usually an

enemy platoon position. The gap created is then widened and used to pass

forces through to defeat the enemy in detail and to seize objectives in

depth.

In a heavy-light task force, the heavy teams, in hull

* defilade, isolate by fire (direct, indirect, and woke) the point of

penetration. The light team moves forward, breadcing the close-in

obstacles and seizing enemy positions behind these obstacles. These teams

widen and hold open the shoulders of the initial penetration. once the

penetration is accomplished, one heavy team moves into the gap to complete

the destruction of the enemy position by rolling up the flank and the

other heavy team mves through to secure deep objectives.

(3) Frotal Attack.

The frontal attack is the least preferred form of

manever. In broken terrain where there is a mixed threat, the light team

conducts a supporting attack in the restrictive terrain with the heavy

team cxicting the main attack in the open terrain. If there are two

heavy teams remaining, one should be given a follow and support mission

behind the main attack, and the other designated as a reserve. As the

reserve, the heavy team will be employed to ensure, reinforce, or exploit

Ssuccess. An example would be to position the reserve in an overwatch
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positions to provide direct fire on the objective in support of the light

team's assault.

In a frontal attack on open terrain, the light team can

be given a follow and support mission behind the main attack. 7his will

require the light force to be augmented with wheeled vehicle support.

Another option is to air assault the light team behind the enemy force's

main line of defense to destroy and disrupt enemy lines of comunications,

comuand and control facilities, CS, and CSS assets. Key to the

survivability of the light forces in this situation is timely linkup with

the heavy force.

(4) Infiltration.

Infiltration is a form of maneuver where combat

elements move by stealth to objectives in the rear of enany positions

without fighting through prepared positions. A successful heavy-light

task force infiltration requires the light team conduct effective

reconnaissance to discover and secure undefernd-ed routes and gaps in the

enemy defense. Such routes/gaps are no•mnlly found in rough terrain or in

areas difficult to cover with observation and fire.

Another technique is for the light force to infiltrate

to seize and secure a critical chokepoint. The heavy tears are positioned

to provide overwatch of the light team's infiltration lanes. If the
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elements of the light team are discovered, heavy t can provide

supressive fires to isolate the area and assist the light force in

self-extraction. If required and terrain permits, a heavy team can also

conduct a limited counterattack to assist in the extraction of the

discovered light force.

Once the light team has omupleted the infiltration and

is either in an assault position to seize and secure, or securing, the

dkepoint, the heavy teams attack to either provide direct fire support

to the light team or to pass through the secured cdokepoint to attack

deprobjectives.

In the heavy-light task force, the light team can be

used to deceive the enemy as to where the main effort is. Using the

enemy's belief that the heavy team will be used in the main effort, and

the light team will be used in a supporting role, the light team is

postured as the lead element for what is portrayed to be the supporting

attack. This diverts the enemy's attention to where he believes the main

attack will be (which is in reality the supporting attack). As the attack

begins, a heavy team swings into the light sector, passes through the

light force, and assumes the main attack.

In consolidation and reorganization, the light team

4 provides close-in security to the heavy-light task force. The light team

can also conduct extensive patrolling to the front, rear, and flanks as
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part of CC4nter-recorga1ssarr- operations. It ray also Overwatdi eneY

dAismounted ooutelrattack routes into the objective ard ba inad to breakup

a dismouted counterattack.

FIC1JPZ 4-3-18 t F7E--+t\VY 7\(j3~ 77 7T 77 P'
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In Figure 4-3-18, the heavy-light task force is

conducting a deliherate attack to seize OBJ LICK. LIM is

defended by an armored cxmpany with a platoon of infantry.

The concept is that upon the light-heavy task force seizure

of DOG and MRXSE, the heavy-light task force passes through

the dcokepoint and becms the main attack. As the passage

of lines occurs, the attack helicopters initiate a

supporting attack by fire from the NMRH on to IUZC, drawing

the enemy 's attention to the NOPIH. The heavy-light task

force moves on AXIS HEAVY with two heavy teams on-line and

an armored reserve. The reserve is carrying the light team.

Upon reaching hull defilade overwatch positions just

short of OBJ LICN, the light team dismounts. The heavy

teams isolates by fire (indirect, direct, and smoke) the

point of penetration. The light team rapidly moves forward

breadcing the close-in obstacles and seizing enemy positions

behind these obstacles. The light team then widens and

holds open the shoulders of the penetration. Cnce the

penetration is accomplished, a heavy team moves tbrough the

gap to complete the destruction of the enemy position by

rolling up the left flank and the other heavy team

accomplishes the same on the right flank of LICN.
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3. Fire Support.

(See Chapter 3, Part Three, Section II B, Paragraph 3, Fire

Support con"-derations for deliberate attack.)

4. Mob.'lity/ Counterrobility/ Survivability.

The success of any deliberate attack largely hinges on the

success of the intelligence collection effort; the sane applies to the

success of breaching operations. The priority of enginser effort during

planning and preparation, is obstacle reconnaissance. The staff engineer

at every level participates in the IPB and terplates enezy obstacle

effort. Based on the enemy obstacle template and tentative maneuver plan,

the engineer develops an obstacle intelligence collection plan as part of

the overall R&S plan. Enxgineers are aggressive participants in the recon

effort.

Light and mechanized engineer forces each have unique

capabilities that can be applied to the recon effort. the light engineers

are adept on forming obstacle recon teamr capable of cperating using

stealth to recon NAI's in close proximity to the ernmy defense. They are

able to get a detailed look at enemy protective obstacles and

fortifications. While the light engineer can operate very decentralized,

their efforts mist be focused on critical NAI's. They require time to

conduct their recon and cannot shift their efforts to subseqaent NAI's as
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the situation develops. Mechanized engineers, however, can move

relatively quickly to dismount points, form recon teams and crdut a

dismonted recon of the NAI using the carrier as base of operations. The

medhanized engineer can also shift his foals to other places on the

battlefield as the situation b es clearer. mechanized engineers s•h~ld

focus their efforts on ernmy tactical obstacles rather than protective

obstacles. This division of recon effort capitalizes on their respective

expertise. The mechanized engineers assess the obstacle for the breadc

assets required to support the heavy forces through enemy tactical

obstacles while the light engineers do the same for the assault breaching

by light infantry on the objective. Last, there must be a detailed link

up plan developed for recovering light engineer r 'nnaissarc teams.

Establishing a contact point where follow on wheel engineers move to link

up with light engineers is a viable technique.

Engineer support to a heavy-light task force centers on a

mechanized based engineer carry. The heavy combat force must be capable

of task organizing mobility assets for the in-stride breach. This

requires the mobility equipment assets found in the mechanized conpany as

well as some mechanized engineer platoons. Light engineers are not

capable of providing adequate in-stride breach capability to a heavy

force. Additionally, the heavy force mist be able to rapidly transition

to or task organize for a deliberate and assault breach.
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Abo~ve is an e~xarpe light-heav~y brigacie deliberate

attack. The exanple illustrates son of the points

discussed in light, rechanized, and whiecled engineer task
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organization and missions. The Scheme of Egineer

Cperations for this exanple is as follows:

The engineer recon effort is the priority of engineer

effort during mission planning and preparation. A light

infantry ccapany aid mcanized egineer suad s rt are

dedicated to the recon effort. Mven light engineer cany

"focuses its recon on the protective obstacles on OBJ CAT,

oBJ DOG and OBJ MOUSE in order. Mihe mechanized engineer

squad moves OBJ CAT to recon between support by fire X and

CO7 MOUSE and then noves to conduct an area recon vicinity

CP 15. Another light engineer ccainy provides the light

infantry battalions deliberate and assault breach effort

into OBJ DOG. A wheel based engineer company with two wheel

platons, 1 mechanized platoon and set of plow/rollers

supports the light-heavy task force attack on CBJ M=S.

The wheeled cany provides in-stride capability to

the tank cotrparr, assault breach capability on 0BJ IXM,

and assault lane inrovenent through C0J DOG/ SE to pass

the heavy task force throuh on AXIS HEAVY. The heavy task

force is supported by a medh omapany. The mecanized

engineer ccupany consists of two mech platoons and the rest

4 of the ccapany': MICLICs. The mechanized engineers are task

organized to provide in-stride breach capability at ow CAT
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and during passage throh OBJ DOf/JS . T ccapany mves

with the task force on AXIS HEAVY and provides deliberate

and assault breach support on OBJ LICN. On order, the third

wheeled engineer platoon mtves to CP 4 and links up with

light engineer recon patrols.

The deliberate breach requires massing engineer conbat power in the

breach force while other combat elements suppress from support by fire

positions or secure the breach by fires and/or force. Engineer support

must be able to move quickly and under fire with the equipnent necessary

to breach multiple lanes capable of passing armored forces. Light

engineers may be mounted in infantry carriers when mechanized engineers

are not available, but this is more appropriate for the assault breach.

Light engineers are very adept at supporting a heavy force during its

assault. Light engineers may be task organized down to assaulting

infantry platcons so that engineer support is responsive. monting sapper

teans in the platoon leaders carrier is a technique. Light engineers

platoons should be allocated to light infantry ccmpanies augmenting a

heavy based force.

Engineer support to a light task force centers on a light

engineer ccmpany. In general, a light infantry task force does not commit

its engineers to a breach in-stride. Instead, it uses the skills and

equipent organic to light infantry ccmranies to breach footpaths through

obstacles that are battlefield clutter or very lightly deferdzd.
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Cammitting light engineers is reserved for the deliberate and assault

breach. Heavy forces operating with a light task force mist have an

in-breach capability. This is particularly true if the force is armr

v heavy and when the heavy force moves on a separate axis from the light

force. In general, a mecanized engineer platoo is not split. But, when

the heavy force is a coxparrj/team or less, cre to two squads with a MICLIC

should accompany the company/team. Again, if the force is armor heavy,

the task my require a platoon augmented by MICLIC and tank plow/roller

sets.

In the deliberate attack, wheeled engineers are used as a

flexible engineer reserve that allow a rapid shift in engineer effort.

Wheeled engineers can maneuver behind the main attack improving assault

lanes to support the movement cf follow-on ccmbat, CS, and CSS assets.

heeled engineers mist be prepared to commit to the fight in support of

either light or heavy based task forces. They are able to shift direction

relatively quickly and cmmit to a failed in-stride breach effort critical

to the fight. This requires engineer plans and sub-unit instructions to

engineer forces designed with flexibility. The wheeled engineer asse•ts

may be dedicated to the hauling of obstacle material to the objective and

the einplacement of obstacles to repel a o=unerattack during

consolidation. Last, wheeled engineers may be responsible for linking up

with dismounted engineer reon teams and transport of light engineers

4 forward as the fight is pressed deep.
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5. Air Defense.

In the offense, the air defense commander ccnducts an air IPB to

determine the enemy 's air avenues of approach. This will assist him in

determining the allocations of his assets. The air defense commander

should allocate his assets in the following manner. Each light battalion

should have five Stinger teams in direct support and the heavy task force

should have its SP Vulcan platoon and its attached five Stinger teams in

direct support.

The towed Vulcans should remain in general support of the brigade

during the attack due to their difficulty of mobility. The towed Vulcans

can follow and support the light battalions with supporting ground fires

and air defense protection of critical points along the MSRs. The

remaining ten Stinger tears shculd be kept in general support defending

critical assets that the brigade canlander has designated as air defense

priorities.

The FAAR radars should be kept in general suport of the

brigade. Ihe FAAR radars must echelon forward during move•ent to ensure

that there is constant early waz-ming for the maneuver battalions. Mheir

echelonment will be dependent on the terrain and the analysis of the air

avenues of approach.
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In the above exmple, the air defense battery commander

has task organized for the offense in the following manner.

He has given the heavy task force one platoon of SP Wilcans
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and five Stinger teams in direct support; the light

battalion conducting the main attack has been given one

platoon of towed Vulcan and ten Stinger teams in direct

support; the light battalion as the reserve, has been given

five Stinger teams in direct support, and he has retained

the two platoons of toe Valcans, five Stinger teams, and

the FAAR radars in a general support role.

The FAAR radars will be positioied by the air defense

battery comrander to provide early warning to the brigade

along its routes. The FAARs will have to be in position

prior to the attack to facilitate timely early warnings for

the advancing battalions. The FAARs will displace by

echelon to the front of the units to maintain continuous

coverage.

The light battalion's air defense platoon leader will

position his Stinger teams within the light ccmanies

depending .on the battalion oranadr 's priorities. The

towed Vulcan platoon will follow with one of the main body.

Upon reaching the assault position, the towed Vulcans should

be positioned in a manner to provide air defense coverage

for the battalion within the assault position. Upon the

assault, the towed Vulcans can provide additicnal ground

fire. The Stinger teams will maintain air defense coverage
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for their assigned units during the assault. ooe cw DO

and OW M= have been secured, the air defense platocn

leader will reallocate his remaining assets to provide a

perimeter type air defense

"The SP Vulcan platoon leader in direct su•ozt of the

heavy task force will allocate his assets in accordance with
S

the task force ccomander's air defense priorities for the

attack. He should allocate the SP Vulcan platoon to the

unit conductirg the main attack and disperse the five

Stinger teams among the other teams. The way he allocates

his assets probably will suffice throughout the attack until

OBJ LION. Upon securing of OBJ LION, the platoon leader

will reevaluate his assets and reallocate them in accordance

with the task force commander's priorities and his air IPB.

The five Stinger teams with the reserve will provide

area protection for the reserve until they are committed.

Upon commitment, the Stinger section leader will allocate

his Stinger teams in accordance with the light battalion

commander 's priorities.

Mhe air defense units held in general support will

provide air defense protection for logistics and C2

facilities. Once the final objective is achieved, the air
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defense battery cmranader can reallocate his forces in

accordance with the ccmiarder's priorities, the mission, and

his air IPB.

6. Combat Service_ Support.

a. Sustainment consideraticns.

Many of the same considerations for hasty attacks apply

except there is more tize to synchronize tha suztairm=t

effort.

* The FASCO and brigade S4 prioritize the sustairxmnt effort

in support of the main effort and plan to support follmp-on

actions. They also plan to move the BSA forward by echelon,

jumping critical assets (class III, V, maintenance, medical)

first.

Position the ATP as far forward as tactically possible and

arrange to have the transportation ass-ts to move it to keep

it echeloned forward.

mhe FASCO may coordinate with large ussers (including the 4

heavy battalion S4) to preposition packages of amumnition.

He mist also arrange for trannsportation to thrcgb#t
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obstacle-breecding and bridging materiel when it is

anticipated to be requred.

* The FASCO should arrange with battalion S4s for push

packages of critical amnmiticn, fuel, and repair parts.

* uel consumption will be high. The FASCO must be aware of

the high expenditures of the heavy battalion in the attack.

Fuel assets should be positioned forward.

* Ration cycle is straight MRE. Issue to heavy units enrh

MREs for entire oeration to free up se transportation.

* Maintenance considerations are similar to those for the

hasty attack. Also, for the light elements, air delivery of

critical class IX and evacuation of damaged equipnent should

be used whenever feasible.

* Assets mist be available to keep the FAST mobile.

The brigade S4 with the FASCO mist ensure that consolidation

and reorganization on the objective are planned in detail

for CSS.

Plan to resupply light Stinger tears.
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Establish maintenarne, recovery, and evacuation priorities

to suport the cnmarder's intent.

Battalion Considerations:

Combat trains are initially positioned forward, but they are

riot displaced until the objective is secured.

Ccubat trains nay move forward based cn distance and

available secure terrain for the move.

Once the objective is secure, LCGPACs =mt be pushed forward

to corduct imnsdiate resupply operations.

b. Military Police Support.

During offensive operations, one of the platcons accorpanies

the attacking force while the other continues to provide security to the

logistical base. The platoon acc-,anying the attackirg force provides

battlefield circulation control, extracts ESW/CIs to the rear and secures

the LOC back to the logistical base_. Security for the brigade h1 is

minimal.

c. Civil Affairs Support.
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• Language a•d culu.ral exqprtise/advise.

* CA area assessment. (Analysis of target nation aiport

structure, transportation system, airhead/port capacity,

water sources, etc.)

S• Control civilians to prevent interference with military

operations. (CA elements controls civilian detainees at

airfield)

• Coordinate host nation support. (facilities,

transportation, ect.)

7. COMMand and Control. (See Chapter •, Part Three, Section II B,

Paragraph 7, Cmmnard and Control and for deliberate attack

considerations.)

8. Nuclear,Biological, and Chemical.

The Smoke/Decontamination platoon is attached from corps assets.

The swke generators are eployed to the rear of the initial combat force

using terrain masking to increase survivability. Smoke is enployed under

proper MEIT-T conditions when it significantly increases friendly force

survivability without seriously degrading operational capability.
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Smoke is used to obscure enemy vision, harass the enemy, and

neutralize his firepower and mobility. This can be acoamplished during

day and night operations. The Vehicle Engine Exhaust Smoke System (VEESS)

is used to degrade the effectiveness of enemy antitank weapons during the

movement to contact. Fog oil will be pushed forward after each smae

mission.

Decon equipment will remain at the BSA until after offensive

operations or when requested to move forward. The best way to conserve

these limited resources and still sustain carbat power is by following the

four principles of decontamination:

* Decon as soon as possible.

* Decon only what is necessary.

* Decon as far forward as possible.

* Decon by priority.

The assigned MOPP level is based on =-T-', but a unit cannot

"fight dirty" indefinitely. Canron sense rust dictate eaployment.

An example of employing smoke assets in the offense is found

in Figure 4-3-21. Meteorological conditions are as follows:
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Wind Direction: frcmn SW to NE.
Wind Speed: 6 knots.
Temperature Gradient: Thrr~sizi.

Time: mst effective in early
nmL7Lnn or late evening.

E~z~ Th~ P~~O~S OR ~ AtPZ

ft.=2gow
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This type of smoke employment will provide a smoke

haze. The visibility is fron 50 to 150 meters. The smoke

screen will conceal grcord manaw-ar, breadung, and recovery

operations.

The smoke generators mu.st be placed in a hide position

with cover from enemy artillery.

Projected smoke should be used c knwn e y locations

before the attack i.e. O0J DOG, CAT, MXJSE, and LTCW. Smoke

generators can be used to secure the main attack rutes into

the objective areas. Deception smce shculd be used in

several locations to increase the fog of user.

SEMITON V. DEFENSIVE OPERATIONS

The defense is a temporary state that creates conditicns that perwit

the brigade to survive the initial shcck of the attack, to halt the enemmy,

to obtain superiority of combat, ccmbat support, CSS, and to gain the

initiative and go on the offensive. In the defense, a brir . may

simultaneously attack, defend, or delay. Light-heavy brigades are

expected to fight and defeat a regirental size unit.
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The light-heavy brigade employ a variety of patterns in the defense.

The rarnje of options available to the brigade can be visualized as a

ctntiumm of combinations of area and mobile defenses. At one enxd of the

contimnm is an area defense oriented on the retention of terrain. It

depends primarily on the use of firepr from fixed positions to deny

terrain. At the other end is the mobile defense focused exclusively on

"the eney. It depends primarily on fire and maneuver to disrupt and

destroy the attacking enemy forces. Typically, brigades combine the area

defense to control, stop, or canalize the attacker with the mobile defense

to strike and defeat the enemy's committed forces.

Brigades usually defend in sector with battalion task forces (light,

light-heavy, heavy-light, and heavy) defending, attacking or delaying in

support of the overall brigade defensive mission. To accanrulish this,

brigades may defend with battalion task forces defending in sector,

defending a strong point, defending a battle position, or a combination.

Whatever pattern is chosen, the overall scheme makes the greatest possible

use of maneuver and offensive tactics. This section will discuss

doctrine, tactics, and techniques, by battlefield operating systems, for

the integration and synchronization of a light-heavy brigade and its task

organized battalions. Three types of defense will be discussed. These

are; defend in sector, defend a strong point, and defend a battle

* position.

4

As in offensive operations, light and heavy operations have specific
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considerations. Feavy units have characteristics, battlefield focus,

capabilities, and limitations, which are different from the dismounted

battalion. For that reason, mutual planning develcpment of orders,

rehearsals, and coordination between respective czrznaders and staffs mist

take place to capitalize on relative advantages and offset weaknesses.

Nothing should be taken for granted during the planning and coordination

processes. (See Chapter 1, Part Three, Section II for specific planning

cosiderations.)

A. Potential tasks which a heavy unit may conduct in support of light

heavy defensive operations are:

* Counterattack.

* Cover obstacles with long-range, direct fire.

* Deceive erney about main defense.

* Covering force/security force.

* ~Reserve.

* Overwatch.
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R apid repo)sitionirq to prevent bypass-

Fix eney attack.

Provide long range antiarmr fires.

" * Deferd a battle position.

Potential tasks which a light force may ccnrit in support of

hjeavy-light defensive cperatiorQs are:

* Block or fix likely dismounted approaches.

* OcCUpy positions in depth.

* Block mounted infiltration routes in restrictive terrain.

S occupy strong points

* Security.

* Counter reomnnaissance.

a * OP/IPs.
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* Ambush.

Air assault to seize objectives.

Raids.

Reconnaissance.

* Defend obstacles against enemy reconnaissanc" units.

The fumdanentals of successful defense are prcparation, disruption,

concentration, and flexibility.

1. Preparation.

a. To properly prepare the defense, the defender must be

thoroughly familiar with the capabilities and the limitations of the

enemy, including the enemy's organization, corduct of the attack, weapons

system and equipment.

b. The defender analyzes the terrain in detail frcm all

perspectives and becc=nes intimately familiar with every feature which

could increase his chance of success. 7he attacker mist feel his way over
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the terrain, seeing each new carpartmnt for the first time. The defender

can prepare positions, construct obstacles, and ceal his efforts in

advance. The attacker must guess where the defender is located. The

defender initiates the fight from stationary positions which are difficult

to detect and which provide cover from enemy fire. The attacker musta

react to the defender and must either fire while moving or lose momentum

"by seeking covered positions. The defender develops flexible plans for

control of fire, movement, cammunicaticns, and logistics to fit any

predictable situation. The attacker adheres to a predetermined scheme and/

use destruction, or he alters his plan and risks an uncoordinated effort.

c. The defender must organize his defense around the weapons

mst effective against the principle threat. Mien facing a major armor

force, the allocation and positioning of antitank weapons such as Tm,

dragon, mines, and tanks should be paramount while other assets serve to

supplement their fires and neutralize their vulnerabilities Against an

infantry threat, infantry defeating weapons such as machine guns, mortars,

artillery, and small arms, plus anti-personnel obstacles are integrated to

create a barrier to stop and destroy the enemy forward of the defensive

position. As required, antitank weapons strengthen this barrier from

protected positions at ranges which optimize their engagement

capabilities. Effectiveness of all weapons is significantly increased

* when they are positioned where concealmrent and cover reduce or neutralize

£ enemy suppressive fires. Counterattack plans to support the brigades

defense and place the brigade in the offense are key to retaining the
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initiations.

2. Disruption.

a. Operational security is the defender's first requirent to

defeat an attack. Units must maintain operational security, avoid

patterns, and practice deception to hide their dispositions. Enry

reco efforts and probing attacks mist be defeated wit!hit

disclosing the scheme of defense to the enery. The ccunter-reconnaissance

battle is normally a prelude to the larger. bttle. The winner of this

battle is usually the winner of the final battle. Strcng security forces

to defeat enemy reconnaissance, phony initial positions or dmmy

positions, and obstacles are some of the measures used to incease

brigade/ battalion security in the defense.

b. An attacker's strength cames from speed, mass, and mutual

support of maneuver and combat support eleme--nts. Thve deferder =xst slow

the attack, disrupt the attacker's syncronization, and break up the

uxtual support between the attacker's synchronizaticn, and bre3k up the

nutual support between the attacker's ccrbat and =bat sup=t elem-nts.

Ths results in a piecemeal attack that can be defeated in detail.

Disruption is achieved by defeating or misleading his reccnnaissance

forces, impeding his maneuver, disrupting his reserves, neutralizing his

fire support and interrupting his fire and control. A general aim is to

force the attack to fight in more than one direction. This makes it more
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difficult for him to coordinate and concentrate forces and fires, and to

isolate and overwhelm the defender. It also makes the securing of his

flanks, combat sTport, combat service st~port, and coomand and control

elements more difficult.

3. Concentration.

a. The comander achieves concentration through designation of

the main effort. All other elements and assets support and sustain this

effort. The cammander may shift his focus by designating a new main

effort if necessary. A commander may weight his main effort in the

defense by:

*. Focusing counterattack plans in the sector.

* Making the sector narroer.

* Assigning the sector priority for obstacle preparation.

* Giving the sector priority of indirect fires.

* Assigning the sector mortar or artillery final protective

fires (FPF).

Positioning the reserve near, in, or behind the sector.
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b. Field artillery, engineers, infantry, air defense artillery,

tanks, tactical aircraft, and attack/assault helicopters, and electronic

warfare elements all contribute to mission success. The cacmander

integrates available assets so that their combined effect on the enemy is

far greater than the sun of their individual effects. Each asset, in

given circumstances, can be the most critical to the defense. M-e

1mnarder must ensure that arm is integrated so that the strengths of each

are maximized and their vulnerabilities reduced.

4. Flexibility.

a. Flexibility derives from sourd preparation and cmnand and

control. Contingency planning permits rapid action. Understanding the

ccmalnder's intent and contingency plans allows subrdinate cmmanders to

rapidly exploit enemy weaknesses.

Flexibility also requires that the cimander "see the

battlefield" to detect the enemy's scheme of maneuver in time to direct

fires and maneuver against it. IPB determines likely enemy actions while

security elements verify which actions are actually taking place. The

ccmmarder does not limit this intelligence gathering efforts only to the

forces in contact, but also concentrates on formations arrayed in depth.

The enemy may attempt to bypass areas where the defense is strong. Hence,

the defending conann er ensures he is able to detect and react to enemy
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movement along all possible avenues of approadc throuhut the course of

the battle. The defender must never allow the attacker to gain tactical

surprise.

Another means of attaining flexibility is throh the timely

allocation of artillery and mortar fire, tactical air sorties, and attack

"helicoter support. These assets can be quickly shifted to critical

points to delay, disrupt, or destroy an eemy attack and then be shifted

again to concentrate against other threats. Massin fires of infantry

weapons, because of their limited range, requires concentratirg sufficient

personnel and weapons before the battle. Otler direct fire weapons such

as TO•s and tanks can more easily concentrate their fires. TmW, because

of their accuracy at extended ranges, concentrate fires primarily throh

assignment of primary and secondary sectors of fire. Tanks, because of

their protection, more often reposition to concentrate fires.

Flexibility may also be adcieved through planning and

preparation of alternate and supplementary positions. By studying the

terrain, small reserves may be positioned near critical terrain or likely

enemy avenues of attack. Blocking positions, alternate positions, or even

strong points may be established to deny the enemy the dcance for a rapid

breakthrough. If armored urdts are available, they can be used to

Sconcentrate forces or counterattack at critical tries an places.

SCounterattack by dismounted infantry against armored forces is very

difficult. Hover, certain conditions provide dismounted infantrzy a
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distinct advantage over the enemy. A counterattack during reduced

visibility thrcoh armor restrictive terrain permits the infantry

battalion to close with the enemy before being detected. Infantry

counterattack against disorunted infantry can and should be conducted

whenever necessary to maintain the integrity of the defense and defeat the

attacker.

b. A brigade in a contingency operation must simultaneously

fight deep, close, and rear operatiors by coitting all combat, CS, and

CSS for employnent in deep operations, security operations, the main

battle area, reserve operations, and rear operations.

1. Deep Operations.

Deep operations are actions against enemy forces not yet in

contact with friend-ly forces. They prevent the enemy fron onntating

overwhelming combat power against the brigade main battle area (MBA)

forces. This is accomplished by separating attacking echelons from the

enemy's reserve and disrupting his ccunand and control, CS, and CSS. The

brigades deep battle begins will before the enemy closes with the main

battle area. The brigade use intelligence assets to acquire high value

targets whose destruction will severely restrict the enemy's ability to

conduct offensive operations. BAT, electronic warfare (ENJ assets, field

artillery fires, LSRUs, scouts, and stay-behind light infantry forces and

unconventional warfare forces are the chief means of conducting deep
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battle.

2. Security Cperaticns.

a. The brigade, in a contingency operation, cmeuts security

cperations forward, rear, and to its flanks to protect its freedom of

action by reducing its vulnerability to hostile acts, surprise or

influence. Security operations are characterized by aggressive

reona~issance to reduce terrain and enemy urkxrns, gaining and

maintaining contact with the enemy to ensure continuous information and

providing early and accurate reporting of information to the brigade.

b. Security operations may take the form of a screen, guard, or

covering force missions:

* Screening forces primarily corduct surveillance operations

to provide early warning to MBA forces and counter-

reotis c operations to dirp enmmy reconaissanc

force.

* Guard forces accoaplish screening force tasks and prevent

enemy ground observation of the main body.

* Covering force is the first echelon of a two echelon
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defense. It fights to destroy the leading enemy formation.

It provides early warning, furnishes information about the

enemy's disposition, and gains time for the MBA forces to

prepare defenses. It also delays, disorganizes, and

deceives the enemy as to the location of the MBA.

c. The covering force is deployed as far forward of the MBA as

the terrain and composition of the covering force allow. A task force

from the brigade fights the covering force battle.

d. The coamander's estimate determines the size and ocmpcsition

of the force. Units with the greatest firepower and mobility are best

suited for the job. Mobility facilitates erployment in depth across the

brigade front. Light infantry forces should receive firepower/ mobility

augmentation. Additional assets include artillery, engineer, HI, ADA,

army aviation, EW and chemical (snoke or NBC reconnaissance) units. The

covering force is controlled at brigade.

e. As the enemy attacks, the covering force fires long-range
direct and indirect fire to slow the advance. As the ensny advances, the

covering force adjusts positions, and where possible continues to fight or

screen far fomerud. Deliberate targeting of specific elerr-_nts of the

attacking force by the covering force aids the defense in the MBA.

Priority targets for the covering force should be enemy reconnai"sance
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groups, ADA systems, forward observer vehicles, enemy comranders, C3

systems, and engineer assets. Destruction of thoe targets degrades the

enemy force's ability to react once be arrives in the MBA. As elements of

the covering force aproach the MBA, battle haredover is executed with MBA

forces.

* f. Battle handover represents the transition of combat

qperaticns responsibility from the security force to the MBA. Handver

occurs when the MBA forces are able to engage enemy forces with direct and

organic inlirect fire weapons based on recmndations of the security

force and MBA cmmander (2-4 km forward of the FEBA). The brigade

camPzxer designates a phase line as the handover line, cntact points and

passage points. The transition will occur in sone areas while security

forces continue to fight the enemy in other areas. The actual handover

takes place when directed by the brigade commander, covering forces retain

freedom of maneuver prior to passage of lines. Security forces mist pass

around or through MBA forces as quickly as possible to minimize their

vulnerability. The preferred method for the passage of lines is to move

arourd a friendly force rather than through it to minimize tactical

vulnerability and possible confusion. These forces move to and assume

battle positions in the MBA or move to locations to rearm, reorganize, and

prepare for future operations. (Units with critical reserve missions

sxild not be placed in the covering force area (CFA) to revert to reserve

missions on coupletion of the covering force operation.)
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3. Main Battle Area Operations.

The decisive fight is fought by the brigade's main battle forces

and reserve. Forces positioned in the MBA control or repel penetration.

Reserves are maneuvered to destroy penetration formations or to attack

deep; both operations seek to retain the initiative. Te effects of deep

and covering force operations coupled with sustaining efforts from the

rear area combine with the main battle operations to defeat the enemy.

Brigade cmander's assign battalions sectors, battle positions,

or strong points based on their estimate of the situation. Assigned

sectors will coincide with a major avenue of approach, while battle

positions normally are designed on the flanks of main approaches and

strong points block a major avenue of approach.

The brigade commarder designates and sustains the main effort by

giving priority of artillery, engineer, and clo,-e air support assets. The

cotmriner strengthens the effort or the rrst dangerous avenue by narrowing

the sector of the unit astride it, allocating additional combat, combat

support, and combat service support assets and assigning priorities to

targets.

During the estimate of the situation, the brigade corander mist

determine the size, composition, and mission of the reserve force. Shock,

mobility, and firepower are vital to the success in the erployment of a
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reserve force.

In addition to the designated reserve forces, the brigade

commarder should prepare to reorganize or redesignate a reserve o the

initial reserve force is committed. Forces -ast easily designated are the

reserves of subordinate units, depending on their level of commitment.

IV Prior to the reserve being committed, engineers are assigned mobility/

countermobility tasks in support of the reserve commander's multiple

routes of movement. It is essential that control of engineem task

organized to support the reserve pass to the reserve force in sufficient

time to link up, resupply, reorganize, and rehearse to support the reserve

mission.

/

Attack helicopters are normally held initially in brigade reserve

or designated as the reserve temporarily during the battle when other

reserves have been committed. Because of their mobility and firepower,

attack helicopters are the quickest and mst effective means )f stopping

moving enemy tank penetrations.

The brigade coarmnder uses decision points thrcauxht the sector

to trigger early decisions on commitment of the reserve and other

actiors. Enemy arrival at decision points is tied to the time and space

Sconsiderations needed for ezployment of the reserve. Ths information is

* graphically portrayed on the decision support template.
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In planning offensive actions of the reserve, the brigade

cmznaer considers the enemy situation and estimates the time and

distance factors relating to following ernmy echelons. Thn he determines

which of his units will attack, where they will be positioned after the

attack, and what interdiction cr deep attack is necessary to isolate the

wemy. Attacking units seek to awrid enemy strength. the most effective

attacks seize strong positions which permit the attacking force to deliver

fire on an exposed enemy's flanks and rear. If the reserve force is to

stay and defend against arcther enemy echelcn, it mist complete its tasks,

reorganize, and gain good defensive positicns befcre overwatching or

foliwing enemy echelons can interfere.

Althougih he plans for counterattack contingercies in the overall

defensive planning, the brigade ccmerard realizes that it is unlikely

that the enemy course of action will correspond exactly to prepared attack

plans. As the situation develops, the conrd=r anvaers these basic

questions:

* Is an MBA counterattack feasible or should the reserve be

employed to contain enemy forces?

%hen and where should the reserve counterattack be executed?

In the event of a penetration of the MBA, which eneny

echelon should be attacked and which shzuld be blockrd or
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contained?

Te brigade's reserve counterattack plan normally includes:

mission, a brief statement of the mission assigned by the higher

a r and the intent of the higher headquarters; assumptios, the

size and shape of an assumed penetration or enemy formation; the strength

and campositicn of the enemy force; and the status of friendly forces in

the MBA. Other factors include the capability to contain the enemy; deep

battle assets available to support the attack; the strength and

responsiveness of the reserve at the time of the attack execution; and the

availability and capabilities of nuclear and chemical minitions.

Defensive organizations vary greatly. A significant obstacle in

the MBA, such as a river, favors a terrain oriented defense planned to

destroy enemy forces caught astride or against the obstacle. Paserves are

used to destroy enemy forces that have crossed the obstacle. Speed of

such a conterattack is essential to destroy isolated forces before they

can be reinforced.

A defense may also be structured around static, mutually

supporting positions deployed in depth thrcuglut the MBA. Its
A, effectiveness may be enhanced by holding cut a large mobile reserve and

Scommitting fewer elements to the initial MBA defense. The primary

* function of coimmtted elements in such a defense is to slow the attack and

fight it throughout the area. Ground and/or air units then strike eposed
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erwy forces and engage these that have p-etrated the defwzý area.

FIGURE 4-3-22, DEC' ST1PP3

Mhe brigade ocmmt=,4er and staff mist reogie tIA: likelihood of

penetrat-ions of the MBA whien they are fighting large mo "" '•cres.

Penetration of the MBA and separation of adjacent units ana apt to occur

if nuclear and chemical weapons are being use. Ws.n m=% netrations

occur, MBA forces nust. continue to fight. Mi- ==t alIso prtc their
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flanks, and strike at the enemy's flank to reestablish contact across

areas of penetration. Some penetrations can be eliminated by the brigade

reserve, CAS, or army attack helicopters.

4. Reserve Operations.

MTe primary purpose of the brigade reserve in the defense is to

preserve the cmriarder's flexibility of action. Seccrdary purposes of the

reserve are:

* To reinforce the defense of ccmitted forces.

* To contain ernmy force that have penetrated the FEBA.

* To react to rear area threats.

* To relieve depleted units and to provide for continuous

Soperations.

The reserve counterattack, when ctmitted, become the brigade

main effort. The brigade comnarnder avoids piecemeal commitment of the

reserve. The brigade ccomander does not counterattack as an autoatic

* reaction to an enemy penetration nor does he commit the reserve solely

because an enemy force has readced a certain phase line or area. M=

possible, the counterattack is laundced when the enemy presents his flank
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or rear, when he has become overextended, or when his momentm

dis-sipates. Success of the reserve depends on its timely cmnitment,

mass, surprise, speed, and boldness.

9

Counterattacks against the enemy's rear or flank offer the best

chance of cutting hin off, disrupting his attack, and destroying his

ccmiitted forces. The brigade cacmarder normally bases the attack on an

existing counterattack plan which is modified to fit the actual situation.

As the opportunity presents itself, reserves are employed in a

spoiling attack role to throw the enmy preparations of an attack off

stride. The spoiling attack delays, disrupts, and destroys the enemy's

capability to launch an attack. Te objective of the attack is to destroy

enemy personnel and equipnent, not to secre terrain and other physical

objectives. Haever, oppcrtunities to regain the initiative should not be

lost.

The following basic considerations affect the use of the spoiling

attack:

* The position of the reserve assembly area.

* �C nders designate the size of the force to be used and

the acceptable risks in any spoiling attack.
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* Spoiling attacks are not cdted if the loss or

destruction of the force jeopardizes the ability of the

reserve to accmplish its primary defensive mission.

* Mobility of the force available for the spoiling attack

should be equal to or exmed that of the enemy force.

* Deep operations are necessary to ensure the success of the

spoiling attack.

5. Rear Operations.

7he brigade rear area extends from the forward battalion rear

boundaries to the brigade rear boundary. Units in the brigade rear area

are responsible for planning defense against Levels I, II, and III enrmy

threats. operations against a Level III rear area threat forces a major

change in the brigade's mission. The brigade mist provide forces to

defeat Level II and III threats. Fire support, with its ability to shift

on the battlefield faster than other forms of combat pare, is key to rear

operations.

D. Defensive operations may take a wide variety of forms. Fowver,

traditional usage divides defensive operations into the two broad

categories of mobile defense and area defense.
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1. Mobile defenses focus an the destruction of the attacking force

by permitting the eneny to advance into a position which expcses him to

counterattack and envelopment by a mobile reserve. The mobile defense is

characterized by relatively small forces forward and the use of maneuver

suported by time and obstacles to rest the initiative from the attacker

after he has entered the defenied area. To successfully exete a mobile

defense, the force must have mobility greater than or equal to the enemy'd

and must be able to form the large reserve which will ccrduct the decisivý

counterattack. Additionally, a mobile defense cannot be conducted unless

the temporary loss of sane terrain is acceptable. For these reasons, a

mobile defense is normally conducted by division and larger formations,

although, in some circurrtace, large brigades may execute this pattern

of defense. In any case, heavy forces are required for the reserve, and

ry also be used as security forces or to contain anticipated

penetrations. Light forces in a mobile defense are usually eployed to

hold strong points in suitable terrain within or adjacent to the area of

the enemy's penetration, or, in some cases, to stop the enemy during the

counterattack.

2. The area defense is usually corducted to deny the ernny access to

specific terrain for a specified time and does not ensure destruction of

the attacking force. The bulk of the defending forces are deployed to

retain ground using a combinaticn of defensive positions and small mobile

reserves. Caianders organize the defense around the static framework

provided by the defensive positions, seeking to destroy enemy forces by
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interlocking fires or by local co•c•erattack of enem units penetrating

between defensive positions.

Both light and heavy forces may conduct area defense. When a

defending force is predominantly light, such a defense is usually

required. Area defense may be coducted in varying depth, dependi•g on

"the mission, forces available, and the nature of the terrain. A forward

defense may often be required. However, it is nmuh more difficult to

execute than a defense in greater depth due to its lack of flexibility

stemming fr early camnitr-. to decisive combat. Hence, it is me

dependent on rapid and accurate identification of and concentration

against the enemy main effort. When area defense is conducted in depth,

elents in the security area identify and control the enemy's main effort

while holding off secordary thrusts. Counterattacks on the flanks of the

main attack then seal off, isolate, and destroy penetratini enemy farces.

infantry forces generally conduct an area defense.

Against enemy armor and mechanized units a defense in depth is

employed. Against a pred•xently infantry force, a forward defense is

generally appropriate. However, the commander may array his forces in any

combination as a result of his estimate.

E. Brigade coomanders normally conduct the defense by having the

battalions defend using three basic types of defense. These are defend in
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sector, defend from a battle position, defend a strong point, or a

combination.

1. Defend in Sector.

A defensive sector is an area designated by boundaries that

define where a unit operates and the terrain for which it is responsible.

A sector is the most c n defensive control masure for the battalion.

Sectors may be used in both the MIA and security ar-a. Battalion

sectors are oriented on reginsntal avenues of akpracei and are used when

the situation 1-s vague, when multiple avenues prohibit ccentration, or

hden the commander wishes to allow maximm freedcm of action to his

subordinates. Sectors are generally deeper than they are wide to permit

the defending unit to fight the battle in depth and to provide sufficient

space for CSS assets. A commander defending a sector mu-t defeat mnym

forces within his sector boundaries, maintain his flank security, and

comply with the brigade cmannader's intent.

Defend in sector is t2-- least restrictive dzfensive coration.

It allows the battalion commander to plan and exectee his defense using

whatever technique is necessary to accarplish the mission. He imy use

sectors, battle positions, strong points, or a combination of measures to

acccuplish his mission.
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2. Defend fram a Battle Position.

A battle position (BP) is a general locati-n and orientation t.

forces on the ground, from which units defend. The BP can be for units

from battalion to platoon. A irwit assigned a battle position is located

within the general area of the position. Security forces may operate wall

forward and to the flanks of battld positions for early detection of the

enemy and for all around security. Units can maneuver in and outside of

the battle position as necessary to adjust fires or to seize opportunities

for offensive action in coupliance with the commarder's intent. Units

occupying a battle position my not be tied into adjacent units.

Threfore, plans for an all around defense assume greater significance.

The BP may be either enemy-oriented or terrain-oriented and is

most often used:

* To block enemy avenues of approach (deliberate or hasty

defense).

* To hold terrain determined decisive by the brigade or

division cammider.

To concentrate fires on one avenue.

* On routes into the defender's flanks.
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* Near potential enem airborne and air assault landing zones.

The cimnarxder may maneuver his eleents freely within the

assigned BP. Mhen the comnarder maneuvers his forces outside the BP, he

notifies the next higher commazder and coordinates with adjacent units.

Battalion security, CS, and CSS assets are frequently positioned outside

the battle position with appr6val frcm the headquarters assigning the

battle position.

3. Defend a Strong Point

A strong point is a fortified defensive position which is used to

shape and control anticipated enemy penetration into the defended area.

It is usually prepared by a battalion to defeat an attack fram any

direction. A strong point is essentially an antitank battle position that

cannot be overrun or bypassed by tanks and that can be reduced by infantry

only with the expenditure of much time and an overwhelmng force. Strong

points can be established in isolation when restrictive terrain is on its

flanks. It may also be tied to defensive positions of units on its

flanks.

4

A strong point takes several days to construct. EBrhasis mist be

placed on overhead cover against enemy artillery attacks, and on a defense

in depth through the preparation of multiple positions. The ca a der

mist realize that the preparation of a strong point is costly in terms of
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manpower, engineer suport, and barrier materiel; the force establishing

the strong point may become isolzAted or lost; and as a miniiwm, they lose

their freedom to mneuver otitside the strct point.

F. These three types of defense are exercised by establishing a forward

defense or a defense in depth. mhe tecnique used is based on MEIT-T.

1. Forward Defense.

a. A forward defense has interlocking and overlapping

oservation and fields of fire along the FEBA to preclude penetration.

The defender evploys the bulk of his combat power well forward in the MBA

to stop eremy forces as far forward of the FEBA as possible. The bulk of

the manexvr units are forwmrd to gain interlocking small arms fire within

and between ccnPanies. The =& likely avenues of enemy approach are

weighted with combat power, while prudent risks are accepted by

economizing in less likely areas. The defender relies on fighting frp.

prepared positions and on a high volume of direct and indirect fires to

stop the attacker. The reserve is usually small and is used to reinforce

forward units, gile depth to the defense, block penetrations, cr

cmunterattack to regain key terrain. If a small tank unit is attached, it

can be used as the basis of a counterattack force if the terrain is

suitable.
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b. Minefields and other obstacles are positioned and covered by

fire to slow and inflict casualties on the attacker. He is engaged,

initially, at long ranges by violent supporting fires (tactical air,

attack helicopters, and field artille-y) to disrupt the momentam and

synchronization of his attack. Subsequent fires frcm mortars, machine

guns, and small arms engage him as he comes into range. Should the

defense be penetrated, the enemy advance must be blccked. Counterattacks

are then conducted by intense fires and minimum essential manrver to

destroy isolated or weakened enemy forces and regain vital terrain.

c. Adoption of a forward defense is appropriate when:

The enemy threat is primarily infantry, or natral or

man-made obstacles neutralize the mobility of a mounted

enemy and force him to attack dismounted.

* Specific terrain along the FEBA must be retained.

* Sufficient rescurces are available to provide adequate

density of combat p across the sector to detect and stop

an infantry attack.

* Defensible terrain is available in the forward portion of

the battalion's sector. a
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2. Defense in Depth.

a. Infantry battalion sectors may contain an aproach usable by

armor forces. While these approaches will normally not be suitable for

major breakthrý g efforts by large enemy forces, they pose a major threat

to the continuity .f the local defense. If penetration by mounted forces

occurs, adjacent units become vulnerable to attacks from the flank and

rear. These armor approaches cannot be defended by a forward array of

forces. Such an array is vulnerable to being rapidly overrun or

penetrated while under massive artillery, smoke, and direct fire

suppression. To avoid rupture, the battalion and the brigade must array

forces in depth. This requires narraw'er fronts and more forces.

b. This deposition of the battalion contains a series of

mutually supporting antiarmor battle positions on armor restrictive

terrain, protected by infantry, and strengthened by obstacles. The closer

the forward positions can take on linear characteristics, the better,

since infiltration by dismounted infantry is also a threat to the
/

defender. Positions are arrayed in depth and remain in place except for
local or internal movement to alternate or supplementary positions. If

certain positions beccme untenable during the battle, they may be ordered

to withdraw according to previously prepared plans. The depth of the

defense is derived from the initial positioning of forces, not from

* •manmever.
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c. This disposition is stroner against armr, but somehat

mure vulnerable to infantry attack or conbined arms action directed

against one position at a time. Therefore, in the preparation of

positions, en~iasis is placed on all around security and mutual su4ort.

Eacd battle position should have:

* Dug-in fighting positions with frontal cover as a minimum;

positions continually iqproved as tim and resource permit.

* All around defense.

Protective mines and other obstacles to make the positions

as "tank-proof" as possible.

Mutually supporting positions for key weapons.

Covered and corncaled routes of respply and withdrawal, if

ordered.

Armor ambushes anrad with Dragon and light antitank weapons

(LAW) between battle positions to preclude mounted bypass

during periods of limited visibility.

Extensive patrolling during periods of limited visibility to

preclude dismounted infiltration.
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d. Men deploying in deth, the intent is to defeat the unted

attacker as far forward as possible, confronting him sinutzneciusly with

effective antiarmor fires from multiple battle position as he attempts to

maneuver around them. Mines, other obstacles, infantry positions, and

patrols close gaps which, because of terrain masking or heavy woods,

cnnot be covered effectively by fire. The attacker is engaged at loq

ranges with fires from tactical aircraft, attack helicopters, and field

artillery, then by organic antiarmor weapons positioned to deliver fires

at maximum ranges from multiple directions. As the eney closes,

antiarmor weapons may move to alternate and suplementary firing positions

within the battle position to continue firing and avoid being bypassed.

Fields of fire are cleared to fully exploit the range of all antiarmor

weapon.

G. A discussion of the defense by battlefield operating systems follows:

1. Intelligence.

a. Defense Considerations.

IEW assets in support of the defense, enable the task force

comander to "see the battlefield", and provide early warning of the enemy
4

* array, intent, and actions. In order to provide early warning of enemy
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intetions/ actions, and to provide targeting information, it is

inprative that M1 assets be task organized and deployed early.

b. IEW Employment consideratins:

(1) GSR teams are key players to the early warning effort

with detection capabilities up to 10 km (AN/PPS 5) or 3 km (AN/PPS 15) for

moving vehicles and euipmnt. Either has the capability to see through

battlefield smoke and during periods of limited visibility. In addition,

their range finding capability can provide highly accurate target location

data for attack by indirect fire systens.

* GSRs must be provided a dedicated responsive reporting

net to support the early warning effort. These assets

should also be provided an alternate reporting net vi

case problems o on the primary net.

* GSRs are active emitters; operator proficiency is a

must.

* PPS-15s are lightweight and best utilized in restricted

terrain on foot mobile avenues of approach, PPS-5s

should be enployed to make maximum utilization of their

extended range.
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* Em1oy GSRs on high grcund to take full adantage of

their ranges and use patrols and OPs to cover GSR dead

space.

* Integrate GSRs and NOis to complement the effort and

for target confirmation.

* The suported unit, normally the battalion task force,

must provide security for GSR Teams.

(2) Collection and Jazmnir (C & J).

* C & J assets operate well forward in battalion sectors.

* Voice collection tears, both manpacked and vehicle

mxmted, require time to displace.

* Intercept operators must be alert to enemy deception

attempts.

* If jamming assets are available, coordination must

, Co between the cczaz-aer, S-2, S-3, and FSO to

insure integration with fire and maneuver.
46

(3) Long Range Surveillance (IRS) Teams.
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* Use teams to monitzx alcng primary avenues of approah.

IRS teams must minimize movement to enh-ance survival.

Use teams where other resources cannot monitor NAIs.

(4) Scouts.

* Scouts need to send quick formatted messages to prevent

detection by enery DF systems.

Scouts need to survive and report. Stress that they

should avoid contact, remain undetected, and repcrt

activity.

* Consider augmentirn sccuts with GSPs to extend

surveillance capability.

* Use light scouts as IPs/OPs to monitor NAIs and TAIs

along avenue of approach. Heavy scouts can cperate

deeper and assist in counter-reconnaissance.
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One GSR team is provided to the light task force in the

west and one to the heavy task force in the east. Mie task

force S-2s will plan the employment of GSR team to su0ort

the task force amnander 's battle plan. The third GSR team

augments the forward deployed HVY scouts to extend their

surveillance capability. GSRs will include NAIs in sector

of scan. GSRs are tasked to provide early warning for the *

o-nter-reconnaissance plan.

Low level voice intercept (LLVI) teams will establish

positions with best line of sight to the FEBA. TRO-32 (V2)

systems (if available) will establish direction finding

base-line positions behind LLVI tears. Try to position

assets 2-3 km fran the FEBA. During early stages of the

defense, priority for collection is threat reconnaissance

nets. They report terrain referenes or obstacle

descriptions passed by threat reconnaissance. This can

assist in locating threat reconnaissance units during

movement through the area. Hasty anbushes can then destroy

threat reconnaissance.

LRS tears monitor NAIs along avenues of approach beyond

the range of G-Sqs targetirq threat units as they move
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throuigh restricted terrain or preplanned TAIs. IFS teai

report enemy primary attardck raxte and high value targets.

Scouts play a key role in cmunter-rnam.issazc.

Heavy scouts have the nobility to screen larger areas

farther forward. 7hey can call indirect fire on threat

reconnaissance elements or report locations for ambushes.

Light scout employment is primarily as IPs/OPs. Consider

augmenting scouts with GSR teams or elements fro the AT

platoon for added mobility.

Coapany patrol plans and LP/OPs are key to the R&S

plan. They cover dead space and provide security for

units. Light forces are best suited to acaiplish this

mission. Patrols provide 360 degree coverage for units.

euest, dog teams to sport cownter-recnaissance

operations. Bottnm line wo'nter-recnaissance battle mst

be won to deny the eney knowledge of the obstacles and

positions of tank killing systems.

d. Other Planning Considerations:

Use RERBASS to enhance early warning.
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Consider the integration of tank thermal sights at night and

during smoke operations with IE4 assets.

Use heavy scout night vision capability. 4

0
Light scouts have a small signature, excellent

x remaissance capability, and land navigation skills.

Deploy interrogation teas well forward to inediately

exploit EPWs for cobat information.

2. Maneuver.

a. Light-Heavy Brigade.

The key to a light-heavy brigade successfully ccting a

defense is that the comander mist maximize his cobat pc,.'_r by offsetting

the inherent weaknesses of one type of force with the inherent stengths

of the other type of force. In a light-heavy defense, the heavy task

force missions in support of a light brigade defense are to defend in

sector, defend a battle position, defend a strorn point, or serve as the

brigade covering force, counterattack force or the brigade reserve. While

acccmplishing these missions, the heavy task force can cover obstacles

with long-range direct fire, deceive the enemy as to where the main

defense is, and provide long-rarge antiarmor fires for the light force.
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(1) Defense in sector is the least restrictive to the heavy

or heavy-light task force and takes advantage of the tactical mobility of

the unit. The assigned sector is based upon the modified combined

obstacle overlay and the enemy's most probable course of action. A single

task force can defend a sector that has up to two MMR avenues of approach

or up to four MB avenues of approach. The total distance betwn the

farthest avenues should not be more than 10-12 kilometers. This will

allow part of the task force to fix the enemy attack while the remainder

of the task forces maneuvers to destroy the attacker.

The heavy task force should be expce to defeat the

attack of a MRR. To accomplish this, the heavy task force must be given

defensi ble terrain and augmented with the necessary combat support, and

combat service support assets.

Preparation of a defense in sector will take between 30

and 72 hours. Natural obstacles, chokepoints, and firirn positions will

red'ic the preparation time required. Tim for rehearsals of the defense

"and movement between positions must be allocated within this ti-m period.

The terrain of the sector should generally be open

providing long range fields of fire and observation (1800 meters to 4 or

5 km). This need sacrifices cover and concealnent. The depth of the

sector mist allow the task force to maintain mobility and avoid decisive

engagement by the enemy (typically a task force sector is 15 to 25
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kilometers from FLOT to rear boudary). Sectors give battalion task

forces the freedom to raneuver and decentralize fire planning to a great

extent. It enables thorough planning of fires and obstacles. It allows

the task force coamander to distribute his teams to suit the terrain and

plan a battle in depth which fully integrates direct and indirect fires.

In assigning sectors to the forward battalions, the brigade commander mist

ensure that the defensive plans of each of the battalions are compatible,

and that brigade control measures (e.g. coordination points and phase

lines) are sufficient for flank coordination. If the battalions prepare

their defensive plans in isolation, an assailable flank between battalions

could easily occur.

When assigning defense in sector missions to heavy task

forces, the brigade should consider at least the following:

* Line of sight from their position to the EA.

Fields of fire to enable heavy forces to engage ner or

a few of the erney targets at a time without being

exposed to the entire enemy.

Positions where there is cover ard concealment.

Positions where flark and rear shots can be achieved

with missile systems.
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* Lateral dispersion and depth to minimize the enemy's

success in suppression.

Maneuver roam to create alternate and supplementary

positions.

Mutual support.

* Minimizing the effects of limited visibility.

* Freedo to maneuver for repositioning as required.

Not placed on obvcous terrain whii would be targeted

for preparatory fires.

(2) Task force battle positions are used when the brigade

cmraer wishes to retain control over the maneuvering and positioning of

his task forces. They are also used whn it is necessary to rapidly

nezntrate task forces, and when terrain is open with good field of

fire. ihen tle brigade ccnarder establishes battle positions, he

ontrols maneuver outside those battle positions. He prescribes primary

directions of fire by the orientation of the position and assmes

responsibility for fire and maneuver planning between mutually supporting

positions of different battalions.
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Task force battle positions should block or dominate

motorized rifle regLment (MMR) avenues of aproach. A heavy task fcrca

battle position (BP) could be used to step the first echelon attack,

forcing the second echelon to stop or slow while in restrictive terrain.

The task force BP should be of sufficient size to allow all carpany/ teams
4

of the task force to maneuver within it (2-4 km by 4-6 kim). When

opportunities exist, elements of the task force can easily counterattack

outside the BP to destroy the enemy or to regain terrain.

The procedure for developing task force BPs is similar

to a sector. The brigade begins by positioning companies, then groups

them into a BP. The task force should be assigned to occupy, prepare., or

reconnaissance each BP they are assigned.

The brigade can assign corpany/ team BP within a task

force sector for a specific mission (restricts task force cicnarnJer) or

they can assign on order task force BP in one or more task force sectors

to cocrentrate fires. The task force can not defend in sector and defend

a task force BP simultaneously.

(3) A strong point is rarely established by heavy-light

forces. It is established only after the crnander determines that a

strong point is absolutely necessary to slow the enemy or to prevent a

penetration of his defensive system. The decision to do so must be

carefully weighed, accounting for the following factors:
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* Considerable time, barrier material, and engrinee

suport is necessary to develop an effective strong

point.

* The force that establishs the strong point may becom

isolated or lost.

The force that establishes the strong point loses its

freedom to maneuver outside the strong point.

The force that establishes the strong point must be

given sufficient time to build the position. The more

time the better.

(4) Heavy pure task forces are ideally suited as reserve or

counterattack forces. 7heir arm= protection, mobility, and

cau~mnications allow them to react and maneuver when under fire. Men

assigned this mission, the heavy task force should be located on or near

trafficable terrain which leads to its points of employment.

The heavy task force can successfully counterattack

when the force ratio is 1:1 or better (defeat of a

Motorized Rifle Battalion (MRB) or Tank Battalion

(TB)). When committed it becaoes the brigade rain
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effort. It is imperative that the ccmmander avoid

piecemeal cormitment of the reserve.

The best employment of the counterattack force is
against the enemy's rear or flanks. It should only be

used frontally as a last resoit. Any of these attacks

can be done by maneuver and fire or by fire alone.

(5) At times, the heavy task force can be employed in

spoiling attack roles to throw the enemy preparations for the attack off

stride. Basic considerations that affect the use of a heavy, heavy-light

task force in a spoiling attack are:

The spoiling attack delays, disrdpts, and destroys the

enemy's capability to launch his attack.

The objective of the attack is to destroy enemy

personnel and equiprent, not to secure terrain and

other physical objectives.

* Cmanders may want to limit the size of the force to

be used in a spoiling attack.

b

Spoiling attacks are not conducted if the loss or

destruction of the force jeopardizes the ability of the
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command to accmplish its defensive mission.

* Mobility of the force available for the spoiling attack

should be equal to, or exceed that of the enemy force.

* Attack by artillery or air of enemy reinforcements is

necessary to ensure the success of the attack.

* �he attacker must have a force ratio advantage greater

than 3:1.

(6) In some situations, the brigade cammarler determines

that he cannot counterattack with a reasonable chance of success. He then

uses resources to contain or to delay the enemy in order to gain time for

the employment of the reserve of the higher echelon.

As they plan their battle, the brigade commander and

staff consider how reinforcing battalions and companies will be integrated

into the defensive scheme, placement of battle positions, the routes they

will use, and the command and control arrangements. The positioning and

movement of reinforcements is speeded up by designating the routes and

providing traffic control personnel and guides at contact points to lead

and to brief them on the situation. Sccuts and military police can

* provide traffic control.
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(7) The heavy or heavy-light task force can be used as a

security force forward of the brigade sector. It possesses the organic

elements to find and destroy division and regimental reconnaissance forces

along with the advance guard of a MRR organized for the march. The task

force should cause the enemy MRR to comnit forces to the main attack,

identify and report this to the brigade. The task force will normally be

dispersed across the entire brigade front and will not have ernuh time or

9 ~depth of sector to defeat this attack.

(8) Eanzples of a Light-Heavy Brigade EDployment:

(a) In restrictive terrain, against a light or

light-heavy force, the brigade may defend with two light-heavy task forces

forward and a heavy-light task force and attack helicopters in reserve.

The heavy and light scuts establish a screen to the front. Upon

completion of the screen mission, the scouts conduct stay-behind

operations to direct non-attributable fires onto priority targets. The

light-heavy task force conduct a forward defense in sector ernploying the

bulk of the combat poer as far forward in the MBA as possible. The most

likely avenues of approach are weighted with heavy ard light assets as

appropriate. The intent is to defeat the enemy as far forward of the FEBA

as possible. The reserve is to reinforce forward units, give depth to the

defense, block penetrations, or counterattack to regain key terrain.

(b) In open terrain against a mounted threat
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(heavy-light or heavy), the brigade should establish a defense in depth

with battalions in battle positions and terrain permitting a strong

point. A screen is established by task organized heavy-light scouts. The

scouts, initially as a screen then as a stay behind force direct

non-attributable fires on enemy reconnaissance units and designated

priority targets. A strong point may be prepared and occupied by a

light-heavy or light task force. The strong point is the hinge pin of the
defense, it mst be tied into restricted terrain or to defensive positions

of units on its flanks. In this situation, a light-heavy task force

defends from a battle position on the flank of the strong point which has

the most restricted terrain. The heavy-light task force defends fram a

battle position on the flank with the least restrictive terrain.

Enagement areas are established and supported with attack helicopters. A

mechanized infantry team is held in reserve with the mission to reinforce

forward units, block penetrations and to counterattack to regain key

terrain.

The intent is to defeat the mounted attacker as

far forward as possible, confronting him simultaneously with effective

antiarmor fires from multiple battle positions as he attets to maneuver

around them. The brigades deep battle is conducted by stay-behind scouts

directing non-attributable fires and by USAF CAS and BAI. The attacker

cannot move through the engagement area due to the strong point and his
4

Sroutes of egress are blocked by FASCAM. The attacker is defeated in

detail.
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(c) In broken terrain against a light, light-heavy, or

heavy threat, the brigade should establish its main defense on restrictive

terrain. It can defend with two light-heavy task forces forward as-d a

heavy-light team in reserve. A covering force is established with a heavy

or heavy-light task force. As the enemy attacks, the covering force fires

long-range direct and indirect fire to slow the eneiry down. The covering
/

force adjusts its positions and continues to fight.

As elements of the covering force approach the

MBA, battle handover is execute with the MBA forces. The heavy-light

task force moves to an assembly area for reorganization, then becomnes the

reserve. In the MBA, the light-heavy task forces corduct a forward

defense in sector employing the bulk of their canbat pc*&-e as far forward

as possible. The most likely avenues of approach are weighted as required

with heavy and/or light forces as appropriate.

The reserve is initially small with missions to

reinforce forward units, give depth to the defense, block penetrations or

counterattack to regain key terrain. LUpon link-up with the heavy-light

task force, it may be employed as a counterattack force on the enemy's

flank. The intent is to defeat the enemy as far forward of the FEBA as

possible. The brigade's deep battle is corducted with USAF BAI and if the

opportunity presents itself with a heavy or heavy-light counterattack on

the enemy's flank.
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* In broken to open terrain against a r~zte threat

(heavy, heavy-ligt, motorized), the brigade can defer~d with
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a heavy-light task force defending in depth on the primary

armor avenue of approach and a light-heavy task force

defending in depth on the secondary avenue of approach. In

this scenario, a screen is established by a light task force

to report and direct non-attributable fire on enemy

reconnaissance forces. This task force becomes a

stay-behind force and attacks enemy C3, CS, and CSS acssets

either by non-attributable fires or direct action. The

reserve consists of a heavy team and attack helicopters. It

is used to reinforce forward units, block penetrations and

to counterattack to regain key terrain.

The intent is to defeat the mounted attacker as far

forward as possible. The USAF and the light task force

conducts the brigades deep operations striking at enemy

C3 , CS, CSS assets and reserves. As the =nuted attacks

moves into the various engagaent areas, the enemy is

conZ,-wited simultaneously with effective antiarmor fires

from multiple battle positions and attack helicopters. Mhe

enemy's forward movement is blocked by obstacles and his

route of egress from the engagement areas by FASCAM. The

enemy is defeated in detail.

Through the IPB process the oanander believes the main

attack will be on the open terrain in the east with a
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suporting attack on the MB size avenue of approach in the

west. He decides to destroy the enemy in the west at or

before PL RE and pits his main effort there (Figure

4-3-24).

In order to protect his defensive preparations, he

assigns a light battalion a screen mission and begins their

movement immediately before completion of the PCM. Mhe

light battalion is also given a stay behind mission to

condbuct target acquisition and to direct non-attributable

fires and conduct direct action missicns as required against

eney C3 , CS, and CSS assets. The terrain dictates

positioning of the heavy task force in the east and a light

task force in the west. The restrictive terrain in the

northwest part of the heavy task force sector will begin to

turn the enemy attack to the east. (Once reinforced by

obstacles, the need arises to protect this area and deany it

to the attacker; the commander attadces a light infantry

ccpany to the heavy task force in the east.) 7b ensure

that the light battalion can stco a mounted attack, the

brigade mmander supports construction of a strong point to

anchor the itestern defense with the necessary combat

support, and combat service support assets.

Recognizing he is assLming risk, he retains a tank
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company as the brigade reserve. He also identifies

engagement areas which reduce the risks inherent in a mobile

defense by allowing the aviation task force to focus its

planning effort on engagements with attack helicpters (EA

ODKE, PEPSi and 7UP). This can include engagamnt areas

focused on the enemy closing with the screening force;

engagement areas in the main battle area; cross-FLOT

attacks ,nto engagement areas against follow-on forces. If

the battle dictates, he will ccumit this force into the

heavy task force sector to complete the destruction of the

enemy. If the attack hi the west is stronger than expected,

the attack helicopters provide flexibility to quickly

interdict the attack.

Finally, the brigade crarder attadces the TOW section

of the light force conducting the screen/ stay behind

mission, to the light-heavy task force in the west to

increase its antiarmor capabilities.

b. Light-Heavy Task Force.

When the light-heavy task force defends in sector, the

amuander has four employment options for the heavy coany (team); defend

in sector, deferd a battle position (BID), defend a strong point (SP), or

task force reserve. Normally in a light-heavy task force in the defense,
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the heavy cmpany (team) is located on the main armored avenue of approach

in a EP, and ligIt ccmtanies are located in the must restrictive terrain

defending in sector.

(1) A heavy CO TM can defend a battle position. Men the

heavy campany (team) is defending a battle position, they will be given

one or more of the follcing tasks:

* Destroy an enemy force in an EA.

* Block an avenue of approach.

* control key or decisive terrain by holding the battle

position.

* Fix the enemy forme to allow another unit to maneuver.

Oonsideraticns:

* By initially positionirng forward in BPs and then

displacing to s ent BPs, the heavy =Tany (team)

affords the task force cmander the opportuity to

strike the enemy %wel forward in sector, stripping away

significant conbat poer and disrupting his C2 before

reaching the task forc EA.
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Wh allocatirn t---rain far the heavy carary (team),

3P frontage and dep-th nist allow for maltiple fighting

positions and hide positions.

SP must be positioned to inzegrate the effects of

weapon systems, obstacles, and supporting fires to

destroy the enemy at the point on the battlefield

designated by the task force carander.

Target priorities by systan rmst be designated and

contro1 measures such as triger points and tzigger

lines deAicted to ensure wea4= systor' fires are

initiated at specified rarxns for rapid and maximum

lethality.

Normally TOW, DRAGMI, and 25rnm chain gun firas destroy

light arnrired vehicles and tanks. For exzmple, the

task force crar-Ler may h.ave detia-cmid the infantry

to be the greatest threat and require all systems,

including tanks, to destroy infantry carrier- at the

maximum range.

(2) Heavy corpany/ team defense in sectcr. The battalion

task force comander norrrally orders a defend in sector mission when:
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.* Flexibility is desired.

Retention of specific terrain features is not

necessary.

The battalion task force cannot concentrate fires.

This can occur when the battalion defends on an

extended frontage or along a cross-xmaartment or when

nultiple avenues of approach enter the battalion area

of operations.

Considerations:

When defending in sector, the heavy company (team) will

be positioned on mounted avenues of approach within the

sector itself. Avenues covered may be multiple,

campany-sized, or a single battalion-sized avenue of

approach.

This is a decentralized operation. The heavy company

(team) commander decides what technique or combinations

are used in sector with considerable attention given to

flank coordination.
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The task force car•1er designates phase lines for

control and events or times that must be met before the

heavy company (team) can pass to a subsequent

position. This control is critical in a light-heavy

task force due to mounted movement rates. The heavy

ccapany/ team will be decisively engaged at greater

ranges (1000 to 1500m) than the light coapany and will
1

not be able to displace unless coeaed rrxtes are

available.

(3) Heavy company/ team defense of a strong point. When a

heavy company (team) defends a strong point, it =ust retain the position

at all costs, until ordered to withdraw. This mission is given to a

company team to accorplish one or more of the following:

* Hold key or decisive terrain critical to the battalion

task force scheme of maneuver.

* Provide a pivot for the maneuver of friendly forces.

* Block an averne of approach.

canalize the eremiy into friendly EAs.

Defense of a strong point is the least desirable
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mission for a armor or mechanized force. Strong points sacrifice the

mobility of the heavy weapon systems. This mission normally goes to a

light-heavy team.

(4) Reserve. The best source from which the task force

ccmnamnder can constitute a mobile reserve is the heavy ccupany (team),

consisting perhaps of a tank section or BFV section. When assigned a

reserve mission, the platoon or section uist plan for the following:

* Counterattack.

* Defend a battle position.

S* Reinforce a battle position, sector, or strong point.

Assume the mission of another caaparny/ team (this

normally requires a relief in place).

(5) C=c terattack. •he heavy capany (team) provides the

task force ommiaxer the most effective coanterattack force. Part or all

of the heavy caq•any (team) counterattacks to do one or more of the

following:

S* Destroy enemy units.
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* Regain freedom of maneuver.

* Regain the initiative.

* Regain key terrain.

* Relieve pressure on an engaged unit.

The battalion task force may exemte a cmoterattack by

fire or by fire and maneuver. A conterattack by fire is executed as

follows:

* Move to and occupy the assigned battle position

(counterattack) along a covered ani concealed route.

(nce all elements are in position, initiate fires en

masse to make the best use of surprise anr shock

effect. Use visual signals supplanted, by fire

Simands via FM radio to initiate fires. Establish

sectors of fire before bgirning the engagement.

* Continue to engage the eery force until it is

destroyed or until ordered to move by the battalion

task force commander.

(6) Integration of light-heavy forces below ca-pany may
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include:

A light copay defense in sector with an attached or

1P OPCON tank/ BFV section or platoon to cover a moumted

platoon or company AA in sector.

Consolidation of mechanized infantry (dismonnted and

light infantry in the strcng point, BPs, or sectors).

Inclusion of a BFV or tank section in the strorn point

as a mobile reserve.

(7) Employment of a Light-Heavy Task Force.

(a) In restrictive terrain against a light-heavy task

force, the battalion may elect to defend with two light, light-heavy teams

forward and heavy or heavy-light team in reserve. The light scouts

initially establish a screen to the front. The light-heavy teans conduct

a forward defense in sector employing the bulk of the combat power forward

to stop the enemy forward of the FEBA. The most likely avenues of

approach are weighted with light and or heavy forces as appropriate. The

reserve is small and is used to reinforce forward units, give depth to the

defense, block penetrations, and counterattack to regain key terrain.

(b) In broken terrain against a light, light-heavy or
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heavy threat, the light-heavy task force should establish main defense on

restrictive terrain. If possible, it should defend with 17o light or

light-heavy teams forward and a heavy, heavy-light team as a reserve. The

light scouts establish a screen to the task force's front. In this

situation, the light, light-heavy team conducts a forward defense in

sector erploying the bulk of their combat pawr well forward to stop the

enemy as far forward as possible. The mst likely avenues of approach are

weighted as required. The reserve is a heavy, heavy-light team and is

"used to reinforce forward units, give depth to the defense, block

penetrations, and counterattack to regain key terrain.

(c) In broken to open terrain, which contains a usable

armor avenue of approach, the light-heavy task force should defend in

depth with light, light-heavy and heavy, heavy-light cupany teamns

occupying battle positions and possibly a strcra point. The BPs are

positioned around engagement areas. If a strong point is established, it

is cocupied by a light or light-heav.y team. This strong point becomes the

hinge pin of the defense and mist be tied into restrictive terrain or to

defensive positions of units on the flanks. A small animr reserve is

constituted. The reserve is used to reinforce forward units, give depth
41

to the defense, block penetrations, and cxterattack to regain key

terrain. The intent is to defeat the mounted attacker as far forward as

possible, confronting him sinultanecusly, with effective antiarmor fire

from multiple battle positions as he attermts to maneuver around them1,.

The attacker cannot rove through the area because of obstacles to his
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fxrxi and his razte of ejress is blocked with FASCM. the attacker is

defeated in detail.

Sa

EAPeS9
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Mhe above is an exarmle of a light-heavy task force

defense in depth (Figure 4-3-25). An armr platocn,

initially the main effort, defends forward in BP lAl to

destroy the reconnaissance and FSE of the attacking MRB. A

light corpany defends in sector in the west to protect the

task force flank frcm dismonte attack and mounted attacks

along platoon-sized avenues of approach. An infantry

company defends from a battle position in the east to

destroy enemy armor and infantry in EA. A light caupany

with priority of fires from the battalion 81=t mortars

defends the strong point to fix the enemy in EA. The

antiarmor (AA) platoon occupies BP in the west to destroy

enemy armor in EA.

When the enemy reaches TTP 001, the tank platoon

initiates main gun and indirect fires. As the enemy closes

on TUP 002 the tank platoon calls for the 81nnm FPF and

displaces to BP 1A2. The AA platoon initiates fires as the

enemy passes throg EP LAl. As the encj enters in the

engagnemnt area, it is blocked by the strorg point.

Obstacles protect the infantry, tzomng vwhicles to expose

flanks to the infantry's 1000-meter antiarmor systems. At

this point, the massing of direct (to include attack

helicopters) and indirect fires in the EA ccrpletes the

destruction of the enemy battalicn.
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C. Heavy-Light Task Force.

When the heavy-light task force defends in sector, the

.cmander has three employment options for the light ccapany: defend in

sector, defend a battle position (BP), or defend a strmng point.

(1) When considering employment of a light company in a BP,

the cmnander considers the vulnerability of light infantry to indirect

fires and mechanized or arnnred forces. A light ccnpany may be placed in

a BP to accomplish the following tasks:

* Secure obstacles, disrupting eney breachid q attempts.

t

* Block a very restrictive avenue of aproach.

* Shape the battlefield by denying key terrain. The

defense is not force, but terrain oriented; therefcre,

the presence of a light company may turn the force into

task force's main effort.

* Secure a flank.

(2) The defense in sector is the least restrictive for a

light cmpany and most conducive for its survival. Light cuipany/tears

are assigned sectors in highly restrictive terrain with considerable
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cross-czpartelntization and rultiple dism•anted avernes of approach.

Execution is very decentralized and &aracterized by platcoi sectnrs with

multiple team, and squad anhuzhes.

(3) Unlike the heavy carany (team), the light cz-any is

suited for strong point defense. However, the light vulnerability to

indirect fire aid armored forces dLctates that extensive engineer assets

and time must be allocated for preparaticn. A strcrg point positioned in

depth may serve to fix the enemy to facilitate their de atin in the

task force engagement area or block the penetraticn of the task force rear

boundary by surviving elements.

As with the light-heavy force, there are no absolutes

rcrnerning task organization. MEIT-T may justify the attachennt of a

light squad or platoox. to an armor platocn or c•,-any for security or the

.PC.. of a tank or BFV elemnet to the light c=TWny to enhance its

antiarmor capability.

.Due to limited mobility and anwTIrmor capability, the

use of the light ccupany as an effective reserve or cuterattack force

under most situations, with the exception of M=i, is not feasible.

(4) Employment concept for a heavy-light task force.
U

(a) In restricted terrain, a heavy-light task force
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should be employed as a brigade reserve to reinforce forward units, give

depth to the defense, block penetrations, counterattack to regain key

terrain or if a mounted approach is available against an open enemy flank

to envelope and defeat him.

(b) In open terrain against a mounted threat, the

heavy-light task force should defend in depth with heavy, heavy-light and

light teams occupying battle positions. Light or light-heavy company

teams occupy battle positions on the most restricted terrain while heavy

or heavy-light teams occupy battle positions on the least restricted

terrain. Battle positions are established around ernggament areas. If

terrain permits, a strong point may be established with a light or

light-heavy team. If used, the strong point is the hinge pin of the

defense and must be tied into resteictive terrain or the defense positions

of units an the flank.

A small arm reserve is retained. The reserve is

used to reinforce forward units, give depth to the defense, block

penetrations, and c•unterattack to regain key terrain. Tha intent is to

defeat the mounted attacker as far forward as possible, ccofronting him

simultarexusly with effective antiarmor fire frcm multiple battle

positions, The attacker is unable to move through the area because of

obstacles and a possible strong point. His route of withdrawal is blocked

with FASCAM. The attacker is defeated in detail.
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The above is an ex'r'ple of a h~eavy-light task farc

defense in sector. A light c=any defends forward in a BP

in the we--t, to secuxre obstacles, the AA =,Tany, ard to deny

high gr-ound in the west. A rech o=.ny defenem in the
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scuthtihst and a mech team in the east to destroy enmy in

the EN. A tank team defends in the south to fix the enemy in

the EA.

Mien the enemy reaches TEP 102, the AA company fires

TCw and Jindi fires. As movment continues, the light

company defeats any breadc attempt. At WIP 103, the mech

units initiate TMd fires destroying tanks. At TPP 104, 50%

of BFVs revert to 25am fire to defeat enemy infantry

carriers. Tanks begin main gun engagwents to complete the

destruction of enemy tanks. The destruction of the enem

battalion or battalions is completed in detail in the EA by

mass direct, indirect fires and counterattack.

(c) In broken terrain, the heavy-light task force

defends with a light and heavy team corducting a defense in sector. A

light or light-4ieavy team conducts a forward defense on the restricted

terrain. The heavy, heavy-light team conduct a defense in depth on open

terrain. A heavy team is kept in reserve. The intent is for the light/

light- heavy team to defeat the enemy as far forward of the FEBA as

possible protecting the heavy, heavy-light team's flank. The heavy,

heavy-light force will establish battle positions around an erxavmnt

area(s) to defeat the mounted attacker as far forward as possible,

cnfrontin him simultaneously with effective antiarmor fire frz multiple

battle positions as he attempts to maneuver around them. The attacker
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will be unable to rove through the area because of blocing obstacles.

His route of egress will be bloc.ked by FASC1.'. the attacker will be

defeated in detail. If necessary, the reserve will be used to reinforce

forward units, give depth to the defeni:e, block penetrations, and

cterattack to regain key terrair.

3. Fire Support.

a. Positioning of the 105=n DS battalion in the defensive

setor is an inportant aspect of fire supart. Because of limited range,

the systen needs to be positioned far forward to erqage the enen as early

as possible. An effective technique is to position GS/GSR artillery

assets forward with four-fifths of the wepc rang- beyrd the .

Firin platoons/ batteries should be positioncd off likely eneqy apprcach

route. Direct support and reinforcing artillery should be positicared with

one-third of the weapon's range beyond te_- FWLT. (ontrol of all indirect

fire assets should be centralized to facilitate massing fires in the

defense. A.s the FITr roves back, gernral sup:prt/ general sLTp-zt

reinforcing units should be pulled back to hardened pread flrirag

positions. The firing positions should attnpt to maintain four-fifths of

the weapons range across the FLTr.

(1) Positions must be coordinated with the iraneuver force

because of conpetition for terrain. Initial positions need not be
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hardened or dug in by engineer assets. It is mare important to harden

second and third positions because the artillery will have to stay and

fight from those positions.

(2) The movement of the batteries must be coordinated to

ensure that fire support is continuous and responsive. The routes must be

coordinated with the engineers and other force controlling obstacles so

that friendly artillery is not blocked by friendly obstacles. The

movement of artillery must be keyed to certain events or decision points.

(3) The irdirect battle will change as the battle changes.

Initially, fires will be at extended ranges to break-up and disrupt

formations and force the enemy to deploy early. At decision points

established by the maneuver cammnader, the artillery will begin its

movement (not all at the same tine) and mortars will begin to engage front

line enemy units. The displacement technique used may be by battery or by

platoon. If a reinforcing unit is available, the methcd would be by

battery. If fire support assets are limited, the displacement my be by

section with shorter moves to maintain sawe fire support. (See discussion

on type of targets to be attacked by type indirect system.) The selection

of the movement decision point will be determined by distance to displace

and estimated time necessary to displace and reestablish a firing

capability. Mortars (60ram, 81mm, and 107mm) must be in a forward

position, hardened by engineers to pick up fire support as the artillery

moves. If a reinforcing artillery unit is available, it can assist the DS
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unit by picking up the calls for fire and priority targets of the moving

DS unit.

(4) The reinforcing unit positicns miut also be coordinated

with the maneuver force that controls the terrain. Its primary mission

will be ccunterfire, special munitions (ADAM/PAAMI, COaPPM ) and the

enagement of hard targets. (See separate discussions on each area.)

b. Indirect systems have a variety of aiwiticn and forces

available and to achieve the desired effects of the ccrmarder. The

assignment of target typTes or mission types to an indirect system will

yield better results. Selection of the prcper system/ munition to attack

each target type is critical to fire planning.

S(1) The mortars syste have four basic types of

ammunition; BE, ILL/M, WP. (Some fuze options exist, for air burst,

and delay.) Because of the rapid rate of fire, the mortars are

very effective in smoke missions and illumination missions. The

destructive power of the HE projectile is limited but very effective

aqainst personnel targets on the reverse slcpe of hills and targets that

are in defilade, especially if VT or time fuse is used.

(2) The 105nmi artillery system has a wide variety of

ammunition available to attack targets. Like the mortar, the 105 howitzer

fires HE, ILILUM and WP. Additionally, this system fires HIC smoke, IC,
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anti-personel (BE'VE), and HEAT and IE-T projectiles. HC &idke has a

loner duration time and is normally ewployed after %P frau artillery or

mortars. IC4 is very useful against perscrml in open areas and

d Ai unted forces attempting to breach obstacles. Another ammunition

choice for these types of targets is HE projectiles with VT fuzes. Mie

anti-personnel round is used primarily for battery perimeter defense and

the HMT and HEP-T projectiles are also used for direct fire against

vehicles and lightly armored targets. The HE projectile can be used
against a variety of targets. The best target types are soft-skinned

wheeled vehicles and personnel. The 105 hoitzer has limited

effectiveness against heavy armor normally found on tanks. HE/VI and WP

"mix is very effective against soft targets containing fuel and armmuition

(FARP's etc.).

(3) The 155lrm howitzer has amnuniticn available for the

attack of armored targets. The DPICM projectile can be used cc both hard

and soft targets and has a better firepower kill ability than HE. The 155

HE projectile produces better results against hard targets than the 105

HE, but again it is not the first projectile of choice. Te 155 howitzer

also has ADAM/RAAMS projectiles for scatterable mines and the Copperhead

(CPD) projectile. The Ccoperhead projectile is a smart munition that

requires reflected laser energy to guide it onto the target. Designed for

the attack of armor targets, it should be used against high payoff armor

* targets such as command and control vehicles, air defense systems, and

other armor targets. CPHD may be effectively used against moving
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targets. COLT teams, positioned forward on the battlefield provide a

surgical capability with precision =dinitions. Like the other Ldirect

fire systems, the 155 howitzer fires HE, ILUlA, WP, and HC Smike.

(4) The indirect systems should be employed in place where

the target types best suited for their anmunition capabilities exist or

are expected to appear. Detailed consideration during planning =ust be

done to attack the right target with the right system. FSEs and FDCs mist

monitor calls for fire and listen to targets types to get the best

effects. Calls for fire on armor type targets should be passed to 155

systems if possible. If not (no reinforcing unit available), 105

"munitions should be used to force the eneny to button-up and move into

direct fire engagement areas. This should be a part of the plan.

Dismounted forces, wheeled and light arored forces should be engaged with

the lowest means capable of attacking the target (start with mortars).

C. The employment of cmbat observation lasing teams (COLT)

ust be managed by the fire sipport cxrdiratcr (FSOcOfl) and fire suppart

officer (FSO) at brigade. The light brigad- has one CtOT and it is

dismounted. A 'heavy maneuver battalion has f cur fire_ spport team vehdcle

(FISr-V) systems with laser designation capability. The G/'JD_ system

used by these teams requires optical line of sight in c.-dtr for the laser

to function properly. It can lase a stationary target to 5 km and a

moving target to 3 kmn. They should be erlcyed on likely enmy arrcr

avenues of approach and tied into the antiar=cr or-c-cent areas. n
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OOLT/FISr-V can attack command and control assets prior to antiarmnr

. systems engaging the other armored targets. The dismounted light 0OLT

s&lh d be employed with the FIST-V to izcea its mobility. These assets

should be employed in pairs to support each other and should have a series

of primary and alternate positions planned.

d. The light force is very vulnerable to enemy inrlirect fires.

The counterfire battle is fought by a variety of assets. The entire

counterfire plan must include EW, Air Force, ground forces, mortars, and

artillery.

(1) EW assets can be used to jam enemy fire nets at the

time of attack or used to direction find (DF) enemy command and control

nodes for attack by friendly systems.

(2) The Air Force, grouncld force, and artillery are all

lethal attack means against enemy indirect fire systems. Dmny indirect

fire system mist be a priority intelligence requiremnt for intelligence

assets. Cnce identified, enemy artillery assets must be targeted and

destroyed.

(3) Light artillery possesses the capability to conduct

reactive counterfire with the organic Q36 radar. This system should be

S• positioned with several factors in mind. The first is system

survivability. Hardening the position and positioning behind a screen
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crest will reduce its signature and increase its srvivability. it also

uu ist be positioned to maximize its range (20 km artillery, 12.5 km

mortars).

The most likely enemy action also maust be cxrsidered.

The radar should be oriented where the most likely enemy attack will occur

or where the cammander wants the fight to occur. A cueing system must be

worked out as to who has the authority to cue, what are the events that

will initiate the cue, and on what freguency.

The establishrent of a quick fire channel also allows

for inmmediate engagement of eney systems. 7he cmTnterf ire mission should

not be the responsibility of the direct support artillery unit if

possible. Responsibility for counterfire is normally assigrnd to an

artillery unit with a GS or G-R mission.

0/

The coumanders' desires and the location of friendly

fires to the enemy indirect fires must also be considered. In some c•ses,

enemy mortar fire detected clcse to friendly forces may not be engaSged by

counter battery fire, but passed to the maneuaer force for enggement.

(4) The assignment of zones to the radar system enhances

the detection and engagement of enemy mortar and artillery assets.

* Critical Friendly Zone: A friendly arra that is dermd
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critical and if any enemy indirect fire is received in

the area, an autoatic counterfire mission is sent to a

"firing unit.

*.Primary (Call for Fire) Zone: An erney area where

indirect assets are suspected or known and if the enemy

fires from there an automatic fire mission is

generated.

* Artillery Target Intelligence Zone: Tis zone does not

generate a fire mission. It -vides intelligence on

enemy indirect firing unit location. This information

is normally on enemy indirect firing units that are

firing but not affecting friendly forces.

S* Censor Zone: This zone does not generate a fire

mission. In this zone, if an enemy artillery unit

fires from it, the radar is told to disriard this

information. 7he primary usa of this zone is when

friendly forces are inserted deep and have some type of

indirect fire capability with them that may be firing

back towards the main force.

When zones are used, the requirement to cue the radar

is eased. The cueing and operation of the radar is dependent on the
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enemy's capability to identify and attack friendly radar emissicns. In a

Slow electronic threat environment, the radar may be able to qoprate more

often and possibly continucusly. - ..

In addit ion to the organic Q36 radar, the corps target
//

acquisition detachment has Q37 radars that can be requested. The added

benefits of irxreased range (50 km artillery, 24 km mortars) and a wider

.. search zone allows the unit to see deeper into the enemy area.

e. The tire required for rzveri-nt of the Liirect fire systers

(k-,th artillery and rortars) and the possibility of additional

survivability roves, degrades the ability to service targets in a timely

manner. To offset this, the fire planner may want to have an indirect

fire system without a priority target. This system will then pick up the

-' priority target while the dedicated system is displacing. This allos for

cotinucus responsive fires and precludes a firing unit from trying to

respond to priority targets while moving.

f. The possibility exists that reinfocing artillery units may

be TACFIRE (digital) capable. In this case the reinforcing artillery

liaison section will bring a VMMD to the DS (rnc-digital) TOC. This will

facilitate digital fire planning between the two artillery battalions.

The execution of the fire plan will be done by voice if either unit is not

TAF RE capable. This may require training for both observers fron the

heavy unit and the reinforcing artillery unit in the processing of voice
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calls for fire.

g. During defensive operations, light frces may be employed to

onduct cross FLT operations as a stay behind or infiltration force.

Fire control measures are required to reduce the likelihood of

fratricide. An effective planning techique is to establish a series of

overlapping restricted fire areas (RFAs). Activation and closure of the

RFAs shoild be time dependent. Ths places responsibility for trcp

safety on the maneuver cwm~aner. This technique eliminates the need to

track units down to squad size at brigade or higher levels.

h. The use of ADAM/RAAMS munitions in the defense must be

planned very carefully. These munitions imust be tied to the engineer plan

and have a purpose in the overall sce of maneuver. While very useful,

there are scme major considerations when planning and executirg this

mission.

.(1) Time is a critical factor for the artillery unit.

Emplacement time is dependent on the size of the minefield, the number of

aim points, desired density, the angle of fire (angle T), howi many units

are firing, and if it is preplanned or a target of opportunity. A

a stardard 400 x 400 FASCAM minefield can take 20-45 minutes to emplace.

kiAitiinally, the firing units will most likely rmed to confduc a

/ - survivability move after firing.
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/ /(2) The safety zone around the minefield is also a major

consideration. Based on delivery tedhiique, size of minefield and rnmber

of aim points, the safety zone could be as large as 1400m X 1400m. This

is a significant piece of terrain that must remain clear of friendly

forces while the minefield is active.

(3) The short duration minefield lasts for approximately

six hours (UNCAS). The timing of emloyment is something that must be

very detailed. Trigger points mist be used with decision points so the

minefield is in place when needed. An additional consideration in this

area is that while an artillery unit is firing a FASCAM mission it cannot

respond to other targets.
/

(4) A FASCAM minefield, like any mief ield, is as muhd a

hindrance to friendly fcrces as it is to the enemy. Follw-cn missions

and possible counterattack routes must be considered when deciding where

to place FASCAM.

(5) Before any execution of FASI riniticons can be done,

it must be determined if the mraneuver unit has erploynnnnt authority. The

corps commarder is the allocator of aut hority. He directs if short

duration can be allocated to brigades and battalions. Long duration will

be allocated to division only. If a division receives authority to enploy

short duration ADAM/RAAMS, that does not mean that the division can

suballocate authority to its subordinate brigades without permission of
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the corps ccmmarder. In a contingency operation involving a lone brigade,

authority for lo q and short duration FASCAM my be given to the

a zntingo-ny brigade task force camanaxer.

4. Mobility/ Countermobility/ Survivability.

a. Light-Heavy Brigade.

Obstacle zones are used to control brigade tactical obstacle

emplacement and maintain freedom of maneuver for future operations.

Additionally, obstacle restrictions my be assigned to certain zones based

on the friendly tactical situation or political ramifications of obstacle

employment. Examples are restricting the use of long duration scatterable

mines, tank ditches, bridge demolition, or burying mines.

The brigade uses obstacle belts to synchronize task

force tactical obstacle effort. Each belt is assigned an

obstacle intent (i.e. disrupt, turn, fix, or block). The

force mix of heavy and light forces, respective uapons

capability, and effects of terrain on enemy maneuver are

primary considerations for developing obstacle belts and

intents. The illustration following (Figure 4-3-27) shows

how obstacle belts and intents are used to syncronize

obstacle effort within the brigade. The belt restricts the

emplacement of obstacles on the battlefield to support the
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/aoe • s concp. MAoetce nen rahcs O.jjy

/how obstacle- within tim balt st.lid b3 dJigrwd to attack

Miy mvmver and tb-ir relatiomhip to the forsa

allocation and direct fire fight.
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During the defense for exawple, a ccmmarder may shift

the priority of engineer equipment effort, to supporting the

forward battalion with counter mobility/ survivability

- assets. Engineer assets used for MSR mintenance are

allocated to task forces for survivability. The wheeled

engineer company/ platoons priority effort shifts frtm

sustainment operations in the lix•qmnt area to augmenting

light engineer assets with black, haul and manpwr assets.

Te DIOC/DMIC begins facilitating the forward movement

of obstacle material from the ammition transfer point

(ATP) and Class IV supply point at the lodgement area to the

designated obstacle zones. Obstacle material packages are

configured, by the corps wheeled engineer company, into thru

put serials that move along the ISR to task force logistic

release points where they link up with a task force

logistics or engineer representative; who moves the serial

to a download point of task force choosing. Medium lift

helicopters are used to move barrier material from the

lodgement to the brigade area if the movement becomes a

division priority mission.

The brigade allocates the light, heavy, and wheeled

* engineer platoons as well as critical equipment assets

available in the engineer task force to the light and heavy
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based task farces, by ?=-"-T. As a general rule, light and

mechanized engineer cxzpanies farm the base henquarters

suporting their respective type m .xiver forces.

The brigade manages and controls the movment of

obstacle material from the loxment area forward to task

force designated engineer fcrward supply points. The

brigade mist make every effort to deliver obstacle material

as far forward as possible and minimize the amon.t of load

transfers. one tedvique is to dedicate wheeled engineer

assets to the job of hauling c&-tacle material for the

brigade with priority of haul au7xrnntaiicn to tZ.n light

engineer forces. Another technique is to uss the augmented

FAST (or light FSB) transportation assets ard organize

obstacle material packages into thru put serials that link

up with the light task force at the designated logistical

release points (LFPs) and deliver the material to engineers

forward supply point undar the cctrol of the task fcrce

S-4/Enginenr.

The brigade allcxates mechanized engineer platocns to

light task forces to weight th e!placemnt of tactical

obstacle belts. Tactical obstacle belts by their nature

require use of extensive materials over a relatively wi~a

area. These characteristics r-ke th- mission difficult for
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the light engineer withcut augmentation. In the light-heavy

defense, tactical obstacles are usually covered by the fires

of the heavy force because of their weapons capabilities;

allocating mechanized forces to emplace these tactical

obstacles also capitalizes on the habitual relationsnip

between like forces. At a minimum, light engineers with the

mission of emplacing significant tactical obstacles mist be

augmented by haul assets.

The brigade allocates light engineer platoons to

heavy-light task forces to support the allocated light

infantry and/or to weight the protective obstacle effort of

either heavy or light forces. Protective obstacles

generally do not require extensive materials and equipment;

they are manpower intensive. moreover, emplacement is

confined to a specific area requiring little transport of

men and material once on site. Protective obstacles

emplacment is completely within the capabilities of the

light engineer and capitalizes on his expertise.

Priority of blade assets shifts from sustainment

4P engineering to task force survivability. Again, assets are

allocated to task forces based on force structure and

mission. Priority of ACEs and dozers is to mechanized and

armor vehicle positions. Priority of SEEs, backhoes,
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loaders, and trenrhers is to light infantry survivability.

In the example, the brigade is defending with a

light-heavy task force defending in sector to the left.

Fixing obstacles are ideal with the combination of light

forces and restrictive terrain, and allow the task force

rcmmaroder to fight the entire depth of his sector and avoid

decisive engagement. To focus the main effort of the task

force, the brigade ccaer has designated a ccpany strong

II:," ,' point. This will require extensive protective obstacle

effort by its nature. The brigade ccm'anrer further focuses

"the countermobility effort of the task force by tying a

blocking belt into the strong point where he wants the

"penetration stopped. The combination of a stron point and

blocking obstacles is an effective technique. The strong

point prevents the enemyr from bypass ing the blocking

obstacles. Heavy forces alocated to t1he light-heavy task

force should be positicned tc shift their final protective

fires to cover the blocking obstacle and oziplete the

enemy s destruction.

The brigade is defending with a heavy-light task force

to the right. The ccmauner has designated a cccpany BP for

the light infantry czany anchoring the task force left
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boundary. A turning obstacle belt has been designated in

"front of the light infantry BP to cnvey the commander's

intent to use the combination of turning obstacles and light

infantry to turn the enemy attack into the BDE and task

force main effort. A fixing obstacle belt has been used to

define the main killin grond for the task farce defense.

and allows the amnarnder to organize his defense using the

standoff and depth.

Last, the brigade camarder has used a light battalion

in a forward defense to provide early detection of the main

effort, disrupt the enemy attack to shape the battle, and

W / 'directly attack enemy command and control, combat support

,/, and combat service support assets. To assist in this

effort, the brigade has designated a disrupting obstacle

belt with the intent of allowing the enemy to piecemeal histi/ /

/ for-ce into the brigade main effort. Along with the light

h:.,/ engineer support, the brigade has allocate mst of its

4 scatterable mina assets to the disrupting effort. The use

of scatterable mines must be tightly integrated into the

decision support tbmplate (DST).

/
/.Te brigade obstacle intent becnes the focal point of
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integration of obstacle effects with the scheme of indirect

fires. Initial priority of fires is to the light battalicn

as it disrupts the enemy and attacks C2 and CSS assets.

Based on successful shaping of the enemy maneuver into the

heavy-light task force sector, priority shifts. Artillery

groups are fired sequentially in the fixing obstacle belts

with final protective fires being fired at trigger lines

deep in the engagement area. The same logic of fire support

applies to the light-heavy task force if they receive the

enemy's main effort.

b. Light-heavy, Heavy-light Task Force.

The critical task in obstacle en'ployrnent at the task force

level is the effective integration of tactical obstacle effects and direct

fire organization of engagerent areas. 'Ie task force uses obstacle

groups to designate where tactical obstacle effects (disrupt, turn, fix,

and block) are to be eployed to attack enemy rarnmuver to the defender 's

advantage. Considerations for enploynnnt of obstacle gracs to supozt

light and heavy forces are similar to those used to develop brigade

obstacle belts. The relationship bet-een obstacle belts and obstacle

groups is the same as between en ga-Tent area and target reference point

(TRP). The belt concentrates obstacle effort in an area to acoarplish an

overall effect. Obstacle groups focus on linking one or more specific

obstacle effects to the direct fire plan. The ccmbinaticn of groups and

n
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direct fires mist ac~a1ish the intent of the belt.

h3

b Shown above-left is the exarple light-heavy takforc.

defense now cmPlete with the task force maneuver graphiics

andi brigade obstacle belts. Cn the right is the task force

with the obstacle grou~ps. Note how the grup are linkd to
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the direct fire plan and accomplish the belt intent. The

commander intends to use fixirn obstacles to support the

company sector defense to allow that force to fight the

entire sector with multiple concentrations of fires and

obstacles. The task force main effort uses a series of

turning, fixing, and blockin grca.

The light infantry in BP 21 anrxirs the tznr

obstacle, massing their fires initially on ¶P 01 and

shifting to TRP 02. The fight is picked up by a combination

of AT fires from the SP, BP 21, and tank fires from BP T2,

all massed on IPPs 03, 04, and 05, supported by a fixing

obstacle group. Light forces are not effective covering

fixing obstacles in open terrain; effective coverage

requires a combination of the lcng ra-ge capability of AT

systens and the high voluem fires of tanks and/or

Bradley's. Finally, all fires shift to TP 07 and 06, where

the combination of SP blocking obstacle group and FPF will

defeat the stop the ez =-y advance.

The mechanized engineer platoon(s) augmentirn light

engineers offer that force the capability of rapidly erplacing obstacles

requiring extensive materials over wide areas. Therefore, the light

engineer should make tactical obstacle erplacem-nt a priority for the

mechanized platoon(s). The light engriner uses the rechanized platoon as
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a rapid obstacle emplacerent reserve after sector preparations are

coeplete. The mission of a rapid obstacle reserve is to be prepared to

quickly emplace mines in response to an unforeseen penetration or move

forward immediately after an attack to repair breached minefields. The

light engineer may also use mechanized engineers as lane closure parties

for closing obstacle lanes or executing reserve targets well forward in

engagement areas because of their ability to move rapidly under armor.

The heavy engineer augmented with light engineers mist make

every effort to augment the light force with the necessary equipment and

haul assets. Priority of light engineer effort is to supporting light

infantry defensive preparations and obstacle effort and then to emplacing

tactically significant protective obstacles. Light engineers may also

move forward with stealth to prepare disrupting obstacles well forward.

The heavy engineer should consider using the light engineers to conduct

obstacle counter recon patrols operating out of OD BPs. The mission of

the obstacle counter recon patrol is to survey critical obstacles, report

enemy attempts to conduct pre-attack breaches, and make on-the-spot

repairs.

Below is the heavy-light task force defense plan shown

on the left with the brigade obstacle belts, and on the

right, with the obstacle groups. Again, the cmm~ander has

used his light infantry to ancor the forward edge of his

defense and the turning obstacle group. The relative short
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range of the infantry's AT systens makes the Synvrt=ization

betwn obstacle and fires critical. Tha ccapany's fires

nist be held until thi p . • m it the wmy realizes he

is in an obstacle. Then fires D.st be massed until he

does to bypass in the desired dir.ticn.

401,

//-

FIGURE 4-3-29. H"wI -LIC'-"r Q V•,, LN'.

To assist the light.infantry in turnin the enemy, a

technique is to shape the enn 's rarnnauir furtb-r forward
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with disrupting obstacles covered by long range AT systems

and indirect. In this case, the AT omlmany initially masses

fires on TRP 02 and the diszuptiM obstacles. The AT

copany shift: "ts fires to TF2 03 o the turning obstacle

begins to take effect, to maintain pressure on the eemy as

it maneuvers b-qcnd the range of the light infantry. The

rest of the obstacle groups are employed using the sae

direct fire consideration mentioned above. 7he important

point to notice is how obstacle groups are linked to the

organization of direct fire effects.

TMe task force designates priority Oxstacle effects

which focus the engineer's obstacle effort. Obstacle

effects that are deemed critical to the task force fight are

designated the highest priority and generally fall to the

mechanized engineer force to emplace.

"The task force designates the priority for use of blade
"assets to countermobility or survivability. Within survivability, the

task force further designates priorities by weapon type, unit, and battle

position. Priority of SEE, backhoe, loader, and enteniudnt equipn nt

"usually goes to light infantry in strong points, light infmftxy anchoring

obstacle groups, other light infantry, and then mechanizad infantry.

Priority of ACE and dozers usually goes to medcanized forces; the highest

priority for weapons is based on mission and terrain.
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Mechanized engineer platoon(s) augmentig light engineers

offer that force the capability of rapidly erplacing cbstacles requiring

extensive materials over wide areas. Therefore, the light engineer should

make tactical obstacle emplacement a priority for the mechanized

platoon(s). The light engineer uses the mechanized platoon as a ropid

obstacle reserve after sector preparations are ccmolete. The missi:- of a

rapid obstacle reserve is to be prepared to quickly enplace mines in

response to an unforeseen penetration or move forward ii diately after an

attack to repair breached minefields. light engineers may also use

mechanized engineers as lane closure parties for closing obstacle lanes or

executing reserve targets well forward in eng-ent as because of

their ability to move rapidly under armor.

The heavy engineer augmented with light engineers mist make

every effort to augment the light force with the necessary equipment aral

haul assets. Priority of light engineer effort is to supporting light

infantry defensive preparations and obstacle effort and then to erplacing

tactically significant protective obstacles. Light engineers may also

move forward with stealth to prepar disrupting obstacles wll fornard.

The heavy engineer should consider using light engir--rs to conuct

obstacle counter-reconnmissance patrols cperating. The mission of the
/

obstacle counter-reconnaissarne patrol is to survey critical obstacles,

report enemy attempts to cnduct pre-attack hreaches, and make on the spot

repairs on e,-,!_v-ed obstacles.
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5. Air Defense.

In the defense, the battery caxarder of the air defense battery

attachd to the light brigade should be the overall air defense

comm~ander.- The air defense platoon f~ra the heavy task force should be

CPON to the light air defense battery for camndx and caitrol. This will

lessen arry logistics problem caused by' the Self propelled VUalcans, which

the light air defense battery cannot handle.

T1he light battalions mist utilize passive air defense measmes

while in the defense (i.e. concealment, harden protection, camouflage).

/

X ~This will lessen the necessity for air defense coverage of the combat

units. The SP Vulcans should prepare good firing positions and use

terraini to create protection for themselves.

Since the air defense assets available are limited, the air

"defense battery c_..marxer must obtain the brigade commander's air defense

priorities and appropriately allocate his forces and provide input to the

A-C2 system. Since the light battalions can utilize passive air

defense measures, less air defense assets are required to protect them.

Each light battalion should be given a towd Vulcan platoon a.d five

Stinger teams in a direct support role. The towed VAlcanse can provide

grom support for the light battalion as well as providing air defense.
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Ftcn his Air MB of the area, the air defense battery

coranarer has deterýin that the enrT~y 's best air avenues

of approach are arcurd the high grx=4r on both flank~s of the
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brigade area. Having determined this, he has placed his

three FAAR radars on the high ground as depicted above.

ThUs will permit him to have cmntiumw 360 degree coverage

of the entire brigade area with good positions to detect air

attacks along the brigade flanks.

The air defense battery comnmaner has task organized as

follows: the heavy task force on the right has been given

the SP Vulcan platoon and five Stinger teams in direct

support. While the light task force on the left has been

given one towed Vulcan platoon and five Stinger teams. The

remaining one towed Vulcan platoon and ten Stinger teams are

in general support of the brigade. The light task force

providing the screen has been given five Stinger tears in

direct support.

In the heavy task force sector, the air defense platoon

leader positions his SP Vulcans with the armor team. He

places two Stinger tears on the high ground to the right to

cover the air avenue of approach around that hill mass and

to place them in an overwatch position for the medcanized

team below. He places two more Stinger teams on the hill

mass on the left of the sector in an overwatch position and

covering the possible air avenue of approach to the task

force front. These teams will provide coverage for the AT
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comrpany and the light and msdwized canies in that

area. _he single Stinger team an the hill mass in the rear

will provide additional covmrag- for the ar~mr team from

either air avenue of approach, left from the light task

force sector or on the right along the hill mass.

The light task force's air defense platoon leader

allocates his assets in the following manner. He places IAis

platoon of taed Vulcans into the strcg point. This will

provide the light ca-pany with air defer-se ad give him

additional ground fire pcwer. lie places two Stinger teanm

in the over-atch position on the right to protect the light

corpany positioned there. The lead team is also in a

position to provide coverage to the armor platoon to the

front. He places two other Stither tems on the high grourd

on the left coverirg the air avexwes of aqproach alcrg that

flank. These Stinger tears will provide air defense

coverage to the light ccupany ard AT unit positioned thare.

Finally, he positions a single SIrxr tem -m the hill mass

in the rear of the sector to monitor the air avenies

entering the rear of the task farce sector. This Stner

team also provides air defense protection for the ar

and give additional coverage to the strcng point.
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The remaining platoon of three towed VUlcans and ten

Stinger tea should be assigned the mission of general

support to the brigade. Ths will enable the air defense

comander to allocate and position them to meet the brigade

cmuander's priorities.

The FAAR radars should remain under the cxxxtrol of the

air de.fense comander and in a general support role. This

will enable the air defense coander to emplace them in

areas to provide the best early warning~ to the brigade. The

SFA A R f r a m t h e h e a v y t a s k f o r c e s h o u l d b e i n t e g r a t e d i n t o

the coverage.

The SP VUlcan platoon and its five Stingrr ter should

remain with the heavy task force unless it is designated as

the brigade's reserve. In that case, the air defense assets

should be taken by the air defense battery co and

given a general support mission in accordanc with the air

defense priorities. It should be reburned to the heavy task

force when it is ccirmitted.

6. Sustainment.

a. Light-Heavy Brigade Considerations.
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In any defensive operation, the fos of CS operatic are

ccniucted in the preparation for the defensa. One the preparation pizase

is complete, CSS assets must be positioned so they do not inhibit

maneuver. The following considerations are interded to provide CSS

planners and executors with insights to facilitate light-heavy sustainment

in a defensive posture.

CSS planners must be a part of the IPB process and be

plugged into the "intelligence proccss" so they can

understard whether the defense is to be an area or mobile

defense. CSS considerations will depend greatly on the type

of defense planned.

* As mudc as possible, position the augmented FAST elements

out of reach of possible penetraticrs ard off of tarplated

enemy mobility corridors. They should be dug in as much as

available tine and assets allow.

* sure the primary and alternate MRs do not conflict with

routes to be used by reserve forces.

Plan for the emergency move of critical BSA elements

(classes III, V, IX, repair, medical, and in scm cases,

water assets) in case BSA falls urdar inmediate threat.
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*Plan for the forward move of the BSA by echelon, to support

a shift to offensive operations.

coordination betwn the and S4. T organization of

the MAST imnist be augnented with assets to cofigure packages

and mo~ve them to stockpile locations. Mi- task force S4 and

engineer should also develop a basic lced of clasw 3V and

//

class IV (bar ier) for a standard defent S for the spific

aight-heavy/heavy-liet task force to reduce padzgirq tun

- * P requiriemnt arises.

Plan for inreased _ erdibe of psnitins, including mainu

guns, mortars, illubinatihn, F cke, and artillery smoke.

The first priority for reeme ly may be barrier material so

there is time to emplace. CS elements mist link fr early

with the engineers to obtain requiremenrts which are not

nrm sally at the ATP or class IV point.

* clsThere are two sets of maintenazne priorities. In the

preparation iase, priority may go to prime a ers and

engineer st rort. Durinr the conduct of the defense,

priority goes to maintaining the max= om rim of wsapon
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systems in the battle.

* Plan for possible decreased ccn tin of fuel, deperxning

an the type of defense. If packages are being pushed to the

BSA, quantities may have to be lowered with a shift to the

defense.

* Plan to push pre-planned packages of class IX and III

forward on a scheduled basis u.hen required. Again, this

requires careful planning and coordiraticn ang the FASOD,

brigade S4, and battalion S4s to develop optimal packages

(especially in the case of the heavy battalion that a FASSCX

is not acmstcuxd to supporting) and to determine LPPs.

Plan to fix forward as ==% as possible. This may involve

moving maintenance assets from field trains to -s. It

may also involve formuirg ointact tears frc the FSB assets

augmenting the FASr. The FAST i tslf has a very limited

capability of forming contact tea-,.

Helicopter resupply for the light elarnxts should be

maximized assuming air superiority and enemy ADA assets are

not significant.

Caches may be used as a ueans of sapplying stay behind
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forces, especially for light forces. However, planners must

be aware of the time required, which may be as =u±h as 72

hours. These packages must be planned (whenever possible,

standard caches should be developed in advance), cmfigursi,

positioned, and, depending oi the situation, guarded. As

stated above, if the FASr is expected to perform these

functions, it mist be appropriately augmented. COre must be

taken not to overstock caches so that stocks are not left

when unit moves out.

* During defensive operations the MP platoons will provide

security to the logistical base, brigade HQ and any

remainingEPWs. They are prepared to aocept additional

EW/CIs as necessary by establishing teuporary EW caq•W und

in preparation for offensive operations.

* Utility helicopters provide additional platforms for

casualty evacuation above and beya-d medical evacuation

(MDEVAC) elements capabilities. Augmentation of medical

personnel to provide medical care enroute should be

obtained, if possible.

Civil affairs support of defensive operations:

** Language and cultural expertise/advise.
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** CA area assessment.

** Control civilians to prevent interferenc with military

operations.

** Coordinate HN support (facilities, transportation,

etc).

b. Battalicn C~nsid-rations.

* Position CSS assets such as ccbat trains ard U I=s away

from obvious targets. If possible, position th-m on a

reverse slope and rete antennas. Recnroiter an alternate

site for the combat trains.

* The support platoon mist prc.,zre to •c t -rgncry

resupply, especially of class III and V, for all task force

elements. The L•O from the cross-attadhed heavy or light

cmarrny mist provida er- y rcqLuirc•nts.

* Mve rcvery assets and ca-tact teom to wArk out fcrwazd

of the 122Y.

* Pre-position critical supplics in the battalion area.
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* The light battalion does not have assets to move the

quantities of barrier materiel required for the defense. If

the engineer battalion is augmented with corps whieled

assets, it will pick up the materiel in the BSA and carry to

the emplacemar•t site. Otherwise, 5-ton trucks from the

-O C0SCM truck. ccapany or the TM company augmenting the FAST

or in country assets will move the materiel from the BSA to

the emplacement site.

* In a strong point defense, CSS assets must be positioned

inside the strong point to sustain operations since normal

lines of cmmunications may not be available.

* Unit SOPs should reflect plans for the corduct of imnsdiate

recganization to facilitate restoration of minimum levels

of combat effectiveness.

* LOGPACs are built in the BSA and postured where the

battalion S4 can best irpact on the material sustainent of

the battle.

7. Cmmunications.

a. Signal support in the defense:
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direction finding capabilities).

( * LMltiedannel radio use should be maximized to provide large

circuit capacity over considerable distances.

During defensive operaticrs, hot-loop wire lines combined

with the multid-annel system should be used.

* Serious consideration mzst be given to establishing some

sort of messenger service. This is another ncnmadiating

means which is critical durirn defensive operations.

* Visual signals are effective, especially when passing short

messages.

b. Communications at brigade level in a defensive situation

call for limited radio (i.e. sirnle channel voice) emissions, maxi== use

of wire for the status (i.e. main) force, ard multichannel radio (since it

is directional and thus considered less of a risk to radio direction

finding tech-niques). In addition, a highly disciplined radio net for the

reconnaissance element forward must be eiployed. Radio listenirq silence

should be enforced on all st: tionary radios. Miile the terrain is highly

cm ~nted, wire links can and should be established in the following
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order: (1) higher to low.r, (2) left to right, and (3) supporting to

i•"" ,'supported. For extended di~stances and whe~re aviataic assets are

S~available, wire can be deployed by aerial method.

S~c. The cam~unications system interccmnects all major culmand

/ ~elements and provides entry into the camR.nications system for ouvering

/ forces, outposts, and reserves. Signal centers are easily employed in the

d•efense. They will not be reqie to displace as often as the offense,

S~but at times they will displace and personnel should be prepared to nove

an short notice. Mesngr are effectively used in organizing and

S(xmck'ctirq defensive positions. They reduce the reqirement for radio

transmissions a provide a high degree of signal seo iity.

S•;• Visual signals can be used in the defense as in other

-i/I- situations described in this manual. A~qain, this type of communication

S~allos us to maintain radio silence and provides security. In the

> c~defense, radio ommunicatiors are not used as ilrq as we have other

(xmunication neans available. Radio nets will rem~ain cpen, bizt cn

listening silence. Wire ccanications will be the primr maans in the

defense. High priority ciroiits sh~id be established as quickly as

possible to n•s izmadiate reqieet. Mor circuits can be installed,

asn needed, to meet reureet and ixres ccmmications traffic

capacity and flexibility.

d. Cc~nm~ncaticns Nets in the Defense.•
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Mie below listed rnets are the mhini~m nets required in the defense

(Note: The below listed nets are o'i radio listcning silezmx until caitact.

is mlade):

* Brigade coim~axx FM net. A

* Brigade administrative and logistical FM net.

* Brigade operationsfintelligezr= mt.

*Battalion ccrn FM! net.

*Battalion administrative and logist~ical FM net.

*Battalion operations! intelligznc2z FM ne-t,.

* Ccarpanry carmard and operations FM net.

* Fire direction nets.

Survirwllance ne-ts.

8. Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical (NBC) Defensive Cperations.

The &rcke/Decon Cczrpany c-4n provida r-=ke,- to slow the advanca of
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attacking forces, conceals battle positions, logistic support areas, and

reduces the enemy's capability to see the battlefield. Smoke pots should

be used to coneal the individual smoke generator's location. As the

battle harklaver fro the covering force to the MMA force occurs, smoke

generators and smoke pots screen the maneuver of friendly forces. Smoke

is employed under proper MErI-T conditions. Decotamination suprt and

deliberate Decontamination sites will be established in the BSA. The

Decontamination mission is tied to the availability of a water supply.

For an example of this technique see Figure 4-3-31.

Meteorological corditions are as follows:

Wind Direction: Frcm SW to NE.
Wind Speed: 6 knots.
Temperature Gradient: Inversion.
Time: Most effective in early

mrning or late evening.

This type of smoke employment will provide a smoke

haze. The visibility is form 50 to 150 meters. The smoke

screen will conceal ground maneuver, breadcing, and revery

operations.

The smoke generators must be placed in a hide position

with cover form enemy artillery.
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PART Fa.]R: L0?UHG M=NAT DE MO MS

Them cjective of this pase is to caolidatA ftlindly ~omrl of the

c~aticxagaarea, redepay the fcrce to 03U cr arcthe thmert as

rmplicy as pcesible, azd shift the force of cpemtix= frce =ft to

naticn kiildirq. 1hre, the force is Le= stitute for &-=om1* -ircpny

cperaticm. As in the initial pihassm, e&*l m of c~i andi omtzo1,

omat, o~bat 5.lppot, and cihet sem-Ac u~part aemm-its uhile

~uitaiir~flexibility and sc~ity are essential.

DOD

RESPONSIBILITY~z z Z
DOS TIME

* ~ ~~~~G 4-4-1. F~ShlTY~Y~~
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Even before the successful cmpleticn of cnbat cperations, planning

for the shiftirq of respcnsibility for operations in the host ccuntry

begins between the Departnt of Defense and Department ot State. As

combat action decreases, State Department activity and responsibility

increases until a hardover of authority occurs. (Figure 4-4-1).

During this process, United States military object.ves shift from a

combat orientation to foreign internal defense (FID) in support of the

host government's internal defense and develcpvnt (IDAD) program. IDAD

is a full range of actions taken by a nation to promote its groith and to

protect itself from subversicn, lawlessness, and insurgency or banditry.

The goal of IDAD strategy is to develop viable political, social, er'anic

and military institutions which are responsive to the needs of society.

A successful IDAD program is based on balanced develcopnt, security,

neutralization and mobilization. The host goverrnmt inplements social,

econcmic, and political programs which stimulates balanced development.

These programs are oriented at redressing the social, eccnamic, and

political ills of the country. The host nation military provides

thenecessary internal security and ctability within the ontry to

promotesuch developmcent. All elements of pc~vr czncentrate on the legal,

physical and psychological separation of the former base of pcwmr from the

population. Mobilization and sLuport of the population and material

resources are necessary if this program is to be successful.
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US goverrment suq~xcrt to a ho~st government' Is ID program is foreign

internal defense. This is a joint inter agny, Anadim± effort u.&dcd

is a blend of au kstrusnts of natiomi pmmr: diplcmatic; eic;

information; and military. Edch designed to addiew clearly define

political objectives. The US ,.ba throug t courUt

provdes the focl point for interaýrý orinatiai and m~ervisicm of

the FID program. The US military mission in mprt of a Fh program,

provides assistance in tra-hinin advisory assistanm,inlgec

pydhlogical operations, civil affairs, prpiuation rc c rol, and

tactical operations.

COMBAT

RESPONSIBILITY'

NATION TIME

BUILDING

FIGUPE 4-4-2. OPERATIONAL CQi 'Mv .
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An ca 't cpsrticn are miluded, t~n JIT red=s its o~bt

ntxes~th andl ir~ear-m its nation b~iiding straith in t±ha farm of Spwcial

Fcrme, Civil Affairs, Psydt~loical q~rati==, Military Folios,

Enirx~ers and1 Mg±ica.1 detachmm-nts. As this occus, a hardaver of military

operation from ccbt fortes to nation buildirrg f~crcs gradUaly occurs.

(Figure 4-4-2).

Cm4

JTF

COMBAT 4--3 C10•INFC
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Mie joint forces commander (JFC) or subordinate joint force ccmmander

must create an organizational situation to facilitate this handover. The

tw suIcipoents of this organization will be ground cobat forces and

foreign internal defense forces. Each organization should be commnaed by

senior officers of equal rank. (Preferably by a Gerewal or flag officer

or at a mininium a Colonel or Naval Captain). Examples of such an

organization are fcud in Figure 4-4-3.

Thbe nucleus for the combat military portion of forces can be a

battalion, brigade or a diiision. The nucleus for the FID force may be a

Joint US Military Assistance Group (JUSMAG). A FID force or other

Security Assistance Organizations (SAO) operates under a US unified

-cumand or subordinate JTF to provide training and operational advice to

host nation forces. To acconplish this, assigned or attached elements

making up this force must be specially trained, area oriented and language

qualified.

The nucleus of the SAO should be provided by Special Operations

Forces. By doctrine and force design a Special Forces group or battalion

can be designated the C2 elemnnt of the SAO. The SAO itself is a

combined arms task force made up of a wide range of skills. The force is

tailored and packaged to augment the capabilities of the in country SAO

based on MEIT-T-P. Normal augmentation includes:

* Special Forces.
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* Civil Affairs.

* Psychological Operaticns.

* Health services support.

* Egineer.

* Military Police.

* Military Intelligence.

* Signal.

* Other ccmbat, ccmhet suppot ard ccitt service support

elements.

Handver betwen crbat forces and the FID fo-czs ist be methodical

and deliberate. It must be jointly plannd bat-n the cciat and FID

=r=anders, then briefed to the JTF or ARFCR r. A time lirune st

be developed. Handover on the ground is seqj=ncd on that time lins to

ensure a gradual and orderly trarnition occurs.

To ensure security during the transition, the ARM creates a "Quick

P-action Force" (QRF). The size and location(s) of this force is (are)
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based on METr P. uate cmbat support, and combat service support

assets augment this force to ensure its rapid deployment and reinforce its

cotabat capabilities.

Special Forces Operational Detadcment "A"' (SF-OA) are deployed into

the area of operation over a period of days. One SFMA is committed per

rifle company area or in some cases a battalion area of cperaticn. That

rifle company or battalion remains in place until the SFA comander

feels the situation is stable. Once the SFO con=arder feels the area of

operation is pacified, the ARMR or JTF ccnanzder is notified. Upon his

"ackrtwledgment, the rifle caopany or battalion is pulled back to an

assef;'ly area for redeployment.

At the same time, Special Forces Operaticonal Detachment's "B" (SFODB)

are deployed into the ARFOR's area of operation as a camand and control

element of the SFDMAs. The area of operation of the SFOD may not be the

as that of the battalion or brigade. It will be based on MEIT-T-P

with eaphasis on establishing area borudaries which maintain the ethnic

hogeneity of indigenus personnel.

To ensure an orderly transition, detailed briefings are conducted.

The incoing SAO C2 element, which should be the headuarters of a

Special Forces Graoup (Airborne) [SFGA] or a special Forces Operational

Detad=ent "C' (SFCDC), will receive detailed briefs by the JI1, ARFM,

brigade and, if required, battalion staffs. The SFODBs receive briefs
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from brigade and battalion staffs and if required, rifle ccapany

commanders. Finally, SFOMD's receive briefs frcm the battalion staff and

rifle cccpany connader in the area of operation. Mie briefs cover the

battlefield operatirn systems and are follod by close personnel

interface.

At a pre-agreed to time, and/or ccnditicn, camznd and ontrol of

ground forces shifts fran the cwbat ca=ardar to the SOF ccanarder.

A QRF should be retained in country. The WF can he uner the coard

and control of the SAS, ARFOR or the JTF. Mini fire suppcrt assets

nust be available. These should ce in the form of A-37s, AC130s, or

attack helicopters.

If, due to constraints, US Army engimri xs are unable to dýTloy to the

host nation country, a District En era with contract authority should be

part of the incanim FID force.

The SFMA and the SFCOC are struturzd with scrt ele-znts to

provide the nucleus for CSS szupcrt. As reire the will have to be

aupmeted with CS(= assets.
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CONCLUSIONS

The use of light, heavy, and special operations forces for the conduct

of military operations creates a new dynamic for the battlefield

ommander. Although most traditional doctrine, tactics, and techniques

can be applied to the force, unique situations created by the mixture of

different forces requires new solutions to insure the synergism of the

force is maxLmized.

The importance of developing solutions to the unique problems of

light-heavy SOF operations is inperative to the United States Army. Over

the past years it has become more likely for United States forces to

become involved in contingency operations to support or achieve national

goals and interests. The magnitude of the operations will vary fram small

force operations described in this thesis to operations on the scale of

operations currently being conducted in the Persian Gulf.

As coumanders address future battlefield they must look at the

battlefield from all dimensions. No longer are traditional approaches to

combat op•rations going to be the most successful manner of prosecuting

ground combat operations. Commanders and staff planners who lock

themselves into a single force type, or set of tactics will doom

themselves and the forces entrusted to them to failure.
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During the past two years it has been a privilege to have had license

to look at the erployment of the variety of forces within the Army force

structure without constraints. The most difficult aspect of this

privilege was overcoming institutional and personal biases as to how best

to employ each type of force.

First and forenost a lesson learned is that each type force, be it

light, heavy, or special operations has an important role and function on

the battlefield. The most effective forces are those that maximize the

total capabilities and minimize the total vulnezabilities, and use every

possible space on the battlefield to their advantage. Forces that fail to

do this rarely achieve a level of success comparable to those that do.

Included are the following conclusions derived cs a result of studying

light-heavy-SOF operations. The conclusions are organized in accordance

with the MADOC Battlefield Operating Sys-tm rmodel. The structure of the

seven battlefield operating systenm is used to fram, the lessons learned

and observations. MTe focus is on the 1" •ht-heavy force eiploynn-nt on the

mixed force battlefields using heavy-light and light-heavy task force/team

organizations.

1. m and Ccntrol:
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A. The nst difficult combat task for a maneuver cammander is

to integrate and synchronize cczbat power at the critical tine and place.

To accomplish this task it is essential that the maneuver commander

understards the capabilities and limitations of his forces. This is

exceptionally true for light-heavy combined arms operations. The maneuver

ccaum•der can significantly alter the dynamics of the battlefield by

maximizing the capabilities of one part of the force to offset limitations

of another part of the force. Light forces use stealth and surprise to

attack and defeat their opponent. Heavy forces use firepower and mobility

to defeat their enemy. These two forces create an environment that

prevents the enemy from using his weapons and tactics to an advantage.

B. Integration of combat assets requires the c •mkrder's intent

and orders be clear and concise. Clarity of intent and orders is

especially important when mixing light heavy and forces. Heavy and light

forces react differently on the battlefield. Light forces cannot react

quickly to changing missions, without transportation augmentatia. Heavy

forces react quickly but have a significantly larger density of equipment

and support resources to move. The "tail" must be included when changing

missions of heavy forces. Once moving, heavy forces provide flexibility

to respond rapidly to mission charges. Force commanders must realize that

once committed a light force cannot be rapidly reoriented to execute a new

plan.
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C. Control measures are essential to operations with mixed

forces. Reaction times ard rates of movent for heavy and light forces

are significantly different. The differene require commanders and

staffs to pay particular attention to size of defensive sectors as ,.ll as

attack distances assigrTed to each type force. A heavy tank company may

not be able to maneuver adequately within a light infantry battalion

sector under normal circumstances. The ccnar-lJer must analyze MEIT--T and

designate sectors that maximize the capabilities of both forces.

D. Plaiinirg is critical to successful operations. When mixing

forces there is a greater potential to miss scxething in the planning

process due to differences in tactics, techniques, and procedures.

Successful comanders have found that liaison officers (INO) are crucial

to bridging the differences in the forces. The INO is the force

employment expert on wham the cxrernder mist rely on to ensure the forces

are employed as they are be,t suited. Units failing to use liaison

"officers significantly increase the probability they will not employ their

forces in the most effective manner.

E. Timely and accurate reporting of information is essential in

all operations. Mixing of light a14 heavy forces creates a new

battlefield dynamic requiring intensive management. Processing of

information and triacking of the battle at all locations and echelons is

absolutely critical. On the heavy or light battlefield the comnarder
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fights one type battle with a set pace of operations. Mixing heavy and

light forces into ccmbined arms teams creates a battle with multiple

dimensions. A multi-dimensional battlefield requires the maneuver

ccnmander •nist fight more than one type battLe simultanerusly.

Syncronization is difficult under the best of situations. Without

intensive and continuous battle tracking, synchronization is quickly lost.

F. Flow of information is a vital link when employing light and

heavy forces. The ranges and types of co-mications equipment available

to the forces must be known by the camonrder. Recognizing the capabilities

and limitations of the heavy and light cammunications equipment reduces

the likelihood information and reports will not be available to the

omnder at a critical time and place on the battlefield.

Light forces have several cczmucation's systems not found in heavy

forces. These include MX band radios and Tactical Satellite (TACSAT)

radio systems. Heavy forces must be augmented with these systems.

Conversely Heavy forces rely on FM communications. The heavy forces

systems possess a FM operating range three to four tines greater than the

FM systems found in light forces. Additionally, heavy forces have

significantly greater commuications redundancy than light forces.

Planning communication is absolutely critical to effective employment of

light and heavy forces.
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2. Ine -,gtc:

A. The intelligence reuirements of heavy and light forces are

different. Effective ccmbined arms operations require those differerres

be identified, understocd, and included in plans and orders.

"B. Heavy and light forces use terrain differently than light
4

forces. The light force crnder muist urderstard how lheavy forces will

use terrain as he plans ccmbined arms cperations with heavy fcrces. How

the heaxy force will get to the battle is just as hrportant as where the

enemy will fight. For exanple, light force scouts mist be familiar with

tank mobility and routes when conducting reconnaissance for a light-heavy

battalion task force.

"C. Light and heavy forces use location differently. Heavy

forces use area locations, in as micd as fix enemy forces at a specific

point for engagement. Heavy forces fight from positicns on or near a

specific location where they want to defeat the enemy force. Light forces

use location as the point on the grourd where they will position

themselves to conduct a specific action. Force ccnmý-ders mist recognize

how each type force uses the term location.

D. Light forces mast exploit the intelligence capabilities of

heavy forces. Heavy force scouts can c wer large are-as of the battlefield

more rapidly than light scouts. This provides the light force commnder
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with a broader perspective of the battlefield. on the other hand, heavy

forces can use the light force scouts to enhance their reconnaissance

capability. The battlefield signature of the dismounted or light scout is

suhd that they are frequently overlooked by enemy forces. Light force

scouts appear to vanish when they are not moving. lhis provides the heavy

force with the ability to maintain surveillance on critical areas of

interest with little risk of being acquired. Combining heavy and light

force scouts provides the light camnander with the ability to move scouts

arcund the battlefield more rapidly. This adds depth to the forces'

ability to see more of the battlefield, and develop a more comprehensiva

picture of events as they unfold.

3. Maneuver:

A. Uniderstard how light and heavy forces fight. Light forces

overwhelm the enemy with intense small arms fires at close range to

prevent the enemy from reacting. Heavy forces mass fires and maneuver to

allow multiple engagements of targets with organic weapons systems. The

dcaracteristics of each type engagemrent are different. Light forces

engagements are close, fast, and violent. Heavy forces battles are longer

in duration, and are characterized by brief exchanges of violent fire,

followed by movement, and more fire.

S. Light infantry forces use aggressive actions to prevent the
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enemy forces from massing on them. In both offense and defense, light

forces must take the battle to the enemy. Light forces attack enemy

forces when they are most vulnerable. The enemy is most vulnerable at

night, in restrictive terrain, and when exposed to conduct breaching

operations. The enemy is also vulnerable in their rear suport area; and

along enemy comnand, control, and logistic lines. Light forces shape the

battlefield.

C. Heavy forces add depth to the battlefield by providing the

cmarder with the ability to reposition forc-s in response to the

changing dynamics of the battlefield. In operations with light forces

this provides the force ccmarj]er with flexibility to figL- an armored or

xmechanized enemy force. Light forces alone cannot react with the speed

and agility that is required for such a fight. Mixing light and heavy

forces allows the comnarrIer the flexibility to engage enery forces

continuucsly across the spectrum of the battlefield.

D. Use the maxim=m capabilities of weapons systýes to defeat

enm forces. Both heavy and light forces have weapons that cause

devastating effects on enem forces. Leaders at all level must understand

the ranges, effects and erploymnnnt consideratiors for every weapon they

have available to their force. Leaders who fail to know what the

capabilities are of their force ca.nnot maximize their corhat pacer against

the enemy.
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E. In c rt with each other, heavy and light forces provide

the manever commander the ability to fight in all terrain and weather

canditions. A single type force does not have che capability to offset

its own limitations, heavy and light cmbined arms forces do Cumbined

arms tea with heavy and light forces create a synergistic force less

restricted by terrain; able to fight in all conditicns of visibility and

weather; and able to seek out and destroy the eemy when he is most

vulmerable. The cbined effects of mixinq heavy and light forces creates

a force stronger than the irdividual parts.

A. The coplementary actions of heavy and light artillery increase

the depth of fire support available "o the maneuver force. Light farce

artillery is best suited for close sut4ort operations. The family of

light artillery munitions are ideally suited for supporting dismunted and

light assault forces. Althoh the lacking dual purpose improved

conentional munitions (DPICM) of the heavy artillery, light artillery

produces higher volumes of fire to support tgm ruver operations. The

lesser range of light artillery is balanced hr the ability to air assault

firing units to attack enemy targets that far Aceyond the range of heavy

guns.

B. Heavy force artillery p'-vides the force commander with
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1cner range weapons and a larger variety of anmnition to include

anti-armor munitions such as DP-Ia4, Copperhead, and FASCAM. The

automated fire control and planning assets of heavy forces facilitate a

more rapid response to the needs of the mareuver force. Heavy force

artillery, augmented with organic ccunter mortar radar of the light,

provides an iprov counterf ire capability essential for survivability of

frien Ily forces.
i4

C. As with any capability there are limitations when forces are

b. To reduce the possibility of inflicting casualties and damage too

friendly forces, coordination and clearanc of fires is critical. Units

must know where all elements of the force is at all times. Planning of

fires mist be integrated into maneuver plans. This ensures fires' support

the sdceme of maneuver, and maneuver of firing assets does not interfere

with the ground tactical plan. Reporting of unit locations and good land

navigational skills are essential in reducing the diance of fratricide.

D. The interface between TAC E and ncn-TACFIP- equipped units

is crucial. The use of liaison officers between the heavy and light

artillery resolves many of the difficulties encountered. The liaison

provides the controlling headquarters with an expqert who can resolve

problems as they arise. Just as the liaison officer between heavy and

light maneuver forces is critical to effective combined arms operations,

the liaison officer is critical to irdirect fire sup-ort operations.
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5. Mobility. QOxmtere±ilitv. and Sriaiiy

A. Planning for these systems with a mixed force is a

challenge. Mobility means different things to each part of the force. To

heavy forces, it is the ability for that force to move unimpeded from the

line of departure to and past the objective. Mis reuires the heavy

force to identify, breach, and clear any impediment or obstacles that

interferes with the freedom to maneuver. Heavy forces must analyze and

evaluate soil corditions, terrain restrictions, and obstacles or barriers

that might interfere with mobility. Light forces are less restricted by

maneuverability than heavy forces, but place a higher premium on covered

and concealed avenues than heavy forces. Light forces must carefully

consider the mobility limitations of terrain when teamed with heavy forces

in combined arms operations.

B. An aspect of mobility frequently overlooked is the different

rates of maneuver for light and heavy forces. By using the transportation

resources of a heavy unit, a light force can be moved much more rapidly

than by having them walk. Instead of a light infantry company walking 15

km's from an assembly area to the objective, units should use all

available resources of the heavy portion of the force. Soldiers can be

t s t to the line of departure or attack position with organic

assets such as HMEIT ammunition carriers, or tanks. The light force will

have more physical energy available for battle and mounted light forces
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provide additional security to the heavy force. Units that capita). ,- an

the resources and capabilities of the other parts of the force are mo.

effective than those that ignore them.

C. Limiting the ability of the enemy to maneuver reduces his

ability to fight on his terms. Heavy forces can create obstacles that can

stop enemy forces. Light forces can prevent enemy forces fran breaching

them. Light forces can create obstacles forcing eney forces to maneuver

into the killing zones of heavy forces. Tcgther heavy and light forces

can prevent the enemy from taking advantage of a limitation of either the

light or heavy force.

D. Planning ccuntermobility operations is just as important as

planning mobility operations. Obstacles and barrier plans must be an

integrated into the maneuver plan. COnsideration mist be given to the

effect obstacles have on friendly forces. FASiSM mine fields must be

coordinated to prevent the safety zones frcm inrterfering with friendly

forces and maneuver or counterattack routes. Conoider the ranges of

weapons being used to cover FAS=I minefields. Lrsure weapons readc into

eirjagemet areas.

E. Survivability is essential to both light and heavy forces.

Light force ccmmanderz m.st plan survivability measures for their attadced

heavy forces. Tanks, f o.- exaple, do nct have carcuflage nets, and cannot

dig themselves in as a light infantryman can. In the defense a heavy
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force, like the light force, survives best in dug-in fighting positians.

Priorities for construction of survivability positions is MEIT-T driven.

6. Air De :

A. Light forces frequently overlook the capabilities of the

heavy force to supplement their air defense assets. The fire power of a

heavy force is devastating to enemy air. Every weapon on a tank,

including the main gun is a potential destroyer of enemy aircraft and

helicopters.

B. Heavy forces frequently overlook the danger to enemy

aircraft light forces pose. Mhe ability of light forces to disappear and

hide on the battlefield is and advantage. ary forces cannot accurately

predict were they are most likely to be attacked by air defense weapons

and missiles. When enemy aircraft realize they have been engaged it is

too late to react. By the tim the enemy can react, the light air

defenders can vanish and move to another engagerent area to attack arnther

aircraft or helicopter.

C. Placing the light force air defense assets thrughcut a

sector also inproves the early warning capabilities essential to effective

air defense.
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D. Heavy forces can supplent the missile carrying

capabilities of light forces and facilitate resupply after missile are

expended. Heavy forces can increase the survivability of light air

defense assets by using engineer assets to build positions to reduce their

vulnerabilities to enemy ground and indirect fires.

7. Cbat Service

A. Whether a force is heavy, light, or a mix of both, the most

complex aspect of any operation is CSS. As with all of the Battlefield

Operating Systems, CSS has capabilities and limitations.

B. Combat Service Support requires a ccmnn support structure

capable of accepting forces regardless of their type. Current systems

used by light and heavy forces are incropatible. The Cmrbat Service

Support structure of the light forces is caesigned to support a light force

for short periods of high activity. It does not provide the structuLe to

plan, and track the battle for extended periods of tihr. A consequence is

the inability of the light FAST to integrate effectively and efficiently

CSS assets needed to support heavy forces.

C. Casualty evacuaticn is a critical ele•_nt of support to the

soldier. Soldiers fights better if they can dep-end on an efficient

casualty evacuation and medical treatrUnt systsm. A soldier who knows he
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will be taken care of if he is wounded or injured fights better. Light

forces must rely on external assets to evacuate its casualties. Planning

for the use of light forces must include planning for casualty

evacuation. If a vehicle can move it can be used to evacuate a casualty.

Light forces can assist in the treatment and evacuation of casualties from

both light and heavy forces.

D. Light forces require resupply mare often than a heavy force,

but rquire less. What the light fighter needs he must carry. Use of

heavy force assets to reduce the burden on the individual soldier creates

"a mre effective force. Heavy forces can carry more mortar ammunition on

"a Bradley than a light infantry platoon would otherwise carry in their

rucksacks. The same is true for other types of class V.

E. A light force has significant difficulties supporting a

heavy force with maintenance, and other logistics. Increased consumption

of class III and V are exanples. This problen is overcm by planning and

tailoring the heavy force to bring with it those assets that the light

force cannot provide.

*OREOMMM MS

Employment of light and heavy forces as a combined arms team is a

viable application of forces. Trainin together will allow units to
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overaxze fears and misperceptions as to the capabilities and limitations

of different force types. Overcomng parocial attitudes of each type

forces is our greatest training dhallenge.

This thesis project was intended to serve as a first step for the

future development of doctrine, tactics, and techniques for the employment

of forces on the modern battlefield. The narrow focus of this effort was

rncessary to provide a pathway for future studies and develcpqnnt of

doctrinal publications dealirg with other forms of ccntingency operations

and other force mixtures.

The results of this thesis will contii~e to require refinenent as

farces modernize in terms of doctrine, training, organization and

material. Refinement will also be required as more operations and

tz inirq is conducted using mixed forces of light, heavy, and special

operations forces.
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APPENDIC A

TACTICAL AIR SUPPORT T'0 AIMY Sr=IKE OPERATIONS

"A. General. US Air Force Tactical Air &Spport to strike operations

inc-lude a wide range of missions and capabilities. The Air Force missions

that will most directly effect the Army during strike operations include:

1. Counter air; to gain control of the airspace in and aroud the

area of operation.

2. Battlefield air interdiction (BAI); to delal, disrupt, divrert or

destroy enemy land forces which could have a near term effect on the

operaticns or scheme of maneuver of friendly forces, bit are not in close

proximity to friendly forces.

3. Close air support (CAS); to spport the friendly concept of

operations with decisive aerial firepor in close proximity to friendly

surface fcrces.

4. Airlift; to deploy and wustain friendly forces.
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5. Suarveillance and recoTraissan=; to collect information frc

airtzrm tactical Air Force swors= and as-zats.
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Figure A-1 shcws typical T-actIca1 Air &4:port Missions for Army

Battlefield operating systems.

6. Speci a IzJ tasks; to erlmrz> the executioni of their mi jam azx

O*Ianre brigade operation, sxh as:

a. Electmaric com~bat.

b. Weather service.

C. Airboirne Comm~ard and3 Ow~tra.
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B. Air Defense Operations and Tactical Air Support Considerations.

1. The cramnander, air forces (CCMAFFOR) will normally be designated

as area air defense commander (AADC) if a significant air threat exists.

As AADC the COMAFFOR will plan, coordinate, and conutct air defense

operations for the joint force. Figure A-2 depicts the key architecture

of joint air defense opearations during a strike operations.

2. The Airborne Warning and Control Systpm (AWACS) can provide

.Limited airborne early warning and surveillance diret to the brigade

coand post. The interface at the brigade comnd post will be an ad hoc

Army Airspace Commaid and Control (A2C2 ) Element with the ADA liaison

team and TACP as the principal players. Early warninr information will be

provided via "Voice Tell" procedures to the Army from AWZCS (SEE TRADOC

Pam 34-4 for additional information).

3. Early warning (alerting and i-Leng) informaticn, chunges to rules

of engagenent and limited IFF will be provided by TAC cci ui-cations

means to the AID and ADA Li.ison Offirer who in turn will relay this

information to Army Air Defense Artillery Units within the brigade.

4. Tactical Air Force air defense fighter cperations in support of

the airhead may be controlled by ANACS, and Army Forward Area Air Defense

and Air Force air defense operations may be cocrdinated and deconflicted

by mean- of AMCS.
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5. Key ArprI Air Force i:terface: A2C2 Elwnt; MkCY; A•.C;

SFire Units.

C. Tactical Air Close Air SIort/Battlefield Air Interdiction/Electronic

Warfare Considerations.

1. Air Force CAS will nrcmally canstitute the primary means of fire

support for Army strike operations during the initial phase of the

cperation. Figure A-3 depicts the key architecture involved in fire

m ort operations.

C~aALL * am Me Ad rCLtUI WasIN CM caxNM
0 CAS

* KM O I 11. WU WASS- COPASS CALLOF~ 9 W 1C0WAN CALL)

As-5

AFVON

* 3 AI R 2

FignA -3.AI FRCI FIRE SUPnon Q EATION'S
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2. Key Army/ Air Force Interface: Fire Support Element; TACP; S3,

Air; ABCCC; EW Staff Officer; S2.

3. BAI/AI target nominations to support the concept of operation

will have been coordinated and planned prior to execution. Adjustment to

these missions and request for additional BAI support will be IAW FM

6-20-30, Fire Sumort for Corps and Division Operations. The ABCCC, (if

available) acts as an airborne air support operations center (ASOC), and

facilitates required coordination between the FSE and the Air Force Forces

TACC and JTF (SEE TRADOC Pam 525-8 for further information).

4. Close air support assets on airborne alert status can be launched

by the ABCCC in response to Army requirements for irmediate CAS.

Preplanned CAS missions will normally be coordinated by the ABCCC and can

be adjusted to meet immediate CAS requirerrants if required.

5. Army requirements for jannirn sLpport ray be provided by Oxpass

Call and EF-111 Ravens during selected phases of the operation. Air Force

battle staff personnel on the ABZC'. can coordinate Ei/jarmng operations

with the brigade CP.

D. Tactical Air Intelligence Support Considerations

1. In addition to National Intelligence assets Air Force tactical
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assets in the immediate objective area can provide limited near-real taim

intelligence support. See figure A-4 for a depiction of key arcitecture/

interface.

rAC RECCE SUPPORT

* BOA (VIA IN-FLIGHT REPORTS) * INFLIGHT REPORTS

e OTHER EEl O . -n->. BOA
ASCCC o OTHER EEl

AFFOR

o TACP

Fimxre A-4- IMIGENCE SUPP•OT.

2. Prior coordination for intelligence support from Air Force

tactical air assets, will allow the brigade to receive in near-real time

in-flight reports concerning battle damage assessments from CAS and BAI

missions. Additionally selected essential elements of information (EEI)

which CAS and BAI mission aircraft may be able to collect, can be provided
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by means of in-flight reports direct to ABOCC and then to the brigade CP.

3. Key Arzy/ Air Force interface: brigade S2; TMI=; A3OC.

4. Other intelligence data fro JTF and Army sources will be

provided AW nornral doctrine and procedures.

.AOC04C

IAFFOR .. ,.

"* ALCE
"* ALFT wOC CSS SUPPORT

* *FRA'AI. EVA"uTiom

*P"EftL*4D Aft.37
* Id4CTE AakFT

PWP ELAM*4 PKS2PP. f (ft$J4 SYSTEA 4 E£FFECT

* EMWPNCY MI.%Pf AS AEC*

Figure A-5. lTLGECE SURa MSIDTPATIcNS.

E. Tactical Air Force Carbat Service Support and Considerations.
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1. Air Force airlift forces provide the resources to conduct

airborne arn airlarxi insertion of friendly forces. These operations are

cucte IAW joint doctrine. See figure A-5 for a depiction of key

architecture/ interface. (SEE FM 100-27 for further information.)

2. Aeromedical evacuation, and both preplanned ard emergency

resupply is available fran airlift forces.

3. Key Army/ Air Force interface includes: brigade S3, Air; S4;

MkP; A2C2 ElemAent.
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APPENDIX B

CONMGENCY OPERATIONS SUSTAINMFT C=ECIST

A. General:

1. Has a thorough review of the OPLAN or OPORD been made?

2. Are logistics annexes and estimates prepared?

3. Has the purpose of the logistics support plan been concisely

stated?

4. Have the assumptions behind the logistics support plan been

clearly stated?

5. Have terrain, enemy, a.,,vironment, and season been thoroughly

analyzed to determine the impact on the logistics support plan?

6. Has the plan been coordinated with all coaponent cmmunders?

7. Are all responsibilities for support clearly stated?
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8. Has the deployment flow of combat and combat support elements

with their support requirements and capabilities been carefully

analyzed to determine time phasing reuirements for introduction

of logistics elements?

9. Have steps been taken to ensure that efforts to maximize combat

power are not made arbitrarily so that deployed forces cannot be

sustained?

10. What support may be required to be provided to allies, other

service components, civilians, and EPWs?

11. What support may be provided by allies, other service components,

or civilians?

12. Has the requisition flow been adequately described?

13. Has the supply flow been adequately been described?

14. Have LOG= reporting requirements (including format, frequency,

and utilization) been adequately described?

15. Are in-country DAACs reyixed?
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16. Are stockage levels by class of supply specified?

17. Have acccupanying supplies been designated?

18. Have follow-on supply procedures and packages been establi shed

(to include emergerx-zy on-call resupply)?

19. Have sufficient MHE assets been planned for?

20. Have the ADP asseats and capabilities of the deploying CSS

elements been delineated?

21. Has the interface between them and their support base been

clearly identified?

22. Have assets been designated for protection of the logistics base?

23. Has cunsideration been given to resupply of items either not

handled, or handled in limited quantities in peacetime by

deploying elements (such as individual clothing, GRPRE items,

wire, chemical decontaminates, protective mask filters, and fog

oil) ?

24. Have procedures and responsibilities for captured supplies and

equiprent been specified?
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A. Use of Locally Available Pesources:

1. Have civil affairs elements and U.S. embassy personnel been

contacted to determine the availability of local resources?

2. Have all LOGCAP and HNS agreements been analyzed for their

iipact?

3. Have personnel been ixluded in the deployuent flow to coordinate

support related to such agreements?

4. Have the following itens/functions been. specifically considered

for possible support from local resources:

* Transportation (including port/airfield clearance)

* Laundry

* Subsistene supplements and food service, ice and water

* General duty labor

* Clothing exctuange and bath

* Clothing, canvas, and parachute repair
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* Petroleum, oils, and lubricants

* Utilities

Mainterx-ce

industrial gases

Construction and barrier materials

5. Does the ic-kistical support element include a contracting element

with the rrquire perscnnel including interpreters,

administrative personnel, and personnel trained in contracting?

6. Does the contracting element have the proper authorization, and

are its responsibilities and procedures clearly defined?

7. Does the contracting element have the reqired regulations,

forrs, and supplies? These may include:

SF 26, Award/ Contract

* SF 44, Purchase Order Invoice Voucher

* DD Form 1131, Cash Collection Voucher
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M Fr=m 1155, Orders for Supplies or Services/ Request for

Quotation

MO Form 1594, Contract Coapleticn Statement

DM Form 1784, Small Purchase Pricing moraxxum

DA Form 3S53, Purchase Request and Cmamitment

* Calculators

* Cash boxes

8. Have all apropriate logistics units appointed ordering officers

and are their duties and responsibilities clearly defined?

9. Have the roles of finance and JAG personnel been clearly defined,

and is their relationship to the contracting element clearly

delineated?

10. Have locations been selected to facilitate coordination with

others involved in the contracting process?

11. Has the role of the Corps of Enqineer personne). in real property

transactions been clearly defined?
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C. Arm."

1. Given the weapons systems of the task force end the tactical

operation, what are the critical munitions required for the

mission?

2. Have consumption rates been established for each phase of the

contingency?

3. Has each component of the task force prcvided estimated

requirements?

4. Does each cc:-iponent have a responsive mans of changing

requirement forecasts once operations commence?

5. Are sufficient stocks of (=:itical amriunition available?

6. Have anmzrtion storage sites been selected?

7. Are security arragam•nts established?

8. Are engineer and Class IV assets available?
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D. Flml:

1. Have cromption rates been e-tabs for each phe of the

contingency?

2. Has each. couonent of the task force provided estimated

requirements?

3. Has a quality assuance program been established?

4. Have fuel testing kits and technicians to test captured and host

natian fuels been made available?

5. Has aircraft refueling been addressed?

6. Have planners considered the fuel of choice in overseas theaters

so that organic petroleum can be cnerted and redesignated as

rnxessary for JP-5 and JP-8?

7. Has the logistics force been provided with the proper fittings

and couplings for interservice fueling and use of host nation

assets?

8. Are additives required for commercial fuels?
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9. Have procedures been established to provide fuel additives?

10. Are any unique packaged products required?

11. Have industrial gasses been addressed?

12. Have arrangements been made for transportation of fuels?

13. Have fuel storage methods and sites been selected?

E. Fix:

1. Does the support plan describe how unit, direct support, and

general support maintenance will be provided?

2. Is missile maintenance addressed?

3. are AVUIq and AVIM addressed?

4. Are any special medical maintenanc requirements addressed?

5. Have push packages of cperaticnal readiness float (ORF) items for

light forces been developed?
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6. Is repairable exchange addressed?

7. Are recovery and evacuation addressed?

8. Are PLL and ASL requirements specified?

9. Is authorization for cannibalization and controlled exchange

addressed?

F. Sustain the Soldier:

1. Are the medical tasks, function, and responsibilities clearly

identified?

2. Is the medical support based on short duration combat zone

evacuation policies?

3. Have requiremnts and procedures for theater and strategic

aercmedical evacuation been arranged?

4. Have primary aid secondary aeromedical evacuation airfields been

identified?
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5. Have provisions been made to provide emergency medical assistance

to U.S. nationals, EPWs, civilian internees, and other detained

personnel?

6. Are veterinary personnel available to inspect captured and host

nation subsistence stocks?

7. Are preventive medicine personnel available to monitor water

production and distribution and to perform environmental health

surveys and inspections?

8. Has a system for inspection of potable ice been established?

9. Have medical resupply requirements been forecasted?

10. Are preconfigured medical supply packages available and

pre-positioned to provide respcnsive support?

11. Has a Joint Military Blood Program Office, or similar agency been

established to plan and cocrdinate the hardling, storage, and

distribution of whole blood and to consolidate and forward

requirements to the Military Blocd Program Office?

12. Has the ration cycle been established for each phase of the

conti eency?
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13. Has consideration been given to bakery, egg, fruit, vegetable,

meat, juice, UHT milk, and soft drink suplements?

14. Do local fresh fruits and vegetables meet U.S. standards?

15. Are chilling and freezer requirements addressed?

16. Have water requirements been identified for each phase?

17. Are water sources local systems, surface wells, or drilled wells?

18. Are surface soces of water fresh, brackish, or salt?

19. Have potable ice requirements been considered?

20. Have requirements for individual clothing and personal equipment

been addressed?

21. Have theater-specific items such as mosquito nets or cold wether

equipmDent been considered?.

22. Are sundry packs available for male and female soldiers?

23. Have arrangements been made to provide personal demand items?
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24. Have laundry and bath support requirements for the contingency

environment been identified in coordination with medical

personnel?

25. Has a Joint Central Graves Registration Office been established

to serve as the central point for planning and coordinating all

mortuary operations, remains identification, transportation, and

temporary burial of deceased personnel and collection and

processing of personal effects?

26. Have procedures fcr salvage collection, evacuation, and disposal

been addressed?

27. Is fire protection provided for airfields, axrunition and fuel

storage sites, ard other sensitive areas?

28. Have trash disposal responsibilities and procedures been

established?

29. Have adequate resources been provided?

G. Move:
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1. Have transportation rmpuments been anticipated for each phase

of the contingency?

2. Have movement control responsibilities been clearly delineated?

3. Have sufficient movement control assets been provided early in

the deployient flow?

4. Have the capabilities of the available transportation systems

(including airfields) been analyzed?

5. What facilities, personnel, and equipment may be available for

arrival airfield control group operations?

6. Miat are the dimensions of the tunnels?

7. mhat are the dimensions and classifications of bridges?

8. Have transportation priorities for each phase been determined and

disseminated?
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ACF43YM AND ABREVIATION DICrIONARY

The Enclosed list is intended to provide definitions of acronyms and

abbreviations found in this publication. Tha to? ::rjr, list also includes

many terms also encountered durin lighc-_- -Zt cuntir-ncy zperations.

AAC Anti Airspmorad r~Cor~

AACG Army Airfield Control Group

AASSLT Air Assault

AAT Army Assault Team

ABCOC Airborne Battlefield Command and Control Center

ABN Airborne

ACL Allowable Cabin Load

AD Air Defense (Air Force)

ADA Air Defense Artillery

ADC-S Assistant Division Ccmnder, Support

AE4IN Adrministration

ADO Air Defense Officer
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AFFe Air Forces

AUX Air Landing Control Elemenrt

ALM Airlift Control Element

ALO Air Liaison Officer

A0B Advanced Operating Base

AP Anti Personnel

APC Armored Personnel Carrier

APFSDS Armored Piercing, Fin Stabilized, Discarding Sabot

ARFO Army Forces

ARSOF Army Special Operations ".c-,

AS Area Security

ASL Authorized Stockage Ievul

ASOC Air Support Operations center

ASP Ammmiticn Supply Point

ASPC All Source Production Center

ASSLT Assault

AT AntiTank

ATP Anmzaition Transfer Point

AV Audio-Visual

AVIM Aviation Lntermediate Maintenanc

AVU14 Aviation Unit Maintenance

AZ Assault Zone

BAI Battlefield Air Interdiction
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BCC Battle'ield Circulation Control

BCS Battery Caqxiter System

BDAR Battlefield Damage Assessment and Repair

BDE Brigade

BFV Bradley Fighting Vehicle, M-2

BN Battalion

BOS Battlefield Operating Systems

BP Battle Position

BSA Brigade Support Area

C2  COmnand and Control

C2SRS Corraad and Control Strength Reporting System

C3  Comnard, Control, and Carmunications

C&J Collection and Jamnming

C-E Comunnications and Electronic

CA Civil Affairs

CAS Close Air Support

(CPSR Consolidated Brigade Personnel Status Report

OCT Combat Control Team

CDs Container Deployent System

CEB Clothing Dmchange and Bath

CFA Covering Force Area

CFV Cavalry Fighting Vehicle, M-3

C-3
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CI Conter Intelligence

CIA Central Intelligence Agency

CID Criminal Investigation Division

CIc Commander in Chief

CJCS Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff

CMD COmmand

CO Ccpany

COLT Combat Observation Lasing Team

CAqFOR Cammanaer, Air Forces

CMALF Cm der, Air Larding Force

CIONIS Continental United States

CfSC Cops SLorrt Camand

CCaad Post

am Copperhead

CS Cmbat &iqor-

CSAR Combat Search and Rescue

css Combat Service SuWort

CVC Conbat Vehicle Crewman

DA Direct Action

DAO Division Azmunition Office

DBOON Decontamination

DED Deliberate Decontamination Operations

DF Direction Firdirq
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DET Deployment for Training

DIA Defense intelligence Agency

DISCCM Division Support Couirrnd

DIV Division

DIVARIY Division Artillery

HD•G Digital Message Device, Ground

DOS Department of State

DPICH Dual Purpose Improved Conventional Munitions

DS Direct Support

DSA Division Support Area

DST Decision Support Template

DX Direct Exchange

DZ Drop Zone

EA Engagement Area

EAB Echelon Above Brig.de

KAC Echelon Above Corps

EAD Echelon Above Division

BCCM Electronic Counter - Counter Meas

ECM Electronic Counter Measures

EDRE Emergency Deployment Readiness Exercise

E Engineer

E. Electronic News Gathering

EOD Explosive Ordinance Disposal
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EPW Enviy Prisoner of War

ES4 Electronic Warfare Support Measures

EEAC Enlisted Terminal Attack Controller

E Electronic Warfare

FA Field Artillery

FAAR Forward Area Alerting Radar

FARP Forward Area Refueling Point

FASCAM Faamily of Scatterable Mines

FASCO Forward Ar- Support Coordination Office

FAST Forward Area Suport Team

PVC Fire Directicm Center

FEBA Forward Edge of the Battle Area

FID Foreign Internal Defense

FIST Fire Support Team

FIST-V Fire Support Team Vehicle

FLCT Front Line of Own Troops

FM Frequerny Modulation

FO Forward Observer

FOB Forward Operating Base

FPF Final Protective Fires

FSB Forward Staging Base

FSB Forward Support Battalion

FSCOORD Fire Support Ccordinator
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FSE Fire Support Element

FSO Fire Support Officer

G-VLT/D Ground/Vehicle Laser Locator Designator

G;;Fm Graves Registration

GS General Support

GSR General Support Reinforcing

GSR Ground Surveillance Radar

HAHO High Altitude, High Opening

MID High Altitude, Low Opening

HD Heavy Drop

HE High Explosive

HEAT High Explosive Anti Tank

HEP High Explosive Plastic

HET Heavy Equipment Transporter

HHC Headquarters,and Headquarters Copany

HHSB Headquarters, Headquarters and Service Battery

HIC High Intensity Conflict

HIMAD High and Medium Altitude Air Defense

HMý High Mobility Miltipurpose Wheeled Vehicle

HN Host Nation

HSS Health Services Support

HIMINT Human Intelligence
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11W Heavy

MDAD Internal Defense and Develpment

IEN Intelligence and Electronic Warfare

IENSE Intelligence and Electronic Warfare Support Element

I" Identify Friend or Foe

f-fINL Intelligence

IPB Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield

158 Inem1aeStaging Base

ITV Irove TOW Vehicle

J-SEAD Joint Suppression of Enrmy Air Defenses

J-SAK Joint Second Echelon Attack

JAAT Joint Air Attack Team

SJoint Airborn Ccumxnications Center

SJoint Force Camrder

JSOA Joint Special Cperations Area

JSOTF Joint Special Cperations Task Force

JTF Joint Task Forte

JUtMG Joint United States Military Assistance Group

LAPES Low Altitude Parachute Extraction System

LAW Light Antitank Weapon

LIC Low Intensity Conflict
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LID Light Infantry Division

LLVI Low Level Voice Intercept

I20 Liaison Officer

LOC Line of CQamudcation

LOG Icgistics

IWGPAC ILoistics Package

LEP Logistics Release Point

uRS Lonr Range Surveillance

Li= IaV Range S-rvAllanre Detacment

LZSU Lcrq Range Surveillance Unit

UZU Line Replaceable Units

LT Light

LTD Laser Target Designator,

LZ Landing Zone

SMilitary Airlift Cxinand

NAFCR Marine Forces

MWNPAD Man portable Air Defense

MBA Main Battle Area

MMM Mvement Cr'trol Office

MEBM Mechanized

MEIT-T Mission, Enmy, Troops, Terrain, and Time

MEIT-T-P Mission, Diemy, Troops, Terrain, Time, and Politics

MIC Mid Intensity Conflict
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MWC movement control Center

MW Motorized Rifle egiment

M3ADS Maneuver Oriented Ammnztion Distribution System

MXG-C Maximum on the Ground Capability

mom7 Military Operations in Urban Terrain

MP Military Police

MPAD Mobile Public Affairs Detadment

MPCH Multipurpose Light Helicoter

MMB Motorized Rifle Battalion

NM Motorized Rifle Ca~any

MRE Meal, Ready to Eat

MSB Main Support Battalion

MSR Main Suply Route

MSTMaintenance Sqpot Team

MrF Medical Treatment Facility

MIT Mobile Training Team

NAI Named Area of Interest

AIVFOR Navy Forces

NBC Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical

NCA National Cm•an Authority

NED Nonrcobatant Evacuation operations

O&I Operations and Intelligence
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OB Order of Battle

opai Operational Control

OcAN Operations Plan

OPS operations

OPSBC operations Security

CRF Opeerational Readiness Float

PAD Public Affairs Detadment

PAT Public Affairs Team

PIR Priority Intelligence Reuirements

PM Provost Marshall

POC Platoon Operations Center

PSC Personnel Services Coapany

PSYOP Psychological Operations

PW Prisoner of War

PZ Pickup zone

QRF Quick Reaction Force

Qss Quick Service Su4port

R ReinforciM

R&S Reconnaissance and Surveillance

REMAB Remote Marshallirg Base

REA Restrictive Fire Area
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ROE Rules of Engagement

RSA Reconaissance,. Surveillance, and Target Acquisition

SAO Security Assistance Organization

SF Special Forces

SFGA Special Forces Group, Airborne

SFOB Special Forces Operating Base

SFODA Special Forces Operaticns Detadcment "A"

SFO0B Special Forces Operations Detadctment "B"

SFOC= Special Forces Operations Detadcment "C"

SHCfAD Short Range Air Defense

SIGINT Signal Intelligence

SJA Staff Judge Advocate

SO Special Operations

SOA Special Operations Aviation

SOC Special Operations Camand

SOCCE Special Operations Comard and Control Element

SOF Special Operations Forces

SOFA Support Operations Team -"A"

SOI Signal Operating Instructions

SOP Standard Operating Procedure

SOSAR Special Operation Search and Rescue

sP Self Propelled

SP Strong Point
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SR Special Reconnaissance

Svc service

TA Theater Army

TAB Target Acquisition Battery

TA CP Tactical Command Post

TAC CP Tactical Coand Post

ThC2 Tactical Air Comnand and Control Specialists

TAP Tactical Air Control Party

TACSAT Tactical Satellite

TAD Target Acquisition Detadcbrent

TAI Targeted Area of Interest

TALO Tactical Air Liaison Officer

TAYN Tactical Air Request Net

TB Tank Battalion

TCF Tactical Combat Force

TF Task Force

714 Team

TMT Transportation Motor Transport

TOC Tactical Operations Center

TOT Tire on Target

Tor Time over Target (Air Force)

TPJ Tank and Pmp Unit

Target Reference Point
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TA= Unitied States Army Training and Doctrine CTrd

tC Unit Maintenance Collection Point

LM Unit Ministry Team

USA United States Army

USAF United States Air Force

INCOC United States Cctmarder in Chief, Special Operations Ccm~onr

ustc United States Marine Corps

USN United States Navy

uw Unconventional Warfare

VEESS Vehicle Engine Exhaust Smoke System

VROF Variable Format Message Entry Device

vi•m WWeapons System Replacement Operations
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APPENDIX D

REFRE1ECE PJBLICATIONS

A. GENERAL: References contained in this appendix include publications

used in the preparation of this manual. Also included are publications

related to Joint Task Force Contingency Cperatons. Due to administrative

problems in military publication management, some dates of publication are

not available. Chanes to publications are annotated with only the number

and date of the most current change.

B. JOINT SERVICE PUBLICATIONS:

AFSC Pub 1 Joint Staff Officers Guide, Jul 88.

DOD Dir 5105.35 Responsibilities of Unified and Specified Ccnmurds
in Public Affairs Matters, Apr 88.

DOD Dir 5122.8 Use of Military Carriers for Public Affairs
Purposes.

DOD Dir 5240.2 Department of Defense Counter-Intelligence, with
DOD Instruction, Apr 88.

DOD Instr 5410.15 Delineation of DOD Audio Visual Public Affairs
Responsibilities and Policies.

DOD Instr 5435.2 Delegation of Authority to Approve Travel in the
Use of Military Carriers for Defense Public
Affairs Purposes.

JCS MOP 95 Electronic Warfare.

JCS MDP 116 Military Deception.

JCS Pub 0-2 Unified Action Armed Forces (UNAAF), Dec 86.
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JCS Pub 1-02 Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and
Associated Terms, Dec 89.

JCS Pub 1-03 Joint PeportinM Stri.cture (JRS), Jun 77.

JCS Pub 1-03.16 JRS, Joint operations P{lanning System, Apr 77.

JCS Pub 1-03.20 JRS, 3oint Deployment System (JDS), Jun 87.

JCS Pub 3-01.2 Joint Doctrine for Theater Counterair Operations,
Apr 86.

JCS Pub 3-01.3 Joint Doctrine for Air Defense frcm Overseas Lard
Areas, May 64.

JCS Pub 3-05 Doctrine for Joint Special Operations, Jan 86.

JCS Pub 3-06 Doctrine for Joint Riverine Operations, Jul 81.

JCS Pub 3-13 Ccmend, Control, CO rincations Countermeasures,
Sep 87.

JCS Pub 3-51 Doctrine for SIGINT and Electronic Warfare Support
Measures, Support to Joint Military Operations,
Jan 79.

JCS Pub 3-51.1 Electronic Warfare Procedures for Joint Tactical
Operations, Dec 86.

JCS Pub 3-53 Joint Doctrine for Psychological Operations, Feb
87.

JCS Pub 3-54 Joint Doctrine for Operations Security, May 90.

JCS Pub 3-56 Tactical Command and Control Procedures for Joint
Operations, May 87.

JCS Pub 3-56.24 Tactical Cmmand and Control Planning Guidance and
Procedures fore Joint Operations and Jiont
Interface Operational Procedures, Aug 86.

JCS Pub 4 Doctrine for Logistical Support of Joint
Operations, Sep 90.

JCS Pub 4-01 Joint Logistics Policy and Guidance, Sep 83.

JCS Pub 4-04.1 Mobility System Policies, Procedures and
Considerations, Sep 83.
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JCS Pub 6-01 Tactical Comnd and Control, and Commmications
Systems Standards, May 87.

JCS Pub 6-02 Doctrine for Joint Tactical Ccumuzications
Planning Guide (MAC=M Guide), Apr 68.

JCS Pub 6-03 Worldwide Military Command and Control System
Standards (1'W=), Feb 78.

JCS Pub 6-03.11 Management Procedures for the Worldwide Military
Command and Control System Standards (WWMCCS), May
87.

JCS Pub 6-04 Joint US Message Text Formatting Procedures, Dec
87.

JCS Pub 6-05 Joint Co mninications Systems, Jun 86.

JCS S4 103-84 Counterintelligence Responsibilities.

JCS SK 362-84 Joint Operations Planning System (JOPS),
Deliberate Planning Procedures.

JCS S4 423-86 Peacetime Rules of Engagement for US Forces.

JCS SK 502-85 Joint Operations Plarning System (JOPS), Crisis
Action System.

C. MULTISERVICE IBLICATIONS:

FM I0-63/AFM 143-3/ Handling of Deceased Personnel in Theaters
FEMN 4-8 of Operations, Feb 86.

FM 20-12/AFM 75-6/ Doctrine for Anphibious Embarkation, Jun 87.
NWP 22-6/LFM 03

FM 31-11/AFM 2-53/ Doctrine for Axphibious Operations, Aug 67 with C5
NWP 22/LFM 01 (Sep 88).

FM 34-81/AFM 105-4 Weather Support for Army Tactical Operations, Aug
89.

FM 55-12/FMFM 4-6 Movements of Units in Air Force Aircraft, Sep 78.

FM 100-27/AFM 2-50 Doctrine for Joint Airborne and Tactical Airlift
Operations, Jan 85 with Cl (Mar 85).
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FM 100-42/AFM 2-14 Airspace Management in an Area of Operation, Nov
76.

FM 100-43/AFM 2-54/, Doctrine for Landing Force Operations, Oct 87.
LFM 02

FM 100-48/AFM 1-3/ Doctrine and Procefures for Airspace Control in
NWP 17/LFM 04 the Combat Zone, Nov 86.

MAC? 105-3/TRADOC Joint Operational Corcept for Weather and
Pam 525-21, Environntal Support to Army Operations.

MACP 50-20/TRADOC Joint Operational Concept Joint Attack of the
Pam 525-16, Secord Echelon (JSAK).

TACP 50-27/TRADOC Joint Operational Concept and Procedures for
Pam 525-43, Coordination of FEployment of Air-Delivered Mines

(J-MI ).

TACP 50-36/TPADOC ANACS - Army Contingency Voice Operating
Pam 34-4, Proceduires.

TACP 50-36/USAFEP Joint Application of Firepower (J-FIRE) Peference
50-9/•R•OxC Pam Guide.
34-2/IIANTFLT TIP
-2/MCDECOH 6-2C

D. UNi SLATM AFMY FUBLICATIONS:

ARTEP 45-413-10-MIP Mobile Public Affairs Detacdment, Feb 89.

AI'EP 45-500-10-MIP Public Affairs Team, Feb 89.

FM 1-100 Combat Aviation Operations, Feb 89.

FM 1-103 Airspace Managemnnt and Army Air Traffic in a
Combat Zone, Dec 81.

FM 3-5 NBC Decontamination, Jun 85.

FM 3-50 Deliberate SnQmke Operations, Jul 84.

FM 3-100 NBC Operations, Sep S5.

FM 5-100 En~gineer Conbat Operations, Nov 88.

FM 6-20 Fire Suport in the Air - land Battle, May 88.
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FM 6-20-10 The Targeting Process, Mar 90.

FM 6-20-30 Fire Support for Corps and Division Operations,
Oct 89.

FM 6-20-40 Fire Support for Brigade operations (Heavy), Jan
90.

FM 6 0-50 Fire Support for Brigade Operations (Light), Jan
90.

FM 6-30 Observed Fire Procxdures, Jun 85.

FM 6-40 Field Artillery Gunnery, Dec 84.

FM 7-7 The Mechanized Infantry Platoon and Squad, Mar 85.

FM 7-8 The Infantry Platoon and Squad (Infantry,
Airborne, Air Assault, Panger), Dec 80.

FM 7-10 The Infantry Rifle Cwpany (Airborne, Air Assault,
and Ranger), Jan 82.

FM 7-20 The Infantry Battalion, Dec 84.

FM 7-30 Infantry, Airborne, and Air Assault Brigade

Operations, Apr 81.

FM 7-70 Light Infantry Squad/ Platoon, Sep 86.

FM 7-71 Light Infantry Company, Aug 87.

FM 7-72 Light Infantry Battalion, Mar 87.

FM 7-85 Ranger Unit Operations, Jun 87.

FM 8-10 Health Service Support in a Theater of Cperation,
Oct 78.

FM 8-10-1 Health Service Support in Divisions, Separate.
Brigades, and Armored Cavalry Regiments, Feb 79.

SFM 8-10-6 Medical Evacuation in a Theater of Operation, Nov
82.

FM 8-20 Health Service Support in a Combat Zone, May 83.

FM 8-21 Health Service Suppori. in a Canmunications Zone,
Nov 84.
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FM 8-35 EVacuation of the Sick and Wounded, Dec 83.

FM 8-42 Medical Operations in Low Intensity Conflict, Apr
90.

FM 8-55 Planning for Health Service Support, Feb 85.

FM 9-6 Ammunition Service in the Theater of Operation,
Sep 89.

FM 10-24 Ration Distribution Operations, May 83.

FM 10-52 Field Water Supply, Feb 85.

FM 10-60 Subsistence Supply and Management in Theaters of
Operations, Dec 80 with Cl (Aug 81).

FM 10-67 Petroleum Supply in Theater of Operations, Feb 83
with C1 (Oct 83).

FM 10-280 Field Launxdry Clothing Edchange and Bath
Operations, Oct 86.

FM 11-23 Theater Cmunicaticns Command, Nov 82.

FM 12-3-1 Separate Cmpany and Battalion Level Personnel and
Administrative Doctrine, Jul 87.

FM 12-3-2 Division/ Separate Brigade Personnel and
Administrative Doctrine. Aug 87

FM 12-3-4 Edcelons Above Corps (EAC) Personnel and
Administrative Doctrine. Jun 87

FM 12-6 Personnel Doctrine, Aug 89.

FM 14-6 Controlled Finance Service in Theaters of
Operations, Sep 81.

FM 14-7 Finance Operations, Oct 89.

FM 16-5 The Chaplain and Chaplain Assistant in Combat
Operations, Dec 84.

FM 17-50-1 Attack Helicopter Operations, May 83.

FM 17-95 Cavalry Operations, Feb 86.

FM 19-1 Military Police Support for the Air - Land Battle,
May 88.
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FM 19-40 Enemy Prisoners of War, Civilian Detainees, and

Detained Persons, Feb 76.

FM 21-10 Field Hygiene and Sanitation, Nov 88.

FM 21-10-1 Unit Field Sanitation Team, Oct 89.

FM 21-11 First Aid for Soldiers, Oct 88 with C1 (Aug 89).

FM 21-60 Visual Signals, Sep 87.

FM 24-1 Combat Commnications, Sep 85.

FM 24-18 Tactical Single - Channel Radio Communications
T cnique, Sep 87.

FM 27-1 Legal Guide for Commanders, Jun 87.

FM 27-10 Law of Land Warfare, Jul 56 with C1 (Jul 76).

FM 29-51 Division Supply and Field Service Operations, Nov
84.

FM 29-147 Supply and Service Company, Direct Support, Apr
81.

FM 31-12 Army Forces in Amphibious Operations, Mar 61 with
C1 (Jun 63).

FM 31-20 Special Forces Operations, Sep 89.

FM 31-24 Doctrine for Special Forces Air Operations, Jan
90.

FM 31-71 Northern Operaticns, Jun 71.

FM 33-1 Psychological Operations, Jul 87.

FM 34-1 Intelligence and Electronic Warfare Operations,
Jul 87.

FM 34-25 Corps Intelligence and Electronic Warfare
Operations, Sep 87.

FM 34-60 Counterintelligence, Aug 85.

FM 34-60A Counterintelligence Operations, Jun 89.

FM 34-130 Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield, May
89.
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FM 41-10 Civil Affair Operatios, Dec 85.

FM 44-1 US Arny Air Defense Artillery Emloyment, Dec 85.

FM 44-12 US Army Air Defense Artillery Material, Jun 84.

FM 44-100 US Army Air Defense Artillery Operations, Nov 88.

FM 46-1 Public Affairs, Apr 86.

FM 55-1 Army Transportation Service in the Theater of
Operation, Nov 84.

FM 55-2 Division Transportation Operations, Jan 85.

FM 55-12 Mwww~t of Units in Air Force Aircraft, Sep 78.

FM 57-38 Pathfinder Operations, Oct 6" with C2 (Mar 73).

FM 63-2 Division Sup&pot Command, Armred and Mechanized
Infantry Divisions, Nov 83.

' FM 63-2-1 Division Support Ccamard, Airborne, Air Assault,
and Light Infantry Divisions, Dec 84.

FM 63-2-2 Carbat Service Support Operations, Oct 85.

FM 63-3 Crrps Support opcrations, Oct 83.

FM 53-4 Cobat Service Sup-prt Operations, Theater Army
Ara Coomand, Sep 84.

FM 63-20 Forward Support Battalion, May 85.

FM 71-1 Tank and Mechanized Infantry Cxpany Team, Nov 88.

FM 71-2 Tank and Mechanized Infantry Battalion Task Force,
Sep 88.

FM 71-3 Armored and Mecainized Infantry Brigade, May 88.

FM 71-100 Armred ed Mechanized Division Operations, Jun
90.

FM 71-101 Infantry, Airborne, and Air Assault Division
Operations, Mar 80.

FM 71-123 Tactics, Techiques, and Procahues for Combined
Arms, Heavy, Nov 89.
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FM 90-2 Battlefield Deception, Oct 88.

FM 90-3 Desert Cperations, Aug 77.

FM 90-4 Air Assault Cperaticrs, Mar 87.

FM 90-5 Junrgle Cperaticns, Aug 82.

FM 90-6 Mow1tain Operations, Jan 80.

FM 90-8 Coumterguerrilla Cperations, Aug 86.

FM 90-10 Military Cperations in Urbanized Terrain (MrXT),
Aug 79.

FM 90-12 Base Defense, Oct 89.

FM 90-13 River Crossing Cperatians, Nov 78.

FM 90-14 Rear Battle, Jun 85.

FM 100-2-1 Soviet Army Operaticos and Tactics, Jul 84.

FM 100-2-2 Soviet Army Specialized Warfare and Rear Area
S , Jul 84.

FM 100-2-3 Soviet Army Organization and Equipment, Jul 84.

FM 100-5 Operations, May 86.

FM 100-7 Larger Unit Cperations (TBP).

FM 100-10 Combat Service Support, Feb 88.

FM 100-15 Corps Cperations, Sep 89.

FM 100-16 SATort Operations: Echelons above Corps (EAC),
Apr 85.

FM 100-20 Military Cperations in Low Intensity Conflict, Dec

90.

FM 100-25 Doctrine for Army Special operations Forces (SF,
Rangers, CA, PSYOP, SOA), Oct 90.

FM 100-26 The Army Air - GrCam- System, Mar 73.

FM 100-103 Army Airspace C!mard and Control in a omubat
Zone, Oct 87.
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FM 101-5 Staff Organization and Operations, May 90.

FM 101-5-1 Operational Terms and Symbols, Oct 85.

E. UN=TD STATES AIR FPRE PUBLICATIONS:

AFM 2-1 Tactical Air operations - Counter Air, Close Air
Support, and Air Interdiction, May 69.

AFM 2-6 Tactical Air Operations - Reconnaissance, Feb 66.

AFM 2-7 Tactical Air Operations - The Tactical Air Control
Systeu (ThSs), Feb 79.

AFM 2-8 Electronic Combat (BC) Operations, Jun 87.
AFM 2-12 Tactical Air Operatios - Airspace Control in the

Cmnbat Area, Aug 88.

AFP 110-31 International Law of Armed Conflict, Nov 76.

APP 200-17 An Introduction to Air Force Targeting, Jun 89.

AFM 55-9 Responsibilities for Tactical Air Control Parties,
Jun 86.

TACR 55-45 Tactical Air Force Headquarters and the Tactical
Air Control Center, Jan 88.

TACR 55-46 The Tactical Air Cotrol System (TACS) - Air
Support operations Centers (ASOC) Tactical Air
Coitrol Control Parties (TACP), Sep 88.

F. UT= STATES NAVY PUBLICATIONS:

NWP 0 Naval Warfare Documentation Guide, Jan 90.

NWP 1 Strategic Concepts of the US Navy. j

NWP 2 Organization of the US Navy.

NWP 4 Basic Operational Camnuuications Doctrine, Sep 89.

NWP 6 Operational Medical and Dental Support.
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NWP 8 CCmnand and Control.

NWP 9 The cCcmnders Hardbook on the Law of Naval
Warfare.

NWP 10-1 Cauposite Warfare Carmanders Manual, Jun 85.

NWP 10-1-12 (Rev A) Marit-I Reporting System.

NWP 10-1-12 (Series) Joint Reporting System.

NW 10-1-30 Direct Sup&ort to the Battle Group.

NWP 10-1-40 Electronic Warfare Coordination, Jun 86.

NWP 10-1-41 Navy Operational Deception, Mar 89.

NWP 10-2 Strike Operations Against Land Targets.

NWP ni Naval Cperational Planning, Sep 87.

NWP 3-1-1 Characteristics and Capabilities of US Navy
Combatant chips, Oct 79.

NWP 11-2 Characteristics and Capabilities of US Navy
Auxiliaries and MSC Ships, Oct 79.

NWP 11-3 Characteristics and Capabilities of US Navy
Aircraft, Oct 79.

NWP 11-4 Characteristics and Capabilities of US Navy
Weapons, Sensors, and Cormunications Systems, Oct
79.

NWP 12-4 Soviet Ocean Surveillance Threat.

NWP 19 National Searc and Rescue Manual.

NWP 19-2 Conbat Search and Rescue Procedures.

NWP 22-1 The Amphibious Task Force Plan.

oRNAVINSr 3100.6E Special Incident Reporting, May 89.

IOPHAVINST 3070.IA Operational Security, Jun 85.

OPNAVINST S3420.1 Psychological Cperations.

OCPNVINST $3490.1D Military Deception, Mar 82.
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OPNAVINST S3490.lE Military Deception, Mar 82.

G. UT= STATS MARINE CWPS PUMATICKTS:

FMFM 0 Marine Carps Dictionary and Glossary of
Abbreviations and Acronyms.

MM 1 Warfightirq

FMFM 4 Combat Service Support Operations, Jan 87.

EMFM 4-16 Joint Manual for Civil Affairs.

HMM 5-1 Marine Aviation Combat Elements (ACE) Operations,
Aug 79.

FMM 5-8 Control of Aircraft and Missiles.

S7-6 Maritime Prepositicniz- Force MPF) Operations.

CH 2-1 Marine Air-Grmund Task Force Organization, Mar 87.

CH 6-1 Ground Combat Operations, Jan 88.
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